
 

 

 

NIGHTLIGHT BY WILL FULLER 

 

‘Man has no Body distinct from his Soul; for that call’d Body is a portion of Soul 

discerned by the five Senses.’ (William Blake) 

 

PROLOGUE 

 

It was a cliff of black mirrors; sheared plates of obsidian glass stacked impossibly high, 

their depths disturbed by reflections of distant fire. 

Above, the cliff climbed into a hot and unknowable night. Below,  a river a mile 

wide was in full spate; its black water tearing razor-sharp sediment from the obsidian 

bedrock. A silent surge to the canyon’s edge; then in a great mushroom-cloud of steam, 

the wall of water plunged down to pile surf in slow arcs across the lake, spend its fury 

on far beaches of congealed glass. 

Halfway up the cliff, the warped obsidian mirrors had been punctured by a 

perfectly round tunnel. A man stood at its sharp-cut lip, uncaring of the awesome drop 

opened before him. He wore a shirt of unbleached cotton and stiff leather waistcoat, 

coarse canvas trousers gathered into a brass-studded belt – a mirage heat-shimmered 

to the very edge of disintegration; seeming without substance. 
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He studied the mushroom cloud of steam; within it, could still discern a yellow 

glitter, dancing patterns of pure gold dust. He watched the occluded hazes with 

sadness. Once, they’d been at the heart of everything, this cavern alive with their light; 

been bright enough to illuminate the sky – to touch the exquisite snowflake-patterns of 

golden stardust that bounded the farthest horizon of the universe. 

His anger swelled against the river boiling below; against the minds that had 

created it – against all that it symbolized: his exile from the world beneath the stars. 

Well, so be it. What he would do now was product of their own mechanical minds – he 

would use the river to create a new connection; carve a fresh corridor back to the stars. 

He turned his attention to the lake at the bottom of the great cistern. If light ever 

touched its waters, they would refract a purple turbidity, through tiny prisms of 

abraded obsidian bedrock. But the collided slabs that formed the cistern’s roof were a 

hundred miles above his head – many times that beneath the deepest probing of the sun. 

And the golden light which once had banished all trace of darkness was extinguished… 

…a billion golden suns, burning at the Earth’s heart… 

He held out his hands cup-shaped, as if to hold them all. 

The moment had arrived. 

The stench of burning rock filled his nostrils. This orchestration of chaos was 

reaching its climax; sparks showering from the cliffs as a ring of fire encircled the lake. 

New rivers, of molten metal, were dissolving the last obstacles to their flow. They broke 

through the walls of black glass; their heat scorching his skin; iron laced with nickel 

forced up from the Earth’s core – and with them other metals, softer and heavier, 

breaking through lower down the cliff, to spill over the beaches of fused glass…the 

primrose hues of liquid gold, with waves of violet fire passing over; the shining purity 

of molten silver. 
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These would be siphoned away; for now it was the flow of iron and nickel – of 

nascent steel, which gripped him. The confidence that glittered in his eyes was an 

amalgam too; of craftsmanship and arrogance – the conceit of one never bested. But 

there was also a third element tempering his manner; for no ordinary man could have 

survived in this sulphurous inferno. An element that was about to change everything. 

The molten streams of nickel-iron dropped at last from the glowing cliff-face, 

plunged into the lake below. The water vanished before them; flashed at once into 

invisible, superheated steam. 

Then it happened. 

As the streams of molten steel struck the water they immediately began to cool 

and thicken. But as they reached a certain depth the building pressure of invisible 

steam threw the molten steel back up; a glutinous skin of cherry-red rising high into the 

air, engulfing the gold dust over the lake. The glowing metal skin annealed to form a 

bubble many miles across; the pressure of steam inside blowing it out until it seemed to 

fill the entire cavern. And as the steel cooled static jumped from it; purplish sparks 

darting back into the smouldering tunnels left by the molten flows; frightened fireflies 

disappearing into the cracks of the world. 

The great red-glowing wall of the bubble slowed, deepened to ruby and then at 

last froze into a deep blue, coming to a halt within reach of his still-cupped fingers. He 

touched it, found it still warm and perfectly smooth. He took his hand away satisfied. 

The Morpheus Cave was born. 
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‘No…not now!’ 

It was as if a switch had been thrown – the clouds coming alive. An 

Impressionist dawn; composed of pure colour…Yolanda bit her lip, trying to keep the 

dream out. The rain had stopped, there was only a moment left before the sun broke 

over the town. The rust-coloured roofs were awaking under the castle, and around her 

the trees of the park began to step out of the night. 

At last, the weather was changing. With any luck today would be the day. 

It was the third morning in a row she’d waited for dawn in the flint-walled park 

with her camera – waiting for this dreary grey nothingness hanging in the sky to loosen 

its grip. Waiting for this moment. 

But she could feel that subtle change in her heartbeat; feel the dream growing. 

 

A flash, like a shutter being lifted. 

Onto someone else’s life. 

‘Eric?’ 

…Feeling her way along the brickwork into the railway tunnel, with only the 

gleaming of the tracks as her guide. It was dark, cold, the damp clinging to her flesh. 

She was shivering, biting her lip to keep down the fear – the reflections ghosting the 

wet walls were coming from an exit so far away now… But she had to keep looking. 

‘Eric? Where are you?’ 

She could feel him…the thudding in her heart, the tingling wave that shook her 

whole body…so close… 

‘Yoley, you have to be careful.’ 

His voice burst inside her head. A young man’s voice, but not scared. The 

strangest part of the dream so far. Before now, she’d never heard his voice… 
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Somehow, they were immediately arguing. 

‘I have to be careful? Eric, if you hadn’t – alright, if we hadn’t – then none of 

this would ever have happened.’ 

‘You’re nearly there. But you must be careful.’ 

‘Like I need you to keep telling me–’ 

Her outstretched hand fell into a sudden emptiness. Found a rusted iron door 

set deep into an arch in the tunnel’s dripping brickwork… 

 

‘Sodding Hell!’ 

She couldn’t help yelping it out loud. Luckily she was alone; just her in the 

ancient park, free to act like a crazy-person – but she’d been waiting so long to take 

these pictures. The knees of her jeans were soaked through. Maybe you did need to be 

just a bit crazy to be kneeling on the wet grass in the dark, waiting for the sunrise with 

your camera focussed on a mulberry tree. Waiting for the steaming rain to stop and for 

the summer sun to finally burst through. 

Waiting to capture that instant when the world would drip with molten fire… 

Maybe only someone desperate to find some way to escape from their crazy 

guilt-dreams would be here in the first place, hiding behind a camera-lens. Maybe that 

was all her photography had ever been: just more therapy. 

It was funny; they’d been so close, but her clearest memories about Eric were of 

how much they used to fight. When he’d first disappeared, the woman in the white coat 

with the fiercely straight blonde hair had spent ages trying to explain to Yolanda how it 

was guilt about him that was causing her to have nightmares. Yolanda could never 

make her understand that it wasn’t just that; that if Eric had really been dead then she 

would have known…instead it felt like he was still trying to talk to her. Which was the 
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weirdest part of all, seeing as how when he had been around they’d never been able to 

talk properly; only with that finger-tapping language he’d learnt. Because Eric had been 

born deaf, dumb and blind. 

But they’d always had this mental twin-thing, a connection that started with a 

lift in her heart and then shot up into her head… 

And now it was growing inside her again. A roaring, like an express-train. 

 

The same dream she’d always had, alone in the darkness. Standing in the railway 

tunnel where Eric had disappeared, eight years ago. 

But this time, the dream was different… 

It was happening while she was awake for a start. Always before, the dream had 

only come in her sleep – maybe she was asleep; fallen asleep in the park, waiting with 

her camera. But always before, the dark and the cold and the damp of the tunnel had 

grown unbearable in her mind, and forced her to wake up. 

This time, she’d found a door…her hand trembled as she reached out for its 

surface. It was caked with red rust, damp and crumbling as she touched it. The door 

was round, like the iron hatchway on a ship, or perhaps a submarine; because instead 

of a handle it had a large rusty wheel in the middle.  Fixed deep into rust around the 

door’s edge was a circle of five yellow studs. She thought at first they were brass, then 

saw how they were softer and more lustrous than that; like they were made of gold. 

When she took hold of it, the wheel was rusted solid. 

She wrenched at the wheel, flakes of rust stabbing her palms. With an awful 

grinding it gave; the whole hatch and its golden orbs beginning to spin. 

It swung open, flooding the tunnel with light. 
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She was back in the park again; the rising sun stabbing her eyes from behind the roofs. 

The rain had almost stopped – she was still holding the digital camera, squared on the 

mulberry tree at a perfect alignment to catch the dawnlight as it scattered from the rain-

pearled leaves. 

Even distracted by that awful dream-vision, she’d waited too long for this 

moment to do anything else but operate on reflex… 

She let the digital camera drop on its cord onto her damp t-shirt, ignored the 

rain-crazed curls collapsing across her forehead as she lifted the heavy Pentax; fighting 

fingers clumsy with excitement to check the focus of its huge zoom lens. 

In the eyepiece the limbs of the mulberry tree lurched drunkenly towards her, 

suddenly alive with magical light. She snapped the shutter-release. 

The light went out. 

 

She was back in the cold darkness of the tunnel, standing in the open doorway – staring 

into a room filled suddenly with shadows. The blinding light had vanished; fled into the 

tunnel as if it had been trapped for aeons behind this door, waiting to escape. 

Waiting for her to release it. 

But as she stood on the threshold of the darkened room, she knew that there 

might be another reason for the sudden darkness – that somebody inside the room had 

just turned the lights out. 

The only light coming from the room now was a pallid blue suggestion of 

shapes; reflections off the polished surfaces of towers of scientific equipment. The light 

was coming from the instruments themselves, from their panels and dials. As she took a 

first wary step inside, she felt it through her feet as well as her ears – the room was 

vibrating with a low humming. 
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And there was somebody seated in the middle of the room, the machines banked 

up around him. She knew him at once; even in this light, even after all this time. 

‘Eric?’ She choked on his name – on seeing him again, after so long. 

But something else was wrong with this dream; because Eric was unchanged 

from that awful day eight years ago when she’d lost sight of him by this railway tunnel, 

and he’d disappeared out of her life forever. 

He still looked only ten years old… 

He was sitting in a padded chair. In the weak light he looked drained of blood. 

Fine wires trailed around him; clear, as if made of flexible glass. The glass wires began 

to pulse with purple light – for a panicky second Yolanda thought that Eric’s blood 

really was being sucked out.  

The purple light was changing, its sullen luminescence turning gold. 

Eric’s hollow-cheeked face was defiant. His familiar delicate features that had 

haunted her mind for so long seemed filled now not with fear, but with determination.  

His unseeing brown eyes become pools of hope. 

Filaments of gold were gathering restlessly above his head; gossamer 

spiderwebs spun from light. They shimmered, like the fragile sulphurous static that 

gathers before a lightning-strike. Yolanda felt her flesh tingle to these thickening haloes 

of expectation, saw the fine hairs on her arms standing out. 

And then saw that there was somebody else in the room, standing behind the 

chair. A woman wearing a long white coat: with fiercely straight blonde hair. 

 

The sun came out again. 
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Yolanda was back in the park, the sun shining in her eyes, her heart thumping 

and breathing hard. The day was brightening now over the town, the rain-clouds 

loitering sullenly over the sea to the south. 

She found herself still kneeling in the wet grass, her finger still pressing the 

shutter release button of the Pentax. For a moment she thought she saw a movement 

under the mulberry tree – but when she looked again it was gone. 

She stood up, wobble-legged after kneeling for so long – but not just that; she 

was starting to tremble all over, uncontrollably. Shock was setting in, reaction. This 

time, the dream had been different…always before when she’d been trapped in that 

dark tunnel she’d been filled with a yearning, an unbearable longing. But now it felt 

like her fear and guilt had set so solid inside her that it had forced her to find a way out 

– given her the strength to throw open that rusted door. 

But that wasn’t why she was starting to tremble uncontrollably… 

She’d found Eric again. At last, after all this time. 

And now something else had changed. Looking at the sunlit leaves, Yolanda felt 

her heart lifting, for the first time in eight years… It was like she wasn’t just seeing the 

leaves anymore, but that they were somehow touching her deep inside – like their life 

had found her life, and the way they could touch brought the world alive. 

It reminded her of how she’d felt when she’d first seen the old-fashioned 

Pentax, a week ago in the charity shop… 

 

…‘I was wondering…’ 

She’d fallen in love with the battered camera the moment she’d set eyes on it. 

She had to have it. Right now; before anybody else saw it, even though she was 

completely skint – she’d just spent all her money on a new digital camera, the type 
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recommended for her course. She couldn’t believe it when she’d seen the Pentax sitting 

alone on the glass shelf with its huge zoom lens, as if it had been left there specially for 

her. 

She hadn’t even thought about trying chemical film before; she’d have to get 

one of the technicians at college to show her how to develop the films. But everything 

about the camera suddenly felt so much more real, somehow; its complicated levers 

and dials, its serrate wheels and knobs. It must have belonged to some professional 

wildlife photographer, who’d died or something. Maybe someone who’d taken it 

around the world. It was clunky and beautiful and in-your-face – not afraid of what it 

was, not hiding away like her digital inside a pretty case. 

Yolanda knew this was a camera she wouldn’t be able to hide behind either; that 

she wasn’t going to use this camera to take the sort of pictures you put in an album and 

forgot about, but the opposite – to sort of see through things, to try to see more clearly 

what was really going on. It dawned on her then, with a sense of wonder, just how 

passionate she was feeling about doing that. 

‘You were wondering?’ 

The man in the shadows at the back of the shop brought her back – guiltily, like 

he’d just caught her dribbling over the camera. He had a strong tanned face and thick 

fair hair spilling over his shoulders, met her with a smile that seemed to say he didn’t 

care about anything very much, and a stare that went right through her that said he must 

care about something an awful lot. She wondered how old he was – a lot older than her, 

but somehow even younger. Maybe it was the smile. Or the stare. Ancient hippy, she 

thought; the town seemed to attract them, like fluff. 

‘I was wondering how much the camera was.’ 

‘To you?’ 
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She felt herself getting hot, like she’d be caught off-guard ‘Well, to anybody, I 

guess.’  then annoyed. Was he teasing her? ‘Yes, of course to me. I want to buy it.’ 

‘There’s a difference, you see,’ he didn’t react to her bite, just kept staring 

through her. 

‘Difference?’ 

‘To anyone else, more money than they’d care to spend’ 

‘And to me?’ 

‘To you, it’s free.’ 

Yolanda didn’t know what to say – wondered if he was trying to come on to her. 

If he was, then he’d got a totally weird way of going about it. Anyway, it didn’t feel 

like that…his eyes were still going right through her and coming out the other side, like 

they were focussing behind her, on something she couldn’t see. 

‘Here.’ He took down the Pentax and held it out.  ‘Try it at the same time as 

your digital; then you’ll see the difference.’  

She’d grabbed the camera and run, mumbling something that might have 

sounded like thanks. 

 

But here in the park this morning, she was trying to do exactly what that weird hippy 

had suggested; using both cameras at the same time. And she’d started dreaming, while 

she was still awake. She shook her head, still trying to shake the dream out of it. It had 

seemed so real – as real as being in the park now. 

And this time, she’d seen Eric. 

She heard a footstep on the path behind her – her hearing seemed to be like her 

eyesight this morning; somewhere on the plus side of triple-A… There was somebody 

else here; by the wall, hidden in its long shadow. Now Yolanda was scared for a 
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completely different reason…everyone was these days; the telly was really feeding the 

paranoia about teenage gangs, and rioters apparently being allowed to roam the streets 

at will. There’d been a lot of stuff about how powerless people felt; even talk about 

how on the worst estates there ought to be a curfew. She’d felt it this morning, walking 

through the town in the dark – told herself she was getting paranoid; sucked in to the 

hype. Surely, it must still be safe to come to the park first thing in the morning? 

She breathed again. It was somebody she recognized. 

‘Josh?’ 

He looked round, seemed to be seeing her for the first time. ‘Yoley?’ 

‘You are here.’ She bit her tongue – what kind of a stupid thing was that to say? 

But why was he here? She was immediately suspicious; nearly asked him if he’d been 

following her – only that would have sounded really paranoid. 

Josh was at college with her, doing media-studies. He was tall, fair, horribly 

over-attractive. The kinds of girls chasing him were wannabe models more interested in 

their legs than their brains. He couldn’t possibly be interested in her, still twitching and 

blinking up at him through a curtain of soggy brown curls. As far as she was concerned, 

Josh had always been way up at the top of her list of non-starters. 

‘What I mean is, why are you here?’ 

He shrugged, hands still in his pockets. ‘Dunno really, couldn’t sleep. 

Something in the air, maybe. You know, like electricity, like before a thunderstorm.’ 

Yolanda felt the hairs standing up on her arms again. The memory of the dream 

was still too close… 

‘You okay? You’re shivering.’ he took his hands out of his pockets, for a 

moment looked like he was going to offer her his jacket – but that would have just been 

a bit too weird, for either of them. 
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‘Just stiff.’ She hid her face, packing up her gear. ‘I’ve been up since four.’ 

‘Get some good shots? That camera’s chemical film, isn’t it?’  

‘Yes it is. And I hope so, but I won’t know until I develop the film – one of its 

many disadvantages.’ She didn’t add that for her, that same not-knowing, watching the 

picture take form in the developing tray, was the biggest thrill of all.  

‘Mind if I take a look?’ 

‘Okay, if you’re careful…’ As she held it out, she felt curiously reluctant to let 

go of the Pentax. Already, it had become like an old friend. 

‘Hey! I said be careful!’ Josh had hold of the camera awkwardly, tried to swing 

it up as he caught the full weight of the zoom lens. At the same time his fingers seemed 

to get tangled up with the cover release knob – if she hadn’t been watching like a hawk, 

he would have exposed the entire film. She snatched the camera back. 

‘You just nearly ruined my whole morning’s work.’ 

‘Sorry.’ He looked like he really was sorry; more than that, he looked worried. 

And suddenly, it felt like the air around her was agitated as well; growing stiff, 

tight on her skin. She felt the hairs on her arms standing up again, and that sulphurous 

smell of static… 

A flash, like a shutter being lifted… 

‘Yoley!’ 

The world exploded. It came to Yolanda later, how there’d been no sound, only 

that the air had somehow moved. She wasn’t where she’d just had been – she was 

sprawled out on the grass next to Josh. As well as sulphur, there was a smell of wood-

smoke in the air. 

And flames, warm on her skin… 

‘Yoley, you okay?’ 
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‘I – I think so. But what the hell just happened?’ Yolanda could hardly take it in 

– the mulberry tree she’d only just photographed: burning furiously, filling the air with 

smoke. The grass where just a moment ago she’d been standing was scorched black… 

She closed her mouth and moved her head carefully, rubbing her neck. 

‘It must have been a lightning-strike.’ Josh’s hand was over hers. 

It came to her then, why her neck felt sore. ‘You pulled me out of the way.’ She 

didn’t mean it to sound quite so much like she was accusing him. ‘Just before it 

happened. But…if it was lightning, where the hell did it come from?’ She looked up at 

the sky. The clouds were thinning, the rain little more than a fine mist; certainly no sign 

of a thunderstorm. ‘And how did you know – ’ 

‘Lucky, I guess.’ That wasn’t quite what she’d meant; but this morning was 

already getting way-too complicated…he was holding onto her arm just a moment 

longer than was strictly necessary. She could feel the warmth of his hand… 

He let go. ‘Yoley, however it happened – let’s not hang around here.’ 

She was with him on that; it wasn’t like they’d been doing anything wrong, 

exactly, only somehow it still felt a bit like that. But it was a sign of the times; with all 

the hype around after the riots, they were bound to get the blame for something like 

this. She sat awed, the flames of the burning tree hot on her face – wanted to do 

something to save it, but it was far too late for that; and anyway, how could she explain 

what had happened? The last thing she needed right now was getting her face splashed 

all over the local news. She got up quickly, brushing down her jeans and checking the 

cameras. She still couldn’t quite believe it – apart from being stiff where Josh had 

pulled her over, she’d survived without a scratch. 

She should be in shock. Maybe that would come later. 
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She couldn’t tear herself away from the guttering carcass of the old mulberry 

tree…a moment before spreading its branches so generously; now consumed by its 

final flowering, dissolving into the sky in a great swarm of sparking fireflies. 

 

As they slid out through the iron gate in the far corner of the flint wall, Yolanda was 

confused again – should they just go their separate ways? It felt like they ought to at 

least try and talk out what had just happened – she needed to talk. ‘Fancy a coffee? We 

could try that new coffee shop up on the high street, chill out on one their comfy sofas. 

I’m buying, I owe you that much, for – ’ 

‘What, for pulling you over and landing on top of you?’ He grinned. A couldn’t-

care-less grin, that reminded her of someone… 

She pushed the curls out of the way, peered up at him. She’d never really 

noticed before how shy his grey-blue eyes were. She’d been about to say “for rescuing 

me”; stopped herself in time. ‘For being in the right place at the right time, I suppose.’ 

He looked away. ‘Sorry. I’ve gotta run. I’m late already.’ 

Which brought her back to what she’d asked him when she’d first seen him – 

why was he here at all? 

But Josh was already turning to go. He looked back, tapped the Pentax slung 

from her neck. ‘Maybe it was the photograph.’ 

‘What?’ 

On the far side of the park, the flames were dying. Josh pointed to the smoking 

stump of the mulberry tree. ‘That old tree. My dad says Buddhists believe that every 

time a person has their picture taken, they loose a part of their soul. Maybe it’s true for 

that old tree as well – it must have had hundreds of pictures taken of it; but maybe there 

was a reason why you got to take the last one.’ 
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Much later, when she finally came to develop the film, Yolanda was to 

remember what Josh had said. But then it wouldn’t be the tree itself which would hold 

her attention… 

* * * 

Weland Smith was but a shimmer distorting the air when Yolanda walked past the 

young man slouching on the graffiti-daubed footbridge. Neither of them saw him. 

The young man grinned, his eyes following the girl, apparently fascinated by 

her muddied and damp-stained jeans. Weland Smith could sense the hunger in the 

young man’s eyes – thought him a most repulsive character. Reptilian – you half-

expected to see his tongue flicking out. But at the same time he saw deeper, sensed the 

entanglements of fate that had turned this young man into something he might not 

otherwise have been. 

They had a lot in common… 

The young man’s name was Paul, and his fate was about to change. 

* * * 

‘How did the photography go?’ 

‘Good.’ What else could she say? Her mum had enough stuff going on in her 

life. 

Mary Eve was in the back garden when Yolanda got home, potting out herbs on 

the patio outside the kitchen. Their house was a Victorian end-of-terrace, built on the 

side of the steep hill leading up at the castle; only two storeys showing where it fronted 

the main road, but going down a full four floors at the back, with the bottom two 

hollowed out of the chalk. Even their garden was split-level, the upper patio outside the 

basement kitchen, with steps leading down to the bottom half, where her mum had her 

ceramics studio with a kiln shed under the pear tree. 
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Yolanda dropped her cameras onto the kitchen table, helped herself to 

peppermint tea out of the pot, diluting it with more hot water – for some reason it tasted 

far too strong this morning. Her mum always had a big teapot of some kind of herb tea 

on the go – home wouldn’t have felt quite like home without that smell… 

The remote was lying on the table, and she switched the television over to the 

local news – breathed a sigh of relief that there no reports yet about the fate of the 

mulberry tree. Instead the news was full of stuff about the riots; leading in to another 

slot about the Morpheus Cave. That was big news locally – Fen Church, the company 

developing it, was based at the Biotechnology Park. They were apparently at the 

cutting-edge of computer interfacing and virtual technology: now they wanted to run a 

pilot-study using the Morpheus Cave as a therapeutic teaching aid, and were offering to 

collaborate with the local college. It all sounded a bit scary-sci-fi to Yolanda; she was 

more into nature conservation and saving the planet. 

The Biotech Park was five miles down the trunk road. She’d done her very first 

photography project up on Smith’s Henge, the stone circle overlooking it. According to 

local folklore the ring of ancient stones on top of the hill was supposed to mark the 

entrance to the smithy of the mythical blackmith Weland Smith, filled in by King 

Arthur in the dark ages. Some genius at Fen Church had hijacked the legend for a 

publicity stunt. Instead of a real person, their media spokesman was a sophisticated 

interactive hologram, dressed in leather waistcoat and homespun trousers to look like a 

Hollywood version of a mediaeval blacksmith. They’d called him Weland Smith. 

They’d also programmed him to be a born performer. Weland Smith was being 

projected to look as if he was standing in the sunshine by the Henge, the grassland 

rolling down to the park below. Apart from an almost invisible shimmering at the 

edges, his image was near-perfect. He’d been given the kind of strong-jawed, wide-
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apart face that people could instinctively trust, although there was something about the 

eyes she couldn’t quite work out. 

Her mum came in from the garden just as Weland Smith was warming to his 

theme. His voice was a rough brogue; deep, rich, inviting. 

“In these times of tight finance, working in a virtual environment is a lot more 

cost-effective than having to fund yet more real-time policing. But let’s be absolutely 

clear. What we’re not talking about here is some sort of cyberpunk-style behavioural 

modification; the use of computer-mediated virtual reality to control people…freedom 

of choice remains at the heart of our philosophy. The Morpheus Cave will be just 

another learning tool – more directly interactive, but still a learning aid, no different in 

principle to an interactive textbook or tutorial program. What is different is its 

potential; we call it the Morpheus Cave – or cave of dreams – because we have here the 

opportunity for people not just to learn, within the ultimate safe-space of an 

environment conjured from their own imaginations; but to actually experience there, 

the potential benefits of modifying their behaviours. 

“Remember: with the Morpheus Cave, we can create the world we deserve.” 

The hologram paused, while the camera zoomed in and the details of his 

weather-beaten face grew large on the screen. “It’s our hope – our belief – that the 

potential benefits of what we’re hoping to do here at Fen Church will be enormous, 

especially for disaffected youngsters who’ve become alienated to the more orthodox 

routes of education – the ones who’ve been effectively abandoned, left to roam the 

streets in feral gangs getting themselves into trouble.” 

Yolanda was caught up, despite herself. Kids like that Paul, who she’d met on 

the footbridge over the railway cutting just now; the way he’d just stood there, staring 

at her – he really had a problem. 
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‘They’ve got a point, mum.’ Yolanda was still thinking about Paul. 

‘I’m not so sure.’ Mary Eve shook her head. ‘Like he said, it’s a cheap option, 

that’s why it’s attracting so much interest – cheaper than facing real issues in the real 

world. It’s easy for people like Fen Church to sound like they know all the answers, 

when really they’re just riding on the back of people’s anxieties; stirring up people’s 

fears for their own ends. Anyway, I certainly wouldn’t want you getting involved in 

anything like that.’ 

Yolanda shrugged; as the Fen Church golden-heart logo came up switched off 

the T.V. She sipped her peppermint tea. Her mum was sounding strong about it – but 

then, it was probably a touchy subject. If this new-generation neural interfacing stuff 

had been around earlier, it might have been able to help Eric…  

Yolanda looked at her mum, tanned from working in the sunlight by her studio 

door, her hair tied back – that same riot of brown curls as Yolanda’s, streaked with grey 

over the last eight years. Her mum was in her middle years now, but already choosing 

in which direction her body would go: not downward, bending under the weight of all 

the crap her life had thrown at her, but upright; head held high as she threw herself into 

the future. 

But this might be an opportunity – it wasn’t often they could talk about Eric, 

though they did try; for both their sakes. Yolanda gathered herself; breathing in far 

more than air. ‘I suppose there wasn’t so much of this new-technology neural interface 

stuff around, then.’ 

They both knew when “then” was… 

‘We argued about it, your father and I.’ Mary Eve smiled – an open smile, as if 

to say that was perfectly natural; not anything for Yolanda to worry about. ‘Of course 
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I’d have done anything to help Eric – what mother wouldn’t? But all the treatments 

were just too experimental–’ 

‘Is that why you argued? Because dad wanted it more?’ Yolanda was always 

desperate to hear about her dad – about what her mum thought about her dad – about 

why he wasn’t around, anymore… 

‘Yes, in a way.’ The smile grew more set. ‘Not so much that your father wanted 

it more, but he wanted it for the – for different reasons. Your father thought I was afraid 

– you know, that I was becoming too dependent on having a special-needs son to look 

after; that I’d grown afraid of him growing up. Your dad was all for – he was desperate 

to have a normal son, naturally…’ 

Her mum said no more, and Yolanda didn’t ask. She was remembering that 

guilty tightening in her throat she used to get, at all the special attention lavished on 

Eric. How that all got mixed up with her own guilt – as if in some bizarre way she was 

to blame; like she’d somehow stolen Eric’s senses. How when he died she’d stuff her 

ears with plasticine, shut her eyes and close her mouth; try to bring him back… 

Her mum seemed to shake herself – want to shake them both out of the past. 

‘You were a long time; I was starting to get worried. Where did you go?’ 

‘I – oh, up by the castle.’ Yolanda sunk her face into her mug, inhaled hot 

peppermint to cover her confusion. ‘I was looking at the trees up there.’ It wasn’t a total 

lie; she had gone up there, on her way over to the park, and she had looked at the trees; 

at the way the ones near the top of the path to the castle had been sculpted by the wind 

off the sea. 

Luckily her mum didn’t seem to notice, went back outside to finish clearing up. 

Yolanda hated lying to her; they’d got close since dad had moved out, and even 

managed to stay friends while Yolanda was weathering the hormonal storms of her 
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teenage years. But still…she should have found it easier; after all they’d had to share. 

But that was just the problem – what they’d had to share. Yolanda couldn’t quite bring 

herself to try to explain what had just happened in the park. Maybe it was because she 

was still in shock. Maybe it was because it really would frighten her mum. And it 

wasn’t just because of the mulberry tree… 

She’d seen Eric. 

Yolanda put her mug down on the table, held it tight to stop her hands shaking. 

She’d never been able to share her dreams about Eric. It wasn’t that she didn’t want to; 

but even after eight years it still felt too close, too difficult. For either of them. 

She glanced out of the window at the gate by the pear tree. At the old wooden 

gate, which opened onto the steep brick steps of the path leading up from the lane at the 

bottom of their garden to the main road that ran along the front of the house. On the 

other side of the steps was the railway cutting, disappearing under the hill. 

The start of the tunnel. 

The tunnel that went all the way through the great hill on which the town was 

built, passing right under the castle. The tunnel that held such an obsessive 

fascination… 

All she could remember now about that terrible day was playing with Eric under 

the pear tree, finding pears for him to eat and leading him to where he could find his 

own. It had never felt strange to her, or a burden, that when they played together she 

had to be his eyes and his ears, and even his voice – how could it, when they’d played 

like this together since birth? It didn’t stop them fighting though, or stop her being 

jealous of all the extra attention he got. Perhaps simply, that they were so much one, 

that she couldn’t imagine life without him. 

Until he wasn’t there anymore. 
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That was all she could ever remember – all she could ever tell the endless 

parade of ever-so-nice people, in answer to their so-gentle questions; one minute they 

were playing together under the pear tree, the next he was gone. When he’d first 

disappeared, in her childish way she hadn’t been too bothered, hunting round the 

garden thinking he was hiding from her on purpose, playing a trick on her – he used to 

do that sometimes, just to wind her up. 

But then she’d seen that the gate had somehow come open, how the Great 

Taboo had been broken: The Gate That Must Never Be Left Open… 

And after that, all she could remember was clinging to the reinforced fence by 

the steps and staring down into the tunnel and screaming. Screaming and screaming, 

and having to be pulled away. 

Eric’s disappearance had been at the top of the news for days. After a couple of 

weeks of fruitless searching, the police had developed the theory that he must have 

somehow managed to wander down as far as the river – perhaps he’d panicked, once 

he’d gone beyond his familiar touch-boundaries. The river was deep and tidal, and the 

final analysis was that his body must have been washed out to sea. 

But Yolanda had never been able to accept that; never been able to give up the 

idea that somehow, Eric must have managed to wander into the railway tunnel, and that 

he had never come out. 

And now she’d seen him. In a dream… 

Her peppermint tea was lukewarm now. Yolanda sipped it, stared out of the 

window. Shafts of sunlight escaped the clouds, searching the brooding watermeadows. 

She’d grown up with this restless mixture of water and light: in winter the meadows 

would flood, become mirrors to reflect the stern moods of the sky. In summer they’d 

thicken with green, over which the cows roamed. Then, as the heat of summer grew 
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burdensome their colour would bleach, and they’d blur with the seeding of the grasses. 

Her mum loved this light. Perhaps that was why they’d stayed, after dad had moved 

back up north. 

Or perhaps, they stayed because moving away would be to finally give up hope; 

to admit that Eric was never coming back… 

Her mum came back into the kitchen, poured herself tea and sat opposite. She 

looked tired. Maybe it was the stuff on the television, bringing it all back. Yolanda 

longed to tell her about this latest dream, about seeing Eric; but she couldn’t bear the 

pain it would bring, the cloud that would dull her mum’s deep brown eyes. 

Her mother was also studying her daughter. ‘Yola, you look exhausted. What 

time did you go out?’ 

‘Oh, early – you know, to catch the sun coming up.’ Yolanda replied vaguely, 

‘But you don’t need to worry so much, mum. I am eighteen now.’ 

‘Yola, I can’t help worrying. I couldn’t–’ I couldn’t bear to lose you, as well… 

It was unsaid: didn’t need to be said… Her mother forced a smile. ‘Anyhow, being 

eighteen is no defence. I’m bound to worry, with all the fear-mongering that’s going on 

in the media at the moment; all this talk about out-of-control teenagers roaming the 

streets. It’s just a shame you have to be go out your own, that you haven’t got–’ 

A nice boy to trot around after, like some sort of gooey-eyed obedient pet… 

‘Don’t, mum.’ Yolanda sipped her tea, bit back the fire – at least her mum was slowly 

learning when to stop. ‘It’s my life mum, and I’m not sharing it with anyone.’ Not yet, 

at least… 

Her mother got up and came to stand behind her, stroking her damp hair and 

trying to untangle the worst of the knots, just as she had done for as long as Yolanda 

could remember. When her mum’s hair was untied it would spring loose, escape down 
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her back. But Yolanda’s curls somehow managed to cling to her head, like they were 

trying to smother her face – like her hair was a metaphor for her whole life, a riot of 

stuff going on inside; stuff she just wasn’t ready to face the world with. 

Yolanda felt herself at last begin to relax. She yawned. 

Her mum was right. She’d been out late with her mates last night and up early – 

now the familiar, gentle massaging of her scalp was making her drowsy. She looked at 

her watch. Still time to catch up on a couple of hours sleep before college; climb the 

narrow staircase to the bolt-hole of her bedroom at the top of the house. 

Time to dream again… 

 

Not her usual dream this time, about being lost in the tunnel. 

This time, a true nightmare. 

Still dark, still wet. Night. Standing with the rain cold on her skin, hearing it 

heavy on unseen foliage – until lightning stitched a brilliant thread through the night. 

In its flash she saw the rain; a glittering roof poised over the town, guttering from the 

leaves of the mulberry tree. 

Saw it fall onto the figure standing by the mulberry’s twisted trunk. 

The hologram Weland Smith. 

For the first time, she looked into his eyes. 

Opened her mouth to scream. 

Flickering static was gathering around him – a web of gold jumping, reaching 

out for her… 

‘Yoley!’ Eric’s voice, shattering the night – ringing in her ears. 
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Eric’s voice was like thunder, wrongly come before the lightning-flash; and 

when the lightning did come, it was as if his voice had earthed the flickering electricity 

upon the mulberry tree. 

Its flash broke the night; freed her from that awful spell. 

The lightning struck squarely the age-contorted crown of the mulberry tree – a 

concentrated discharge of electrical energy that turned the sap in the ancient bark 

instantly to steam; tore it apart in a confusion of flame. 

At the heart of the blossoming conflagration stood Weland Smith. 

And as the flames engulfed him Yolanda thought she was going mad…because 

she saw that on Weland Smith’s head was a glassy horn, or perhaps a cap; and in the 

cone of flawless crystal were set five golden spheres.  

 

Yolanda woke up, and was promptly sick. 

Luckily, her attic bedroom had a tiny hand-basin in the corner – their old 

Victorian house held the accumulated layers of a hundred years of assorted living 

arrangements. As she washed her face in cold water, Yolanda forced herself to 

remember the nightmare; it just wasn’t in her nature to turn away from something like 

that. But she found it too difficult; her thoughts kept shying away, bile rising in her 

throat. She’d had nightmares before – but never one like this. 

The whole nightmare must have been the result of shock of course, which was 

why she’d just been sick – her body finally relaxing enough to react. She was lucky 

Josh had been there… 

Yolanda forced her mind back on track; to trying to make sense of the 

nightmare. All those same elements of this morning had been there: being alone in the 

dark, the rain, the lightning, the burning tree; Weland Smith… 
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All that stuff on television about the Morpheus Cave – the cave of dreams…her 

subconscious was bound to pick up on an association like that. 

Weird, the tricks your mind could play…she found herself choking back an 

hysterical giggle – she was still pretty hyped-up. But she must have been taking it all in 

deeper than she’d thought. 

She’d never been so afraid in her whole life. 

Maybe it was all the fear-hype doing the rounds at the moment; or maybe it was 

meeting Paul, on the bridge. It was true, being out on your own did feel more scary than 

it used to –  maybe everybody was more out of control, like they said; because of this 

want-it-all-and-want-now culture. But her mum was right; media-hype was just making 

things worse. Like Mad Bowley, her old secondary teacher used to say; kids had a nasty 

habit of living down to your expectations: expect them to mug you in the street, and 

they probably would. The sort of stuff Josh must be into, on his media-course… 

She dried her face, rubbing the towel much harder than she needed. 

But there was something much more important in the nightmare. This morning, 

in the park, she’d heard Eric’s voice. And in her nightmare, she’d heard his voice again. 

Eric had saved her. When she looked in the mirror, her eyes were bright with tears. 

She looked out of the attic window. At the end of the lane, beyond the outdoor 

swimming pool, was the river. According to the experts, eight years ago Eric’s lifeless 

body had ridden the river’s tide of black water down to the sea, to be washed away 

forever. Everyone believed that, except for her – except for that thrill in her heart, 

insisting that he was still alive… 

She put the towel back on the rail by the basin. In the end, all this effort trying 

to logic-it-out and make sense of her nightmare still had that one great, horrible flaw in 

it: while you didn’t really expect nightmares to make any sense, what had happened in 
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the park this morning hadn’t made much sense either. In fact, ever since Eric had 

disappeared, her whole life hadn’t made a lot of sense. Now, looking out of her 

window, the world seemed somehow darker, even in the building sunshine –as if the 

fear was somehow narrowing the focus of her life; dimming her horizons. 

Just like her world had felt in those days immediately after Eric’s death – until 

one day she’d experienced the world through the same kind of heightened sensory 

perception she’d had today; vivid enough to touch her somewhere deep inside… 

It must have been a few days after Eric’s disappearance. She’d been walking 

through the lush green grass of the water meadows with mum and dad – maybe they’d 

thought the walk would be therapeutic; maybe they’d still nursed some forlorn, 

unspoken hope of finding Eric. It had come on her quite suddenly: how she was part of 

this green world so busily building itself all around her, infusing its cells and molecules 

– not just seeing and smelling and hearing and feeling and tasting; but being. 

Like somehow, she’d just been given a second chance… 

 

But it was getting late. Time to get her mad brain back on track. Yolanda turned away 

from the river, to think about what she was going to need for college. 

* * * 

In fact, up until lunch-break, the day had ‘boring’ stamped right through it. Partly that 

was because the first lecture was maths – an option she was starting to bitterly regret 

taking; but mainly because she was keen for the morning to be over, so that she could 

develop the film she’d taken in the park. The digital shots had been good, but somehow 

disappointing – like they’d turned out more-or-less how she thought they would; shown 

her what she was expecting to see. With the black-and-white Pentax film, she didn’t 
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quite know what to expect…she sat through Boolean logic trying not to drum her 

fingers too obviously on the table. 

The only interesting thing about the morning was at coffee break. There was a 

lot of talk about the Morpheus Cave slot on the television that morning – of course, 

anything that tapped into cyberpunk and jacking-in was bound to get an audience; and 

the holographic Weland Smith spokesman was a real publicity coup. But behind the 

usual smart-talk and point scoring people were uneasy; picking up on the scare-

mongering being sown by the media – fear was beginning to taint the air. She could tell 

by the too-quick laughs at bad jokes which way most of the talk was going. 

‘What’s your take on it, Yoley?’ Sam, her friend from up the road, plonked her 

Pepsi down and sat down opposite, spilling books and bags and notes over the table. 

‘The Morpheus Cave?’ Yolanda rescued her coffee. In her latest incarnation, 

Sam’s hair was purple and her clothes extreme. Yolanda had known her since primary 

school, had watched her explode onto an unsuspecting world; the quiet, green-eyed 

minx with the cutesy pigtails working her way through a bewildering array of style and 

colour, discarding each like an insect moults its shell. 

After Eric’s death Yolanda had somehow attracted an odd cohort of mates, from 

primary and around, who’d followed her through school and college; an unlikely 

bunch, like Born-Again Melissa and the mouthy Carrot-Top, and the computer-geeks 

on level two. Most of them never really close; their lives just orbiting around hers. It 

was funny, how she’d never really thought of Josh as being part of that crowd. 

But it was Sam who’d become her closest friend. As she sat down Sam picked 

up one of Born-Again-Melissa’s religious leaflets, gave it the eyes-to-heaven before 

placing it delicately at the very furthest end of the table. ‘Yeah, this mind-control stuff. 

Everybody’s strung-out about it – everybody except you, apparently. You’ve obviously 
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got your head buried up your rear-end, as usual.’ She just caught one of her shopping 

bags before it tipped over onto the floor. 

‘Mind control?’  Yolanda moved her rucksack out of the way. She’d resisted 

this term’s fashion for reusable shopping bags – her old rucksack was going threadbare 

in places, and one of the straps was fraying, but she’d had it for years, used it for hill-

walking and conservation work. It was like an old friend; except when it was fully 

loaded it reared up over her head and made her look even smaller than usual. 

‘That’s exactly what it is – mind control,’ Sam insisted, swigging Pepsi, ‘Oh, 

they make out it’s all going to be voluntary, like going to some CGI dream-school, but 

it’s wireless-technology for God-sakes; you can bet your life it’s only getting the 

funding because the powers-that-be are scared shitless – they’ve just been waiting for 

an excuse to whip us all back in line, get us all thinking out of the same tight-arsed little 

groove.’ Sam was doing politics, and media-studies with Josh, although at the moment 

she was more interested in the social life than the career prospects. Yolanda found 

herself hoping that that whatever Sam might one day become, she would always hold 

on to what she was now; a true free spirit. ‘Yoley, the word on the street is that if this 

doesn’t work, then the Plan B is for some kind of curfew, for Christ-sakes.’ 

Yolanda sipped her coffee, trying to focus her mind on Sam’s latest bandwagon. 

‘Sounds extreme. But maybe some kids are getting pretty wild…scary-wild, like that 

Paul we used to know when we went to St Mede’s primary – you know, who lives on 

the estate on the other side of the railway line. I had to walk past him this morning on 

the footbridge, and it did feel pretty weird…’ suddenly, Yolanda found she wasn’t 

paying Sam full attention – she was thinking instead about her nightmare…about a man 

standing by a burning tree…about the Morpheus Cave…mind control… Something 
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pricked at the back of her neck – an idea, bright in the dark of her mind; but when she 

tried to pin it down it flitted away like a frightened firefly. 

‘Yoley, there’s always been creepy kids like Paul around.’ Sam hadn’t noticed 

Yolanda’s drifting off. ‘He never made it to college – but even those of us who did 

aren’t getting a proper education, still just stuck on this qualifications conveyer-belt, so 

it’s not surprising we get pissed off and riot. All this media-hype is just to divert 

people’s attention away from the real issues.’ Sam shook back her braids and 

straightened out her black lace top like she was preparing for a fight. ‘You take it from 

me; we’re heading for a showdown – we’re going to war, sister.’ 

 

By lunchbreak the rain had stopped, the sun playing peek-a-boo behind the drifting 

clouds. If there was going to be a war, Yolanda thought, as she watched the students 

wandering over the grassy banks; then this definitely felt like the lull before the storm. 

Actually, the hour of biology before lunchbreak had provided one bit of 

entertainment. They’d been doing neurobiology, brain and behaviour, and of course, 

soon got sidetracked onto speculation about the Morpheus Cave and the brain-computer 

interface – and of course that had wound Born-Again Melissa right up. Yolanda had 

been guilt-tripping herself that she wasn’t more into the whole neurobiology thing. 

After all, it was probably because of Eric’s disabilities that she’d taken neurobiology in 

the first place, and this brain-implant stuff got right to the heart of all that; but she’d 

discovered early on that whatever it was she was looking for in her life, she was more 

likely to find it out in the woods and fields, than indoors dissecting mice. 

The neurobiology lecturer was Doctor Darwin – she wondered about how that 

name-thing seemed to work so often; like accountants called Mr Banks, or 

gynaecologists called Mr Willey; maybe making your career-choice wasn’t such a 
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complicated business after all. She wondered about her own name, Yolanda Eve. 

Maybe she should be doing bible studies, with Melissa. 

Melissa was red haired and freckle-skinned – a fire just waiting to ignite. The 

boys had been winding her up, talking about cyberpunk and jacking-in, and how they 

could hack into the Morpheus Cave and live in a virtual-world where they’d be able to 

do whatever they liked. 

‘It’s letting the devil in, that’s all you’ll be doing; a sin is a sin wherever you 

commit it.’ Melissa shouted above the sniggering; she had a habit of relapsing into a 

kind of pseudo-Irish when she was angry. Sam had developed the theory that Melissa’s 

religious phase started because she subconsciously hated her mum, and felt guilty about 

it – but then, Sam was doing the psychology option with her media-studies. 

‘Actually, Melissa has touched on an important philosophical point.’ As ever, 

Doctor Darwin was trying to keep the peace. Melissa flashed a triumphant told-you-so 

look around the room, and sat down. Doctor Darwin continued. ‘It was Descartes who 

first postulated the theory that if a demon had trapped a person’s brain inside a black 

box, and was controlling all the inputs and outputs, then that person would simply 

never know. A more modern version of that theory is Putnam’s idea of a brain in a vat; 

that if such a brain was fed directly with input from a computer, it would not be able to 

tell deception from reality – an idea developed fictionally in the film The Matrix.’ 

A couple of the boys were about to start up again at that, but Doctor Darwin 

raised a hand. ‘In fact the physicist Paul Greene believes we could actually be living 

inside a computer simulation. Indeed, the physicists’ very latest theories on the nature 

of the universe might go some way towards supporting such an idea…they postulate 

that our entire universe could in fact be a three-dimensional hologram, projected from 

the two-dimensional event horizon which defines its limits.’ 
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Something snagged in Yolanda’s mind, and against her better judgement she 

found herself joining in. ‘But surely, if Descartes’ is right, then it doesn’t really matter 

what we think the universe might look like, because we’ll never know if the data we’re 

analysing is real or not.’ 

‘Quite right.’ Doctor Darwin looked at her and smiled. ‘Unless of course our 

demon was manipulating our input in such a way as to make us question the validity of 

our perceived reality – playing with us, goading us to fight our way out of our black 

box. And when you think about it, our understanding of the way our brains process 

sensory input – and everybody please don’t forget that’s the subject of tomorrow’s 

assessed practical module – is essentially the same; processing electrical nerve signals 

to construct our conscious awareness of our external reality, in a manner very similar to 

the way a hologram is constructed.’ He paused to check his watch. ‘If you’re interested, 

check out also Keith Floyd’s work at Virginia Intermont – he argues that it’s 

consciousness itself which creates the appearance of the brain, the body, and everything 

else we interpret as physical.’ 

Yolanda realised that everybody else had gone quiet; wondered how many of 

the others were following all of this – really, it felt like Doctor Darwin was talking only 

to her. She felt herself go red. 

 

But now was lunch-break; at last…the canister of film from the Pentax was burning a 

hole in Yolanda’s pocket… She took a shortcut across the courtyard at the back of the 

science block to the photography studio. She’d been lucky; it turned out that Steve, one 

of the technicians, dated back to the old pre-digital photography course, and was a bit 

of a magician at the chemistry of film development. He’d been more than happy to take 

Yolanda under his wing – too far under for comfort; she’d found herself having to think 
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up ways of avoiding him without hurting his feelings. Like sneaking the key out of the 

technicians tearoom when there was nobody around, and taking this shortcut across the 

courtyard, dodging behind the potted conifers. 

It was cool in the darkroom, the air pungent with the familiar smell of hypo. 

Yolanda locked herself in, surveying the tanks and the bottles on the shelves before she 

turned out the light. It was all much as she’d left it from last time, thank God – Steve 

hadn’t been in making any more “improvements”. For the moment she wanted to keep 

it as simple as possible, mainly so that she could do it all herself. That was why she’d 

started with black-and-white film, but she’d soon discovered how much she preferred 

it; how in some weird way, not having colour actually made things seem more real. 

Looking back, she could see how her interest in photography had really grown 

from trying to express that heightened awareness she’d experienced in the 

watermeadow that week after Eric’s death; trying to find some new way of seeing the 

world – like trying to find a new sense-organ, some sixth-sense that could express what 

she was experiencing deep inside. 

The Pentax camera was the closest she’d come to finding that sixth sense. 

She took her precious film out of the canister and cut the tab, threaded it onto 

the reel and loaded it into the developing tank – it slipped through her fingers; she only 

just caught it, in mid-air. She knew she must be pretty hyped-up, to have caught it again 

like that, in the dim glow of the safelight…partly, it was impatience; she didn’t have 

too much time before her next class. But after what had happened that morning, and 

then that nightmare, she was pretty badly spooked; frightened of what she might see… 

In fact, when it was finally fixed and drying it turned out to be the best photo 

she’d ever taken – which in some weird way, left her feeling like she’d just been 

robbed, punched in the stomach and winded. Maybe it was the hangover from the 
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nightmare – but why did it feel more like disappointment? Maybe it was just hunger – 

she’d brought her sandwiches, but she wasn’t going to get time to eat them now. 

The negative lay on the lightbox; the mulberry tree transformed into a glorious 

explosion of light; that first sunlight scattering through the raindrop-jewelled leaves. 

But there was something missing. Yolanda couldn’t explain it to herself any 

more clearly; an itch, somewhere inside the base of her skull – the same she’d felt when 

she’d talked to Sam, like she was missing something. She carefully picked up the 

negative, wondering what to do with it. Somehow, she knew that what she was looking 

for must lie in the negative itself, not the positive print – like she needed to look at the 

coming day through the eyes of the night. 

Or perhaps, through a different light…she shuffled through the filters of the 

safelight, rejected green, blue, brown. Chose magenta – the deep red-purple colour of 

blood, or a dying fire. At first, when she placed the negative onto the filter, it seemed to 

merely to dull the picture. 

Then, without warning, the bulbs inside the lightbox started to flicker, as if 

placing the negative on them had caused them to develop an electrical fault, the 

flickering red making it look as if the tree was on fire. 

And in the flickering flames she could see a man, standing next to the tree… 

Yolanda threw her way past the heavy light-curtain and tore open the darkroom 

door; trying for a second time that day not to be sick. 

‘Yoley? You okay?’ 

After the darkness inside, the daylight blinded her – the familiar voice made her 

jump out of her skin. Slowly, her eyes began to adjust to the brightness; still jumping 

with green after-images of that flickering tree… ‘Josh? What the hell are you–’ 

He was leaning against the wall, as if he’d been waiting for her. 
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Yolanda quelled her belly-spasms. ‘You’re not stalking me, are you?’ And she 

wished she could have bitten off her tongue…it was the shock, of course… 

‘Saw you heading this way; guessed you were developing that film from this 

morning. Thought I’d come and take a look at it, if you didn’t mind–’ 

Yolanda looked up at him suspiciously. But when he met her gaze she felt 

instead the tears welling, blurring her eyes; heard the words tumbling from her mouth. 

‘I saw him, you see. By the tree – I saw him in the dream as well, in the 

nightmare; only I didn’t realize then, I only saw it properly when I saw the photo. I saw 

– I saw – ’ 

She’d seen Weland Smith – it had felt as if he was trying to see into her mind… 

* * * 

‘It was like, when I was actually having the nightmare, I didn’t take in that he was 

trying to look into my mind – trying to read my thoughts. It was only when I looked at 

the photograph on the lightbox that I realized. Like I could see him properly – see what 

he was thinking–’ 

Yolanda put down her coffee cup, slid her hands under the table so Josh 

wouldn’t see how she was starting to get the shakes again. She looked out at the people 

passing in the street, busy getting on with their lives. Not like her…her life was nailed 

to the past, like some twitching insect skewered onto the page while it was still alive. 

She looked across at Josh. At least he didn’t tower over her quite so much when 

they were both sitting down. They were in the Fairtrade café at the bottom of the high 

street, in the pedestrian area by the river. They’d avoided the busy chains further up. 

She didn’t like them anyway; garish plastic intrusions eating lumps out the old town. 

It had been Josh’s idea that they skip college for the rest of the afternoon, find 

somewhere quiet to chill. At first she’d refused: after the performance she’d put on in 
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front of him outside the darkroom, all she’d wanted to do was to go home and die. And 

then, just to confirm a diagnosis of total, attention-seeking insanity, when she had 

finally shown him the negative it had stubbornly returned to being merely the best 

picture she’d ever taken. And when she’d tried desperately to get the lightbox to flicker 

again, by switching it on and off as fast as she could, all she’d succeeded in doing was 

blowing two of the bulbs, and looking even more like she was totally deranged. 

No horned version of Weland Smith staring back at her. 

‘So, what was this Weland Smith who appeared in your nightmare thinking?’ 

His question made her look up. If Josh had seen her hands shaking, he wasn’t 

letting on. But his question was almost sharp, from behind the easy smile. 

‘It was like he wanted to take me apart, examine the pieces – not just my body, 

but my mind as well. Like I was just some sort of machine.’ 

She shivered, fearful that she was about to start blubbering again. Forced herself 

to look across at Josh, meet his eyes – was surprised to see how focussed he was on her, 

like he really was interested – she’d not quite been able to believe it before; been 

suspicious. They had nothing in common – why would somebody like him be bothering 

with her? This close, she could see his grey-blue eyes had fascinating little copper 

flecks. Most surprising of all; they were eyes she could trust… 

And yet, there was something about Josh’s copper-sparkled eyes that was 

familiar…something that reminded her of somebody else… 

She stopped staring into his eyes like some crazy-woman, looked down, the 

blood rushing to her face. Even in the middle of all this weird, horrible stuff, she was 

still managing to make a total idiot of herself. Maybe she was going mad; she certainly 

felt like it – totally wound up, like she was about to have a nervous breakdown. It 

wasn’t coffee she needed, it was Prozac. 
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She couldn’t tell what Josh was thinking – in all the madness that felt like a 

relief. But somewhere inside, his copper-flecked eyes had put a shutter down – maybe 

she’d been staring at him too hard; maybe he was picking up on the mad paranoia-

waves she was giving off. 

‘You say you’ve been having these dreams about your twin brother Eric ever 

since he disappeared eight years ago?’ His quiet question helped bring her down. 

For eight long years, she’d never been able to tell anyone about her dreams. 

Ever since that first time just after he’d disappeared, when she’d rushed downstairs 

excitedly to tell her mum how she’d just had a special dream and knew that Eric was 

okay…seen the way her mum’s face had clouded over; become dull and sad and 

suddenly, frighteningly, old. She felt like she’d just killed her mum. 

After that, she’d not told anyone – no-one in her family, not the nice woman in 

the white coat, not even her best friend Sam. It had become like an unbreakable habit, 

to keep all her dreams bottled up inside. Until today. Today, at last, the dam had finally 

broken, and it had all came flooding out… 

To Josh, of all people – the last person in the world she would have wanted to 

tell. It was just that he’d been standing outside the darkroom, turning up out of 

nowhere, happening to be in the wrong place at the wrong time. She’d burst into tears – 

only just managed to stop herself from collapsing into his arms… 

‘And always, you dream about being in that railway tunnel?’ 

Standing in the cold and dark, with only the echo of the water dripping from the 

roof… ‘Yes. Until today, when I had the nightmare about the burning tree. But it’s all 

been so different today – today’s the first time I’ve seen Eric in a dream; and the first 

time I’ve heard his voice.’ 

‘Yoley, you don’t reckon that’s telling you something?’ 
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‘Like, what?’ 

‘Like, don’t you reckon it’s about time you went down into that tunnel? Laid 

this ghost, once and for all?’ 

 

No girl had ever looked at Josh with such serious intent. As she looked at him across 

the café table Yolanda’s eyes were undiluted brown, weighing him from around her 

slightly arched nose, her dark hair a tangled mass of curls clinging to her high forehead 

in a way he found oddly appealing. Her small mouth closed; holding somewhere the 

promise of a smile – but only after she’d sorted out all the more important stuff in her 

life. She was such an odd girl: short and dark, always dressed more like a boy, in shirt 

and jeans – he suddenly wondered if she was gay. Why did that seem to matter now, 

when yesterday it wouldn’t have mattered at all? 

When he’d first seen Yolanda in the park this morning, she was the last person 

he’d wanted to run into. He knew her only vaguely from college – definitely not his 

type. She was one of those clever girls who was a bit of a pressure-cooker; quiet on the 

surface but bubbling away with hidden demands inside. The kind of girl he’d always 

made a point of avoiding. 

Until today. 

He’d gone to the park that morning to be on his own. He’d woken early; it was 

happening more and more lately – it wasn’t that anything was particularly wrong; life 

was good, and if he did have a problem, his dad was the easiest person in the world to 

talk to about it, even about girl-stuff – he knew he was lucky; a lot of his mates didn’t 

have that. Maybe that was part of the problem – maybe they were too close. 

It could just have been the fear-climate being stirred up at the moment, but Josh 

had felt the boundaries of his life narrowing; horizons that before had seemed bright 
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now somehow greyer. His dad had told him not to worry too much, just make some 

quiet time and let his mind relax into whatever question it was he was questing – the 

kind of ancient-hippy talk Josh was always teasing him about. 

His dad was always talking about the mess the world was in; about the 

selfishness and greed that was destroying the natural balance. But maybe it was his 

dad’s own life that was a mess. Or – not a mess exactly; just not going anywhere. His 

dad was the original armchair eco-warrior. Josh wondered if that was why his mum had 

left – she’d always been more restless, more into radical action. It was his mum’s 

leaving that had pushed Josh and his dad so close – but it was funny how after that first 

unbelievable rawness had healed, neither of them found it easy to talk about her. 

There’d been other women in his dad’s life since; but he’d never let them get 

too close, and Josh was glad that none of them had ever really invaded his home-life. 

He wondered if that was another way he was like his dad; if maybe that was why he 

avoided girls like Yolanda, who might make too many demands. 

But he’d taken his dad’s advice, which was why he’d gone down to the park at 

dawn. To be the very first to breath in the new day – experience the solitary thrill of just 

being alive… 

Only someone else had got there first. Yolanda had been wrapped up in her 

photography, blind to the rest of the world; he’d seen her long before she’d seen him. 

He’d started to back away, hoping to escape before she saw him. And then…found that 

he couldn’t. As if he needed to be there – as if that was why he’d come in the first 

place; to find her and look out for her, because she was too wrapped up in what she was 

doing to look out for herself. Because she was in danger. 
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And suddenly it had been as if he could smell that danger – like sulphurous 

static, hot in the air. And when he’d pulled Yolanda out of the way it was like it was 

because somebody had told him to – screaming the warning inside his head. 

He put his cup down, and they stood up to go. He knew that at last, he’d found 

out what had been keeping him awake at night, brought him down early to the park. 

* * * 

Michael Adams was watching the news channel. Yet another Morpheus Cave item – 

Fen Church were really plugging it at the moment, probably gearing up for a fresh 

investment push. It was a Weland Smith info-feed, from his usual vantage-point at the 

Henge. Michael let a long yawn escape through gritted teeth: he’d come back from the 

shop for lunch dog-tired, after getting woken early again when Josh went out. He 

grinned – must be getting old… 

But there was something musical – soporific, about the hologram’s resonant 

brogue. This time, Weland Smith was waxing lyrical about the neuroscience 

background to the Morpheus Cave… 

 

“Our specialized understanding of the electronics of the brain, combined with our 

advances in brain-computer interfacing, have enabled us to leapfrog ahead; to interface 

directly through coherent electron-fields – a sophisticated form of static. 

The camera zoomed in on the Smith’s smile. ‘Now, thanks to the wave-particle 

duality of electrons, at the individual-electron level the distinction between digital and 

analogue effectively disappears; which means that now we’ve brought the information-

bands down the individual-electron level, we can use coherence technology to allow the 

digital software of the computer to interface seamlessly with the analogue neural 

software of the brain. This has enabled us to develop a wireless interface…” 
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Uncounted galaxies of golden suns, burning at the Earth’s heart… 

Michael jerked awake in his armchair, his blonde hair dark with sweat. He’d 

fallen asleep. Been dreaming. A nightmare… 

He’d fallen asleep in the chair in front of the television. The Weland Smith 

news-slot was the kind of thing guaranteed to give him nightmares. Perhaps that’s why 

he’d just been dreaming about him standing with his hands stretched out to form a cup: 

Holding in his cupped hands the uncounted galaxies of golden suns, which 

burned at the Earth’s heart… 

That was all Michael could remember of his nightmare now. The part that still 

rang in his memory, like a warning… 

 

As Michael closed the front door the drizzle his face, drifting through a brief shaft of 

sunlight like bright finings from some goldsmith’s lathe in the sky. He pulled up his 

jacket hood, hurried past the ancient houses huddled under the castle. 

He welcomed the coming of the sunlight, but perhaps even more the rain. The 

sky had been strange this last week; not cold nor warm, neither clear nor clouded. 

Merely grey – an absence of weather; as if the inconvenience of the elements had 

somehow been deleted. But now the rain was back, cold on his face; now at last he 

could feel what was in the sky – feel it coming back to life. 

Perhaps it was some sight he’d caught through the front window of the rain 

drifting like gold dust in the sunlight that had triggered that memory of the dream. Or 

maybe that tattered old book of Josh’s that Michael had found himself rereading the 

other day, when he’d been yet-again attempting to have a clear out. An early-years 

book about the origins of gold: how it was born in heart of the final explosion of a star 
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much like their own sun – a supernova; for that instant the hottest, brightest thing in the 

universe: the gold thrown out as tiny particles, to be gathered up in the cosmic dust of 

the Earth’s origins and trapped in the primal rock. And then finally, long after the Earth 

had cooled, dissolved in superheated water as part of a mineral soup, and forced up 

from far underground to be deposited in virgin lodes. 

Or maybe the dream had been triggered by something Weland Smith had said. 

The holographic projection was a clever PR stunt; but Michael was terrified of their 

Morpheus Cave. Of what it might presage, for all their futures… 

After the riots he’d written a letter to the press – they hadn’t printed it of course, 

but he’d been pleased he’d done it nonetheless; its theme had been how they must all 

share the blame for this culture of greed of which the riots were a symptom. He’d ended 

with a quote: “We’ve sown the wind, now we must reap the whirlwind.”  

Was the opening of the Morpheus Cave part of the price they must all now pay? 

The street wound down, following the contour of the hill. Michael turned off 

into a narrow alleyway, a sharper slope straight down to the high street. Its high flint 

walls sheltered him from the rain, and he threw back his hood. He’d bought the book 

about the origins of gold years ago for their son Josh, read it to him on their way up to 

Scotland for that crazy gold-panning conservation holiday he and Mandy had 

organized, just before they’d split. It warmed Michael to remember how Josh was then; 

there’d never been the ghost of a chance of finding more than sand-grains of gold, but 

Josh had been an impossible whirlwind of excitement all week. He’d been about ten; 

golden-haired and carefree. 

At the time, Josh had seemed to cope well with Mandy’s leaving, but even by 

ten he’d already become too much like his father, too good at hiding his feelings; all his 

childish enthusiasm starting to bottle up inside. And now Josh was grown up; still 
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unfolding before Michael’s eyes – but no longer a child, Michael was constantly having 

to remind himself. Michael smiled; Josh apparently had no problems attracting the 

girls, just like his father at that age. But Josh seemed to go for the pretty ones who saw 

his good looks as a status symbol; weren’t going to ruffle his edges too much. Michael 

just wished he’d take on someone with a bit more substance – who would challenge 

him; wake him up a bit, not let him get away with pretending that everything was okay. 

Someone like the girl who’d come into his shop the other week, and practically 

hypnotized Michael into giving her that camera. 

* * * 

When Yolanda got home the door to the ceramics studio was open. Mary Eve was at 

work inside, her smock and jeans dusted with the unbaked colours of the glazes. 

Yolanda went into the kitchen and made her a mug of tea and a sandwich – her mum 

was a total nightmare when she was on a creative roll. Yolanda had mixed feelings 

about her mum’s career-choice – she complained about the penny-pinching lifestyle 

they had to adopt compared to friends like Sam; but secretly, she was proud of her mum 

for sticking with what she believed in. 

When Yolanda entered the studio Mary was moving her latest piece onto the 

table by the window, to catch the last of the afternoon sun. It was a 3-D ceramic; an 

incredibly delicate encrustation of coloured glass – as the sunlight caught it Yolanda 

was reminded of the stained glass of a great cathedral; and she could see how the colour 

would blossom, when the candles positioned inside were lit. 

Mary took the tea and sandwich Yolanda had brought. ‘It’s a commission-piece. 

What do you think?’ 

‘It’s certainly different to the glass stuff you were doing before…yes; I reckon 

with the right light, it’ll work really well – a bit like a Gaudi cathedral made of glass. 
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I’ll take some photos of it if you like.’ But right now it wasn’t really her mum’s artwork 

Yolanda wanted to talk about. ‘Mum, I’ll be out late again tonight.’ 

Mary turned from her contemplation. ‘Another session of night photography? 

Yola, I worry you ever get enough sleep – to say nothing of being out on your own.’ 

Yolanda couldn’t lie – but she didn’t exactly want to tell the truth, either… ‘It’s 

okay, I’m going with Josh.’ 

‘Josh?’ Mary asked, as innocently as she knew how. 

‘Just a boy from college. He’s offered to help.’ 

‘That sounds good. But you will be careful, won’t you? You know, 

be…careful?’ 

‘Mum! It’s not what you’re thinking. You don’t have to worry about that!’ 

‘I wasn’t worrying – ’ 

But Yolanda was already stamping up the garden steps towards the kitchen. 

* * * 

Yolanda met Josh again at nightfall, waited for him at the end of his street. The sun was 

gone behind the hills as they made their way through the darkening streets; conjuring a 

final orange blush from the clouds. Yolanda’s thoughts flitted fast and fanciful, easy 

prey to the shifting of the shadows. 

She’d wanted to go, eight years ago. It was why when Eric had first disappeared 

she’d been clinging to the fence, staring down into the railway tunnel; why they’d had 

to prise her fingers off the wire one by one, drag her away screaming. She’d been so 

certain that Eric was down there; that he was still playing their game of hide-and-seek, 

and had gone down there to hide. In those early weeks, if nobody was looking she’d be 

gone; desperately trying to scale the fence. They’d had to watch her like a hawk. 
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Then, slowly, the urgency – the pain of needing to go down into the tunnel to 

look for him had started to fade. It wasn’t that she was any less sure; after the dreams 

started she was more certain than ever. But that was the whole point…in her dreams the 

tunnel was empty, dark. Because he wasn’t ready. She must wait for the right time to 

go; if she went too soon, she wouldn’t find him. As if they were still playing their game 

of hide-and-seek, and she was still waiting for him to call out that he was ready. 

Today, at last, he’d called. It was funny how it was Josh, not her, who’d been 

the first to realize that… 

She had a canvas side-bag slung over her shoulder, packed with what she’d 

need. She’d been preparing for this night for eight years; rehearsing it in her mind… 

There was one thing that she’d nearly forgotten, because before today, it had 

never been part of her planning – the Pentax. She’d only remembered it as she was 

slipping out of the kitchen door into the back garden; had to let herself back in, creep 

back up to her bedroom to fetch it. 

It was hopeless trying to climb the reinforced razor-wired fence under the glare 

of streetlights near her house, so they crossed the footbridge over the cutting, turned 

into the shadows of the track that ran along the top of the embankment behind the back 

gardens of the estate. The path was badly overgrown; at night only kids came up here – 

this housing estate on the other side of the track was Paul’s territory. Yolanda didn’t 

like the way her legs went suddenly weak and clumsy when she though about that; 

caught in the tangling undergrowth. 

‘You okay?’ Josh was whispering, perhaps he’d been having the same thoughts. 

It was sensible, not to make any more noise than they needed. 

‘Fine.’ Yolanda hissed back. He was leading the way; though she couldn’t 

believe he was any braver than her – what they were doing wasn’t just dangerous, it 
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was downright illegal. Her mum would die, if she got caught. She felt a flash of anger; 

against Josh, against herself, for letting him talk her into this. Anyway, what was she 

doing, listening to him? 

Except it wasn’t Josh, who’d called her here. 

Josh stopped. They’d come to the end of the strip of overgrown wasteland; the 

graffiti-covered concrete that buttressed the main road above and carried it over the 

cutting. They’d reached the tunnel – and the most secluded, poorly lit part of the fence. 

It had been Yolanda’s idea to cross over the footbridge and come up here; she knew 

this part of town much better than he did. But he could see how the fence had been 

strengthened here, presumably because it was more hidden. Along the top a v-shaped 

overhang of spiralling razor-wire had been added, fanning out in a ruffed collar where it 

met the concrete. 

‘Yoley,’ he whispered, ‘there’s no way we can climb this; we’ll have more 

chance round the other side.’ 

‘I wasn’t planning on climbing it.’ Yolanda felt into her side-bag, pulled out the 

pair of pliers. She’d known exactly where to find them, amongst the tools her mum kept 

for her ceramics work. Her hand was shaking as she clamped the pliers around the first 

strand of wire. This was it; the cut she’d waited so long to make… 

Her thoughts were jumping all over the place – an explosive mix of fear and 

excitement. After eight long years she was about to come face-to-face with her dream. 

Josh had talked about laying Eric’s ghost. Would it turn out to be no more that? 

There was another reason for trying to get her mind under control – it was what 

she’d been trying to work out, when she’d been talking with Sam at college this 

morning. If the dreams were real and Eric really was trying to talk to her, then she 
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needed to be the right state of mind to hear him. Perhaps what she found down in the 

tunnel would depend on that; as much as on anything else.  

The tunnel began to roar – the shadows torn apart as the lights of a train raced 

beneath them, shattering the night. Then it was gone, its flash and thunder dwindling 

down the track. Yolanda checked her watch. It was twenty past one. ‘That was the last 

London train. We’ve got the track to ourselves until five a.m.’ It was something else 

she’d rehearsed; checking tonight’s timetable on her laptop until she knew it by heart. 

After fifteen minutes of cutting her hands were aching, and blisters were starting 

to form. When Josh tapped her on the shoulder she was glad to let him take over. They 

were the biggest pair of pliers she’d been able to find, but she’d been struggling with 

each strand of wire. This fence was obviously designed not to be cut. 

‘We should have brought bolt-cutters, really.’ Josh was using both hands on the 

pliers, working faster than her. 

Now is not a good time for you to go stating the bloody-obvious. Yolanda closed 

her eyes, managed to keep her mouth shut – it wasn’t a good time to be starting an 

argument, either. She ought to be grateful that he was here at all…but thinking that set 

her mind off again, asking the same question she’d asked in the park this morning, and 

then again, outside the darkroom – why was he here? 

As he lay face-down in the undergrowth wrestling with the fence, Josh was 

asking himself the same question. Part of the answer was simple, but perplexing – he 

was here because he wanted to be. It couldn’t be that he fancied Yoley or anything; but 

she’d struck a chord in him – a pulse he’d never felt before. In her quietly determined 

way, she was taking him further into the unknown than he’d ever dared to go. 

Another part of the answer was simple as well, but even more perplexing. He 

was here because he’d been told to come. Something – he could explain it to himself no 
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more clearly – was telling him that he needed to be here. That same voice that had been 

waking him up early, sending him out to the park. 

Then, as the pliers snapped shut and the strand of wire whipped apart, the whole 

section they’d been working on seemed to give. 

‘Yoley, I think we’re through at last!’  They’d been cutting along two sides of a 

triangle, about half a metre wide at the base and half a metre high. Now Josh found that 

he could push the whole triangle out, bend it down to the ground along its base. 

‘You go first.’ Yolanda was stiff with tension, but it wasn’t cowardice that let 

Josh go first. He was a lot bigger than she; there was no point in crawling through only 

to discover that the hole they’d cut was too small, and he was stuck on the other side. 

She pushed her side-bag with the Pentax in it out of the way, held down the apex of the 

triangle. She was already totally strung up; that he managed to push her face into the 

mud crawling over her, didn’t improve her temper. 

Then, at last, she took a deep breath, followed him through. 

They pushed the wire back up to hide their entry-point. The embankment sloped 

steeply down to the track, but there were plenty of bushes to hold onto. She went 

slowly, checking her foot-holds; experience of climbing in the hills had taught her 

never to take anything for granted, especially in the dark. Anyway, she needed to make 

sure that they’d be able to climb back up again, after – 

After what? 

She was standing on the track. She’d packed a torch in her bag, but knew she 

didn’t want to use it, not if she wanted to recreate her dream…in her dream it had 

always been dark. What she was looking for existed beyond the light. 

‘Stay away from the rails – especially the third one in the middle; that’s the live 

rail. It’ll fry your brain if you touch it.’ 
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Yolanda led the way into the tunnel; crunching along the edge of the gravel. She 

could hear Josh following her. She couldn’t stop to think about it; about what she was 

doing, or why she was here – else her nerve would give out and she’d freeze, paralysed 

with something that wasn’t fear but felt just like it: hope. 

The tunnel was dark, cold, the bricks of its wall wet and slimy to touch. She was 

shivering as she felt her way along, heard the echoes of water into puddles. Behind her 

the parallel bars of the rails shone in the night. 

The tunnel was just as she’d imagined it – seen it in her dream. 

Her arm fell into emptiness – almost immediately met another brick wall set 

back. It was as slimy as the first; a recessed alcove where perhaps in the old days, a 

workman caught in the tunnel might have sheltered from the smoke and sparks as a 

steam-train thundered past. Too shallow, to be the hollow opening of her dream. 

She walked on again – it felt like forever. Every so often her feeling hand would 

lose the wall, then immediately rediscover it recessed back in another man-deep shelter. 

She could hear Josh’s footsteps close behind, and unable to bear it any longer, thrust 

back her hand, seeking the comfort of his – she’d hate herself, never be able to look 

him the eye again; but that was a problem for later. 

His hand was warm, responded by holding hers tight. 

Then her free hand fell once more into emptiness; and this time when she 

pushed out her arm her fingertips touched nothing. 

Exactly as in her dream… 

Yolanda froze. At last, she dared step forward into the brick-arched pit of 

blackness; like a hallway… She took two steps, feeling for the rusted door of her 

dream, and finding nothing. But then on the third step, her fingers met –  

Only more brickwork; set back, soft with slime.  
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‘I – I don’t understand. I was…so sure…’ Yolanda’s hand slipped limply out of 

his. She simply stood, unable to move. 

Josh sensed her standing there defeated, felt a pulse start in his throat. ‘You 

could check it out with the torch.’ But he knew that its beam would show only the wet 

brickwork. She’d come here tonight to recreate her dream, to make it come true. And in 

the dream she’d described to him, there was no torch; only the ghosted light from the 

tunnel entrance, that now seemed so very far away. 

Perhaps that was why he’d come here with her tonight; because he’d known that 

the thing she desired was impossible, had always been impossible – that she would 

need him to lead her out. 

Yolanda felt in her side-bag to take out the torch anyway. There was no point in 

struggling all the way back in the dark; not now that she knew there was nothing –  

‘Use the camera.’ 

Eric’s voice; an echo in her head. His urgency was clear – it wasn’t just his 

voice, that she was experiencing, it was his feelings as well… 

She pulled out the Pentax, thanking the fates she’d had the sense to fix up the 

flashgun before she left the house. There was no time to check any of the settings; she 

pointed the camera into the alcove and pressed the shutter-release. Banished the night. 

Exposed Weland Smith, standing motionless in the tunnel. 

* * * 

Michael Adams stared out of the window. He was sitting in the opened-up parlour-

come-kitchen, looking out over the town – at least, as much of the town as was visible 

at this ungodly hour. Their Georgian terrace was near the top of the hill, in the shadow 

of the castle. In the daytime, sitting in this chair you could down to where the green 

hills broke against the river, to rise again on either side. 
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But the hills were lost to the night, and his thoughts likewise turned inward. 

Michael had hoped many things for his life…in an unmapped, chaotic way. But always 

something had come up, to make him postpone his latest project. And so, at least until 

his son had finished college, the lights of this old town would mark the boundaries of 

his world. Josh’s mother was younger than Michael; he could look on their parting now 

with more kindness – as the poet said, a time had come to feel the wind blow between 

them – only in their case it had blown them apart forever. Now Michael was left with 

his armchair and his plans; but he was not unhappy, learnt long-ago not to let desire for 

tomorrow leach the colour from today. 

Until now – now there was something else approaching; just over the horizon. 

Perhaps that was what Josh had been experiencing – why he’d been so restless 

recently. It felt like more than fate that he’d actually met that girl he was with tonight; 

the one with the camera, and the fire in her belly. Who was so totally unlike – yet still 

somehow reminded Michael of Josh’s own mother. 

But it was worrying about his son, which was keeping Michael sitting up now, 

waiting for him in the middle of the night. Something wouldn’t let him sleep – a 

premonition perhaps; an instinct. 

Something was wrong. 

* * * 

‘Yoley!’ 

It was Josh who saw him, caught in the flash of the Pentax – Yolanda was 

facing the towards the tunnel alcove with the camera. He was staring in surprise, as if 

caught out, every detail frozen…the soft white shirt and thick leather waistcoat, the 

trousers of coarse canvas gathered in the wide brass-studded belt, and on his head 

something clear, conical, like a cap. Weland Smith; Fen Church’s computer-generated 
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hologram. Frozen in the camera flash that uncertain pixelated shimmer around the 

edges was gone; his whole image made solid and real. Even the eyes – especially the 

eyes. Grey-blue, exactly like his own. Bright with a passion Josh had never felt before. 

A reflected flash of anger; shocking, exhilarating…  

Yolanda turned at Josh’s cry, dropped the camera back into the bag and swung 

up the torch – fumbling with it, at last managing to switch it on. 

Screamed in stark terror. 

She tried to step back, but her legs went weak, and she was frozen to the spot. 

Eric’s voice was in her head again. ‘Yoley, you’re in danger.’ 

‘Eric?’ 

‘Go!’ 

And in the torch beam Weland Smith’s image vanished – snapped out of 

existence. A distant crackling filled the tunnel, like insane laughter. And as it broke 

over them the shadows were chased away by restless brushstrokes of golden light along 

the damp walls. At first Josh wondered if it was the electric sparking of a late train, one 

that Yolanda hadn’t known about; then he caught a familiar tang of sulphur, harsh in 

his throat; felt the static prickling his skin – saw the flickering currents of electricity 

gathering in the far depths of the tunnel. Knew that this was no train, travelling towards 

them… 

‘Yoley; run!’ 

Weland Smith had come here; to haunt her…Yolanda remained frozen, 

oblivious to the gathering static of the lightning discharge. Josh caught her under the 

arms, bundled her down the tunnel, half-dragging, half-carrying her towards the distant 

half-circle of uncertain light that was the entrance. 
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It seemed forever that he must carry her in the dark while the lightning-storm 

gathered behind them; the street-lit world beyond the tunnel mouth a tantalizing mirage. 

But Josh’s rough handling was slowly bringing her to her senses, and as at last the 

arched entrance rose above them and his breath was coming in gulps, she was able to 

push with her feet and hold him tight while he dragged them both up the embankment. 

The thunderclap came at last – and with it a bolt of light from the tunnel; bitter-

bright, petrifying everything in its beam. 

And then, just silence. 

They forced their way through the opening in the fence, ripping their clothes on 

the cut ends of the wires. It was only when they both lay panting on the grass, that 

Yolanda could bring herself to think about what she’d just seen. 

‘Josh, I saw–’ 

‘I know.’ Josh was already on his feet, and Yolanda could see that he was 

shaking. ‘But Yoley, we need to get out of here, pronto.’ He began bending back up the 

triangle of mesh they’d cut out of the fence, to disguise the opening. 

‘Josh, what did you see?’ 

Her pleading was desperate. He stopped, trapped by the intensity of her needing 

to know. He was panting, had to force his words out. ‘Yoley, I really don’t know. It 

was difficult to make out – but I think I saw Weland Smith. Only he had a sort of 

pointed glass cap on his head.’ 

‘The horn…you saw it.’ She was whispering. ‘Josh, you saw it.’ A ghost-image, 

born in the depths of her own dreams…only now Josh had seen them, too… 

‘Yes.’ His voice was dull with awe. ‘But Yoley, his eyes–’ 

‘Josh, Eric warned me’ she interrupted excitedly. ‘I heard his voice again. He 

warned me about the lightning – if that’s what it was. Maybe–’  
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‘Yoley, we need to get out of here.’ It was his turn to interrupt. ‘That 

thunderclap must have woken up half the town.’ Only when Josh listened, the night 

remained eerily quiet. 

Yolanda struggled to her feet; let him lead her along the path, through the tangle 

of brambles and bushes. ‘Josh, what do you think that weird golden lightning in the 

tunnel really was? Was it was to stop me from trying to find Eric?’ 

‘I don’t know. It felt like it wasn’t quite real – almost real, but not quite; more 

like in my head. Like instead of two thunderclouds colliding to create it, it was the 

spark from the clash of two different visions of the world…’ 

When they came out onto into the streetlight, a youth about their own age was 

leaning against the garden wall at the end of the path…the one person Yolanda had 

been dreading having to meet, on this side of the footbridge – on his own territory. 

Hooded, his cropped black hair and cold white skin only just visible; eyes narrowed, his 

thin face twisted with something that could never be called a smile; his shoulders 

sloped as if he must slither his way through life. A boy who looked like he’d lost 

interest a long time ago in the usual teenage preoccupation of building muscles to fill a 

t-shirt; and had become far more dangerous because of that. 

She remembered how in primary, Paul had acquired the nickname ‘Snake’, and 

how well it had fitted him then. Now, it seemed to fit him better than ever. 

Paul spoke at last. ‘What’s up, Yoley? Been gettin’ down-and-dirty with your 

boyfriend?’ His smile twisted further. He continued to lean against the wall, looked like 

he was cleaning his fingernails with something. Yolanda’s heart skipped a beat when 

she realised what it was. A knife. 
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‘He’s not my boyfriend.’ She remembered how at St Mede’s primary school 

Paul would stare at people he didn’t like, until they grew unsettled and started to fidget 

awkwardly. He was staring at Josh like that now. 

‘He looks like a useless piece of shit, to me.’ 

Josh didn’t fidget. He kept his hand in his pocket, looking at Paul, but being 

careful not to make direct eye-contact. He was taller than Paul and probably stronger, 

but all his instincts told him how that wouldn’t make much difference if – when – it 

came to a fight. Paul had fought before, and he wanted to fight now; Josh didn’t. 

Anyway, Josh could see what Paul was holding in his hand. 

Yolanda tried to move past Paul onto the pavement, ‘Well, we’d better go now, 

we’re late. Anyway, Paul, it was nice meeting – ’ 

Paul pushed himself off the wall, lazily blocking her way. ‘I’ve got a much 

better idea, Yoley. Why don’t you and me take a nice friendly walk together back 

behind those bushes, catch up on old times, while your boyfriend here gets lost?’ 

Yolanda tasted the fear in her mouth. She’d lost contact with Paul when she was 

ten, when she’d left St Mede’s. But she still remembered how at school Paul’s eyes 

would follow her around, and how she could never work out if it was because he had a 

crush on her, or because he hated her. It was the same way that he was looking at her 

now. 

‘Paul, I really don’t – ’ 

‘And there I was, tryin’ to be so polite…still the stuck up little tart, aren’t you?’ 

Paul was advancing on her – and now, there was no mistaking the look on his face. 

‘Josh!’ Yolanda screamed for him, but then her blood froze. Two other hooded 

youths had emerged, like shadows out of the night. They were grinning, blocking Josh 

in, cornering him against a wall. Paul and his gang must have been following them, 
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planning this ambush…  The ice in Yolanda’s veins burned acid with outrage – the 

tabloids were full of stories about gangs of boys behaving like this; but not here, not in 

her town – not with her. 

The hand Josh had been keeping in his pocket was gripped around his mobile. 

By feeling for the keys he’d just managed, he hoped, to press nine-nine-nine and send; 

prayed that when it connected to the emergency call-centre they’d keep the line open. 

But now, he needed to get the phone out and up to his mouth for long enough to give 

their location, before the two boys in front of him could interfere. He didn’t know these 

boys, had never met them before; but he had no doubt what his own fate would be, once 

they saw the phone, and realized what he was doing. 

Josh had always hated violence – was surprised at how little fear he felt. Maybe 

the fear would come later, when the adrenalin-surge had worn off. Maybe his courage 

was because at last he’d found something worth fighting for…maybe because today, at 

last, had his life finally started to make some kind of sense. 

It came as a shock to discover that he’d rather try and fight with two boys armed 

with knives, than see Yolanda hurt. 

Paul was close to Yolanda now. She balled her fists, ready to lash out – wished 

for the first time in her life that she’d let her fingernails grow long. She cast around for 

a weapon – she had the torch in her bag, and the pliers; but Paul had a knife. She caught 

the tang of mint on his breath, from the gum he was chewing – a surprise of freshness 

in the dark; she felt a strange relief that his breath was not bad – as if, despite herself, in 

some crazy way she was preparing herself for the very worst –  

‘Yoley, whatever happens, he can’t hurt you.’ 

‘Eric?’ 
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She wasn’t alone. Eric was with her, like he had been in the park, and in the 

tunnel. The blood began to move in her veins again; she felt the strength returning to 

her arms. She reached into the bag. The pliers would be best; the torch was too flimsy, 

and rubber-coated. 

‘No. The camera.’ 

Of course…if she could just get it out in time…Steve had helped her set up a 

quadruple-cubed electronic flash for her night photography – blindingly bright… 

She reached down for the Pentax – it leapt into her hands like an old friend, her 

fingertips finding immediately the shutter release button, pressing it. 

As the flash sent the shadows fleeing into the farthest corners of the night she 

sprang forward, dodging around Paul as he stood blinded. Then she was past him, 

running. But Josh –  

The other two boys had also been caught in the camera-flash, but not blinded 

like Paul. Even as they turned to see what was going on, Josh was away from the wall 

and towards the road, the phone in his hand, yelling into it. Yolanda was running up to 

meet him – the trouble was, the two boys were between her and Josh, blocking her in. 

And Paul was already beginning to recover from the shock. Josh yelled at the boys, 

feigned towards them, and as they turned to meet him Yolanda slipped past. 

Then they were running out onto the road, Paul and his gang behind. The 

trouble was, even now, Josh could see that Yolanda was trailing, staggering; her legs 

still weak, and hampered by the side-bag and the camera. Their pursuers were fresh, 

furious and out for revenge; gaining fast. 

Stopped. 

Yolanda and Josh had stopped as well. The streetlights stretched their shadows 

across the tarmac. 
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A man was standing in the road. Or, not quite a man. A shimmering golden aura 

that seemed almost particulate was gathered around Weland Smith – a hologram again; 

the semblance of solidity gone. And something else, that wasn’t human at all; just 

above his head hovered a cone of transparent crystal, pointed like a clown’s hat; 

embedded in its base a circlet of five gold spheres, with a sixth buried deep in its centre. 

Paul was the first to recover. ‘What the fuck do you want?’ 

‘You don’t recognize me?’ Weland Smith sounded disappointed. ‘I’ve waited so 

long to meet you.’ 

‘Of course I recognize you.’ Paul grinned at his mates. 

‘And you’re not afraid?’ Weland Smith’s brogue took on a more musical note. 

Paul grinned again. ‘Why should I be scared of a hologram dressed up like a 

clown?’ 

‘A question I hope in time to answer.’ 

‘The fuck with this.’ Paul’s nerve was returning – this was his own turf he was 

defending; the only place where his life had any meaning. He grinned at his mates; 

made sure they were grinning too, turned and started to walk slowly towards Weland 

Smith. Yolanda’s heart skipped a beat – what was going to happen? 

Exactly what did happen next was hard to remember afterwards. The gold balls 

embedded in the cone above Weland Smith’s head began to turn, spinning faster and 

faster – and as they speeded up they began to gather a flickering golden static, bathing 

the scene in a stroboscopic radiance – a hypnotic loom, weaving spiderwebs of 

electricity; two golden tendrils reaching out… 

‘Yoley!’ 

It was Josh who saved her: as he had in the park – flung her down onto the grass 

verge just as the pulse of static lashed out to consume her.  
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The second tendril earthed itself around Paul; winding around him tighter and 

tighter – a feeding-frenzy of flickering static. Then, with a soundless flash the light 

went out, left the road darker than ever. 

Paul and Weland Smith had both disappeared. 

The two hooded youths stood frozen for a moment, then turned and ran.  

Yolanda and Josh were alone. 

A mist of drizzle was beginning to settle on the empty road, polishing the scene 

with a ghostly shine. 

Yolanda and Josh lay for a long time, without moving. Somewhere, they were 

aware of the rain settling on them, of their clothes becoming damp. 

Josh helped her up. At last, he spoke. ‘Yoley, what just happened?’ 

She couldn’t answer. All she could do was follow him, as he led the way, 

striding up the road. But it registered somewhere in her consciousness that the Josh she 

was following now would never be able to return to being the laid back guy who was 

just out for a good time, who she’d met in the park this morning. 

* * * 

She was safe in her own bed at last. Josh had led her back across the footbridge, out 

into the lane. The familiar streetlamps were comforting; their soft light brought the 

colour back to her skin, melted the ice in her brain. Speech was beyond her; but when 

they reached her gate she was able to touch his arm briefly, before slipping through. 

Anyway, what could they have said, about what they’d witnessed tonight? Had 

that stroboscopic discharge really been meant for her? The second pulse had consumed 

Paul – if it was something to do with the Morpheus Cave then he was its obvious target. 

Perhaps it was still experimental; unpredictable and inaccurate. 
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But what had that stroboscopic static done? Was it some kind of neural 

scrambling, deleting Paul from their vision of the world? Mr Darwin had talked about 

how the brain constructed its own holographic version of reality, but what did that 

mean, exactly? Not just any old light-hologram distorting what they saw; but a reality 

hologram – a trick their consciousness was playing on itself? 

And now, had Fen Church and their Morpheus Cave found a way manipulate 

her mind? Delete the bits of her reality she couldn’t handle, like Paul? Except it was 

bigger than that, because it wasn’t just her that was affected, it was also Josh and those 

other two boys. And Paul himself – what had happened to him? 

But she was beyond thinking about it anymore. Reaction was setting in, and she 

was totally wiped out. She eased back the latch and crept in; could hardly drag herself 

up the stairs. 

She climbed into bed, burying herself in the warmth of the duvet; trying to shut 

out the vision of Paul’s leering smile. But there was something else that kept snagging 

in her brain. She’d heard Eric; he’d come closer to her than ever. 

But in the end it was Josh who had saved her – again… 

* * * 

Josh walked back through the deserted streets, the rain reassuringly normal at the end of 

the strangest day of his life. It had started at sunrise in the park with a freak lightning 

bolt; ended in the small hours with a hologram strobing the street with hypnotic light-

effects – Josh could think of no other explanation for what he’d just witnessed, other 

than that they’d somehow been hypnotized. 

But seeing his own eyes reflected in the hologram’s had felt like the opposite of 

being hypnotized; it had felt more like waking up – making him see how his laid-back 

indifference to life might just be a sham. How under that shell he might find a fire after 
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all; boiling up against his dad, against his mum. Against everything he’d allowed 

himself to become. 

And then there was Yolanda. She’d been totally wasted by the time he’d got her 

home, hardly able to push open her garden gate. Perhaps it had been intuition; some 

deep-rooted survival instinct, that had made him so wary of her in the park – a single 

day with her had managed to completely shatter his already shaky opinion of himself. 

But it seemed his life was determined to get tangled up with hers, whatever he wanted – 

if he hadn’t been there for her tonight, she’d have vanished as mysteriously as Paul… 

His feelings about Paul were mediaeval. It was a shock to realize that if he’d 

had the means, he might have killed somebody tonight. Remembering his helplessness 

when Yolanda had screamed for him from the shadows of the footpath, made Josh feel 

physically sick. 

When he got home, he found his father sitting in the big leather armchair by the 

kitchen hatch, sipping coffee from a large white mug. For Josh, already wound up, it 

was another shock – it felt like going back to when he was ten years old. His dad never 

waited up for him now if he was going to be late, and Josh had told him how he was 

likely to be really late tonight, because he was out helping Yolanda with her night-

photography. It had been near enough, to the truth… 

‘Dad? You’re up. Couldn’t you sleep?’ It came out like an accusation. 

‘No son. Not tonight.’ 

Josh still wondered – he could see the coffee in the mug was black, and there 

was a lot of it; but his dad wasn’t the type to lie. 

The front door of their house opened straight onto the pavement, like all the 

others on the terrace wedged under the castle; part of the ageless foundations of the 

town. Josh thought how his dad seemed ageless, too – partly it was his big build and 
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abundant blond hair, but his face was brown and clear, and it was only in a strong light 

that you really saw the lines. His grey-blue eyes were unfocussed, went right through – 

but his smile never judged too harshly what they found. Despite himself, Josh knew 

that he was glad his dad had waited up for him. 

The sash window had been welded shut by generations of paint. Beyond, the the 

streetlight brought the rain briefly to life. Watching Michael sitting in the battered 

leather armchair Josh felt something else; that his dad’s eyes were somehow reflecting 

this ancient town; and how strange that was, considering how his dad always went out 

of his way not to get involved – what he called “stepping barefoot on the earth” in his 

ancient-hippy jargon. But Michael Adams had also told him that the hardest lesson of 

all was tolerance, and Josh knew that tonight he’d begun to learn the truth of that. 

Josh was dog-tired and in shock, but he couldn’t sit down – his brain was in 

meltdown, working overtime. As he watched Michael, he was overcome with the weird 

fantasy that his dad had somehow been trapped here since the day the town was built; 

waiting.  But waiting for what? For tonight? 

‘Dad, about tonight. I wasn’t – I mean I was with Yoley; but it wasn’t to help 

her out with a photo-shoot.’ 

Michael nodded. ‘I kind of guessed. It’s not why I waited up, mind. You’d 

better take off that wet jacket.’ He got up, crossed to the kitchen to pour a second mug 

of coffee. ‘You look spaced-out, like you’ve just gone through a hedge backwards.’ 

Josh took the mug – suddenly wanting its warmth inside him. ‘It’s not what you 

think. We weren’t–’ 

Michael moved his head, shaking off the moment of embarrassment. ‘Son, I got 

the feeling when you went out tonight you had more on your mind than the usual boy-

girl stuff.’ 
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‘It’s just that Yoley, she’s got all this stuff going on, about her twin brother – he 

died when they were ten. But now she’s got this camera, an old Pentax, and it’s brought 

it all back. And somehow, I got – involved.’ That was the hardest bit of all to explain. 

But then, what his dad said next changed everything again. 

‘Josh, I gave Yolanda that camera.’ 

‘What?’ 

Michael leaned forward, as if apologising. ‘The Pentax. I gave it to her, when 

she came into the shop about a week ago.’ 

‘But – why? How? I mean – you don’t even know Yoley, do you?’ 

‘No, at least I didn’t, not then – I recognized her tonight when I saw her waiting 

up the road for you. But when she came into the shop, there was something about the 

way she was looking at that camera…it’s hard to explain; but it was like – I could tell 

that she had a use for it. I don’t know why I ended up giving it to her; you know me, a 

crazy impulse. But then tonight when I saw her waiting up the road, I have to say that I 

wasn’t sorry to see that you two had hooked up.’ 

Josh felt the blood rush to his face. ‘We haven’t “hooked up” – she’s not my 

type.’ 

Michael Adams bent his head to his coffee. 

Josh decided it was time to change the subject. ‘Anyway why are you drinking 

coffee, if you can’t sleep?’ 

Michael hesitated. How could he tell his son that he was afraid to sleep? About 

a dream he’d had, which now he could hardly remember… 

 

…holding in his hands a billion golden suns, burning at the Earth’s heart… 
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Michael settled himself back in the armchair, consciously relaxing muscle-groups – an 

old yoga-trick to bring himself back down. At last, it felt safe to speak again. ‘Josh, the 

world’s changing; you’ll see that soon enough. Changing in different ways in different 

places – but always it’s the Earth itself hurting; land that’s got too dry, or too flooded, 

air that’s too polluted, sea too poisoned. It’s like, the Earth’s gotten too small – or 

we’ve all grown too big for it; children who’ve outgrown our home, but have nowhere 

else to go. Somewhere at its heart the world is ripe for change – telling us to move on.’ 

So why don’t you get off your chair and do something… Josh’s frustration 

kicked out of nowhere inside him; he had to hurriedly put his mug down, sit down on 

the stool by the kitchen table – clamp shut his mouth… 

He’d just been beginning to relax – a childhood reflex to listening to his dad 

talk, as he had so often before from the comfort of his battered old armchair, cosy 

within the walls of their tiny front room. But now, looking at his dad eyes it hit him 

afresh how like they were to his own – and to those grey-blue eyes he’d seen caught in 

the Pentax-flash; and yet, how totally different. The eyes that had met his in the rail 

tunnel weren’t unfocussed, gentle; they’d been filled with fire – a look that could kill 

for what it desired; carve its way through the will of others. And meeting Paul tonight, 

Josh had been shocked to learn how much he too desired that – but how life had thrown 

him too close to his dad; pressed him too firmly into his dad’s weak mould. 

An awkward silence fell – both for now trapped inside themselves. 

It was Michael who broke it, at last. His dream had made him afraid, needing to 

talk – but his son’s suffering was far more eloquent in its silence. ‘Josh, I was waiting 

up for you – but it’s not what you think. I was…I’d had this dream…’ 

‘You were waiting up for me because you’d had a dream?’ 
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‘A very bad nightmare – a real show-stopper. Maybe that’s why I can’t 

remember much of it now. But I’m sure it had something to do with the Morpheus 

Cave, and this Weland Smith hologram character they keep parading on television.’ 

‘Dad – I’ve seen him; Weland Smith–’ Josh could bottle it up no longer. 

‘You’ve seen Weland Smith?’ Michael was confused. ‘You mean on 

television?’ 

‘No. Tonight. We were down in the rail tunnel– ’ 

‘The mainline tunnel that goes under this hill?’ 

‘Yes, but it was okay, perfectly safe. The last train had already gone through.’ 

Michael Adams said nothing.  

At last, it could all come flooding out… ‘I saw him down there – I’m sure it was 

him; in the flash of the Pentax. It was like he’d been watching us, but the flash caught 

him out. But when we came out there was this gang of boys off the estate, and he was 

there again. And this static started strobing everything, and they – they disappeared.’ 

‘The gang of boys?’ 

‘Yes, or at least their leader did. The others ran off. I don’t know, it was like one 

of those illusion tricks they do on television – or hypnosis, or something.’ 

‘And you think the hologram had something to do with it?’ 

‘I don’t know. The strobing seemed to be coming from Weland Smith. It must 

have something to do with all this Morpheus Cave stuff – maybe they’re testing out 

some kind of virtual reality hypnosis for riot control. But dad…I’m scared.’ 

Michael was out of his chair now, his hands on his son’s shoulders, as if to 

steady him. ‘Son, you’re back home, safe. As to what you saw tonight, I don’t know 

what to think – it reminds me of something I heard once about an Indonesian shaman 

who could make a grove of trees disappear by performing a ritual dance. I can’t explain 
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it, anymore than I can get my head round how that nightmare managed to blow me 

away like it did. One thing I do know; whatever brain-training this Morpheus Cave is 

going to be offering, I think we’d both be well-advised to stay away from it.’ 

‘Yes. And Yoley too.’ 

‘Right.’ Michael guided Josh towards the stairs. ‘But you’re done in. Right now 

you need to sleep, before you can think straight about anything.’ 

But Michael Adams did not sleep. After his son had gone upstairs he poured 

more coffee, sat down in the armchair. Something had started today; he could feel it; 

nothing tangible, just that electricity…an instinct. His son was involved, and so was he. 

But it wasn’t just them who were involved. Michael wondered if by the 

morning, he’d have found the courage to pay a visit to Yolanda’s mother. 

* * * 

Yolanda had slept well – too well. Every cell of her body had been frazzled; a fatigue 

born not just from last night…somewhere inside, she’d been waiting for this for eight 

long years. And now at last something had shifted. She’d heard Eric speak; warning her 

– even though she’d never heard him speak she’d known at once that it was his voice, 

resonant inside her head. Step by step, the Pentax camera was leading her to him. 

But right now she needed to get to get her life back into its groove. She was late 

for college. Horribly late. It was the morning of the assessed neurobiology practical; the 

electroencephalography trial. Yolanda ran up the staircase of the science block, skidded 

into the teaching lab and shoved her rucksack under the long bench. The room was 

already echoing with the din; everybody pairing off and setting up. Because she was 

last in, she got the short straw – got paired off with Melissa. 

Luckily the practical didn’t involve too much talk – and no ethical dilemmas. 

According to Doctor Darwin it was nothing like as complicated as a full-blown EEG 
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could get; but by the time they’d finished setting up the EEG machine, attaching the 

electrode net, checking the connections, recording, printing out, blinking and strobing 

each other with special lights to change the readings; recording and printing out again 

and writing up their final conclusions, Yolanda was amazed to see that it was already 

lunchtime – they hadn’t even had time for a coffee break. 

Actually, Melissa hadn’t been too bad as a partner – she knew her stuff and was 

quietly efficient, and a lot quicker than Yolanda at attaching the electrodes. Yolanda 

wondered if Melissa was pointing herself in a medical direction; healing the sick would 

fit in nicely with all the religion. 

‘Want to grab lunch? I’ve got a couple of hours, until my next lecture.’ Yolanda 

was feeling quite warm toward her for a change. 

Melissa nodded quickly; keen, hesitating, struck dumb – not at all the fire-eating 

fanatic who managed to turn everybody she met off religion for life; instead, in 

Melissa’s shy smile Yolanda saw exposed a much more delicate creature; one whose 

face was always red because her feelings were just too close to the surface. Maybe Sam 

was right; maybe Melissa’s mum was the problem. 

‘I’m going to a talk in the drama theatre after my psychology class. I was 

wondering…you wouldn’t like to come with me?’ Melissa asked. They were clattering 

down the stairs; Yolanda’s heart sank – an invite to extra-curricular religious studies 

already? But then Melissa surprised her. ‘You see, Yoley…to be honest, I’m a bit 

nervous about it. But I feel I have to go, after yesterday – you know; that row we had in 

neurobiology. It’s a presentation by the Fen Church people about their Morpheus Cave. 

Apparently they’re going to be signing up volunteers for a trial-run.’ 

‘For the Morpheus Cave?’ Yolanda stopped dead on the step, and Melissa only 

just avoided tripping over her. ‘When? Why didn’t I know?’ 
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‘Five o’clock today. It was announced out of the blue yesterday afternoon, after 

you’d so mysteriously gone missing. Apparently Fen Church is going to set up that 

hologram presenter Weland Smith to give it, so the hall will probably be packed.’ 

Weland Smith…Yolanda was caught in an impossible collision of curiosity and 

sheer terror…the last time she’d seen Weland Smith, the street had guttered with a 

hypnotic display of dream-spun static, reaching out for her… 

But there was also something else: far more important…whatever was going on 

with Weland Smith and this Morpheus Cave, it was linked in some way with Eric… 

…on his head was a crystal horn, set with a crown of five golden spheres… 

She shuddered, shaking herself free of the memory, forced her legs to move. 

She had to go to this talk; whatever the risk. But – it was dawning on her…was it only 

her, who was at risk from Weland Smith? 

‘Mel, that Weland Smith guy, there’s something wrong about him.’ 

‘Yoley, he’s only a hologram.’ 

‘That’s just it.’ Yolanda stopped again. How could she explain what had 

happened last night, without Melissa thinking she was totally insane? ‘I just – don’t 

know if you should go; that’s all. Anyway I thought you were dead-set against all this 

virtual reality stuff?’ 

‘Of course I am.’ For a second Melissa’s familiar fire was back. But then she 

hesitated. ‘But to be honest, I’m going because I think I ought to go; because I just 

don’t know enough about it. You know; “know your enemy” and all that.’ 

‘Mel – I’d be wary about applying that logic too liberally. But if you are dead-

set on going I’ll go with you – not to volunteer, mind; but there’s stuff I need to find 

out.’ Yolanda hesitated. ‘But Mel, we need to be careful. There’s been some pretty 

insane stuff going on lately. I’ve been taking some pictures–’ 
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It was then that Yolanda remembered the Pentax. Still in its carrying case, 

hanging on the back of the chair in her bedroom where she’d left it last night. 

It was waking up so late, that had thrown her – she hadn’t had time to even 

think about it last night. It was only now, that she remembered the flash-shot she’d 

taken in the tunnel. The shot that Eric had told her to take; of the damp brick wall at the 

back of the recess – where the rusted iron door of her dream should have been. Only 

now, did it begin to sink in. 

It felt like waking up all over again. 

‘I’ve got to run – there’s something I forgot. I’ll meet you at the hall – but Mel, 

just remember we’re on a low-profile fact-finding mission here. We’re going to sit right 

at the back – and no stirring things up.’ 

Yolanda ran through the streets, took the short-cut up past the castle, its broken 

walls reminding her of the pale ribs of some long-dead dragon, rearing up over the 

town it had once petrified. When she got home her mum was out. She ran upstairs, 

burst panting into her bedroom. Then she saw her face in the mirror, realized that she’d 

still got electrode-pads from the EEG stuck to her forehead with conductive gel, ripped 

them off. She quickly wound on the film and slipped it out of the camera, leapt back 

down the stairs half-a-dozen at a time. At the bottom she suddenly felt giddy; realized 

she hadn’t eaten anything since last night; grabbed slices of bread and a lump of cheese 

and stuffed them into her pocket with the film. 

An hour and a half later she was in the darkroom, trying to hold the cheese 

inside the squashed bread long enough to push it into her mouth. The negative was 

clipped up, drying. Yolanda felt shaky – with fear, excitement, hunger? She didn’t 

know; an intoxicating mix of all of them – she was out of her depth; felt like she was 

floating. Part of her even wanted the negative to show just an unremarkable brick wall. 
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The kind of a picture a person would take who led an ordinary life – at least, the sort of 

ordinary life that involved trespassing in railway tunnels in the middle of the night… 

At last, she took the negative down and placed it on the lightbox, reached for the 

magenta filter.  

There was no need. 

The image was already changing…colours were appearing, to chase away the 

stark monochrome of the negative…set into the soot-blackened brickwork of the tunnel 

wall was a round hatchway, no longer caked with crumbling rust; instead its burnished 

blue steel and gleaming gold studs shone in the reflected light of the flash – as if the 

portal had only just been installed. 

* * * 

At around mid-morning, while Yolanda was deep in her biology practical, Michael 

Adams was sitting with her mother in the Fairtrade café on the pedestrian area by the 

river. They weren’t to know that this was the same café that Yolanda and Josh had sat 

in yesterday; that they were even sitting at the same table – the one furthest from the 

window. Perhaps that was chance; perhaps, because they also needed to talk together 

without being disturbed. 

He had so much he needed to say… The trouble was, now it came to it Michael 

didn’t know how to start – “my son was in the mainline rail tunnel last night with your 

daughter looking for your dead son”, just didn’t quite cut it. He smiled at Mary Eve 

over his coffee, trying to work out how she would take what he had to say. She was 

slim, about his age; taller than Yolanda, wearing a long, bright cotton skirt and 

embroidered top. She had her daughter’s same riot of chestnut hair, struggling to escape 

from under a tie-died scarf – and those same unfathomable brown eyes; now quietly 

absorbing him. 
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Mary Eve blew steam off too-hot herbal tea. It had been a curious invitation, 

from a man she didn’t know; only natural to choose somewhere neutral. The pedestrian 

area down by the river was fast becoming the fashionable new heart of the town; local 

life quietly slipping down here, away from the centre up around the castle. She found 

herself oddly amused by his hesitation – he was a large, attractive man, smiled easily, 

obviously thought himself at home in the world. But now caught out… 

At last he seemed to gather himself. ‘It’s about my son, Josh – ’ 

Mary smiled. So this was the father of the mysterious Josh… ‘You’re worrying 

about your son Josh and my daughter Yolanda going off together in the middle of the 

night?’ She surprised him. 

‘It’s not a problem–’ he stopped, suddenly aware how that might sound. ‘What I 

mean is, I think they’re good together – I mean, I get the feeling she’s good for him. 

They’ve both got…’ 

‘Problems?’ She surprised herself at the way she found herself enjoying his 

discomfort. And most surprising of all; that she found herself wanting to talk… 

‘Actually, I think it’s my daughter who’s got the problem. You see she had a 

twin – a brother. He drowned eight years ago. I know she still blames herself – Eric was 

born deaf, dumb and blind, you see…’ 

‘I’m sorry.’ It was all he could say. 

‘Yolanda never really got over it – none of us have, of course; we all felt like 

we’d failed Eric. But with Yolanda the guilt went deeper – in the early days I worried 

that it might affect her mind.’ She was shocking herself – talking about it all so openly, 

to a man she hardly knew; things she’d never really liked talking to anyone about, 

except in the early days to therapists, safe within the soundproof walls of their 

consulting rooms. But this was the real world, full of real people… 
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She wasn’t to know that it was over this very same table that her daughter had 

suffered her own exorcism; her brown eyes bewitching the son of this man. 

Michael met Mary’s gaze. Her openness surprised him – caught him out. He 

braced himself. Now it was his turn… ‘Josh has his own problems – nothing like that, 

but he takes after me too much I guess – too laid back. But now he’s with Yolanda–’ 

‘That’s a problem?’ She smiled, finding herself wanting to tease him. He was 

such an odd mixture; laid back, like he said, a bit full of himself – and yet for now 

humbled, as if all his pretension had been pricked. 

Michael was grateful for her smile. ‘It’s just, I’m not quite sure what they’ve 

been getting up to–’ Mary Eve raised an eyebrow ‘I mean; where they’ve been. Last 

night they were down in the rail tunnel.’ 

‘The mainline tunnel? The London line?’ 

He watched as the light died in her eyes. ‘Yes. Does that mean something?’ 

It took Mary a long time to answer. ‘I thought she was over it a long, long time 

ago. She started having visions soon after Eric disappeared; that he was still alive, had 

somehow got trapped down in the rail tunnel where it runs by our house – we’re the 

end-of-terrace, you see. They were always very close of course – you know…when 

they were little she could sense when he was in trouble…’ 

‘Yes, I think a lot of twins have that ability.’ 

She sized him up afresh – he seemed ill-at-ease; but he didn’t strike her as the 

type to be normally shy around women. ‘Well, the guilt was bound to haunt her. But I 

thought she’d got over the worst a long time ago. It’s not like her to keep things from 

me; but these visions were always difficult. It was hard for me in the early days to be 

completely there for her; I was still coming to terms with my own loss – my own guilt.’ 
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He could only admire her honesty. But in that dying of her eyes he could see 

something else – how it was still hard for her… 

And now it was hard for him too. Indeed, he was reaching the hardest part. 

‘Mary – I don’t really know what to make of it, but Josh said that they both saw some 

kind of apparition, when they were down in the tunnel. It might well have been just 

some trick of the light…’ 

Her face flushed, blood blossoming in her cheeks. ‘What “apparition” exactly?’ 

He met her eye as best he could. ‘They thought they saw that Weland Smith 

character, the one Fen Church Corporation is using to promote the Morpheus Cave.’ 

‘The hologram?’ Her voice lost its edge – for a moment she’d feared it might 

actually have been the ghost of Eric, that Yolanda had seen… ‘I saw it on television, 

projected against the Henge. It was very convincing. And this Morpheus Cave has been 

in the news a lot recently – I suppose it’s the kind of thing two overwrought teenagers 

might imagine, trespassing like that in the middle of the night.’ 

‘Yes, I suppose so.’ 

She looked at him – his downcast eye, the tension of his mouth. ‘Is there 

something else?’ 

Michael hesitated. Could he find the courage to tell this woman he’d only just 

met of how he was afraid of a nightmare he could now hardly remember? How it had 

focussed his fear of the future that might be waiting for him – for all of them? 

He heard his words articulating a wall for him to hide behind.  

‘It’s this Morpheus Cave. I’m wary of it, especially as it’s going to be running 

its pilot right on our doorstep. It’s all too new; there may be side-effects no-one knows 

about, effects on our minds that nobody can predict. It’s like the early workers with 

radioactivity – the ones that ended up losing their fingers. And Mary–’ 
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Now at last he was come as close as he was able. ‘It might be happening to us 

already – it’s like, what Josh and Yolanda experienced in the tunnel was a symptom of 

it. And happening to us. I’m afraid…’ 

‘Of losing your fingers?’ Mary was immediately annoyed with herself – she was 

teasing him, and this wasn’t the time. But she was still stiff from thinking about 

Yolanda down in that tunnel, searching for Eric. ‘I’m sorry, please ignore me. You 

were saying you were afraid?’ 

‘Yes. It’s this dream I had more than anything, especially now; it seems to have 

tuned in somehow with what happened to Josh and Yolanda – but more than that, like a 

sort of spiritual experience; I don’t know, like I was having some kind of revelation…’ 

…holding in his hands a billion golden suns, burning at the Earth’s heart… 

He tried to laugh ‘I guess this all sounds like crazy-talk to you.’ 

Yes. That’s exactly how it sounds. She stirred her cup while she studied him. For 

an instant something had fired his grey eyes – she began to wonder if her instinct to 

meet him in the open had after all been wise. But the flame went as quickly as it had 

burst, left only a grey residue of fear. 

‘You think your dream had something to do with the Morpheus Cave?’ 

Michael sipped cold coffee without tasting it. ‘With that – and with Weland 

Smith. Like he was trapped inside my head – inside all our heads. And when I woke up 

it was like, my world had just got a whole lot smaller – like nothing was left beyond the 

green hills and fields that mark the horizons of this town but an empty void. It was like, 

how I imagine the opposite of virtual reality; like my world was being sucked into his.’ 

She was surprised: how he’d somehow just managed to express her own fears 

about this Morpheus Cave – about how it might draw them all far too quickly too far 

away from the world they knew… 
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Michael drained his cup, pretended to pull himself together. ‘Anyway, it’s time 

I was getting back. I’m really sorry to dump all that stuff on you; you’ve got enough to 

deal with already. I guess there’s not a whole lot more we can do.’ 

‘Actually, there might be.’ Now she was surprising herself again. ‘You knew 

that the Biotech Park was built on the site of the old County Hospital? There was a 

neurological research unit at the hospital, and one of their scientists, a doctor Monica 

Witt, had been running some tests on Eric just before his accident. Monica used to be 

right at the top of her field – computer-mediated sensory enhancement. If she’s still 

around she’s bound to know something about this Morpheus Cave – might even be 

involved with this Fen Church lot; or at least have an opinion on where their research 

might be leading. I’ve still got her details somewhere – I’m sure she’ll remember me; I 

could try and arrange for us to meet with her, if you like.’ 

But Mary could only wonder at her real motives for arranging to meet again 

with this man; when until she’d met him she’d truly believed that the last thing she 

would want was to rake up the past. Was it really just gratitude for his confiding in her 

– or compassion for his discomfort? Or was it something else – something to do with 

that shocking, barbaric fire she’d just glimpsed; which despite all her best instincts had 

succeeded in igniting inside her a sympathetic heat – a passion which left her at once 

helpless and liberated? Something she hadn’t felt for a very long time… 

* * * 

Yolanda was still sitting in the darkroom staring at the negative. 

At least, her physical body was; but for now that was just an empty shell, still 

clutching her half-eaten sandwich. That part of her which was truly awake was back in 

the rail tunnel… 
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The image on the lightbox seemed to grow – to rush up and engulf her. She was 

back in the cold darkness of the tunnel, once again confronting the circular portal; but 

rusted no longer – instead the steel was smooth, polished. Her fingers found the wheel, 

spun it easily, smoothly. 

It was different in another way as well, this time; as if she was confronting this 

challenge again for a purpose – to use this dream to learn something…that same 

pricking at the back of her neck; a lone bright star in the dark sky of her mind… 

As if Eric was trying to show her… 

The portal swung open to expose a darkened room. She could just make out Eric 

in the padded chair, the glowing purple wires trailing from him; the restless golden 

haloes above him reaching a blinding climax. She knew at once she must be reliving 

something from the past; because the boy in the chair was still only ten years old. 

The woman still stood by the chair; a scientist wearing a long white coat, 

crawling from head to toe with restless golden light. 

She was speaking to him. 

She was finger-tapping – Eric had learned to finger-sign at the same age when 

other children were learning to talk, and Yolanda had learned with him. It had become 

so natural for her; like a second language – strange to think how she hadn’t needed to 

use it, for eight long years. 

But strangest of all was now…because she found that she could understand 

what the woman-scientist was saying – as if it was her own hand, that the letters were 

being finger-tapped onto, gathering themselves into words… 

 ‘It will start soon.’ 

Eric sat up eagerly in his padded chair, his jaw clamped defiantly, his brown 

eyes wide, unseeing pools of determination. Waiting… 
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Yolanda felt the letters come again; the lightest pressure on her hand. 

‘Now.’ 

A deep humming filled the room, as if powerful machinery was turning in some 

cavern far beneath it – a humming that before it disappeared beyond the range of 

human hearing had developed a rhythm; an oscillation like the dissolving beat of waves 

on some distant seashore… 

It was descending from the darkness of the unseen ceiling; a cone of pure glass, 

or perhaps clear crystal – and even as she watched, the filaments of gold that had been 

hovering around him fled into the crystal cone, like static suddenly earthed; it became 

filled with brilliance. Almost at once the light resolved itself; solidified around the rim 

of the cone into five spheres of pure gold. And then a sixth sphere was born, in its 

centre. 

Yolanda felt it – as if she was feeling it for Eric; just as she’d felt the letters 

being finger-tapped out, onto his hand. A tingling at the back of her skull; again that 

single spot of unbearable brightness. 

Her eyes were jerked wide open, and blinded with golden light. 

 

Yolanda woke up, back in the darkroom. 

She was smiling. 

In her first dream, they’d spoken to each other, and then she’d seen him in the 

tunnel. This time, it was as if they’d almost been able to touch. Was Eric really alive? 

She sensed it more deeply than ever – but still couldn’t quite believe it… 

But if he was alive, what was happening to him? 

She shivered. That feeling she’d had; that point of unbearable brightness in the 

back of her head…was that what Eric had been experiencing? She knew from her 
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neurobiology what that area at the back of the cerebrum was for – it was called the 

occipital lobe, and its function was to process information from the optic nerves. 

But there was something else she’d sensed – felt it; that same instant Eric must 

have been feeling it. As soon as that sixth golden ball had formed, the golden 

spiderwebs that had been intensifying so brilliantly in the cone had flooded out of it 

again, becoming once more tenuous filaments of light; tentacles finer than the finest 

thread that writhed inward; permeating Eric’s brain like the filaments of a fungus, until 

it was completely entangled. 

She shivered again. It had felt so real…as if it was her own brain that was 

becoming entangled with filaments of light… 

She remembered now where she’d seen those pulsing filaments of light before –

as they wove their web around Paul, the moment before he’d disappeared. 

And they were being spun from six golden spheres… 

She’d seen those spheres first in her nightmare; in the morning before she’d 

seen them in the rail tunnel. Before she’d seen Weland Smith. 

Was that what Eric had been trying to show her? How there was a connection, 

between the Morpheus Cave and what had happened to him? 

She needed to find out. She looked at her watch; the Morpheus Cave talk was in 

twenty minutes – but first she needed to find Josh. 

She grabbed her rucksack and ran. 

* * * 

Josh was in the cafeteria looking for Sam. He wanted to talk to her – at least; try to, 

above the din. It wasn’t the sort of conversation he wanted the whole college to hear. 

‘Mind if I have a word?’ 
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‘You know me; always happy to talk.’ God, but his hair was beautiful… Sam 

pulled her bags off the table, dumped them on the floor. Of course, they would have to 

go and immediately fall over, stuff spilling everywhere…she shoved the mess out of 

the way with her foot, hoping he wouldn’t notice. She wasn’t about to pass up the 

chance of a one-to-one with the most attractive boy on her course – the one she’d had 

her eye on all term. 

Josh drew up the chair opposite. He seemed preoccupied, as if he had something 

difficult he wanted to say. ‘I wanted to talk to you.’ 

‘Oh?’ she kept her voice purposefully neutral ‘You know me; always happy to 

talk.’ Damn! Hadn’t she just said that? That was her problem; talking too much. 

‘You see, it’s about…’ he seemed to be reaching a peak of awkwardness ‘Well, 

it’s about Yoley.’ 

‘Oh.’ Not just neutral now; iced. 

He didn’t seem to notice. ‘It’s just that…well, you’ve known her for a long 

time.’ He put his hands on the table, seemed to be mumbling into them. 

‘You’ll have to speak up, I can’t hear you.’ 

‘Sorry. You see, I was with Yoley last night…’ Josh leaned his head forward, 

until it was nearly touching hers – his hair brushed her face… ‘God, this is difficult. I 

don’t want to shout about it to the whole college.’ 

‘I suppose not. Her first time? I can’t imagine it’s yours. Something go wrong?’ 

She smiled innocently. 

Josh looked at Sam puzzled – then shocked. ‘No – no! It’s nothing like that; I’m 

not – I mean, we’re not – I mean, we didn’t – I mean, it’s about something completely 

different.’ 
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The ice that had been building up inside Sam thawed miraculously. She found 

herself instead rather enjoying Josh’s embarrassment – finding it rather sweet. 

‘It’s about this dream Yoley’s been having. You know about her brother?’ 

‘I know he died.’ Sam could do serious, when she needed to. ‘It was a long time 

ago; I didn’t know Yoley so well then – but what about him?’ 

‘Well…it’s just that she’s been having these dreams about him, and some of the 

stuff that happened when I was with her last night – I thought I was dreaming…please 

don’t let on to her that I’ve been talking to you about all this. But I can’t help worrying 

about her having to deal with all this stuff – well, that she might crack up.’ 

‘Yoley?’ Sam’s laugh was raucous; loud enough to turn the heads of people 

sitting close. ‘Josh, you needn’t worry about that – Yoley’s got “sane and serious” 

stamped right through her like a stick of rock. She can be a touchy little so-and-so, 

mind – downright awkward at times; and she does get some wild ideas – but you can 

take it from me; she’s not the “Oh-My-God-I-think-I’m-cracking-up” type.’ 

‘And that’s Psychology-Sam’s diagnosis? It was Josh’s turn to laugh. 

Neither of them saw Yolanda staring at them from the entrance, turn on her heel 

and stalk out. 

 

They’d been flirting with each other – laughing together, practically rubbing 

noses…Josh and Sam… 

Yolanda stormed down the corridor, ignoring everybody. Well, if Josh wanted 

to come on to Sam, that was totally not her problem. But they’d been laughing about 

her – she’d heard Sam shout out her name, laughing. 

Yolanda felt close to tears, brushed her eyes crossly. Stupid, really; it wasn’t 

even as though she was interested in Josh – not in that way, anyway. It was just that 
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she’d thought she’d found someone, at last; someone with who she could share that 

hidden part of her life; someone who’d seemed genuinely interested. And right now, 

she’d needed him more than ever… 

She brushed at her eyes again. Well, there must be a valuable lesson in there 

somewhere…anyway, it was nearly time for the talk. She needed to find Melissa. 

‘Yoley!’ Melissa was standing on the edge of the crowd gathered by the theatre 

entrance, looking horribly nervous. 

‘Hi, Mel.’ 

Melissa at once grabbed her hand. ‘Yoley, I’m really glad you’re here. I’ve 

been getting in a right state.’ 

‘Mel, it’s only a talk.’ Only not for her, Yolanda knew, not just a talk…she was 

suddenly glad of Melissa’s hand. ‘But remember, we’re going to sit right at the back 

and not draw attention to ourselves – and definitely no heckling.’ 

In fact the crowd was a lot smaller than she’d been expecting; no more than 

about twenty – it dawned on her in a cold wash of shock that all the faces were familiar; 

that mismatched crowd who’d somehow managed to follow her through her life since 

Eric’s death. The computer-geeks from level two were there, huddled at the front all 

wearing the same dull colours – like some sort of camouflage to allow them to slide 

through the world without being noticed. Near to her and Melissa were the rowdies; a 

couple of the guys from her biology group,  and the one they’d nicknamed Carrot-Top, 

with stiff orange hair. He grinned – she wondered if they’d been trying to wind up 

Melissa up again. 

The doors opened, and suddenly everybody was surging forward. Yolanda 

paused, looked round; there was no sign of Josh, or Sam – probably off somewhere 

rubbing their noses together. Well, that was their loss. 
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The seats hid in shadow – it took a moment for her eyes to adjust. Only the 

stage was lit; a spotlight throwing a pool of light onto the bare floor. There was no 

podium or any of the usual audio-visual equipment – none of the state-of-the-art 

electronics hardware you might have expected for a holographic display like this. 

Melissa started to lead Yolanda down to the front – Yolanda yanked at her fiercely; 

shoved her into a seat near the door two rows behind Carrot-Top and his mates. 

‘Good morning.’ 

She looked up. He was just there, motionless the pool of light. Weland Smith, 

the hologram-man she’d seen first on the television, yesterday morning; met in a 

nightmare, standing by a burning tree – and then again last night in the tunnel, and as 

the stroboscopic golden static rippled around Paul like water… 

He was here. 

Yolanda squeezed Melissa’s hand so tight she might have yelped out loud, if 

she hadn’t been squeezing back just as hard.  

The projection was near-perfect. Only a trick-of-the-light shimmering 

distracting the eye, presumably from the millions of light-pixels which were forming 

his image; like a fine aura of golden dust reflecting the spotlight away before it could 

quite focus him. He was dressed as she’d seen him on television; shirt of soft cotton and 

thick leather waistcoat, brass-studded belt holding in loose canvas trousers. What was 

clearer now was his long, thick black hair and his muscular build, evident even beneath 

the softening of loose-cut clothes. 

There was absolute silence. At last he moved, and the whole auditorium gasped 

as one. The way he moved reminded Yolanda of a tiger stalking its prey. But his grin 

was immediately infectious; deep-set eyes colluding across high-bridged nose. She was 

immediately caught – this wasn’t the competitive alpha-male stuff the boys were 
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always bidding for; his was a simple magnetic presence, simply his due. A born 

performer. 

She tried to remind herself that he was only a hologram. 

Except…no simple hologram could have projected itself into the deserted street 

of a dead-end housing estate in the middle of the night. Yolanda found herself 

ridiculously relieved, that he wasn’t wearing a pointed crystal shaped like a horn… 

Weland Smith’s smile broadened. ‘Good morning again. I can’t tell you how 

delighted I am to be here. That we can at last meet in the flesh, as you might say.’ 

His brogue shook the air. It vibrated with a subtle shade of humour; a resonance 

inside her head that made Yolanda think he was speaking especially to her. 

She shivered. Perhaps he was. 

But the timbre of his voice immediately suggested a new perspective to the 

enigma that was Weland Smith. Or rather; it didn’t – instead it failed to give that final 

subtle dimension which would have made Weland Smith appear truly alive. Like his 

near-perfect image, his voice too remained just out of synch with a true humanity; it 

was charismatic, warm, demanding of attention, but it remained still somehow an 

actor’s voice. 

Weland Smith continued. ‘I’m sorry – I’ve just realized that I should be saying 

good afternoon. I’m afraid I’ve been spending far too long in the Cave; a fascinating 

environment, but one where such distinctions lack importance.’ 

The audience rustled, smiled at the joke. The mesmeric figure within the golden 

aura seemed to absorb the anticipation – the nervous energy – that was filling the room. 

Indeed, to Yolanda’s overheated imagination he actually did seem to grow more solid. 

Who are you? What are you doing here? The questions were unbearable – she 

wanted to scream them out. 
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What do you want? 

There was a frantic tugging at her side – she was crushing Melissa’s hand again. 

But Weland Smith’s eyes were searching the room: she wondered if he’d captured her 

image last night, and was scanning now for a face-match…she shrank back in her seat. 

He spoke again. ‘I’m here to answer your questions. But before I start, I must 

tell you that there’s one question which will have to wait for another day. The exact 

nature of my…manifestation here must remain taboo – a “trade secret” you might say.’ 

It was as if he’d been answering her unspoken question…Yolanda sank even 

lower. But an amused murmur rose up; everybody else thinking it was just another part 

of the clever PR promotion; of building the mystery around the Morpheus Cave’s 

unique interactive hologram spokesman. 

Weland Smith was continuing. ‘And in any case, we’re here to talk about the 

virtual world of the Morpheus Cave–’ 

‘What kind of supercomputer are you planning to use?’ It was Gus, one of the 

geeks in the front row; his hand had been waving in the air from the start. Yolanda 

closed her eyes. If they were going to start taking over already… 

Weland Smith smiled. ‘The computers we plan to use are the most powerful in 

the world…’ 

…A billion golden galaxies, burning at the Earth’s Heart… 

Yolanda shook her head – the vision had just jumped into her mind: from – from 

God knows where… 

Weland Smith’s words had re-ignited Gus’s enthusiasm. Yolanda had the fancy 

that he was about to implode, like in one of those awful science fiction films Sam was 

always wanting her to watch. ‘Are you linking in with one that’s already running, like 

the Jaguar – or the new Chinese Milky Way? Or are you building your own?’ 
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Weland Smith’s smile oozed benevolence – but somehow succeeded in 

suffocating the eager bewilderment building in the front row. ‘The first point to clear up 

is that the actual computer-power needed to stabilize the Cave environment isn’t that 

large – some pretty neat parallel-processing of standard hardware, along the lines of the 

Massachusetts’ Gameboy ensemble; but nothing that can’t be handed to outsourced 

contractors.’ He paused. ‘Which in cost terms is fortunate – and as you’re probably 

already aware, our expertise lies in the field of bio-interfacing technology. Where we 

are cutting-edge is in the development of our electro-coherence technology based on a 

purely wireless interface, enabling digital cyberspace electronics to harmonize 

seamlessly with the analogue neural software of the brain.’ 

‘But I thought you said the computer you needed had to be the most powerful–’ 

‘All will become clear.’ Weland Smith held up a hand, but it was the deep 

vibration of his voice that silenced Gus. ‘We need this near-perfect, seamless electron-

based connection because the real secret of the Morpheus Cave…’ he paused for effect 

‘Is that it’s not strictly a digitally-generated virtual reality environment at all; the 

cyberspace element is there to facilitate the true creators of this new environment…as I 

said, the most potent supercomputer of all: the human brain. It’s your own inter-linked 

imaginations which will be doing all the hard work.’ 

A murmur rose from the audience. Yolanda realized they were completely 

captivated; had already forgotten that this Weland Smith was a hologram – if indeed a 

uniquely interactive one… 

He waited for them to settle. ‘Our wireless interfacing will enable us to establish 

what we might call a telepathic cluster; minds tuned into each other within a virtual 

environment… Now, I don’t wish to tread too deeply into the realms of philosophy; but 

it is useful to remember that your awareness of the world around you depends on the 
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ability of your own biological biofeedback devices, your sense organs – your eyes and 

ears, taste and touch – to generate something we might term a holographic “neural 

virtual reality”.’ 

A reality-hologram, like they’d been talking about in class… Yolanda could feel 

the back of her neck tingling, remembering that strobing golden static that had made 

Paul vanish in front of her eyes. The pieces were starting to fall together… Yolanda 

mentally shook herself – the hologram was too realistic; it was too easy to forget that 

she wasn’t listening to a live human being. But she was drawn, despite herself; there 

was too much at stake not to listen… 

Weland Smith was looking at them almost sympathetically. ‘Difficult idea to 

get your heads round, isn’t it? But think about it; what signal does your brain actually 

receive, when you look a sunset, or a pretty girl or handsome boy? Merely a series of 

coded electrical impulses, transmitted down its optic nerves.’ 

‘But I can feel the world – take hold of it.’ A girl near the middle interrupted. 

For some reason, Yolanda was thinking about how last night she’d held Josh’s hand… 

Weland Smith smiled. ‘All just nerve impulses again, I’m afraid – remember, an 

amputee can still “feel” their phantom limb, because its neuronal circuitry is still live. 

Even your experience of your physical body – your perception that it gives you only 

five senses with which to experience the world around you, is simply the human brain’s 

“best fit” solution to the impossibly complex neuronal information it’s receiving. Even 

your own thoughts – your perception of “yourself” – all of that information becomes 

integrated into what you call your “consciousness” – ultimately, your experience of 

yourself exists only within the virtual “cyberspace” of your own brain.’ 

‘You’re telling us that nothing is real?’ The girl interrupted again. 
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‘That belief in an absolute experience of physical existence is to reach for a 

security blanket that doesn’t exist.’ Weland Smith ran his fingertips along his arm; an 

oddly sensual gesture. ‘In fact, I sometimes wonder if humanity’s frenzied pursuit of 

physical pleasure is no more than a doomed attempt to distract itself from this 

ultimately unpalatable truth… 

He seemed to shake himself out of his reverie. ‘But I’ll come back to the 

interfacing protocol again at the end of the talk. I can see that you’re all boiling over 

with questions.’ He smiled, raised his hands as if to fend off the questions he could feel 

pressing from the minds below him. ‘Who’s going to be first? Yes? In the front?’ 

‘Are you using an updated version of the Computer Automatic Virtual 

Environment? The total-immersion CAVE technology developed at Illinois in the 

nineties to allow people to share a virtual environment?’ It was Larry, another of the 

geeks in the front row – his hand had been up long before Weland Smith had finished 

speaking. If he had any qualms about addressing an interactive hologram program as if 

it was a real human being he wasn’t going to show it – but Yolanda realized he spent 

most of his day talking to computers; for him this was hardly a novel experience. 

‘Yes…I can see how such a confusion of names might arise, with our own Cave 

of Dreams…’ Weland Smith seemed to become a bit dreamy himself, ‘We operate our 

“Cave” underground to avoid digital interference…but as I’ve just explained, it’s not a 

computer-generated environment; instead our innovations in brain-computer interfacing 

allow individual brain-patterns to be directly harmonized to create a digitally-mediated 

collective telepathy – an opening of the “third eye”, if you like…Yes?’ 

‘Are you going use VR cue reactivity, in your behavioural program?’ It was 

Gus again. Yolanda wondered how many people, apart from those in the front row, 

understood what the hell he was talking about. 
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‘Again, the simple answer to your question is no.’ Weland Smith smiled. 

Yolanda got the sense that if he’d been wearing glasses, he’d have just taken them off 

and started polishing them. ‘But this is a useful opportunity to stress that the Morpheus 

Cave will not be in any sense a “behavioural program” – that would lead to all kinds of 

awkward ethical questions. Rather, it’s a voluntary self-learning process. We’ve 

attracted funding because, with the whole exercise being conducted in virtual reality, 

the educational programmes developed from it will be a lot cheaper to implement than 

similar work in the real world.’ He took a step closer. ‘In fact, the learning-process is 

simplicity itself – we call it Self-Induced Time-Out; or SITO for short.’ 

Weland Smith stopped; suddenly made everybody sit up by bringing his hands 

together with a sharp clap. ‘How many of you have seen the film “Groundhog Day”, 

where the hero has to continually repeat the same day of his life? Well, SITO time-

reversal works on the exactly same principle. The idea of the Cave is to create an 

environment where volunteers will be free to do as they please; except…’ Weland 

Smith paused, ‘Except for actions which might cause hurt or distress to your fellows. 

These will simply not be possible – anyone attempting such an act will simply find 

him-or-herself back at that moment immediately before they made the attempt; only 

they will remember those disturbed thoughts and feelings which have led them back to 

that moment – if I can give an example; if you became angry with someone, in a 

moment of blind fury picked up a knife and tried to attack them, you would find 

yourself transported back to the moment immediately before you picked up the knife, 

but aware of your anger and what it would have made you do – frozen out, in effect, 

from the consensual timeline of the Cave; and aware that until you learn to change your 

behaviour, you will remain trapped, forever returning to this self-same moment. This 
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ability to revisit the past to change the future gives users a unique opportunity to 

explore other options; to actually experience the benefits of modifying their behaviour.’ 

Weland Smith paused. ‘Of course, SITO time-reversal will be occurring much 

more often later on, when a full mentoring program is rolled out for those most in need 

of it. Otherwise, all that the first pilot-group of users of the Cave will experience will be 

a kind of virtual holiday together; a journey to a place in your imaginations that no-one 

has yet had the opportunity to explore.’ 

Again he brought his hands together with that ringing clap. ‘And should you 

wish, you are all invited to sign up to become members of our Genesis Group; the first 

volunteers to explore the virtual world of the Morpheus Cave.’ He was smiling at them, 

looked up at the big clock at the back of the hall. ‘But, unfortunately for us, we’re not 

in virtual time. I think we’ve only room for a couple more questions.’ 

‘Will we get to make up our own world? Fill it with who we want – you know, 

with girls and stuff out of our imaginations?’ It was Carrot-Top who was asking; 

grinning to his mates. Yolanda wondered if he’d been bothering to listen at all. 

‘As I’ve explained; not quite all your own world.’ Weland Smith’s unblinking 

gaze erased Carrot-Top’s grin. ‘It’s because the environment will be a consensual one, 

that for our pilot study we’re only selecting volunteers below a certain age, and from 

within the town – the more plastic your minds are, and the more of your present 

environment you share, the easier it is to achieve consensus. Superficially at least, the 

shared environment might appear similar to the real-life environment that you’re 

already sharing. But now, we really are running out of time. Any more questions?’ 

‘How much time will we lose, if we take part? From our real lives, I mean?’ It 

was the girl near the middle of the room again; Yolanda recognized her now – Nancy, a 
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petite, fair-haired girl who she knew better than most of the others – another science-

swot, like her… ‘I’ve got exams coming up, and a lot of course-work to finish.’ 

‘Time is the key, as you so rightly say.’ Only Weland Smith wasn’t looking at 

Nancy; his gaze seemed to search the audience. ‘But that’s the beauty of the Cave,’ 

Weland Smith’s voice seemed to be getting further inside Yolanda’s head… ‘The 

virtual manipulation of time is the key to SITO: although a user may spend a whole 

week in virtual-time, in real-time the procedure is practically instantaneous – which is 

fortunate for us; too long in such a trance-state and the participant’s physical needs 

might require us to start employing life-support systems; the kind of total immersion 

pods envisaged in science fiction. 

‘Indeed, it’s the nature of time itself which holds the key to your tangled 

relationship with reality.’ He paused, looked around as if studying each of them 

individually. ‘Unfortunately, at present your five senses only allow you perceive what 

we might call “waking time”; and I’m afraid we’re fast running out of that. Just time for 

one final question.’ 

‘What about the interfacing process itself? Exactly how are you going to 

implant us?’ Yolanda wondered who had just asked that question – realized with a kind 

of dawning horror that it was her…that the question had been eating away at her ever 

since she’d first set eyes on Weland Smith… 

‘Yes, I promised I’d come back to the interfacing procedure.’ Weland Smith 

appeared not to notice her; to direct his reply to the whole audience. ‘As I’ve explained, 

our interfacing procedure is wireless; so you needn’t worry about having to undergo 

some kind of cyber-punk wireheading, or surgical chip implantation.’ his laugh, like his 

voice, was surprisingly deep. ‘Quite apart from the practical and ethical implications of 

such techniques; our whole aim is to make access to the Cave as user-friendly as 
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possible. In fact, I thought I’d round off this talk with a little demonstration of my 

own…’ 

It appeared out of nowhere… The swell of surprise broke into gasps – 

suspended above Weland Smith’s head was a transparent cone, like a clown’s hat 

moulded from glass, or a glass horn… Embedded in its base a circlet of golden spheres; 

around which spiderwebs of golden light were jumping like static… 

Yolanda sat frozen, her whole body numb. 

Weland Smith raised his hands for quiet. ‘You must forgive my showmanship – 

holographic technology allows us to employ a certain “sleight of hand”. This 

interfacing cone is the prototype from which we’ve developed our Cave technology; the 

static discharges you see building up around the gold spheres in its base are magnified 

from the electromagnetic fields of the brainwaves themselves – a kind of hands-off 

encephalogram. In effect, the interface is nothing more invasive than neurone-sensitive 

coherent electricity, inducing the stroboscopic frequency necessary for the holo-reality 

shift into the Morpheus Cave. We’ve coined the term “holo-programming”, or 

“hologramming” for this integration.’ 

Yolanda wanted to run, and couldn’t…she wondered if everyone was as 

terrified as she was – of the reality-creep building up inside her; the barriers between 

real and unreal finally coming down… 

Like it had felt in the park yesterday morning; and in the tunnel last night. 

Weland Smith’s voice seemed to fill her head. 

‘As I said, we’re hoping to integrate volunteers into our Genesis Group – the 

number in this hall is about the limit. For larger-scale usage we are already working on 

a wireless mass-integration technology which will bypass the need for individually-
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tailored interfacing cones like this one – I’m using this cone now to collect an imprint 

of the brainwave-patterns in this hall, in preparation for the integration of volunteers.’ 

Are you also scanning us? Looking for somebody – for me? Yolanda sat frozen; 

tried to blank-off her mind – but it was no good…it was as if the pixels of light which 

formed Weland Smith’s image were focussing in her mind; drawing his attention to her. 

And it was only then, that Yolanda understood the terrible mistake she’d made in 

coming here – because a vision was coming to life within her; and she knew it was 

what Weland Smith himself was seeing… 

…uncounted galaxies of golden suns, burning at the Earth’s heart… 

But she had no time to wonder at what she saw, because the crystal cone was 

beginning to turn in the air, and throw out a rhythmic weave of golden light… 

Weland Smith’s voice was inside her head; his eyes boring into her… 

‘Yolanda, it is time…’ 

The flickering web of gold washed impatiently over the theatre – found her at 

last; focussed around Yolanda until her whole body was alive with its stroboscopic fire 

– it was a light she could feel, as well as see… 

But as she felt herself wrapped in its tingling golden tentacles, Yolanda saw that 

somebody else was also caught in the web; Melissa was clutching her arm, her body 

alive with its light, her lips lit as if she was wearing lurid golden lipstick. They were 

moving – in the flashing light it looked as if she was talking very fast. 

She was praying. 

And as if to answer her prayer darkness descended; cold, and sharp with damp. 

It took Yolanda an instant to take in where they were – the smell of damp brickwork, 

the unsteady clinker beneath her feet… 

Back inside the rail tunnel. 
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But the web of static had followed her here, its uncertain gold clinging to the 

wet walls – it was still being spun; the building tension of a lightning-strike. 

Then the portal appeared; in the brickwork right in front of them. The rust was 

gone from it now – its steel brightly polished, gold studs standing proud like embedded 

orbs. The portal was turning, just as the cone had – the steel disk swinging back. 

Yolanda frantically dived for the opening. Fell through into empty space, with 

Melissa still clinging to her. 

 

‘There was presentation about the Morpheus Cave – and nobody told me?’ Sam looked 

like she might well shake Tom. 

‘Melissa said something about her and Yoley going together.’ Tom shrugged – 

he was one of Yolanda’s biology group, and the first person they’d met who knew 

anything about where she might be. 

‘But how come I didn’t know anything about it?’ 

‘I don’t know, it was all a bit strange – I didn’t know about it myself, although 

according to Mel it was announced at the end of the last lecture yesterday. I might have 

gone, but the electronics tripped out halfway through my neurobiology practical – I had 

to spend the lunch-break getting Darwin to sort it out.’ 

Josh was frantically scanning the corridor. After last night anything was 

possible – his dad’s warning about the Morpheus Cave was still ringing in his ears… 

‘Why didn’t somebody tell me about Fen Church coming here? At least give me 

time to drum up a flash-mob?’ But Sam subdued her anger – she was beginning to pick 

up Josh’s anxiety. For her, this hunt for Yoley had started as an excuse to spend time 

with him. But there was something going on… 
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Josh caught her eye gratefully. It wasn’t that he was afraid; but having her here 

made it easier – underneath the purple hair and harsh dress-sense, Sam was pretty 

sound… 

They reached the drama hall to find the audience already streaming out. Josh 

scoured the faces for Yolanda. Everybody was looking a bit dazed he thought – 

wondered if that was coming out into the daylight, from the darkened interior. 

‘Hey, Carrot-Top! Seen Yoley?’ Josh was trying to work out what was wrong 

with Carrot-Top’s eyes. His real name was Dave, and he was on their media-studies 

course; Josh hung out with him sometimes. 

Carrot-Top peered at him, like he was trying to focus. ‘Yoley? No…I don’t 

think so…’ 

‘What about Mel? Have you seen her?’ Sam asked. 

‘Melissa?’ Carrot-Top hesitated. ‘Wait – no…sorry, I can’t remember.’ 

‘Tom said she was definitely going – dead-set on it.’ 

‘Maybe she chickened out, after that mental act she threw in biology yesterday.’ 

But Sam was puzzled. Once Melissa was set on something, it would take a 

SWAT team to stop her. 

Then at last, Carrot-top seemed to snap out of it. ‘Hey, but you should have 

been there, Josh; it was wicked! There was this glass cone-thing, like just hanging in 

thin air; and then at the end there was this electric lightshow.’ 

‘What exactly did you see, Carrot?’ Josh was trying to sound calm. 

‘There was this wicked gold-sparkle static, like a strobe-light; I think it was 

coming out of the cone. Filled up the whole hall – like we were in a club. You heard 

they want to run a pilot? I tell you mate, I’m in!’ 

A golden light, weaving its web…a stone lodged in Josh’s stomach. 
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Carrot-Top was edging away, as if suddenly uncomfortable with their 

questioning. ‘Anyhow, gotta-go – y’know, stuff to do. I’ll see-you-all later.’ 

They watched him disappear into the too-quiet crowd. 

Sam was studying the dispersing theatre audience. ‘Josh, there’s something 

definitely weird going on. Did you notice how quiet they all were? It’s like they were 

avoiding each other – like they were afraid to talk.’ 

* * * 

Mary Eve put her phone down, from a most curious conversation. She’d just called 

Monica Witt – traced her almost immediately through the automated Fen Church 

switchboard. The research scientist had remembered Mary, arranged to meet them at 

the Biotech Park at five-thirty that same afternoon. But there’d been something odd 

about the way the woman had answered the phone. 

It was as if she’d been waiting for Mary to call.  

* * * 

And so this day had finally dawned. Monica Witt touched the damp wall beside her, 

looked up at the heavy brickwork arching over her head, the clumps of roots pushing 

through. Relived yet again what had brought her here – what had happened on that 

other day, eight years ago… 

 

She sat in her hospital office, hypnotized by the holdall on the mahogany desk. Behind 

her the rain fed streams down the arched window. Outside, water pooled in the empty 

parking bays. The lawns lapping at the tarmac were gone wild, overrun with bushes and 

saplings; woodland kept at bay by generations of groundsmen retaking the land. Ivy 

massed against the stern redbrick walls, laying siege to the cathedral-like building. 
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But not for much longer. The lawns were untended only because the old 

Victorian hospital itself would soon be gone; transplanted to a new site on the edge of 

the city, to be replaced in this valley by a science park of the type which were all the 

rage. The new replacing the old: the unbreakable law of nature. 

But not here. Not for him.  

On the hilltop above the hospital Smith’s Henge was just visible, grey winter 

clouds tearing to rags on its stone teeth. She shivered, cold despite the enormous iron 

radiator under the window. There was progress here, she reminded herself – this 

building was now the hospital’s neurology research wing: once, it had been the asylum. 

Her work here was light-years removed from the crude barbarities of the past. 

Most thought her prudish; her blonde hair pulled back in its tight bun, her 

square face handsome if not beautiful, needing only the minimum fuss of makeup. Like 

her mind – never that inspirational flash; but steady progress all the same. 

Until he’d come. 

As a scientist, she’d been in awe of him; he’d displayed such profound 

knowledge in the working of metals, with his help she’d developed the melding of gold 

and silica-glass which had made possible the first non-invasive neural interface, based 

on purely wireless technology – the first step towards freeing imaginations trapped in 

darkness and silence by sensory shutdown. As a doctor who in her own 

undemonstrative way cared passionately about her work, she knew that what she’d 

achieved was nothing short of miraculous. 

And then she’d discovered what he truly wanted. 

Discovered that he’d always stood beyond that most basic law of nature…been 

waiting here for her since the hospital was first built; perhaps feasting on the frightened, 

confused minds of those early inmates, down in the dank cellars where the worst cases 
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had been kept hidden from view – she’d seen the faded photographs taken just before 

the cellars were filled in. 

Discovered he was as old as humanity itself. 

On the hilltop the Henge was gone, lost to the cloud – her time was running out. 

She must go to the boy. But she’d grown so fond of him… 

At last, she pushed back her heavy chair, picked up the holdall. Made her way 

down the wide stone staircase to the tiled hallway. The reception booth by the entrance 

was empty. In fact the whole wing was deserted; everyone else long gone. It was only 

her work now, keeping the lights burning late. 

Her research lab was directly across the hall. She opened the door to its familiar 

low hum, that unsettling ripple of blue light over the banked instrument-towers – only 

the far wall was kept free of clutter. The room was long and wide and windowless; it 

had once been a ward for mental patients, more like a prison, she imagined. But it had 

proved ideal for her work. She hadn’t been the type to be off-put by the porters’ tales of 

the tortured souls said to still haunt this place. 

The room was ideal precisely because of its thick, featureless walls; they 

provided perfect insulation to vibration and noise, and even reduced external radiation 

levels – almost as good as being underground. In the centre of the room was the padded 

chair, with the instrumentation arrayed around it. 

The boy was already here. He was sitting in the chair, the glass coherence-cone 

suspended above his head gathering its familiar flickering of golden static. 

‘You look surprised to see me.’ He grinned at her; for a moment just a ten-year-

old boy with wild brown curls and fathomless brown eyes, enjoying his moment of 

melodrama. She wondered what he saw – so much more, than she did… 
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‘I…I suppose I’m still getting used to it…’ …to having all my ideas about the 

world turned upside-down… 

The boy grinned again, mischievously. The far wall began to change; its plaster 

dissolving to unveil damp, time-corroded brickwork. Then something she could only 

accept as a circle of difference began to grow – within her mind, as much as in the 

brickwork. A disk of bluish metal, a shining steel door inset with five golden studs 

around its circumference. 

‘He’ll be here soon.’ She warned the boy. 

‘I know.’ The brick wall and its steel disk vanished, smoothing once again to 

white plaster. ‘You’ve brought it?’ 

‘Yes.’ At last she opened the holdall, removed the revolver. It felt surprisingly 

heavy, awkward in her hand. She stared at it afraid. 

‘It’s a mind-artefact.’ He reminded her. ‘Like the steel portal.’ 

She continued to stare at it. That doesn’t make it any less real. 

The boy saw how she was still afraid. ‘You have to do this.’ 

‘I know. With my mind I know. But with my heart–’ 

But there was no more time, to tell the boy what was in her heart. 

He was here. 

When he saw the gun he laughed; deep and uproarious, seeming to shake the 

whole room. ‘Do you really believe you can remove me from your mind with projectiles 

of crude lead? Have you learned nothing?’ 

No, she’d never believed that…but there had always been another way… 

Yet still she hesitated; the revolver growing impossibly heavy in her hand. 
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‘Monica!’ The boy’s voice was urgent, warning – he couldn’t hold this balance 

for long. For his sake, she must do this. Somewhere she found the strength to lift the 

revolver, aim it at the boy’s heart. 

‘This is not for you.’ 

When he saw what she intended, his expression changed. 

The boy sat calmly beneath the gathering firestorm of static, clear-eyed and 

smiling as she pulled the trigger. 

‘No!’ His anger was a thunderclap in her head; drowning even the gun’s 

detonation. When her vision cleared, the boy had vanished. 

…So it had been real, all of it – not just the hallucinations of her crazed brain… 

The gun slipped from Monica Witt’s fingers, clattered across the wooden floor. 

He picked up the revolver, examining it. ‘An instrument of death, by remote 

control…I may yet have a use for this.’ When he looked at her now, she felt only an 

infinite sadness. ‘Unfortunately, nothing can help you now.’ 

Unearthed, the feeding-frenzy of coherent light lashed the room – focussed 

upon her, caught her in its web. 

 

It was dark and cold, her skin clammy with damp. She put out her hand, touched wet 

brickwork, heard water dripping from above. A vault far beneath the asylum; seeming 

to echo still with the cries of its inmates…a cellar filled in years ago – that existed now 

only in the prison of her mind. And she knew that this was a prison from which she 

would never escape. 

But perhaps that was after all just punishment for what she’d done… 

* * * 
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Two hours after she’d called Monica Witt, Mary met Michael at the train station. He 

was staring up at the weatherboarded tower above the main entrance, thinking how 

once there might have been a clock there; how now that would seem an anachronism. 

He saw her, glanced at his watch. It was a quarter to five. 

‘Hi.’ 

‘“Hi” to you.’ She smiled. He was so obviously pleased to see her; Mary 

couldn’t help the instinctive response – it surprised her though, how this odd mixture of 

a man was managing to stir in her something that had been asleep for so long. 

‘There’s a train in five minutes – I’ve just bought tickets.’ 

‘It’s all been so quick. Monica Witt was keen to see us today; made it sound 

almost urgent.’ She couldn’t keep the tremor from her voice. 

He was suddenly concerned – he’d been too bound up with his own stuff; 

almost forgotten why Mary had first come to know Monica Witt. ‘Are you sure you’re 

going to be okay? I’m starting to feel bad about making you rake up the past like this.’ 

Mary smiled at him, the intensity of her wide brown eyes catching him 

unawares. ‘Don’t worry; I’ll be fine. Actually, I think you might be doing me a favour.’ 

And the surprising thing was, she found that she really meant it. 

‘I’m glad.’ He said, and meant it as well. He warmed to how she wouldn’t let 

the world pull her down – a courage he envied. While Yolanda’s brown eyes were 

intensely serious, Mary’s were more mischievous. As they settled opposite each other 

in the carriage Michael found himself taking in more details – like the way her green 

and yellow cotton dress caught the shape of her leg, and pulled under her breasts to 

show them off to their best advantage; the way her chestnut curls seemed determined to 

escape the green silk head-scarf. How the smile in her eyes made her look ten years 

younger – how she might have looked, before tragedy had blighted her life. 
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He, on the other hand, was feeling ten years older – he’d spent his lunch-break 

searching the web for information about the Morpheus Cave. Despite ingrained 

prejudice he was just about computer-literate; you couldn’t afford not to be these days. 

But he certainly wasn’t computer-friendly – as Josh liked to tease him, he couldn’t help 

being part of the previous generation. 

‘You were going to run a search on Fen Church. Any luck?’ Mary asked. 

‘Not as much as I’d hoped,’ he confessed ruefully. ‘There’s hundreds of 

Fenchurch’s – you know, after the railway station in London. Fen Church Corporation 

itself has a pretty impressive website with hundreds of links – and also some amazing 

graphics. But somehow it all manages not to tell you anything you didn’t know before – 

I just kept finding myself chasing my own tail.’ 

‘I suppose their stuff is pretty cutting-edge, perhaps they keep it tight because 

they’re afraid of being hacked into. I’ve heard that security at the Park is pretty tight. 

But what about the Morpheus Cave itself?’ 

‘Same problem. As you probably know, Morpheus was the Greek god of 

dreams; apparently he slept in a cave on a bed of ebony, surrounded by poppies. 

There’s a glut of information, especially about the so-called “social benefits” of the 

Morpheus Cave’s brand of virtual re-education, but none of it really relevant.’ 

‘But there must be loads of employees – research and marketing people and all 

the rest; and people to handle all the enquiries.’ 

‘Most of the work seems to have been outsourced; marketing consultants, focus 

groups, social foundations – even the research protocols; it’s hard to trace any of it 

directly back to the company. And individual employees seem to be off-limits – I could 

find no trace of your Monica Witt on their system. Fen Church is obviously a massive 

operation; it just seems to prefer to operate by remote control.’ 
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‘I suppose that would be true of a lot of big companies these days…but there’s 

something odd about it, all the same.’ Mary drummed her forefinger on the little table 

under the window. ‘I don’t know…there’s been a lot of media debates and so on – but I 

suppose I’d have expected a lot more awkward questions to be flying around – you 

know, in the press and so-on. But it’s like everybody’s been anaesthetized…I suppose 

it’s because all the big players in the media must be in favour of it.’ 

‘You mean like, the guys who are really pulling the strings?’ He grinned – he 

could feel himself on familiar territory here. But he saw she was still lost in her own 

thoughts; bit back the budding political diatribe. ‘Anyway, it seems like even Fen 

Church’s news presentation has been franchised out – you know, that media-circus 

they’ve usually got hanging around the Biotech Park?’ 

‘But what about the newsfeeds by this Weland Smith character?’ 

‘The hologram presentations are the one exception. They seem to be pre-

recorded and distributed direct to the news outlets. Weland Smith…’ 

Mary found herself waiting – his nightmare had obviously hit deep. 

At last, he took a breath. ‘I was up on Smith’s Henge once, for the summer 

solstice. It was a few years ago, before Fen Church appeared on the scene. In Teutonic 

mythology Weland Smith was a supernatural smith who took revenge for his 

imprisonment by killing his captor’s sons and returning their skulls as drinking cups, 

and then raping his daughter. In mythology, he’s known as both trickster and shaman.’ 

‘A rather unfortunate choice, for a set-up trying to sell themselves as the 

saviours of society.’ 

‘Maybe, but it’s certainly got people’s attention. In myth, Weland was also 

known as the smith who forged heroic weapons to defend the world from dark forces. 

He has links to the mystery of Excalibur – there’s a local legend that tells how the iron 
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for the sword was mined from a shaft dug from the Henge into his underworld, which 

was blocked up in the Dark Ages.’ Michael felt the train begin to slow as they 

approached the station. The Biotech Park was the first stop on the line. ‘I don’t know; 

none of it makes much sense.’ 

Nothing had made much sense, since he’d awoken from that dream… 

The pedestrian tunnel next to the station went under the dual carriageway. When 

they came out, the landscaped area around the gated entrance to the Biotech Park was 

deserted. The news vans had already packed up for the day. 

Mary was relieved. The media circus had so far largely ignored the town; but 

she’d been dreading having to walk through it here. She paused, looked around. ‘That’s 

odd – I’m afraid I just rather assumed that Monica Witt would meet us at the entrance.’ 

Michael checked his watch. ‘We’re five minutes late, but I’m sure she’d have 

waited. We’d better check at the security gate.’ 

Michael disappeared towards the booth by the drop-gate. A few minutes later he 

came back rubbing the back of his head. 

‘Apparently we’re cleared to go – somebody from Fen Church checked our 

names in first thing this morning.’ 

‘This morning?’ Mary stopped short. ‘But I didn’t ring Monica until lunchtime.’ 

‘Must be a blip on their system.’ Michael wasn’t really listening. He was 

studying the site-map display: the buildings were shown as simple geometric graphics 

colour-coded for the different companies, with the big Fen Church block at the rear of 

the Park in green – only as he checked the legend underneath, he discovered that most 

of the other colours were anyway Fen Church subsidiaries. ‘Judging by the size of their 

unit, Fen Church has gotten itself a pretty sizeable footprint – for a company that 

appears to be mostly contracted out.’ 
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Mary peered at the map, placed her finger on an area in the corner of the Park. 

‘That’s where the hospital’s neurology wing used to be. Fen Church must have built 

their block practically next door.’ 

Michael saw she was trembling. ‘I’m sorry, I guess this is going to be tougher 

for you than we thought.’ 

‘No. I’ll be fine.’ Mary braced herself. ‘You know it’s strange…I was glad 

when the old hospital was pulled down; it felt like I was severing a link with the past, 

escaping. Now I see this is something I need to face. But how about you?’ 

He tried to grin. ‘Like you I guess; better for trying to face down my demons.’ 

But Michael couldn’t help looking up. The hills formed a grassland arena around the 

park, crowned by the Henge, its wind-sharpened stones cutting the sky. It seemed like 

only yesterday that he’d been up there. 

Once through the main gate, the trees of the main avenue chilled the shadows, 

their foliage hiding the buildings beyond – screened by the trees, Mary could imagine 

that nothing had changed from eight years ago. 

Michael pointed to the huge trees. ‘At least the developers left the horse 

chestnuts – they must have been planted when the Victorian hospital was built.’ 

Mary smiled; wondered if he was deliberately trying to help her take her mind 

off things – yet again puzzled by this troubled man. It was as if he’d just woken up, to 

discover his life had been stolen. She found herself fighting the urge to touch his hand; 

try to provoke again that fearless, dangerous spark she’d glimpsed in the café. 

They came out of the trees suddenly. Mary saw the Fen Church block straight 

ahead: a monotonous four-storey checkerboard of faceless black glass and glaring white 

panels – one of those repetitive factory-built structures with all the kinks and flaws of 
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human frailty ironed out. The black glass doors of the main entrance were 

distinguishable only by the wide rectangular steps leading up to them. 

‘Pretty impressive.’ Michael took her hand as they stood in the entrance of the 

dazzling-lit lobby, the air chill and somehow odourless after the summer afternoon 

outside. The white and black tiled floor continued the checkerboard theme of the 

exterior. They seemed endless, the lobby apparently taking up most of the ground floor. 

‘Now where are we supposed to go?’ Mary was looking at the long white 

reception desks. There were no signs – as if nobody was expected here who didn’t 

know exactly where they were going. She realized for the first time that there was no 

obvious security; it must all be done by hidden cameras and concealed doors. In their 

black-and-white uniforms, the receptionists behind the desks looked like they’d 

somehow been cloned from the building. They were quiet; somehow subdued by the 

clinical monotony of it all – it must be like working in a morgue, Mary thought. 

‘I’ll check out at the desk what’s happened to Monica Witt.’ Michael answered 

her unspoken plea – her feet were frozen to the spot; there was no way she could force 

them on – to become just another pawn in the soulless chessgame being played out in 

this checkerboard cave. She shook herself; her imagination was overheating – one of 

the drawbacks of being an artist… 

After what felt a very long time, he came back shaking his head. ‘Nobody 

seems to know anything about us, or Monica Witt.’ He shook his head again. ‘I suspect 

all these receptionists are agency staff, here to field external enquiries, which means 

mainly just directing people back to the website or to one of the subsidiaries. I don’t 

think any of these people have ever gone beyond the lobby – all of the passages are 

key-padded.’ He laughed. ‘It must be about the most boring job in the world.’ 
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‘Though presumably Fen Church pays well.’ Mary was just relieved to escape 

through the glass doors into the sunshine. The air was softer out here; alive… 

‘I imagine – but what’s that?’ Michael was pointing to a sign by a side-road on 

the far side of the main avenue, almost obscured by the shadows of the trees. 

Mary’s heart skipped a beat; she knew that sign, and the side-road that 

disappeared under the shadows of the trees. She found her voice. ‘The wing of the 

hospital where they had the neurology unit used to be down there.’ 

When they crossed over they found the sign faded and streaked with moss, but 

its legend was still clear: County Hospital Neurological Research Unit. 

‘Fen Church must have forgotten to take it down when they took over the site.’ 

Michael looked at her. ‘Mary, what do you want to do?’ 

She tried to smile. ‘Perhaps it’s time I laid a few ghosts of my own.’ 

She turned into the path beside the road. The shadows were deep, cold; numbed 

their voices. It was a relief to see the sunlight ahead, where the path ended at a parking 

bay cut into a clearing in the trees. 

Now Mary did feel for Michael’s hand. She needed to talk; fill her head with 

words to stop the memories flooding in… ‘The neurology wing was the county asylum 

originally; a horrible old Victorian building, like a grotesque parody of a cathedral. 

Sometimes when the weather was good I used to lead Eric along this path…’ 

He returned her grasp, tried to sound matter-of-fact. ‘From the state of that old 

sign, it doesn’t look like Fen Church has developed this part of the site. I suppose they 

outsource most of their stuff anyway – with computers these days a lot of this kind of 

work can be done from home.’ 

‘And so suddenly you’re an expert?’ It made her smile – it was a safety-valve, 

to be able to mock him. 
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‘Sorry.’ He blushed. Grinned back. ‘But speaking of experts, I wonder what’s 

happened to Monica Witt?’ 

‘I’ll try calling her again.’ Mary rummaged in her bag for her phone. They were 

coming to the end of the tunnel of trees, back into the bright afternoon. Instinctively 

Michael glanced up. Sunlight touched the hilltops, melting gold over the stones of 

Smith’s Henge. It seemed to magnify them – bring them rushing towards him. 

Mary was staring at the manicured lawns, the phone forgotten in her hand. The 

neatly cut grass was shimmering; some wandering ray of afternoon catching an 

invisible golden mist gathered over it. 

‘Michael…?’ But he didn’t respond – seemed hypnotized by the sunlit hilltop. 

He was behind her – hadn’t seen the manicured lawns; the shadows suddenly deepening 

– the sparkled mist blowing away, the lawns evaporating as if no more solid than sunlit 

dust; a curtain peeled away to reveal what lay beneath… 

The redbrick building reared up in the clearing, its pitched roofs like spires. 

Cathedral-like, its stern walls disappearing under ivy – somehow pulled down by it. 

The carefully manicured lawns were gone; around it stretched untended scrubland. 

‘It’s the old hospital wing…’ Mary was whispering. ‘…the neurology wing I 

used to come to with Eric…’ 

At last Michael tore his eyes away from the hilltop, saw the clearing properly 

for the first time; its the fracturing tarmac, the weeds pushing through. ‘From the state 

of the car park it doesn’t look like many people are using it now.’ 

‘But I saw…’ Mary stopped herself. What exactly had she seen? Some kind of 

optical illusion caused by walking out from under the shadows of the trees into the 

sunlight? Some whim of imagination making her think for a moment this massive 

building wasn’t really here? ‘I thought they’d cleared the whole site years ago…’ 
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‘If this is all part of the Fen Church plot, they’re probably happy to wait – the 

Morpheus Cave is still at the development stage.’ 

She felt suddenly overheated – unbearably hot. ‘I think this is affecting me more 

than I thought.’ She heard her own false laugh. ‘Michael, am I losing my mind?’ 

He was immediately concerned. ‘Mary? Would you rather go?’ 

‘No.’ seeing her fear reflected in his face steadied her. ‘I need to face this – it’s 

something I should have done a long time ago.’ 

But still she hesitated… 

‘Let’s do it – sooner you get it over with the better.’ But he was thinking how 

much easier it was being strong for somebody else, than for himself… 

He took hold of her arm, catching her out with his sudden roughness. Led her up 

the steps to stand once more before those familiar panelled doors, the fanlight above 

folding afternoon sun into the shadowed hallway. If she’d been hoping this great gothic 

pile would disappear like a mirage at their approach; she was disappointed – no more 

could she make the memories which still haunted her disappear. 

He grasped the brass doorknob; tried to joke. ‘Feels real enough so far – ready?’ 

The door gave way noiselessly. Mary shivered as she followed him inside, the 

shock of cold cutting through her summer clothes. The shadowed hallway was 

unchanged – the familiar tang of schoolroom polish caught her by surprise; the most 

redolent memory of all. She glanced instinctively at the wooden receptionist’s booth; 

relieved to find it empty. The hallway was a brown-tiled expanse, its far end lost to the 

shadows where the stone staircase curved round, fanning out onto the corridors above. 

The hallway was punctuated on both sides by heavy dark-stained wooden doors, inset 

into the thick walls; the door nearest the bottom of the stairs larger and more solid than 

the others – for an instant her breathing stopped: she knew it so well… 
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‘That door at the end,’ she was whispering ‘that’s where Monica Witt had her 

research unit. Where I used to take Eric.’ 

Michael didn’t reply; instead led the way down the hall, pushed open the door. 

The room beyond was lost in darkness…but as Mary’s eyes adjusted she was surprised 

to see that there was some light inside; a pallid blue suggestion of shapes, reflections 

off the surfaces of banks of equipment – it felt like the final echoes of some forgotten 

experiment. It took her a moment to realize that the blue glimmer was coming from the 

machines themselves; from their panels and dials. And there was a noise…more a 

vibration she could feel through her feet – a low humming. 

She was in the same room. Unchanged, from when she’d been here eight years 

ago with Eric…those same untidy towers of equipment…looking curiously dated now 

even to her untutored eye, with their dials and toggle-switches instead of digital 

displays and touchpads. And in the dim blue light she saw that padded chair 

again…positioned at the centre of the instrument towers. The chair where Eric had sat 

while Monica Witt ran her tests. 

Mary faltered, looked away. Turned to see above the door the poster with the 

Japanese line-work that she’d first read eight years ago:  

“It is not the flag that moves. It is not the wind that moves. It is your mind that 

moves.” 

The poster was cracked and brown now, its legend unreadable. The only thing 

in this room that seemed to have acknowledged the passing of the years – crumbling, 

like she’d thought her memories had been, until today. The last time she’d seen this 

room she’d been full of hope, and holding Eric’s hand. 

Now she really was in shock – too afraid to move… 
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Mary felt the humming rise a note. The blue light flickered brighter. Something 

moved in the shadows at the far end of the room – someone had just stepped forward. 

Or was it that the shadows had just fallen away, to reveal the woman in the white lab-

coat who’d been standing there all the time? 

‘Monica Witt?’ Mary wondered why she needed to ask – Monica Witt seemed 

unchanged from when she’d last seen her eight years ago – her blond hair still tied back 

in that same tight bun. The scientist still looked so young – as if still in her mid-thirties; 

still had that same preoccupied expression – not unkind, but the face of someone who 

preferred the orderliness of science to the complications of human emotions. 

But there was something not right about the way Monica Witt was simply 

standing there…nothing definable; just a stillness…something Mary could only think 

of as an undensity – somehow a lack of solidity; of depth and colour… 

‘I – I wasn’t expecting to find you here.’ It was all Mary could think of to say.  

‘I’ve been waiting.’ 

Michael realized she was looking at him. ‘You’ve been waiting for both of us?’ 

‘Yes.’ Now Monica Witt addressed him directly. ‘You too have glimpsed what 

lies behind his camouflage.’ She smiled, and Michael saw sadness in her face. 

But as she stared at them, so Mary saw in her eyes that same uncertain shifting 

of light that had hung like a mist over the grass of the clearing – and she knew then 

where she’d seen it before; on the television, around the image of Weland Smith. 

She felt the room sway, reached out for a nearby chair to steady herself. 

‘Monica – you’re not…another hologram?’ 

Monica Witt smiled. ‘Mary, what do you feel, in your heart?’ 

The question was unexpected…and yet, looking at Monica Witt; Mary knew 

that she was witnessing more than just a trick of light, of machine cleverness. She was 
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meeting again that same woman doctor who eight years ago had tried to help her, 

become like a friend. ‘I feel–’ Mary understood instinctively that the question was a 

challenge she must rise to: that this was the only opportunity she’d get. ‘Monica, seeing 

you again is like being given a second chance. You know that when Eric drowned, he 

was swept away by the river…I was denied even the opportunity to grieve properly. No 

mother should have to suffer that.’ Mary felt the tears start in her eyes. She looked 

again into Monica Witt’s face. ‘I know you’re no machine-generated hologram. 

Whatever you are, you’re really here – with me now.’ 

‘Come to repay a great debt…’ Monica Witt’s smile grew sad. ‘But it’s true I’m 

using your memories of this room to project an image – let’s just say that for now, it’s 

easier for you to believe a holographic lie than to accept the truth.’ 

‘You’re inside our heads…’ Michael knew that he too was experiencing much 

more than a simple holographic projection; it had too great a hold over his imagination. 

Monica Witt turned to him. ‘I prepared for this moment a long time ago, when I 

realized my mistake – first glimpsed who he truly was. At first I thought he’d come to 

help me with my work, but I didn’t understand – digital circuitry photo-etched into thin 

wafers of silicon, or fine extrusions of chemo-electric neuronal circuitry nurtured from 

birth within a calcified skull – both are merely vehicles for him.’ 

‘Who?’ Michael asked, though he was dreading the answer. 

‘The one you know as Weland Smith.’ And as if the mere mention of his name 

caused it, the humming skipped a beat, and Monica Witt’s image seemed for an instant 

to falter. ‘But we must hurry – he’ll sense my presence in your psyche soon enough.’ 

Monica Witt held up her hand as Mary stepped forward. ‘You’ve suffered 

enough; now let Michael face his own demons – small enough reward, for bringing you 

here. But Mary, I’ve ached for this moment to come – to help ease your pain.’ 
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‘What do you mean?’ 

The pleasure in Monica Witt’s face was plain. ‘Words are not enough – do you 

remember the Zen saying, “The Truth cannot be spoken”? It is something you will feel 

in your heart. Have patience – you’ll see.’ 

‘Mary?’ 

Mary could see Michael's uncertainty – his need to face the fear that had driven 

him here. She pulled out the chair she was holding, sat down. ‘You go. I’ll be fine.’ 

He touched her briefly on her shoulder. Monica Witt was already disappearing 

into the shadows – he set his jaw and followed, negotiating the banks of equipment. 

The scientist stopped before the padded chair. ‘Michael, do you really want to 

see inside the Morpheus Cave?’ 

‘What I really want is not to be here at all.’ He tried to make a joke of it. He was 

here – and wherever here was; it was terrifyingly close to the dream that had driven 

him here. ‘The truth is, right now I’m scared witless.’ 

‘And wise to be so.’ She made him look at her. ‘I only have the power to offer 

you the briefest glimpse – but you’ll find that quite sufficient.’ 

The tiers of dials bathed the chair in their unsettling light. He touched its 

padding – it felt soft, warm – real. ‘Monica, I’m finding it hard to believe that any of 

this really happening – is this some kind of mind manipulation?’ 

She, too, seemed unstill in that wavering blue light. She smiled, gestured to 

arrayed equipment. ‘Michael, you must accept that if you want to find the Morpheus 

Cave, then you must follow the mind-patterns of one who did believe in it.’ 

‘You mean yourself?’ 

‘Yes.’ She nodded sadly. ‘I believed in it; as a path to liberate minds trapped in 

darkness – in that sense, I still do believe in it.’ 
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And as Monica Witt held his gaze, Michael felt that despite everything – despite 

her very unreality – that he could trust this woman. 

He sat down in the chair. Clamped his hands on the armrests to stop them 

shaking as the scientist positioned what looked like a glass cone inset with gold spheres 

above his head. As she adjusted the dials the humming picked up, a shimmer beginning 

to weave patterns around him. The light intensified, coalescing into rippling webs of 

gold; static discharges jumping impatiently – they found him at last. 

 

He was in an underground vault; the air sickly-sweet in his throat – he was cold; water 

dripping from brickwork arching over his head to pool on a flagstoned floor. The only 

light was that same golden shimmer, chasing over the black puddles. 

Monica Witt was standing by the damp-dark wall, her white coat fluorescing 

gold. Next to her a steel door was set into the brickwork, round and badly rusted. It 

reminded him of a submarine hatch, in its centre a wheel locking-mechanism. Buried in 

the blistering rust were five brass studs. Except…Michael could see that they were 

more lustrous than brass…five gold balls, set deep into the door’s rusty surface. 

Somehow, he found his voice. ‘Where are we?’ 

Monica Witt’s face softened as she touched the hatch. ‘Beyond this portal lies 

the Morpheus Cave. Only the mind which created this gateway can unlock it. But 

Michael; Yolanda must never enter the Morpheus Cave.’ 

‘Yolanda is in danger?’ 

But then the golden light grew in intensity; surprising the damp-mirrored walls 

with sudden flashes. It felt being inside a stormcloud; the lightning building to bolt. 

Except that this lightning-bolt was building inside his own brain… 
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‘We have no more time. Take this, quickly–’ Monica Witt pulled what looked 

like a playing card from her pocket. 

As Michael reached out there was a change in the way the golden static 

illuminated the scientist – a vibration in tune with the low hum filling the chamber; 

flickering – losing substance… 

‘Monica? What’s happening?’ 

The humming changed – descended the scale to a rumbling thunder. The golden 

light jumped erratically – a building charge of static; Monica Witt’s body shimmering 

so fast Michael could see the wall behind. The portal was changing; from rust-red to 

bright, blued steel – the gold orbs standing proud. They began to spin; the steel disk 

swinging back, shocking the cellar with sudden daylight. 

Michael was dazzled, thought he could just make the shadow of someone else 

standing in the doorway, their silhouette distorting in the circle of light.  

As Monica Witt stepped into the light the portal swung shut behind her. 

 

The light went out. 

He was in the park, at the edge of the clearing – still with that last drop of 

molten gold of the sunset over Smith’s Henge burning on his retinas. 

Mary was beside him. 

It was as if neither of them had moved. 

Except that their whole world had changed – as if it was the sun that had 

blinded him; that trick of light over the Henge. And as he looked down it was to see 

once again the lake of the lawn spreading out to the edge of the clearing. 

The scrubland, the overpowering cathedral of the hospital wing, had vanished. 

‘Michael?’ Mary was white. ‘What just happened?’ 
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He struggled to find his voice. ‘I – don’t know. One second I was in an 

underground cellar with Monica Witt; and then–’ 

And then they were here again. As if none of it had really happened. 

‘Mary?’ 

She was smiling; her whole face alive with joy. She grinned up at him. 

‘Michael, it’s been growing in me ever since I met Monica. It’s what she meant – I 

don’t know why; but every mother’s instinct I possess is telling me that somehow, Eric 

is safe – that Yolanda was right, to hold on to her hope for all these years.’ Impulsively, 

she squeezed his arm. ‘Michael, I’m so glad you made me come here.’ 

‘Mary, that last moment in the cellar…’ he was still dazed. 

She saw the primitive, animal confusion in his face. ‘Michael, what happened?’ 

‘I…I was in a cellar, with Monica Witt…’ he hesitated ‘We were talking; then 

she disappeared. I don’t know what I saw…’ An icy breath blew over him as he 

surveyed the lawn, where just a moment before the mountainous red island of the 

neurology wing had risen out of a sea of scrubland… ‘Mary…I don’t know what 

happened to me – to us. I feel like I’m going crazy.’ 

‘I wonder if we both are.’ She felt her eyes grow wet – was it hope, or fear that 

filled them? She bent down, pulled up a handful of grass, rubbing the blades between 

her fingers until they were stained green. The sun was warm, the grass beneath her feet 

soft with the dream-like quality of the summer evening. Was he right? Was all her new-

found hope only in her mind – product of her own grief?’ 

‘Unless…’ he was staring at her green-stained fingers. 

‘Unless what?’ 

‘Mary, do you think that Fen Church have found some way to directly 

manipulate our minds – with this new wireless technology they’re developing?’ 
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Michael felt the sweat cold on his skin. Wasn’t that what he’d been afraid of from the 

start? Curious how in some way it felt a relief, to have his worst fears confirmed… 

‘To convince us that something exists that isn’t really there?’ Mary heard a false 

lightness in her tone. ‘I remember Yolanda saying something about holograms – they’d 

been talking about the Morpheus Cave at college; about how holograms are important 

in the latest theories about how the brain works. It was all a bit over my head.’ 

‘Do you think it could have been a kind of hypnosis?’ 

Mary stared across the grass. The mist was back; a chimera only ever on the 

edge of vision; a golden spark in the final sunlight lancing through the trees. ‘Maybe. 

But Michael, it drew something out of me; fears I’ve carried for a long time.’ 

Michael heard the truth of that – he’d felt it himself; it had consumed him in his 

nightmare. More than just a memory of fear: it had called to something primitive in 

him, a more instinctive way of being… 

‘I’ll tell you something else. Whatever just happened to us, it wasn’t done by 

Fen Church. This was Monica Witt’s doing – hers alone.’ Mary turned away. ‘She 

brought us here. Michael – I need to talk to Yolanda.’ 

Yolanda…Monica Witt’s warning came flooding back. ‘Mary, Monica Witt 

said that Yolanda must never enter the Morpheus Cave.’ 

‘Yolanda? I warned her not to get mixed up with it.’ 

‘I told Josh the same thing – especially after what happened last night.’ 

‘I’ll call her now.’ Mary had her phone to her ear. Michael heard it switch to 

voicemail. She left a message warning Yolanda, telling her to call as soon as she could, 

dropped her phone back into her bag. ‘We need to get back; get all of us together and 

try and talk this through – make sense of it.’ 

‘Yes…if that’s possible…’ 
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Mary inspected him more carefully – saw how his face was still deathly white 

beneath its tan. ‘Are you okay?’ 

‘To be honest, I really don’t know – one minute I’m with Monica Witt in an 

underground vault, and then the next – it’s like I’d just dreamt the whole thing.’ 

But so much more, than just a dream…when he’d looked up at Smith’s Henge 

he’d felt consumed once again by that barbaric, ruthless energy. And most frightening 

of all – knew how it had made him feel alive… 

He realized Mary was looking at him. ‘Michael, what’s that in your hand?’ 

He looked down. He was still holding the card Monica Witt had given him. It 

was a playing card; a picture of a man wearing a green tunic and outsized yellow boots, 

spread-eagled; as if he was bound in some way to the doubled silver hoop that framed 

him. A tiger was savaging his leg, but his face held a wide smile, and his eyes were 

staring wildly, as if he was insane. Two horns grew from the top of his head, and 

between them was perched a conical hat, which appeared to be made of glass. Set into 

the base of the hat Michael could just make out a coronet of golden spheres. 

The legend was printed at the bottom of the card, between two arcane symbols. 

It read simply: “The Fool.” 

 

They were on the train at last; collapsed speechless in the carriage. Michael watched the 

countryside blur as they gathered speed; the falling away of the world beyond the 

window reassuring. 

He took the playing card from his pocket – it helped him to have something 

concrete to focus on – something real. ‘It’s a Tarot card, from Crowley’s Thoth deck, I 

believe. The Fool is the first of the Major Arcana, the trump cards. As I remember it, 

it’s the top trump – all the others are supposed to “live inside” the Fool. But that horn 
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on his head, with the coronet of gold spheres; it reminds me of the glass cone Monica 

Witt was using, just before I found myself in the cellar.’ He handed the card to Mary. 

‘The question is; why did Monica Witt give it to me, and why is it still here when 

everything else we saw just evaporated?’ 

Mary took the card from him, stared at it with growing amazement. ‘I know this 

card – see how the colour on the left-hand corner has faded in that V-shape? This card 

belongs to Melissa’s mother.’ 

‘Who’s Melissa?’ 

‘Melissa Queille, a girl in Yolanda’s year at college. Her mother’s an odd one –

a medium. I went to see her after Eric die – disappeared…’ Mary breathed again this 

strange air of hope. Yolanda had been right, all these years, to keep her hope alive; 

Mary should have trusted her daughter’s instincts, remembered that Yola had always 

been closer to Eric than anyone – than even his own mother… 

‘You were saying that you went to see Melissa’s mother, after Eric 

disappeared?’ Michael’s question brought her out of her reverie – she’d been staring 

out of the window at absolutely nothing. She smiled at him – wondered if they really 

were both gone mad today. 

‘Emmy Queille came round offering to help. I was clutching at straws; anything 

to relieve the pain. I didn’t know her well – I still don’t; she’s…an odd one, like I say. 

She said that Eric was trying to tell me something; but that she couldn’t get through to 

him clearly, that there was some kind of blockage. A “dark cloud”, I remember she 

called it, “ominous with storm”. But she said that someone in the spirit-world had told 

her to show me that Tarot card; that it would be important, one day…’ 

‘And that’s why you remember it so clearly?’ 

‘I suppose so, though I didn’t realize I had, until I saw it just now.’ 
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Mary sat back, lost in her thoughts. All this time, the memory must have been 

buried in her subconscious, quietly burning away… 

* * * 

‘Josh, this is totally insane.’ 

Sam was trying to catch Josh up. He was striding ahead on the footpath, the 

town shrinking into the river-valley as they climbed. Soon, even the castle would be 

below them. Generations of walkers had cut the footpath deep into the chalk, the view 

on either side obscured by high grass. But Josh knew that this path would soon open out 

onto the high ridge, and lead all the way to the hills above the Biotech Park. 

He stopped to adjust the holdall strap, pulled it tighter over his shoulder. They’d 

been to Yolanda’s, but nobody was home. They’d looked everywhere; contacted 

everyone they knew – but both Yolanda and Melissa had vanished. 

‘Sam, I’ve got to go. You’d better head back now.’ 

‘But we should be looking for them in town – this is crazy.’ 

Josh rubbed his eyes. He’d got a long walk ahead, and he’d been up for most of 

last night. ‘You’re right, it is insane; but when Carrot-Top told me about that gold 

strobe-light, I knew something must have happened to Yoley. I’ve seen it before.’ 

‘The strobe-light in the theatre? Where?’ 

He searched Sam’s unflinching green eyes. ‘If I tell you, you’ll think I’m mad.’ 

She met his gaze. ‘Josh, it’s a bit late in the day to start worrying about that.’ 

It blunted the edge of his tension. He grinned. ‘Well, if you must know, I saw it 

last night, when I was down the rail-tunnel – ’ 

‘You were down in the rail tunnel?’ Sam looked at him with new respect. 

‘Actually it was Yoley’s idea; because of her dream. But there was that same 

golden strobe that Carrot-Top saw, and someone vanished. A boy called Paul.’ 
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‘Paul? We were at school with him. Why was he there?’ 

‘It’s a long story…but the hologram Weland Smith was there – and then that 

gold static somehow wrapped itself around Paul, and he just – vanished…’ 

‘Josh, now you really are starting to worry me.’ 

‘I’m worrying myself – but right now, I’m more worried about Yoley.’ 

‘That the same thing’s happened to her, and Fen Church are responsible?’ 

‘Something like that.’ 

Sam stubbed her toe, swore. Her sandals were style-items; not best-suited for 

hill walking… Josh was obviously losing his mind – God knows what he and Yoley 

had been up to last night. ‘But it’s already starting to get dark; why slog four miles 

across the hills – why not just take the train, like any normal person?’ 

That was the hardest part of all to explain. If he told Sam the truth, she really 

would think that he was mad…it was the same feeling he’d had when he’d gone down 

to the park yesterday morning and first met Yolanda. He needed to come this way over 

the hills – as if something was telling him to… 

Sam watched Josh struggling to work out what to say – for someone who 

usually came across as so laid back he needed propping up, he’d suddenly found 

serious amounts of crap to carry around. But this was madness – even by her standards. 

Sam looked at her sandals, made a decision. ‘Okay; if you’re determined to go, 

then I’m coming with you.’ Maybe not total madness, on her part; she’d suspected from 

the start that there was something seriously strange about the Morpheus Cave. And 

anyway; if it did just happen that they were late getting back, she wasn’t totally against 

the idea of a night out on the hills with Josh, cuddling up somewhere to keep warm… 

‘Sam, I can’t let you come. I just don’t know what’s going to happen.’ 
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‘Josh, you can’t exactly stop me. Anyway you’re going to need help, if you’re 

planning to go snooping around at Fen Church.’ 

Josh shrugged, and walked on. She was right, on both counts. And when it came 

to it, if he had to have an accomplice, then he couldn’t do much better than Sam. 

 

The first star was already in the sky as they came over the hill, the tombstone teeth of 

Smith’s Henge biting a copper sunset. Below them the slope fell away to the shadowy 

woodland around the Biotech Park.  

‘We’re nearly there.’ Her sandals had rubbed Sam’s feet raw, but she wasn’t 

about to let on. ‘If we follow the farm track down past that barn, we can cut through the 

woods to the Park.’ 

‘Yes…I think that’s where I want to go…’ Josh was staring at the Henge. He 

lost his stride, slowing so suddenly Sam nearly walked into him. 

‘You, think that’s where you want to go?’ She studied him. ‘Are you sure 

you’re feeling alright?’ 

‘Yes.’ There wasn’t much else he could say; he could hardly tell Sam how he’d 

was following some silent voice in his head… He glanced up at the Henge-stones, 

black against the coppered sky. It seemed for an instant the sunset burst over them, 

enveloping them in gold. He shook his head – his imagination was shot… 

He turned away to find Sam looking at him. He wanted to confide in her; 

discovered that he was too big a coward… Instead set his shoulders, began down the 

rough turf of the slope. 

She shrugged hopelessly, fell in behind him. 
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The going was more difficult under the shadows under the trees. Sam stumbled 

a couple of times over hidden roots, but then, unexpectedly, found herself staring at a 

high mesh fence, on the far side of the fire-break that had been cut around the Park. 

They were here. 

The light was almost gone now, stars gathering on the fringes of the night. Josh 

waited a long, silent minute, but there was no sign of life. He crossed over to the fence, 

swung the holdall off his shoulder and pulled out the cable-cutters. He’d “borrowed” 

them from the engineering workshop at college, after his experience last night with 

Yoley’s pliers – he still had the blisters. It was like this was getting to be a habit. 

Sam breathed in sharply. She was up for a lot; but breaking and entering? Josh 

seemed to have had a personality-transplant since he’d started spending time with 

Yoley… ‘Josh,’ she hissed, ‘why don’t we try round at the main entrance? There’s only 

a drop-gate across the road.’ 

Josh shook his head. ‘There’ll still be security guards and cameras. This fence 

isn’t much – not like the one we had to cut through last night. The Fen Church site is up 

this end; if we need to make a quick escape, this woodland will be ideal. And anyway–’  

‘And anyway?’ Sam asked. 

‘Nothing.’ Josh bent his head and started cutting. How could he explain to her 

that he was simply doing what he’d been told to do by a voice he couldn’t hear?  

Sam watched the taut wire mesh spring further apart with each cut. Despite her 

better judgement, she found herself fascinated by this new, serious, dangerous Josh. 

‘We’re through.’ Josh made the last cut, bent the section of fence back. ‘I’ll go 

first.’ But as he crawled through there was a snapping sound and he disappeared. 

‘Josh?’ Sam was down on her knees in an instant, crawling through after him. It 

was only when it was too late and the ground vanished from under her she realized 
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what had happened – the fence had been built along the top of a bank. All she could do 

was put her head down and roll. 

‘Sam? You okay?’ 

She was sitting on dry leaves at the bottom of the slope, Josh standing over her. 

‘I think so.’ She felt herself for damage. ‘You know me; I bounce well – I 

nearly took up street-running once.’ She was being determinedly cheerful. 

‘You? I thought you were the style-guru?’ 

She found his face in the dark. ‘Actually, you don’t know me at all.’ 

‘Sam – I’m really glad you’re here.’ He stopped awkwardly. 

They felt their way through the shadows. They came to the edge of the 

woodland, the careful lawns of the park opening before them. It felt like a rustle of 

excitement ran through the trees. 

‘It must be the breeze.’ Sam really wanted to believe that. 

But Josh wondered; were they expected? Was he being drawn into a trap? But if 

Yoley was in danger, did he have any choice? And it wasn’t just about her; they were 

all involved somehow. Had he been guided here by the urgings of a silent voice inside 

his head – or was he just cracking up, like Sam obviously thought? But he’d watched 

Weland Smith weave that web of golden light around Paul. 

‘The Fen Church site must be on the other side of this clearing – where the road 

goes under the trees.’ Sam pointed. The colour was gone from the grass now, the 

clearing turned into a lake of shadows. But still reflecting an afterglow she thought; the 

shadows somehow disturbed. Sam sucked in the rapidly cooling air – Josh’s bizarre 

behaviour was getting to her. When she turned he was walking forward as if 

hypnotized. She followed him over the grass – it felt like walking on air. 

Halfway across, he stopped. 
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‘What is it?’ She hissed, nearly walking into him. 

‘I – I don’t know.’ Josh turned away from her, confused, pulled by invisible 

strings. Saw it again taking form over the Henge; the last reflections of the sun 

transformed into a second sun – a sparkling jewel of gold over the black stone teeth. 

‘Sam…’ a strange anger rose in him ‘can’t you see it? Over the Henge?’ 

‘See what?’ She looked; saw only the copper fire of the sunset dying on the hill. 

‘That – that light…that golden light…’ Even down here the shadows were 

jumping with spasms of impatient gold, spinning its web into the night, reaching out for 

him. He felt unbalanced; put his hand out for Sam and failed to find her. 

‘Josh?’ 

Her voice was far away. ‘Sam–’ excitement stirred beneath his fear ‘I think this 

is what Yoley–’ 

The lightning-storm touched him, and he was gone.  

 

‘Josh?’ How the hell could he just vanish like that? 

Sam stood alone on the shadowed lawn, its perfect grass shining in the starlight. 

Still – and yet somehow not; uncountable invisible movements within its blades, tricks 

of the light playing in her mind. It made the starlight seem too bright; as if she was now 

in some darker place. Just before he’d vanished Josh said he’d seen a light on the 

hilltop; made her stare straight into the last flash of the sunset. Sam closed her eyes, 

opened them again. She wasn’t about to let some weird night-vision effect spook her. 

‘Josh?’ She hissed his name again. One second he’d been turning to walk away, 

the next there was no sign of him anywhere. Instinctively she looked up at the Henge; 

but the whole hillside had disappeared into the night. Now only the extinction of the 

starlight gave away the outline of the hills against the sky. 
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Josh must have somehow slipped back into the shadows of the trees without her 

seeing. She couldn’t believe he’d do that to her, just leave without a word; but he’d 

been acting odd all the way here – and just now he’d turned into a total crazy-person. 

She started back towards the trees – stopped…if Josh wanted to desert her that 

was his call; but she wasn’t going to let that send her scurrying home with her tail 

between her legs. Even before all this stuff with Josh and Yoley, she’d had her own 

agenda on Fen Church. Their whole set-up had smelt bad from the beginning: playing 

with people’s minds so the powers-that-be could do their policing on the cheap, instead 

of sorting out the real problems in the world. 

Like it felt her mind was being played with right now, as she stared across the 

clearing – there was something definitely wrong about this golden light in the grass –as 

if she was floating. Sam closed her eyes – she wasn’t about to let any Fen Church light-

trickery scare her off. 

When she opened her eyes again the strange light-effects had been snuffed out. 

Her first thought was that some kind of low-power floodlighting hidden in the grass had 

just been extinguished; but then she realized that the grass itself had 

changed…suddenly grown long; brushing the wrap-around she was wearing over her 

leggings. When she tried to take a step a sapling shoved its leaves into her face. 

Somehow, she was standing in scrubland. 

It was only when she moved aside the leaves of the sapling that she saw the 

roofs cutting their spires out of the backdrop of stardust. A cathedral-like building; its 

sharp lines obscured by ivy. 

Now she was spooked. But she found she didn’t run. Total shock, probably… 

But Sam knew somewhere inside that this was a moment of truth for her; a turning-
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point. The moment when she could run away, retreat back into the safe cocoon of her 

life – or face her future, however strange and terrifying that might turn out to be. 

She faced the old building that a moment before hadn’t existed, daring it to 

vanish once again. It remained solid and real; as if daring her to make the first move… 

She struggled through the scrub to a tarmac parking area, took a deep breath; 

mounted the steps to the prison-like front doors. They were already open… 

She breathed deep, stepped through. 

Inside it was dark. She shivered as she stepped into the tiled hall, the shock of 

cold cutting through her fleece. There was a smell of polish – somehow the most real 

thing of all. The wooden receptionist’s booth by the door was empty; to her 

unspeakable relief it felt like the whole building was deserted. Sam wondered if that 

might really have sent her mad; to meet someone else here… 

The only light came from another open doorway, at the far end of the hall next 

to a curving stone staircase. She stepped as quietly as she could down the hall; paused 

to gather her nerve. The room was huge, lit only by a ghostly gold, flickering over the 

banks of equipment. Enough light to see that in the centre of the room was a padded 

chair, with high back and padded arms. 

She saw then the true source of the faint golden illumination – a cone moulded 

from some clear glasslike substance, with a coronet of gold spheres indenting its base; a 

bizarre parody of a dunce’s cap, hanging in mid-air above the chair. 

Just enough light for her to see somebody was sitting in the chair. A boy, a child 

of about ten, with a wild mop of hair and serious brown eyes that seemed so familiar. 

He was smiling. 

The image snapped out of existence. She was back on the surgically manicured 

grass, alone in the night. 
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* * * 

Josh was blind; shivered – a cutting damp, that smelled somehow like he imagined his 

own death might. He was lying on his back on rough stone – slabs of some sort, could 

feel the damp seeping through his clothes. 

He sat up, seeking some chink in the impenetrable darkness. Where was he? 

Some sort of underground cave? Maybe he’d slipped, fallen in here and banged his 

head. Except…his last memory was of that flickering web of light reaching out for him, 

just as it had for Paul. But then somehow a shining blued-steel disk studded with gold 

had started spinning right in front of him – that same round portal Yolanda had 

described so vividly. It had swung open; he’d fallen through. Into darkness. 

He jumped up – saw stars and nearly fell; wondered what tricks his mind was 

playing. He closed his eyes; when he opened them again could just make out a wall, 

touched its slime-encrusted brickwork. It arched over his head, clumps of white root 

hanging down like ghostly chandeliers – they gave off a luminance that made it just 

possible to see. He was in a subterranean vault, perhaps some relic of the old hospital. 

The Park…at last he remembered Sam. She must still be up there; must have got 

the shock of her life when he’d suddenly disappeared – nearly as big a shock as he’d 

got…the thought of Sam’s round face smiling at him when they met in the night 

cheered him. He must have fallen through an opening hidden in the grass; this old vault 

missed when they were levelling the site; a mantrap waiting to claim him. The 

brickwork was solid above his head, but the stone floor sloped – he must have slid 

down the flagstones; the opening somewhere higher up. 

Josh started up the incline, the roots hanging from the low ceiling brushing his 

head, at last met a wall. It was old, its brickwork soft with damp – this cellar must have 

been blocked up years ago. Defeated, he turned away; he would have to try the other 
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way, down the slope. But he could hardly have slipped up the incline – he wasn’t going 

to find a way out buried in the ground. 

For the first time, Josh began to wonder if he was ever going to escape. 

 ‘Can we ever escape, from the prison of our minds?’ 

The voice that had brought him here…the silent urging in his head he’d been 

following…silent no longer – not hearing, knowing; just how Yolanda had described it. 

The voice of Eric, Yolanda’s twin brother. 

The voice of a boy who was supposed to have died eight years ago. 

But this wasn’t the voice of a ten-year-old boy; it was deeper, a young man’s 

voice, probably someone about his own age. The same age as Yolanda… 

‘Is that – are you Eric? Yolanda’s brother?’ 

Silence…the dying echoes of his own voice somehow shocking. But that he was 

talking to himself failed to disturb him – he was in some kind of traumatic limbo; far 

beyond the comfort-zone of his own sanity… 

Was any of this real – or was he already inside the Morpheus Cave? 

Josh took a breath; the air was cold in his throat, clammy with that awful stench 

– this all felt far too real to be a computer simulation. He shook his head; the pain in it 

felt pretty real, too. But the fear – that was most real of all… 

Josh set his shoulders against the cold, began feeling his way down the slope. If 

this ancient cellar really was part of Fen Church, then it might lead to some 

underground facility – maybe it was being used now as an air-duct or something. As he 

descended the air became colder, that taint in its damp worse. 

Then he stopped, his heart sinking; it was a brick wall, identical to the one 

blocking the top of the tunnel – as if despite descending, the cellar had turned out to be 
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somehow circular, like in an Escher painting. As if there was no escape – that he really 

was trapped somehow, inside his own mind. 

‘You have to want to find the way.’ 

Eric’s voice in his head again. There was something in Eric’s voice – a sense of 

sadness, that spoke directly to Josh through a loss they both shared 

Yolanda, and all she stood for in their lives. 

It brought home to Josh, how it was through her that Eric had always been able 

to speak to him; right from the very beginning, when he’d gone down to find Yolanda 

alone in the park. Because Eric understood what was in Josh’s heart better than he did 

himself. Why else was Josh here now, trapped in this cold, dank tunnel? 

Josh felt a great compassion then, for the boy he’d never met – who’d been born 

deaf dumb, and blind; never experienced the laughter and sunlight of the world above; 

yet was still bound to it, by the feelings he had for those he’d left behind. 

And it was then that Josh saw it, set back in the brickwork. An iron door caked 

with rust. It was round, and with a large rusted wheel in the centre like an airlock. 

Buried deep in the caked rust were five golden studs, in a circle around the door’s edge. 

It was the same door…another circular portal just like he’d passed through to 

come here, but now rusted solid. Josh stared in wonder…had he simply missed this 

portal in the gloom – or had it magically appeared out of nowhere? Was this really 

some kind of virtual reality he was trapped in? 

As he approached, Josh saw something fallen against the wall. At first he 

mistook it for an old sack dumped here many years ago, its rotting contents responsible 

for the tainted air. Then he saw the white of bone poking through the blackened cloth. 
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He cried out and jumped back; nearly tripped. He stared, mesmerized by the 

smell; the dark crust of the tide-mark that stained the flagstones. He swallowed, afraid 

he was about to be sick – wondered if this was to be his fate. 

But he’d found the portal. 

He gripped the rusted wheel. It was stiff, barbs of flaking metal stabbing his 

palms. At last, with a terrible screech and a shower of rust, it began to loosen; turn. 

Swing open. 

Immediately in front of him was a circular stone landing, narrowing onto a 

staircase, again with a low vaulted brick ceiling; disappearing down into impenetrable 

gloom. The steps were steep, worn, treacherous from the wet dripping from the ceiling.  

As he stood on the top step there was a resounding toll behind him – the steel 

portal shutting. When he turned round, he could see no sign of it. 

He’d never been more scared in all his life. 

Josh stood alone in the dark, at the top of the narrow staircase. Wondered if 

maybe he’d hit his head when he’d fallen into the vault, was now reaching the final 

stages of delirium before the final blackout. 

Or if he’d just been given the only chance he’d ever have to find Yolanda. 

* * * 

Green. 

Yolanda sat in the shade of the chestnut tree, thinking that if she had to describe 

the world beyond by colour alone, she would call it green. Which in a way was 

surprising; because the cloudless sky was vibrant blue, and the old stone of the town 

piled up the hillside actually an indescribable colour – as if the blocks had been cut 

from solidified honey, left for an age to bake under the hot sun. 
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But the all-pervasive green that shone in the trees and the grassy slopes of the 

town was more than mere chlorophyll pigment: it was alive…as if it was shining from 

inside her – from the overflowing of her own feelings. Its emotional nuances brushed 

the buildings, broke up their spreading of old honey over the hill – and when the 

buildings reached the foot of the hill they were met by a deep green sea of fen; flat and 

calm, spreading all around to a glowing horizon. 

It reminded Yolanda of that other time she’d experienced that sheer thrill of just 

being alive – of being a part of life: that warm summer’s day soon after Eric’s death, 

walking in the water meadows beyond her home; feeling the green consciousness rising 

around her – permeating her being, until she was the green grass vibrant with the sun’s 

energy, the meadow flower lifting its petals to the light. Feeling the thirst of the plants 

as they sucked their sap from the ground; dancing to the complex life-beat of the cells 

within. Feeling herself unite with their very atoms – one with the universe which bent 

its will to create this green life. Looking back, she realized that it was in that moment 

she’d first glimpsed her true vocation; that she would spend her days exploring the life 

of those meadows and hills, seeking perhaps to understand her own part in it. 

Being here now felt in some strange way, like the final fruiting of that journey; 

as if in her heart, she’d always belonged here… 

But none of that changed the fact that she was trapped in a virtual prison. When 

she’d first found herself in this town, Yolanda had tried at once to leave: escape across 

that unbroken fen. She’d walked determinedly through the flat, endless miles of fen and 

hedgerow; until the sameness of it all under the warm sun seemed at last to dissolve her 

interest, and she’d somehow found herself walking back up the hill into the town. 

The town itself was uncannily similar to her hometown; built upon a hill, 

surrounded by the countryside. Yolanda imagined this must be because it was what 
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Weland Smith had called their shared imaginative environment, constructed from a 

telepathic consensus. Similar; but so different. There was no railway station for a start – 

no tunnel probing the heart of the hill…and as she’d discovered, the roads led nowhere. 

As if when it came to these vital details; their imaginations had simply failed. 

There was another detail; in her hometown the houses were built up the hill, 

buttressing the castle walls. Here there was no castle; instead the tingling tide of green 

finally broke against the honeyed stone of a cathedral; its spire piercing the blue sky. 

And Yolanda had no doubt whose imagination was responsible for that 

magnificent pile…she waved to Melissa, walking down through the park from the 

cathedral. Melissa had obviously had her own metaphysical experience on arriving 

here; now spent much of her time on her knees inside the cathedral, bathing in the 

glorious radiance of its of opulent stained glass – more and more time, as their plans of 

escape grew increasingly far-fetched and futile. 

‘Fancy going back to the house for a coffee?’ Yolanda made room under the 

tree for Melissa. Here, they’d found themselves living in the ancient honey-stone house 

on the edge of the park, their front door opening to a vision of the cathedral above, its 

spire rising over the trees. They wanted for nothing; the kitchen was well equipped, and 

miraculously restocked each morning when they awoke each day with all the things 

they were familiar with. 

That of course was the biggest difference of all – their old homes; everyone 

they’d known, were gone. She knew – she’d spent hours searching every single one of 

these honey-stoned houses. 

In this world, they were completely alone. 

Melissa sat down against the tree. ‘Maybe in a bit, Yoley. For now I think I’d 

just like to sit here. After all, it’s not like we’ve got anything to rush back for.’ She 
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didn’t sound bitter, or even resigned. Rather Yolanda thought she sounded contented; 

as if here in this place Mel had at last found a peace she’d been looking for all her life. 

‘Mel, how long do you think we’ve been here?’ 

‘I don’t know…a week? A month? Or perhaps it really is only a day…it’s 

impossible to tell.’ Melissa relaxed against the tree, sensual in the warm embrace of the 

afternoon. Her dreamy tone suggested that she didn’t care too much either way. 

Yolanda knew she was right. Like its distances and perspectives, time here was 

full of misinformation, tangled with deception. Yolanda felt almost jealous of Melissa –

at once angry with herself: she would never allow herself to succumb to this soporific 

delusion that they were trapped in – and she wasn’t about to allow Melissa to, either. 

‘Mel, we need to talk through how we’re going to get out of this place.’ 

‘I suppose so. If you’re right, and we really are in the Morpheus Cave.’ 

It was the way Melissa said it… ‘Mel, what exactly do you mean by, “If we 

really are in the Morpheus Cave”? Where the hell else can we possibly be?’ 

It was only then, that Yolanda at last began to understand the change that had 

begun to creep over Melissa lately. ‘Oh, my God…you do; don’t you? You bloody well 

think you’ve died and gone to Heaven…’ 

‘Yoley, why not?’ Melissa turned eagerly to Yolanda. ‘It makes as much sense 

as thinking we’ve been somehow magically transported into the Morpheus Cave. 

Perhaps that’s what this about, our final chance to find His Truth; perhaps finding God 

is the only way that we’ll ever escape. And I’m sure that if this really was the 

Morpheus Cave, then it would be evil – instead, since I’ve been here, I’ve felt closer to 

everything I believe in than I ever have before in my whole life.’ 

‘And you don’t think that might just something to do with you being further 

away from your miserable excuse for a life than you ever have before?’ Yolanda tried 
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unsuccessfully to bite down her irritation. ‘Mel, this isn’t your own personal sodding 

heaven; it’s Fen Church’s virtual prison – though God knows I never expected it to feel 

this real. We’re trapped here.’ 

‘Or maybe we’re here for a reason…Yoley, please; you must go up to the 

cathedral, just once. Just spend a little while inside. Then you’ll see – it’ll be the most 

amazing experience of your life.’ 

Yolanda stared out moodily over the luxuriant fens, yet again seeking out 

unsuccessfully their green dissolution on the far horizon. She wasn’t about to let 

Melissa convert her; here or anywhere else. She felt like she’d been resisting the call to 

bathe in that kaleidoscopic firmament of stained glass all her life… 

Also, that there was something symbolic about her refusal to step foot inside 

that cathedral; as if to do so would be to somehow surrender a vital part of herself to a 

future that was out of her control. But she was beginning to despair now; either of ever 

escaping from this place, of being able to resist Melissa’s siren-call for some symbolic 

new beginning. To despair of ever being able to convince Mel of the malevolent 

deception that was being inflicted on them here. 

It hit Yolanda then, how there was no-one else she could turn to. Josh and Sam 

– everyone she’d known; they weren’t just gone; they were beyond reach…even her 

own mum. How she was truly alone, for the first time in her life. 

She bit her lip, knowing she was about to burst into tears. 

But then, just as she was on the point of giving up hope, there was a rustle in the 

grass behind them. The breaking of the silence made them jump out of their skins; sent 

them leaping up, twisting round to see. 

Paul was standing behind them. 

* * * 
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The steps were steep, worn, treacherous with puddling damp. And apparently without 

end…Josh had been tramping down them for hours – at least it felt like that; the soles 

of his feet sore and his hair and jacket soaked from the water dripping from the arched 

brickwork of the tunnel. But he knew that time, too had become a deception. That his 

mobile was dead was hardly surprising – by now he must be at least a mile 

underground. He began to despair of ever reaching the end. 

Then far below him he saw a light. Up to now there’d been only a pale, ghostly 

sheen from somewhere out of sight; just enough light to negotiate the treacherous stairs. 

Now for the first time he could clearly see the glistening steps dwindling down into the 

unknown. 

The light was coming from a bend in the stairway below him; spilling from the 

wall onto a landing; a break in the steps’ descent – and it was light of a different 

quality; a warm flickering; promise of life in this chilled underworld. 

Did it mark the end of his journey? 

Josh started to hurry, slipped; slid down on his rump for what felt like a 

painfully long time. He hit a wall; found himself wedged in a corner of the landing, 

sitting under the source of the light – a flaring cast-iron gas mantle fixed over an arched 

alcove in the tunnel’s brickwork. Set into the arch was another rusted round hatchway 

adorned with gold studs, like the one he’d passed through at the top of the staircase – 

ancient, rusting counterparts of the shining portal he’d first passed through. He still had 

no idea what they were for; even if they were real – if any of this was real… 

But there was only one question that really mattered. 

Was Yolanda trapped somewhere behind these doors? 

Josh staggered to his feet and seized hold of its wheel, his stiffness and pain 

washed out by a flood of hope. If anything this door was even more rusted solid than 
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the one above; Josh braced his feet against cracks in the landing. With a screech like an 

animal in pain it began to turn, rinds of rust dropping away. It gave suddenly, its gold 

studs spinning, showering him with rust as he forced it open. 

Beyond was another circular passage – very different to the damp-decayed 

brickwork that housed the stairwell: this was a featureless tube of burnished steel, about 

two metres high and well lit, though Josh could see no obvious light-source. 

There was a low humming; a vibration that seemed to be coming from the steel 

itself. The current of warm air spilling through the passage had in it the burning tang of 

a blacksmith’s forge; of steel newly fired, or machinery still hot. Josh took in a deep 

breath – had he discovered the true heart of the Morpheus Cave project? The stairwell 

he’d been descending some long-forgotten relic of an ancient mineshaft that Fen 

Church had modified? But why bury the Morpheus Cave so far underground – because 

it was sensitive to radiation from the world above? That was one of his dad’s pet 

phobias, how all the satellite and radio and mobile phone stuff might be affecting 

people’s minds – maybe he’d been right all along. 

The steel tube Josh was standing in was level, about thirty metres long. Other 

steel tubes led off it – he felt like a rat trapped inside some sort of experimental steel 

maze… But he was relieved to see that at the end of this tube was another circular steel 

door, studded with gold like the one he’d just passed through – except that this was 

rust-free; shone bright with the same highly polished blue burnish as the steel of the 

tunnel. It spun easily, hissing open to reveal a spherical steel chamber – he wondered if 

the doors were pressure seals to maintain the hermetic environment needed for the 

machinery of the Morpheus Cave. 

Or was this a virtual reality display; showing him what he might expect to see? 
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He stood in the spherical chamber, struggling to keep his balance on the curved 

floor. Before he could take in what was happening the steel door behind him swung 

shut, and he heard the shriek of compressed air; his stomach leaping into his mouth as 

the floor began to drop. This steel chamber was more than just an airlock – he was 

inside some kind of pneumatic lift, hurtling downward. 

Free-falling at enormous speed. 

His body became weightless; his feet floating free of the steel floor. He floated 

in terror; knew he was going deeper underground than he’d ever thought possible. 

At last he heard the hiss of air again; felt his weight slowly return. Was this the 

bottom of an old deep-mine shaft? But surely, there would have been some record of 

something like that? Unless it was secret – or incredibly ancient… 

Josh had no chance to wonder further – the door was hissing open; he stumbled 

across the curving steel floor, desperate to escape before it closed again. Beyond was a 

dark tunnel, its walls carved through what looked like fused black glass: again Josh 

could taste the tang of the blacksmith’s forge; smell the steel newly fired – as if just this 

instant created. He stumbled over the slippery faces of the black glass; at last reached 

the tunnel’s mouth. 

At first what lay beyond the circular opening seemed just empty space – it took 

a moment to realize that what he was looking at was an immense sphere, a single 

seamless shell of the same shining steel, blued as if by tremendous heat; brightly lit – so 

unbelievably vast that its perspectives misted his vision. He could only guess that the 

sphere must be many miles across. 

Could only stare in wonder. 

He was standing on a balcony-like ledge of black glass at the very end of the 

tunnel, where the glass fused with the hole punched into the burnished steel. Beyond, 
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he could see that the sphere was filled with what appeared to be a shining yellow dust – 

and that it was no ordinary dust; glittering waves swept through it, countless minute 

reflections in restless flux. And Josh saw that this sparkling dust was the source of the 

light that filled the enormous sphere. 

Josh ran his fingers over the thick circular rim of steel where it annealed to the 

black glass of the tunnel; the metal felt neither warm nor cold, matching exactly his 

own body heat. He judged that the steel rim was about a metre thick – if this entire vast 

shell was all the same thickness, then its construction must have consumed millions and 

millions of tons of metal. Josh felt giddy – stepped quickly back into the tunnel, afraid 

he might simply topple forward; vanish forever into the vast emptiness. 

He wondered what the yellow dust was – no ordinary dust; from the way it 

glittered…far away, sprays of light broke from a passing wave, spiralled into sparking 

galaxies before disappearing back into the mass. 

Not ordinary dust at all… 

It brought back memories of the gold-panning holiday in Scotland they’d been 

on when he was a kid. He watched fascinated as another wave broke in glittering surf. 

It dawned on Josh that this must be a virtual reality display; even an organization as 

powerful as Fen Church could never have built all this – anyway, they’d always sold 

the Morpheus Cave project as a way of providing virtual-reality policing on the cheap. 

A new suspicion grew in him…was all of this another of Fen Church’s clever 

PR stunts? Some holographic virtual reality trap he’d been lured into to promote the 

Morpheus Cave? He leaned out, uncaring now of how close he came to the sharp-cut 

edge – if this was VR, then he had nothing to fear… 

Slowly the unfathomable brightness seemed to separate into tiny specks – Josh 

knew they must be invisible to the naked eye; yet somehow was still able to see how 
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each glittering particle was alive with its own movement, an inner vibration that kept it 

apart from every other, preventing them from colliding and clumping together. 

Separate, but engaged in an intricate dance; a myriad golden galaxies merging, flowing 

through each other – yet somehow retaining their identity… 

He shook his head. How could any of this be real? 

‘Josh, these virtual fields of golden light are the ultimate mind-artefact; the 

most real thing you will ever experience. Your consciousness is imprinted on them – but 

they contain a far deeper truth; and your only hope now lies in rediscovering it.’ 

Eric’s voice – as if he’d been waiting all this time to answer Josh’s question… 

like Eric needed Josh to ask the question, before he could tune into his thoughts. 

Josh felt like his head was ready to explode. But now there was something else 

– as if now he could somehow see behind Eric’s words, into his thoughts… 

…began to understand that Yolanda wasn’t here – and if this place was real, that 

she couldn’t be here. Because she’d been deleted from the real world, like a virtual 

avatar might be from cyberspace. 

* * * 

‘What have you done to me?' 

Paul glared at Yolanda, his anger barely contained. 

She stood in terrified silence, her back to the chestnut tree. Paralysed, shaking – 

reliving the terror of that night on the footpath. The absurd relief, that Paul’s breath had 

smelled only of peppermint… 

But then her own anger boiled over – how dare he hold such power over her? 

Never, ever, ever again – she’d rather die first. 

And finally it began to dawn on her; just why he was so angry. 
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‘Paul, you can’t hurt me here; this is the Morpheus Cave. If you try you’ll just 

find yourself back where you started – reliving that same moment, stuck there until you 

learn to change the way you behave. It’s called SITO – Self-Induced Time-Out.’ 

Paul reddened – then seemed to shrink a little; shrugged. ‘I’d call it a fucking lot 

of things – I’d do a fucking lot of things you wouldn’t like as well, if I could. But it 

seems you’re right – the only way I get to talk to you is by being nice and friendly.’ 

‘And why would I want to talk to you?’ 

Paul rubbed his neck. ‘Why else? Because I’ve been stuck here for God-knows 

how long; ever since you tried to run off and I got caught by that gold lightning, fell 

through a spinning steel door with gold studs. Because I heard you talking; I know you 

want to get out of this God-awful dump as much as I do.’ 

‘You shouldn’t talk like that, not here.’ Melissa had been watching Paul in 

fascinated silence; but now her face came alight with anger. ‘We’ve all been given this 

wonderful opportunity; we mustn’t just throw it away.’ 

Paul seemed to notice Melissa for the first time. He rolled his eyes, grinned 

unpleasantly at Yolanda. ‘Who’s the loony-tunes bitch? 

‘This is Mel. And you shouldn’t – ’ 

Melissa slapped him. 

Yolanda was amazed at how fast she moved – her hand landing on Paul’s cheek 

with her whole weight behind it. The slap rang in the empty silence of the park. 

‘Fucking whore! I’ll teach you – ’ 

Paul lunged towards Melissa, but as he raised his hand he started to fade – to 

flicker; faster and faster until the sun-shaped greenery behind shone through his body. 

He vanished. 
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Yolanda stared at Melissa. It was a while before she could speak. 

‘You…slapped him.’ 

Melissa didn’t look contrite; instead her face was flushed with excitement. ‘He 

deserved it – more than that; he needed it. Yoley, I don’t know who he is, but it’s plain 

as day how he’s teetering on the edge of the Abyss. Somebody had to help him.’ 

‘His name’s Paul, and he’s way beyond your help.’ 

‘Yoley, you shouldn’t say things like that. Nobody is beyond help. But what’s 

happened to him? Where’s he gone?’ 

‘Mel, you should know the answer to that as well as I do. He’s frozen in time 

somewhere; caught in a SITO loop reliving the moment his anger drove him to try to 

hurt you.’ 

‘SITO loop?’ 

‘Self-Induced Time-Out; the Morpheus Cave’s behavioural-education protocol.’ 

Yolanda sighed. ‘You weren’t really listening at Weland Smith’s talk, were you?’ 

‘It was bad enough just being in his presence, without listening to the words of 

the devil.’ A deeper pink appeared in Melissa’s cheeks. 

‘But what I can’t understand is why you’re not stuck in a SITO-loop as well.’ 

Melissa sat down on the grass again, the excited flush beginning to drain from 

her face. She realized she felt sick – and then realized, that this was the first time her 

oversensitive digestion had rebelled against her since she’d first woken up in this 

magical place. ‘I just don’t know, Yoley. I don’t feel too good right now; maybe that’s 

my punishment. Or maybe I didn’t get taken away because I never really wanted to hurt 

him; because I just wanted to help him.’ 

Yolanda sat down beside her and took her hand. It felt cold. ‘Mel…you know, I 

think you might just be right. SITO isn’t supposed to be about punishment – it’s 
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supposed to be about learning. Maybe that is why you’re still here; because in your 

heart, you really did think that you were helping him.’ 

‘Yoley, that’s what I’ve been trying to tell you; nobody is beyond salvation. It’s 

funny though – I’ve never felt like slapping anyone quite so much.’ 

Melissa was starting to shake. Yolanda pulled her to her feet. ‘And for what it’s 

worth, I think you did a pretty good job. Let’s get back and make a hot drink. Paul’s 

SITO won’t to last forever, and I really don’t want to be around when he comes back.’ 

Except Yolanda knew that in the most important thing of all, Paul was right, and 

Melissa was wrong. Because they were trapped here, without hope of escape. 

* * * 

Josh stared out from the tunnel of fused glass, into the immensity of the 

Morpheus Cave. How could Eric be right – how could all of this be real? He turned 

back to face the shadows gathering in the tunnel – not sure if he was afraid that 

someone might emerge from them, or if secretly he was hoping for just that. 

He was so utterly alone. 

If Yolanda wasn’t here, how was he ever going to find her? 

You have to want to find the way…Eric’s last words in that awful cellar re-

awoke in Josh’s head, cooling the fever consuming him. If Yolanda really was trapped 

in some virtual world – a place of the mind – then maybe he really did have to want to 

find her. And if she no longer existed in the real world above, then perhaps there was 

only one place left she could be. 

Somewhere at the bottom of that treacherous staircase. 

Josh clenched his fists; whatever had happened to Yolanda, he’d come here to 

rescue her – if that was possible, from a virtual world… 
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He made his way back down the tunnel of black glass to the pneumatic lift. The 

steel portal was still open. Light bathed the interior, seeming to emanate from the bluish 

sheen of the steel itself. He closed the portal, spinning its wheel to seal the lift. As the 

acceleration thrust the curving floor against his feet, Josh closed his eyes. 

* * * 

‘Right, thanks. You’ll let us know if you hear anything?’ 

Michael Adams ended the call, dropped his phone onto Mary’s kitchen table. 

When they’d arrived at Mary’s there’d been no sign of Yolanda, and a round of frantic 

phone calls had failed to locate her. Michael had just got back from his house; there 

was no sign of Josh, and he wasn’t answering his phone either. 

‘Nothing?’ Mary thought how defeated he looked – his soft grey eyes watery. 

She pulled her chair closer, pushing their coffee mugs out of the way. She needed him 

to stay strong right now – almost put her hand on his shoulder to rub his back. 

Michael shook his head. ‘A pair of healthy eighteen-year-olds gone AWOL on a 

summer’s night? You could almost hear them sniggering into their cocoa.’ He’d been 

on the phone to the local police to report Yolanda and Josh missing; got exactly the 

reception he’d been expecting. Of course both of them were missing…he should have 

seen it coming; Josh would never let Yolanda disappear without trying to find her; not 

after what had happened last night. 

But where were they? 

Mary got up and refilled their mugs. She didn’t want any more coffee; it was 

just something to do, to occupy her hands. Something to stop the memories from 

flooding back of another night of waiting – eight long years ago… Suddenly, it felt like 

only yesterday. ‘It was the same when I phoned the college – I don’t think anybody 

there thought it was funny, but the girl I talked to sounded bored…not that even, more 
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like disinterested. There’s something else – apparently there was a Weland Smith 

presentation on the Morpheus Cave at the college this afternoon.’ 

‘Weland Smith?’ Michael put down his mug. ‘He was there?’ 

‘Apparently. The girl didn’t seem to know much about it.’ 

They stared at each other, the cold creeping into their skin.  

‘Michael, what are we going to do? This is all just too–’ 

‘I know. Nobody’s going to believe us if we try to tell them what happened at 

the Park this afternoon – they’ll just think we’re crazy.’ 

‘Maybe we are…I don’t know – hallucinating or something.’ 

‘Maybe. But there’s nothing else we can do right now, except wait.’ 

And that had always been the hardest part…Mary sat down again. ‘Are we just 

being foolish – jumping at shadows? For all we know that policeman was right; they’re 

off somewhere canoodling and decided to make a night of it. I really hope so.’ She 

knew she was clutching at straws. But she couldn’t suffer that loss; not again… 

Michael put his hand out, let her take it. Found her long fingers surprisingly 

strong. Hidden in the night outside was the studio where her hands worked their artistic 

forms, and in turn were themselves moulded. He looked up, found her brown eyes 

studying him. As they held each other with their eyes it felt like they were clinging to 

each other, while the currents of a world gone crazy tried to drown them. 

Perhaps Mary was right – maybe the whole thing was an elaborate hoax by Fen 

Church to scare off people like him who came nosing around. It was pretty far-fetched; 

but not as far-fetched as having to accept what he’d witnessed there this afternoon was 

real. And yet…every instinct was telling him that he really had met Monica Witt; in a 

hospital building that had been demolished eight years ago… 

Then there was what Josh had seen last night in the tunnel. And his own dream. 
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‘Michael, what can we do?’ Mary wanted him to hold her tight – somehow 

restore her; they’d been too suddenly entangled, too soon thrown together. 

‘I – I don’t know. There is nothing else we can do now; only wait. Mary – it’s 

okay, not to be strong. ’ 

She felt the tears falling then, that she’d fought for so long. ‘I’m sorry…I don’t 

think I am strong enough to do this again. Not after the hope I felt this afternoon about 

Eric. Michael…’ She searched his face, blurred now through her tears; wondered if he 

could understand what she was asking from him. Because what was quickening her 

blood now was a kind of madness… 

‘Mary…’ He gently pushed back the curls from her face, brushed a tear from 

her cheek – wondered if he was taking advantage of her; wondered if that mattered. 

Because right now, this was what she wanted from him – was it because she could 

sense it was something he was eager to give? He put his arm round her, felt her body 

press against his; wondered if the hothouse of this night had only quickened the 

inevitable – brought it forward to a time wholly inappropriate. 

But he wondered – was there ever really a right time? There was only ever the 

moment: if you missed that, it was gone forever. 

There was a frantic banging on the kitchen door. 

 

‘The trouble is, I don’t think I can explain. Josh was convinced that Yoley had 

somehow got mixed up with this Fen Church pilot project for the Morpheus Cave. He 

was dead-set on going to look for her.’ 

Sam was examining her bare feet, her sandals abandoned on the tiled floor – 

she’d never been so relieved in her life to be rid of a pair of shoes; peeling them off had 

been the most painful part of all. Mary had taken one look, rushed off to fill a bowl 
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with hot water – her feet were filthy, the blisters deep and bloody. Tomorrow, Sam 

knew, she’d hardly be able to walk. 

But she’d made it. ‘Josh just sort of vanished when we got to Fen Church; 

although it wasn’t quite like that. It was like he saw something first. But then I saw 

something; it looked like part of the old hospital, just sort of rising up out of nowhere.’ 

‘The old hospital?’ Michael was by the stove brewing more coffee – for a 

moment it escaped unheeded from the overflowing mug. 

‘You know, the old Victorian hospital they pulled down eight years ago to build 

the Park. It was like it had just reappeared. I don’t know: maybe I’m going crazy, 

hallucinating or something. But it was all pretty spooky.’ 

She’d seen the old hospital as well… 

Her face was white, the shock of it all still too fresh. Michael could see the girl 

was struggling to keep it together. Like he was, right now…he wiped the mug slowly 

and deliberately. ‘Sam, you’re not going crazy – at least, not unless we all are…you see 

we saw the neurology wing of the old hospital, this afternoon.’  

‘You did? You and Mrs E?’ 

‘Yes.’ For a moment their eyes met, to share the madness. 

At last Michael handed her the coffee. It was hot and loaded with sugar; Sam 

sipped it gratefully, felt it feed her body – she was numb; drained of life. But now she 

was coming back – she’d always been good at bouncing back. And she wasn’t mad; 

they were all in this together… 

She looked up at Michael. So this was Josh’s father…she’d known Mary Eve 

for as long as she’d known Yoley, but this big man standing over her was something 

else: it was like she was getting a snapshot, of what Josh might one day grow into. She 

decided she liked what she saw. 
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Michael turned as Mary came back with the bowl of hot water and knelt at 

Sam’s feet. ‘Mary, Sam had the same…experience at the Park that we did.’ 

‘You saw the old hospital?’ Mary stared up at Sam. 

‘Yes–’ Sam stopped. She’d seen Eric… She’d been Yoley’s friend, eight years 

ago when Eric had been swept away on the river’s tide. They’d only been kids, but 

they’d both had to grow up so fast after that. Partly, it was seeing how the world around 

them wasn’t the warm and safe place they’d so thoughtlessly assumed; how it could 

suddenly change, hurt them hard and horribly – learnt how the adults around them 

weren’t all-powerful; how they too could cry. Like she’d seen Mary Eve cry… 

And now she was about to open that wound all over again. 

She looked straight at Mary. ‘I did…I thought I was going mad. But it wasn’t 

just that, Mrs E – when I went inside I went into this research-room, and I saw…’ Sam 

hesitated again, but wouldn’t let herself avoid Mary’s eye. ‘There was this big padded 

chair. Somebody was sitting in it – a young boy. I…I thought it looked like Eric.’ She 

couldn’t bring herself to say any more. Not right now… 

Mary had put the bowl down – it was lucky; else she’d have dropped it. But she 

couldn’t help the cry, drawn from the very core of her being. 

‘Mary?’ Michael took her by the shoulders, held her firmly.  

Sam could only watch, as the twinkly-eyed stoic she’d come to know in the 

years since Eric’s death disintegrated. It felt like they were all going back, to that awful 

time… ‘But it’s okay, Mrs E. You see that’s what was so weird – because when I 

looked again, it was all gone; the boy in the chair – the whole hospital building. I was 

standing on the grass again. I must have imagined the whole thing.’ 
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‘I’m sorry Sam.’ Mary tried to pull herself together; mixed calendula lotion into 

the water, helped Sam lower her feet into the bowl. ‘It’s just that after what we saw –

Michael’s told you? We’ve all been experiencing a lot of very odd things today.’ 

‘Yes. It’s been a pretty strange day.’ But Michael was thinking how it hadn’t 

just started today; how this had been building for a long time. ‘It’s as if we’re all being 

afflicted by some kind of mass-hallucination – a kind of mass-hysteria, becoming 

convinced we’re all seeing the same thing.’ Why was he so desperate to believe that? 

Sam was experimenting at dabbing her feet with a flannel. ‘You mean like the 

soldiers who saw an Angel fly over the trenches in the First World War?’ It was a relief 

to talk about something concrete; real… ‘We were doing that in media studies – only 

apparently that was all just propaganda; a rumour dreamt up by the newspapers.’ 

‘That one probably was, but there are plenty of other examples. Although 

usually, it only happens during some kind of ritual, or when people are under great 

stress, like during wars or natural disasters. This feels different, like this really is being 

caused by some outside influence.’ 

‘And do you think that influence could be the Morpheus Cave?’ Mary asked. 

‘God knows…’ But Michael was thinking of something else: 

An underground vault, the air sickly-sweet. Water from the brickwork that 

arched over his head dripping into pools on the flagstoned floor… 

He’d thought it was hallucination – but now…what if there really was some 

kind of old cellar; some relic of the hospital, left when the site was cleared? Supposing 

that was how Josh had vanished; slipped, fallen through some old opening? 

‘What I do know, is that I’m going to have to phone the emergency services 

again; I can’t take the chance that Josh might have just fallen down some disused pit in 

the dark. Don’t worry Sam; I won’t mention you, better to keep you out of it.’ But the 
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idea of his son suffering alone in the night brought a fear Michael had never 

experienced before… ‘Mary – I’m going back to the Park.’ 

‘I’m coming with you.’ Mary saw his face, held up a hand. ‘I’m okay now –

there’s no way you can stop me. Josh went there to look for Yolanda; and now Sam 

thinks she’s seen Eric. I know we could all just be hallucinating, like you say; or maybe 

Sam just had a nightmare from being out too late. For all we know Josh has already 

found Yolanda, and they’re already on their way back now – maybe their phones are 

both out, which is why they haven’t contacted – I know Yolanda’s always forgetting to 

charge hers properly.’ She tried to smile – she was determined not to let her hopes build 

to some impossible pitch. ‘Sam – could you stay here? Just in case they do come back?’ 

Sam nodded. ‘To be honest, I don’t think I can do much else than sit here, right 

now. I’ll phone home, tell them where I am. But what about Melissa’s mum?’ 

‘Melissa? Why, what’s happened to her?’ 

‘Josh reckons she was with Yoley when she disappeared. If she was, and she’s 

not home by now, her mum will be having a serious nervous breakdown.’ 

‘Mary, could you phone her? We’ll need to talk to her later, anyway.’ Michael 

had forgotten for a moment, the Tarot card in his pocket. 

The Fool.  

 

Michael thought he’d reached about the lowest point of his life. He stood by Mary’s 

land rover watching the emergency vehicles swing to a halt; their blue lightning leaping 

over the smooth expanse of the grass which washed to the very edges of the clearing. 

Imagined Josh out there somewhere, fallen into some deep pit, hurt and cold and alone.  

Mary stood beside him. They’d been waiting at the main gate when the 

emergency services arrived; convoyed through on their tail. They’d driven past the Fen 
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Church building. The big black-and-white chequered block was exposed now by 

floodlights, like some three-dimensional board-game placed there to test her sanity. 

As they’d pulled up it was as if a voice – so achingly familiar – had been calling 

to her. Mary wondered if she really was going mad; her mind unable to properly 

process the shock of what she’d experienced here this afternoon. It was too much. For 

the second time that evening she nearly fainted in Michael’s arms. 

But now it was Michael’s turn to try and control his desperation. 

There was a hurried conference; then they were forced to the sidelines as the 

firemen spread out, systematically combing the area with fierce hand-held spotlights. 

Up the road behind them came a fresh set of flashing blue lights; a police 4X4. 

Now there were more awkward, distracting questions to be answered – a questioning 

that grew stiffer when it came out that Michael had already called them earlier tonight. 

Neither of them felt like telling the yellow-jacketed policemen with radios strapped to 

their shoulders what they’d experienced here this afternoon. 

And then, finally, there came the all clear. 

As the firemen drifted back out of the darkness and were counted in, one of 

them paused to talk to the policeman who’d been questioning Michael. When he turned 

back to Michael his manner was more direct; his face closer to Michael’s. 

‘The fire service has just informed me the security fence has been cut. You 

wouldn’t know anything about it I suppose?’ He was a narrowed-eyed, burly man, 

bulked out by his reflective jacket. Michael felt immediately intimidated. 

‘No, I wouldn’t.’  He faced the man. There were times when being tall and able 

to look down on people had its advantages. ‘We got here just before the fire service.’ 
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His interrogator gave no ground. ‘I wasn’t imagining you had anything to do 

with it personally, sir. But perhaps, you could explain exactly why you think that your 

son might have come here tonight?’ 

That was an altogether more awkward question – the one Michael had been 

hoping to dodge ever since the questioning had started. 

The policeman broke off to bend his ear to his radio. When he turned back he 

looked disappointed. ‘We’ve got to go. But we’ll be getting back to you on this one.’ 

‘If you hear anything please do.’ Michael deliberately misunderstood his tone. 

The man started to say something, thought better of it. The others around him 

were already hurrying to pack up – eager now to waste no more time. 

Michael watched the 4X4 vanish into the night. The grass in the clearing 

seemed to glow; as if lit by some subtle floodlighting in the ground – perhaps it was 

reflection through the trees, from the Fen Church building. ‘Mary, I don’t know – I 

don’t trust anything, not even my own senses.’ 

‘I know – when the world throws something like this at you, your mind retreats 

into a kind of limbo.’ 

Michael squeezed her hand; knew she was thinking of another loss, on another 

night eight years ago. He walked round to the land rover, pulled the big flashlight off 

the seat. ‘I’m going to search again. They might have missed something.’ 

‘Michael, for God’s sake be careful.’ A pulse sounded in Mary’s temple: a 

warning-bell. He had the torch, but if there really was an old cellar, open to the stars…  

She stood helpless. It came to her, how she hadn’t had time to think about what 

might have happened in the kitchen tonight, if Sam hadn’t interrupted them. She 

watched Michael trying to be systematic in his search, not rush about like a madman – 

try to keep from his mind the vision of his son’s body, lying broken in some cold pit. 
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But in his heart Michael already knew he’d find nothing here. Because earlier 

this afternoon he too had found himself in that uncanny cellar… 

Water dripping from above, to pool on a flagstoned floor… 

Perhaps that was why, when he flashed his torch back to where she’d stood, 

Michael was not as surprised as he should have been to find that Mary had vanished. 

 

She was lost in the dark. Mary felt the cold pricking her skin; heard water dripping 

from above. She put out her hand, to touch damp brickwork. Had she just somehow 

slipped into the same cellar Josh had fallen into? 

It was impossible – like so much else that had happened this day… 

As her eyes adjusted, she could discern the outlines of the cellar, as if the white 

roots hanging from its low-arched brick ceiling were somehow luminous, driving away 

unpredictable shadows. 

Was it in her own mind, all of this? 

And as if in answer, the veils of shadow seemed to stir. 

‘Mother?’ 

Some instinct in her, old as life itself, could not be denied – drew from her that 

same animal cry that Sam had heard – but not of anguish; this time of pure joy. At last, 

Mary understood who had been calling to her. For one last tortured moment her rational 

mind tried to deny the voice sounding in her head; dismiss it as the delusions of fatigue 

and fear – deny that she was hearing now the voice of a boy who when he’d been alive 

eight years ago, had been unable to speak. 

Her own son’s voice. 

But she couldn’t deny it – a mother’s instinct that wouldn’t be denied was 

screaming at her that it was true.  
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‘Eric? I still can’t–’ tears were streaming down her cheeks. She stared wildly 

around the cold, dark cellar. ‘Where are you?’ 

‘I’ve always been closer than you could imagine. But it’s only tonight in this 

place,  that my mind can finally touch yours. I came to warn you about Weland Smith.’ 

‘Weland Smith?’ 

‘He’s far more than he appears – he was always the master of illusion. But he’s 

further inside your mind now. You are about to face the greatest challenge of your life.’ 

As they’d talked her son’s voice had seemed to deepen, grow in authority. But 

now, for a moment, it was just a little boy’s voice again: 

‘I’ve missed you so much. I just wanted you to know that I’m okay.’ 

‘Eric–’ His name broke on her tongue – Mary would never forget that awful 

tightening in her throat, as the son she thought she’d lost forever passed once more into 

the unknown. But she knew now that Eric was right: he’d always been closer to her 

than she could have imagined… 

And then she was once again in the starlight, standing on the clinical lawn. 

 

‘Mary?’ She’d vanished. 

Michael flashed his torch under the trees where the land rover stood. Nothing 

moved – only the shadows fleeing his torchlight. 

Then the torch died. 

The darkness was profound; just that vague, glow from the starlit grass. Some 

instinct made him lift his head, glance up to the hills where the Henge lay hidden in the 

night. When he’d first heard the legend of Weland Smith, told up at the Henge around 

the fire on that warm summer solstice evening, it had all sounded comfortably 

“mystical-macho” – new-age man trying to reconnect with his primitive roots; find the 
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barbarian within. There’d been music afterwards, and “barley beer”, as they’d insisted 

on calling it. It had all been exciting, and weirdly unsettling. 

Now he wondered if it had come back in some way to haunt him. 

‘Mary?’ 

His shout disappeared into the night. Where on earth could she have gone? The 

only light came from beyond the landrover, filtering under the trees along the side-road 

from the distant white glare of the floodlit Fen Church building. 

He hurried under the trees to the main thoroughfare. The black-and-white block 

reared up in its ring of low-level lighting, its chequer-board exterior clinical against the 

light-etched background of the trees. Michael crossed over, mounted the steps to the 

black glass doors of the entrance. 

He stopped, scanned the building. It looked deserted, though it was impossible 

to tell what lights might burn behind those black glass windows. He hesitated to call out 

Mary’s name again; wary now of attracting any more attention. Without really having 

any plan he approached the doors, expecting to find them locked. 

A current of chill air blew over him as they automatically swung open. 

Beyond, the black and white tiled lobby was dark, but enough light followed 

him in to see that this vast chequered cave with its fringe of reception desks was 

deserted. He wondered if he was being monitored by hidden cameras – if Mary had 

come in here, he needed to find her quickly and get out.  

He crossed the lobby to the nearest passage – closer-up saw that the key-padded 

entrance was already open. Had some kind of electrical fault tripped out all the security 

mechanisms? That sounded pretty careless, for an organization as sophisticated as Fen 

Church – anyway, if that was the case every alarm on the site should have been blaring 

out. Instead, there was only this eerie silence. 
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There must be another reason why these doors had been left open – to tempt 

them in? If Mary had already fallen for the bait, then he had no choice but to follow. 

As Michael moved into the passage he saw that its chequer-board effect had 

been transformed into a kind of zebra-striping; like walking down the inside of a three-

dimensional bar-code. At the end of the passage was a simple rectangular staircase, 

each step alternating black and white. 

Some fear-dulled part of him wanted to run – was the fear that drove him on 

born of an even greater cowardice? As he climbed the steps it felt like he remained 

stationary, while the staircase fell beneath him – then not just the stairs, but the also 

rectangular stairwell began to move; to spin, as if the whole building was drifting apart, 

separating into black and white cubes, reassembling itself around him. 

He was somehow at the top of the stairs, standing in a black and white 

chequered room whose dimensions were impossible to judge. An unreal light danced in 

the air – like the pallid reflection of some unsettling electricity. He could hear a kind of 

ticking, quickening to a static hiss. His pulse quickened with it – someone was standing 

at the far end of the room. 

The hologram projection of Weland Smith. 

Still looking like a mediaeval blacksmith dressed up for a night on the town – 

gold-dust shimmering around him, as if reflecting off an unseen light-source. Some kind 

of PR stunt? The prototype for another promotional rollout? 

But Michael knew in heart this was no advertising parody; no hologram 

projected to entertain – because his heart had always known how afraid he’d been of 

this moment; of meeting Weland Smith. 

‘I dreamed of you.’ It was all he could say. 

‘And I have dreamed of you.’ 
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The voice was in his head – perhaps he really was talking to himself… 

‘What are you?’ Whatever Weland Smith was, Michael knew that he’d never 

been so afraid of anyone in his life. 

‘Your past perhaps, your future.’ 

Weland Smith’s voice sounded somewhere faraway inside Michael, trancelike – 

but the intensity of his grey eyes took Michael unawares; so deceptively like his own, 

but fired with a ruthless, barbarian energy that felt so alien. Michael knew that he was 

in shock – from that first dream, from that impossible encounter with Monica Witt; 

from losing his son. Perhaps that was why he could stand here talking to a holographic 

projection, and still pretend that he wasn’t insane. 

‘It’s the Earth itself, that is crying out for change.’ 

Michael heard the uncomfortable echo of what he’d said to Josh last night. 

And as if awaking to Michael’s own echo, Weland Smith seemed to snap out of 

his trance. His voice caught fire, rang inside Michael’s head. ‘The Earth itself tells your 

story – an outside and an inside; a place where the sun can shine and life grow, and a 

heart which should have been so warm; instead so dark and lifeless, where all must 

collapse and harden, turn to stone under the weight of squandered hope. People have 

squandered that freedom they flaunt so ignorantly; eaten the heart out of the Earth 

itself – maggots, that’s what they’ve become; eating out the Earth’s precious heart. And 

now that’s where you will all go; no longer to walk free in the sunlit uplands, but deep 

underground; eating the heart out of your own rotten creation. Because it’s too late…’ 

‘Too late?’ But when Michael looked into Weland Smith’s eyes, he saw that it 

was too late. His jaw tightened; Weland Smith had been waiting – but for what?  

‘Michael?’ 

Mary was standing at the top of the stairs. 
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Weland Smith bowed slightly and moved his hands apart, opening them with 

theatrical mockery, for all the world like a circus ringmaster – and as if a curtain was 

opening before his hands, golden electricity spun its flickering webs across the room, 

reached out for them. 

Without warning, they were falling into a void – helpless, weightless. 

And then somehow they were standing again. 

The black-and white chequered room was gone. 

They were under a sky shot with smouldering flame, playing amongst clouds so 

solid and still – it took a moment for their minds to take in they were formations of 

solid rock; reflections from the fires below fleeing over the cracks and crevices of a 

vast stratified canopy. They were on a hill; all around them stretched a vast plain, 

obscured by the smoke of countless fires, like the flickering stars of some perverted 

night. Through the drifting haze Michael could just make out other hills – distant pyres, 

black smoke pouring from them. They were at the edge of a fire-blasted park, standing 

by a parapet that edged a heart-stopping deep – a jaw-dropping brick-built culvert that 

cut right through the hill, and then further down – as if to the centre of the world. Steam 

rose cloudlike from it, and even from up here they could hear the roar of water.  

They had only that split second before the blast of heat hit them. Breathing was 

impossible – the air scalding, poisonous with the stench of sulphur; clamping their 

throats shut. Choking, Michael put out his hand to support himself on the low wall, 

pulled it away sharply – the bricks were smoking. Off-balance, he staggered back. 

He wondered what this place was; though it hardly mattered, in a few seconds it 

would kill them both – perhaps greatest wonder of all was that they were still alive… 
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“A vast, unbottomed, boundless pit…” The line from Robert Burns rose 

unbidden in Michael’s mind. He turned to see Weland Smith standing further along the 

rampart, smiling at them through the foul-smoked firestorm that raged all around. 

Mary too stared at Weland Smith – met those same grey eyes which for an 

instant had so captivated her in the café; Michael's own eyes, weak no longer – come 

alive… Extracting from her that same helpless anticipation; that she could stand to be 

even here in this stinking place, if only he would always look at her like that… 

But Weland Smith chose then to look away – left her staggered, torn apart. 

And then the blackened park shrank away. Or perhaps it was that she herself 

was expanding – growing far too large to be contained by this place; emerging from it 

to breathe once again the cool, grass-scented air beneath the stars. 

They found themselves standing outside the repetitive black-and-white cube of 

the floodlit Fen Church building.  Michael averted his eyes quickly from its hypnotic 

repetition – wondered if it, too, might be a mirage. 

At last, Mary broke the eerie silence. ‘Michael, what just happened to us?’ 

‘I don’t know…a warning…telling us not to get too close?’ He tried to pull 

himself together. ‘Some kind of state-of-the-art virtual-reality security device perhaps? 

Inducing an hallucinogenic brainstorm to deter people from breaking in?’ Even as he 

spoke, Michael heard the hollowness of his hope…he glanced up, but the Henge was 

gone, the ancient stones lost to the darkness. 

‘How could it have been just an hallucination – an experience that intense?’ 

Mary’s whisper betrayed her frustration – or was it that her throat was still hoarse from 

that sulphurous atmosphere? She was torn apart – did she so crave that intensity she’d 

experienced under the spell of Weland Smith’s gaze that she wanted that awful place to 
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be real? Michael’s concern was etched into the lines of his face – she hungrily sought 

his eyes, was disappointed to meet only their grey, watery concern. 

Michael was taken aback by her fire. ‘Mary, are you okay?’ 

‘I think so.’ She pulled herself together – this was no time to explore the snake-

pit that had just been opened up inside her; she had something far more important to 

share… 

‘Michael, Eric spoke to me – in that same cellar you told me about. I’m sorry; it 

sounds like nonsense – but you have to believe me…’  

He put his arm round her. ‘Mary, I of all people know better than to doubt you. 

Anyway, after what we’ve just experienced, I can believe anything is possible.’ 

‘What do you think it was, that awful place? You don’t really think it was some 

kind of computer-generated virtual-reality hallucination? It all felt so real.’ 

‘I know…I can’t believe any computer I could imagine being able to create a 

place like that; not with that level of realism. I can still taste the fumes of that place in 

my throat, feel its heat on my skin. And there’s this–’ Michael held out the hand he’d 

used to balance himself against the smoking, soot-covered parapet wall. 

Mary examined his palm, could see that it was red, beginning to blister. ‘Some 

kind of mind-over-matter auto-suggestion, like stigmata? Whatever caused it, we’d 

better get it cleaned up – and get out of here, before any security guards do turn up.’ 

They walked quickly back to the land rover. Mary unhooked the first aid kit, 

passed it to him. She started the engine, and as the headlights came alive and drove the 

night back under the trees, at last felt strong enough to face that other question… 

‘Michael who, or what, is Weland Smith?’ 

‘I don’t know. Obviously far more than just a hologram projection.’ He tore 

open a sterile wipe, began cleaning his hand. 
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‘Michael, his eyes – the way they made me feel…’ As she drove past the open 

gate onto the bypass, Mary’s face was exposed to the unforgiving rhythm of neon light. 

‘He said we’d become maggots.’ He interrupted her – some instinct didn’t want 

to hear what she was saying ‘And maybe he’s right…’ He felt the heat grow in him – 

wondered if it was her confusion, that had ignited his. 

‘I just wish I knew that Josh was safe…’ 

‘And Yolanda. Michael, what are we going to do? How can we help them?’ 

He flexed his hand. ‘We need to find out more about Weland Smith and the 

origins of the Morpheus Cave. It was Monica Witt who brought us here. We have to 

talk to her again.’ 

‘But how are we going to do that?’ 

Michael took the Tarot card from his pocket. ‘She gave me this for a reason. I 

think it’s time we paid that visit to Melissa’s mother.’ 

* * * 

Below  Weland Smith, the starlight dipped the rough pasture of the hill in silver, the 

bare ledge he stood on shining in the night. He knew it so well – the rocky jaw that held 

the tombstone teeth of the Henge. 

It was they who were doing this – only they who could bring this future to life. 

The mechanization of their minds had almost consumed him; left him only this 

empty holographic manifestation. So be it. Let their new god technology give them 

what they thought they desired. 

Let it be by their own fear, that he was renewed. 

* * * 

‘Yoley!’ 
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When Yolanda heard Josh call out her name her chest went tight; like she was 

bruised inside. It shocked her, how raw her feelings about him were; how the image of 

him laughing with Sam in the cafeteria still burned her mind. Perhaps it was something 

to do with being frozen in time, trapped in this town hemmed in by seas of fenland; this 

oasis of honeyed stone lost somewhere in the green emptiness of the Morpheus Cave. 

She was walking across the park, helping an increasingly nauseous Melissa 

back to the big stone house that had become their home. 

But where was he? Surely – not in the cathedral? 

‘Josh?’ She stared at the shadowed arch of the cathedral porch – at the door 

slightly ajar. How the hell had he managed to end up inside the church? 

Josh was wondering the same thing. By the time he’d reached the bottom of the 

staircase, he’d felt more alone than in his entire life. Only fear had driven him on, 

trudging down those treacherous steps as the flames of the gas mantles on the walls 

turned the shadows, their combined burning building a sulphurous draught up the 

endless stairwell; a welcome breath of warmth over his face. 

Then at last, completely unexpectedly, he’d found himself at the end of his long 

journey. At the foot of the steps was a short flagstoned passage – the shining steel 

portal garlanded with gold studs set like a plug in its end wall. 

But nothing could have prepared him for the blinding rainbows of colour when 

he opened the final portal. He found himself standing in a great cathedral, its walls 

more stained glass than stone, numbing him with their colour. When he turned back the 

steel portal had vanished, the stone blocks of the cathedral wall uninterrupted. He was 

standing in the alcove between two of the fluted pillars punctuating the perimeter of the 

cathedral. As his eyes adjusted he began to appreciate just how well-crafted these huge 

stained glass murals were; how each was a work of art. They all followed the same 
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theme – buildings of gold-coloured stone rising through the glowing greens of lush 

vegetation. A kind of Eden, empty of life. 

Josh had visited cathedrals before, but never one like this; the brilliance of the 

windows complemented by the intricate fluting of the pillars, far above fanning into 

arches which spread out into a mesh of rippling stone, which seemed to float weightless 

above him like the leafy canopy of some petrified forest. There was another reason why 

it felt different; all the stonework was sharp-edged, as if only just created. The cathedral 

receded into distances exaggerated by the geometric perspectives of its walls – and as 

empty of the usual ugly arrays of pews as its stained glass Eden was of people. A 

paradise waiting to be filled… Josh wondered who by. 

He approached the great arched doors, pushed one open a crack and peered out; 

got another shock. Outside, the sun was bright; filling this world with the purest green 

light he’d ever experienced. The cathedral stood at the top of a hill, in the middle of a 

park dotted with mature chestnut trees; the layered parchment of the town’s stonework 

falling away to unveil the fenland sea beyond. 

He was standing at the highest point of this world – and yet for all those miles 

of the stairwell he’d been going down…it reminded him of the Escher painting of the 

surreal staircase climbing back onto itself, drawn into incomprehensible perspectives – 

wondered if this underworld really did exist in some new dimension. 

Then at last, he realized where he’d first seen this place – it was the same empty 

paradise he’d already see inside the cathedral; celebrated in its stained glass windows… 

Only there were two people here – he heard the blood thump in his ears; clung 

to the church door while the green park spun around him. Yoley and Melissa were 

walking across the park arm in arm, as if it was the most natural thing in the world. 

He’d found them at last. 
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‘Yoley!’ 

When she looked up and her eyes met his, Josh had to resist the urge to rush 

straight over to her and – what? He stiffened, more confused than ever. He’d come all 

this way to find her; had he thought that would really bring them any closer together? 

But there was something else as well that was making him reluctant to leave the 

shelter of the cathedral – some deep instinct… 

‘Josh? How did you get here?’ Yolanda let go of Melissa. 

Josh saw his own confusion reflect in Yolanda’s face. ‘Down an old staircase. 

But Yoley, Eric spoke to me–’ 

‘Eric?’ She lost the sense of her legs, nearly fell. 

She’d known all the time. Eric had always spoken to her… 

‘Yes – I was in a cellar – I don’t know, maybe I was just hallucinating. This 

whole place feels like my imagination’s scrambled; a mirage that won’t go away.’ 

He’d spoken to Eric… She found the use of her legs again, started towards the 

cathedral. ‘You really heard his voice as well – it wasn’t just me, all inside my head?’ 

‘Well yes. I guess it wasn’t.’ Now he was unsure…he’d heard Eric – but had 

that just been other mirage of this world? It hadn’t felt like a mirage…  

‘I always knew – in my heart I always knew. But after so long…’ She stopped 

on the edge of the paved area around the entrance, while the warm tears exorcised the 

years of waiting – let them wash it away. 

After a time, he spoke. ‘Yoley, what is this place? Another mirage?’ 

Yolanda smiled through her tears. ‘I was hoping that you might be able to tell 

me. Mel here thinks we’re in heaven.’ 

Melissa appeared by Yolanda, stood staring speechless at Josh ‘Yoley, this is 

heaven; it must be. Why else has Josh arrived here through the cathedral?’ 
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Yolanda shrugged, brushed her eyes. ‘It’s more like some sort of five-star 

prison – I know it’s something to do with the Morpheus Cave – we got transported here 

straight from Weland Smith’s talk, for God’s sake.’ 

Josh stared around. ‘It feels more like a sanctuary…’ 

‘Some sanctuary.’ Yolanda snorted. ‘Paul was here – if this is a sanctuary, then 

who let Paul in?’ 

* * * 

‘Help me.’ 

Paul was choking, and not just on the smoke. The air in his throat held a killing 

heat; steam from the black water sliding by beside him scalding his face.  

‘Welcome to my kingdom.’ Weland Smith stood before him; the holographic 

shimmer gone – as solid formed as Paul himself. ‘Polluted, overheated; reduced to a 

wasteland. A true vision of the future.’ His words rang in Paul’s head; bitter as the air. 

Paul looked up through streaming eyes at the hill which rose smoking in front of 

them. The steaming river they stood beside was wide, was channelled straight from its 

heart in a massive culvert, disappearing under the carpet of smoke that lay over the 

plain. The city looked to Paul more like a devil’s anthill; ramshackle dwellings of stone 

and wood piling over each other, climbing the slopes in disorderly terraces, riddled with 

a labyrinth of viaducts and alleyways – everywhere black with the soot which floated 

from the forest of chimneys. Pushing through the smaller buildings were stark, 

rectangular factories – near to them on the wharf was a furnace, belching molten slag 

into slab-sided vats poised ominously above a terrace of hovels. And from the stacked 

hillside steaming water drained down uncounted channels, as if leaking from some 

filthy pumice. Apart from the sullen glow of the slag, the only illumination was from 

bare gas lamps, festooning the city like candles on some nightmarish Christmas tree. 
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‘You can’t keep me here, I’ll die. It’s not fair.’ Paul was pleading. He’d been 

slapped by Melissa in the park – tried to slap her back. Found himself here. And it was 

this Weland Smith apparition which had first trapped him in this nightmarish other-life; 

transported him here, from the road beside the railway cutting… 

‘Fair?’ Weland Smith bit on the word – spat it out. He gestured to the smoking 

plain. ‘You call this fair?’ But Paul’s breathing grew less laboured. It wasn’t that the 

suffocating heat and stench had lessened, just that he was better able tolerate it. 

‘It isn’t fair.’ Paul sucked on the smoky air, his carefully cultivated estate-gang 

accent forgotten in the luxury of being able to breathe, tears still running down his 

cheeks – that he was talking to a hologram which had become in this bizarre world 

something more than a man, right now seemed the least of his worries… ‘It wasn’t like 

this before; when she first arrived I tried to get Yolanda in the park, but just found 

myself back where I’d started, watching her from behind the trees.’ 

‘That was SITO, Self-Induced Time Out.’ Weland Smith brought his hands 

together under his chin as if in prayer. ‘A restraint from which I have just released you.’ 

‘Not just me, I guess.’ Paul rubbed his cheek. It was still tender. 

Weland Smith looked at him sharply. ‘What do you mean?’ 

‘Melissa slapped me.’ 

‘Did she indeed?’ Weland Smith’s manner became more brisk. ‘Walk with me. 

There’s something I’d like to show you.’ He turned towards the sinister antheap. 

Paul hurried to catch up – the last thing he wanted was to be left alone here. On 

the far side of the bridge they crossed the blackened wharf, entered an alleyway; 

winding up the hill in a stepped gradient. At intervals naked gas flames threw dancing 

ghosts on the walls, their sickly light absorbed by layers of soot, their burning hot on 

his face. The alley was paved with what looked like the rubble left over from old 
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building work – or perhaps the remains of collapsed buildings; the structures stacked 

precariously up the slope were even more crudely built than they’d looked from the 

distance. Some appeared to be dwellings; others workshops, or perhaps squalid inns – 

the soot-laden signs hanging over the doorways were unreadable. At intervals, smaller 

alleyways led off – Paul sensed that to enter them would be unwise; to probe a 

gangrenous wound best left untouched. 

Black water steamed in open drains down the sides of the alley. It struck Paul 

how the only sound was the bickering gurgle of these sewers. ‘Where is everybody?’ 

‘Don’t worry about that.’ Weland Smith clasped his hands behind his back. 

‘This world is almost ready to receive its new inhabitants.’ 

‘You built this place? And all that other stuff on the plain?’ 

‘Quite the opposite…’ Weland Smith’s smile was anything but pleasant. ‘It is 

you who created this poisoned underworld.’ 

‘I did?’ Paul was confused. ‘I heard Yolanda talking about how we were all 

really in virtual reality – trapped inside that Morpheus Cave machine. You mean like 

I’m making all this up inside my own head? Like maybe I can un-make it, as well?’ 

‘Not on your own of course.’ Weland Smith disappointed him. ‘All of your 

imaginations have colluded to reduce my kingdom to this.’ He pointed again to the 

plain beneath them. ‘Once this enchanted world was green, vibrant with life; psychic 

mirror of the paradise above. Now those plains contain but the fossilized memories of 

that Lost Age, smoking in the fires of their own destruction. Well – so be it.’ His tone 

grew harsh ‘Let it be here that you live: in this wasteland of your own creation.’ 

He carried on up the hill in silence. Despite the steep climb and the foul air, 

Paul found he wasn’t tired or out of breath; in fact felt fitter than he ever had. Whatever 

Weland Smith had done to him, it was more than simply ease his breathing. 
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At intervals their climb became so steep that steps had been cut into the alley. 

At last, they reached a set of steps wider than any before, fanning out above them. 

Weland Smith climbed to the top, stopped. 

Paul caught up, found himself staring across a desolate park. The park marked 

the summit of the hill; the steps they’d just climbed apparently running around its entire 

circumference. It reminded Paul of the park he’d been transported from – except that 

the earth of this park was baked and hard, its trees leafless – black skeletons, their 

branches gesturing helplessly in the smoke. It took Paul a moment to realize that their 

wood was actually fossilized – petrified into some sort of brownish coal. 

‘What’s that?’ A globe of shadow hovered over the park, blacker than the 

darkest night. It was different to anything else in this underworld – made Paul 

immediately afraid…its surface was flawless; not just black, seeming to absorb light… 

‘A beacon for the future. Help me to light it, and all of this could be yours.’ 

Weland Smith gestured negligently to the smoking city stacked beneath them. 

‘What do you mean?’ 

Weland Smith’s smile was not pleasant. ‘The sphere is a projection; its 

reflection exists far above on the surface. No simple holographic reassembling of light: 

a projection directly from your brains, created from your own ignorance. Belief in its 

existence will imprint on your neuronal circuitry – quite literally “mind-bending”…a 

gateway of into this world, built from pure fear… Help me to rule those who will enter 

by it, and see this park transformed into the palace of your dreams.' 

Paul looked doubtfully at the lightless sphere, trying to master his own fear. 

Trouble was, he’d never had time for dreams…nurturing that chip on his shoulder; that 

was what he was good at; feeding the anger that gave him first punch; earned the 

respect of his mates. He tried to dream now – imagine the middle of the park 
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transformed into some kind of luxurious palace with domed roofs made of pure gold: 

laughed at himself. All just childish crap – he’d seen that golden palace in a comic book 

when he was a kid, hiding in his bedroom; somewhere called the Kremlin… 

It came as a shock, to realize that the only part he’d found easy to imagine had 

been the dank cellars beneath those golden domes, where the likes of Yolanda and 

Melissa might scream unheard… 

Was that really all he wanted; for people to fear him? What he’d spent his 

whole life fighting and scheming for? Or had he really been fighting stuff he couldn’t 

see, because it was too close? He’d dropped out of school, but he’d never been stupid – 

so why was it, when the life of his dreams was handed to him on a plate, he didn’t want 

it? All his life, he’d known he was on his own. His own mother had seen to that – his 

dad had the sense to clear out years ago; his mum a useless dope-head who’d given him 

nothing, except to teach him to take care of himself. 

Weland Smith was watching him from some unfathomable dimension. Paul was 

horrified to feel a tear forming in the corner of his eye. That was the biggest shock of 

all: to discover that what he really wanted, was to know what he really wanted… 

Had he come all this way, just to learn that? 

He brushed out his eye angrily. ‘Why would I want to stay in this stinking 

dump? I just want to get back to my patch.’ 

Weland Smith’s laugh was deep in his throat – if he’d noticed Paul’s confusion, 

he didn’t show it. ‘You really want to go back to that empty charade; decline the 

chance to teach people like that girl who slapped you treat you with respect?’ 

Paul rubbed his cheek thoughtfully. 

‘Very well.’ Weland Smith led Paul across the scorched park and under the 

lignified trees, halted at a low parapet wall that seemed to cut the park in two. Its bricks 
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were smoking in the heat, black with soot. When Paul peered over the edge he felt his 

heartbeat change: the blackened brickwork of the rampart falling away into dizzying 

depths; a sluice which cut down into the heart of the hill. But even up here he could feel 

the wet heat of the steam rising from the deep, hear the thunder of unseen water. 

‘What is it, some kind of underground river?’ 

‘Exactly that – in a sense. The bedrock of this underground realm was altered 

eight years ago. A honeycomb of channels now runs through it, saturating the strata 

with seawater funnelling off an impervious obsidian layer into a very large and 

extremely unpredictable underground tidal river. It has renewed the imaginative link 

between this realm and the world above that was lost when this paradise was destroyed 

– the reflection of this tidal river runs through your town.’ 

‘If you say so.’ Paul stared at the river. ‘What’s all that got to do with me?’ 

‘As I said, this tidal river has recreated a mind-link with the world above. If you 

wish, you may use it to return to the world above.’ 

‘And what’s the catch?’ Paul was immediately wary. 

Weland Smith remained poker-faced. ‘A small favour…and given your feelings 

towards them, I don’t imagine it will be a problem. The three of you are hidden behind 

a mind-block through which only your imaginations may pass. I want you to break that 

sanctuary, bring the girls here.’ 

‘And why would I want to do that?’ It was Paul’s turn to remain poker-faced. 

Weland Smith smiled. ‘Because I believe there is someone else there now as 

well; someone you might remember. The boy Josh.’ 

‘Josh?’ The anger was familiar – an old friend… ‘He’s just a piece of shit.’ 

Weland Smith smiled. ‘Yet his mind is seeded with a rage akin to your own – it 

unites you in this realm. And he has a closer emotional attachment to Yolanda.’ 
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That only infuriated Paul still further – he wondered if it was meant to. ‘I’ll 

settle with him, this time.’ 

Weland Smith’s expression changed when he saw what was in Paul’s eyes. He 

stepped back. ‘Yes…I think the time has come to break the bonds of your SITO.’ 

And even as he spoke, the fire-startled shadows of the underworld disappeared. 

 

Paul found himself back on the soft grass behind the chestnut tree, the honey walls of 

the town falling away to the green fenland beyond – it took him only a moment to see 

Yolanda and Melissa; by the terrace in front of the cathedral. 

As he ran towards them he felt stronger than he’d ever felt; wondered what 

Weland Smith had done to him – perhaps it was his own anger, giving him the edge. 

‘Yoley!’ Josh shouted a helpless warning from the doorway. 

Paul seemed to come on them out of nowhere; even as Yolanda turned Melissa 

was faster, striking out at his face; but this time he dodged her blow easily, his hand 

snaking out, fastening on her wrist. Yolanda kicked out at him, but he seemed not to 

notice; caught hold of her wrist as well. 

‘Stop–’ Josh was pushing aside the heavy door, running out. 

Immediately, a firestorm of golden static began to gather behind his eyes. 

It felt like it was his own anger, driving the static-storm; to catch a similar storm 

gathering around Paul – their rage against each other drawing them together, taking 

them to a far darker place… 

…the green grass melting away, transforming into a charred wasteland… 

The cathedral was gone; instead a sphere of pure night hung over them, 

awesome in its impenetrable darkness. Smoke caught in Josh’s throat, stung his eyes. 

Coughing, he brushed away tears, stared round. Beyond the boundary of the scorched 
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park was a vision of hell – a sprawling metropolis falling away, spitting fire and smoke, 

soot hanging in the overheated air, like the settling ashes of charred rain. Faraway on 

the smoke-filled plain he could see other cities; ghostly pyres of fire-guttering darkness, 

connected by a spider’s web of viaducts rising out of the haze. 

But where was Paul? Josh saw him near a low parapet wall, still struggling with 

the girls. Someone else was there – Josh’s throat tightened. It was Weland Smith, the 

dust-like scintillation around his image gone; as starkly defined as he’d stood in the 

railway tunnel, caught out in the flash of Yolanda’s Pentax. 

‘Paul!’ Choking down the foul air, Josh started across the charred ground. 

At the sound of his name Paul stopped on the edge of the rampart, struggling to 

control the two girls. Far below, the black water of the tidal river disappeared under the 

hill in a fog of steam. Paul turned to stare at Josh, started to open his mouth. 

‘Let them go.’ Josh heard his own anger; that same feeling Paul had inspired in 

him the last time they’d met; primitive and unexpected – a singing bloodlust, clearing 

his head for combat. He was ready to kill. 

For a moment Paul faltered; then his thin lips mutated into their familiar sneer. 

‘Why don’t you come and make me?’ 

Josh flew at him – remembered someone telling him once to punch straight, 

from the shoulder. The sheer unexpectedness of the attack caught Paul unawares; as 

Josh’s fist landed full in his face he let go of the girls, staggered back. 

Only the low wall behind him separated Paul from the sheer drop into the 

steam-shrouded water far below. As Yolanda and Melissa were thrown to the ground 

Josh flung himself again at Paul, hoping that the weight of his charge might tip him 

over the edge. But Paul was ready this time; Josh found himself on the hard-baked 
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ground, his head ringing and blood and dirt in his mouth – he’d not even seen the blow 

which struck him down. 

‘Josh! Look out!’ Yolanda’s cry brought him to his feet; raising his fists, 

searching around for something – anything, he could use as a weapon. 

It was too late. Paul’s fury contorted his face. He didn’t strike Josh; simply 

picked him up – by the throat; holding him aloft. Josh lashed out helplessly, felt his 

windpipe close and the vertebrate in his neck cracking, crushed in that impossible grip. 

His vision blurred as he slipped out of consciousness; only half-aware of Yolanda 

throwing herself at Paul with her fists flying, and being contemptuously slapped aside. 

‘I’m going to fucking teach you–’ Paul was blind with anger, carrying Josh by 

the neck towards the parapet wall – towards the black water, sliding under the hill so 

impossibly far below. 

But before he could reach the parapet, Melissa threw herself at him. 

Melissa had been stunned when she’d been thrown to the ground; not just by the 

force of her fall, but because her world was falling apart around her. A brief moment 

before she thought she’d been in heaven – now suddenly, she’d been plunged into this 

vision of hell. Was she being punished? Was all of this happening to her because she’d 

slapped Paul? 

She just wanted to escape. Melissa discovered an awful truth about herself; that 

it wasn’t courage, that drove her evangelical zeal; it was fear. She wanted heaven, 

because she wasn’t brave enough to face hell. Standing on God’s battlefield, all she 

wanted to do was to run away. 

And so, even as Paul was fermenting his rage, Melissa had been gathering her 

determination to face down this demon she’d discovered inside her. Slapping Paul in 
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the park had released something too long repressed – she just knew how right it had 

been. Their fates were bound together. She shook with fear for what she must do. 

Paul saw her too late – let go of Josh as Melissa flung herself at him. He was 

caught off-balance – she hadn’t realized how close they were to the parapet wall. They 

could only cling to each other, as they fell forever toward the black water. 

Finally, Yolanda tore her gaze away from the shocking emptiness where Paul 

and Melissa had been; looked to where Weland Smith stood, as if cast in stone. It 

seemed to her that he was smiling – as if he must have somehow wanted all of this… 

None of them moved; like pieces on the board of some bizarre chess-game. 

‘You must go. Now.’ 

‘Eric?’ His voice was in her head – just as it had been once before, in another 

park, beside the lightning-struck memory of the mulberry tree. She’d knelt down to 

hold Josh’s head – didn’t realize how hard she was squeezing it. It woke Josh from his 

stupor; he looked up to see her face. It might have been the smoke they were both 

choking on; but it seemed her serious brown eyes shone strangely bright. 

Josh struggled to clear his throat; it was sore, his neck stiff.  ‘Paul – ’ 

‘It’s okay.’ Yolanda restrained him. ‘Look.’ 

Behind them the sphere of darkness was gone – banished by the light pouring 

from that astonishing cathedral which Melissa had spent so much of her time inside. 

Instead of being illuminated from outside, each huge stained-glass panel was now lit 

from within, transforming the cathedral into a dazzling beacon; spotlights of brilliant 

colour rescuing the park from the shadows, etching the heat-blasted trees with a clarity 

that was more than light; to her it felt like hope. 

‘Josh, can you stand?’ 

‘I…think so.’ 
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She moved his head off her lap, helped him to his feet. Josh clung to her while 

the insane underworld reeled around him. Weland Smith was staring at the place where 

Paul had fallen, his face softened by the colours falling on it from the cathedral. She 

wondered if some quality of the light had robbed him of his power over them. 

Eric’s voice was in her head again. ‘Go now, quickly.’ 

‘Eric–’ The tears in her eyes fractured the light pouring from the cathedral. 

‘You have another journey to make. The hardest journey of all.’ 

Reluctantly, she let Josh take her hand and pull her away; lead her across the 

charred earth and through the open doors of the cathedral. Behind them the park fell 

once more into darkness, left the blood-red fires to dance in the night. 

 

Weland Smith stood by the parapet wall, staring down through the steam at the tidal 

river far below. From up here the black water seemed solid, impenetrable. Only the 

ripples bruising its surface betrayed its true nature; a suffocating night, darker than any 

Paul and Melissa had ever known. 

Weland Smith was smiling. 

For too long people had looked away, forgotten what was hidden in their 

imaginations. They’d let this supernatural underworld shrivel and die – turned it into 

the stuff of their nightmares. He’d been forced to wait until their perceptions, seduced 

from the Old Truth by the raw illusion of material power, had at last come full circle 

through their discovery of virtual cyberspace – and because they’d forgotten of his 

existence, he could slip unnoticed through the dissolving boundary between their minds 

and this new digital medium. But now the pretence they might learn the error of their 

ways through SITO was over. Paul’s disappearance from the bowels of this underworld 

had put in motion the endgame – lit the spark that would ignite the future. 
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Weland Smith looked up at those impenetrable miles of rock hanging so far 

above his head. The cathedral was gone; a polychromatic lightshow extinguished as 

magically as it had appeared; a switch snapped off again, in someone’s thoughts. 

Weland Smith knew there was only one imagination, capable of using the 

Morpheus Cave to create such a mind-artefact… 

In the absence of that blinding beacon, the black sphere of unknowing could 

return to hang over the park. Drawn from the ignorance of their own minds – symbol of 

all they’d forgotten; focus for all their fears. Soon it would be transformed, into a mind-

artefact potent within imaginations moulded by these mechanical times. 

For one last time, his virtual avatar must return to the surface.  

 

Josh pushed the great door shut. They stood inside the cathedral still holding hands, 

strangely reluctant to let go – clinging to each other, in this bizarre world of the mind. 

Yolanda turned around. And as if the sun had come out again, the stained-glass 

window bathed her in colour, blinded her to all else. That same sense she’d had when 

she’d found herself in that green-lit hill town – and so long before, when Eric had first 

disappeared, walking in the water-meadow; the sense that she somehow was this light. 

‘It’s amazing…I just never realized how beautiful it was…’ 

‘More than just beautiful – I think it’s protecting us; the same as it protected me 

before, when I first found you.’ 

‘You might be right.’ She forced her mind to focus. ‘I was reading the other day 

about how mediaeval stained glass has healing properties; something to do with 

sunlight passing through nanoparticulate gold in the pigments and creating a magnetic 

resonance that purifies the air. If this Morpheus Cave is the product of our minds, then 

that kind of knowledge might have been transformed into this new dimension as well.’ 
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‘The product of our minds? You mean we’re creating all of this?’ 

‘Not us…not alone, anyway. But I think I know who created this cathedral; Eric 

spoke to me in that awful park, the same instant that it appeared.’ She knew was talking 

too fast; chattering away like an idiot, still squeezing his hand. Because… 

‘Mel was right all along, trying to get me to come in here…’ 

And at last, she could cry. Josh felt his own eyes sting. The hand she held was 

the one he’d hit Paul with; it was sore, but he didn’t want her to let go – relived the 

satisfaction he’d felt punching Paul. Down here in this weird underworld, it felt like it 

was only his own anger which was giving him the strength to survive. 

‘It’s okay; Mel can’t be dead, this is all just virtual-reality. It just feels real.’ 

‘Too real.’ Yolanda squeezed his hand. ‘Josh, don’t you see that? This isn’t 

some VR world created by any computer – it’s right inside us; what Weland Smith 

called our telepathic cluster. When I looked at that black sphere it felt more real than 

anything I’d ever experienced…it wasn’t just light it was sucking out; it was my 

feelings, my willpower – my mind. It’s how I imagine the event horizon of a black hole 

might be; even your soul sucked out…’ Yolanda stopped, surprised – she didn’t usually 

talk like that; but the sphere had triggered something in her. Like in the lecture when 

they’d been talking about the event horizon of the whole universe and holographic 

projection, and she’d been so desperate to understand… 

Josh waited for her to gather herself. He knew how much she needed to talk; 

cling to the only certainty they had left – each other. ‘Maybe you’re right…on my 

journey down here I found something; an incredible steel sphere miles wide, filled with 

what looked like glittering gold dust – it seemed just too amazing to be real; it was 

miles underground, down some kind of pneumatic lift-shaft. But while I was there I 

heard Eric’s voice inside my head again.’ 
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Eric had spoken to him… Everything was happening so fast – had she 

forgotten? Was it a kind of jealousy, that Eric should choose to speak to Josh as well? 

‘What did he say?’ 

‘That’s what was so weird – there I was, in this most unbelievable place you can 

imagine; and Eric was telling me it was the most real thing I would ever experience.’ 

It sparked a memory. ‘Weland Smith was saying something like that, at the talk; 

about how our brains generate a “neural virtual reality”, a “reality-hologram” – like he 

was trying to make out that being inside the Morpheus Cave was as real as anywhere 

else…’ Yolanda stared at him. ‘But Weland Smith has been messing with our heads 

from the start. Who – or what – is he?’ 

Josh shook his head, discovered his neck was horribly tender. ‘I don’t know – a 

lot more than just a hologram made from laser beams.’ He remembered the strange 

anger that had ignited in him, staring up at the golden light gathering over the Henge; 

how it had cut away all his doubts…he decided to change the subject. ‘You said you 

thought you knew who created this place?’ 

‘Yes – I think it’s Eric…at least; he’s helping us to create it.’ At last, Yolanda 

could let go of Josh’s hand to brush away her tears. ‘I wonder if there’s another reason 

why he chose a cathedral – because of Mel; something to do with the power of belief.’ 

‘Maybe.’ Josh knew how she was struggling to come out of that dark place she 

was in. ‘My dad doesn’t have a lot of time for religion – says it’s what old men use to 

frighten little children. But he likes visiting churches; says there’s a kind of energy 

inside them, something to do with all those people coming together over the years 

hoping for something more – something to give their lives meaning. I guess Mel was 

one of those people.’ 
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Josh seemed to look straight through her. It came to her then, where she’d seen 

that look before; it was the guy in the charity shop, the one who’d given her the Pentax. 

‘It was your dad…he gave me that old camera; the one that started all this.’ 

Josh nodded, winced as he heard his neck crack. ‘I never got the chance to tell 

you. He didn’t know who you were then; it was pure chance.’ 

Yolanda pursed her lip. ‘If there is such a thing as chance, in all of this. Maybe 

Mel was right after all; maybe we ought to be looking to some higher power for help.’ 

‘Maybe. Although in this place, that might turn out to be Eric.’ 

She brightened at the thought. ‘I wonder…do you think he might have been 

responsible for creating that town me and Mel were in?’ 

‘You mean as a kind of safe haven, to hide you from Weland Smith?’ Josh 

massaged his hand. It was throbbing. 

Yolanda took it, examined his knuckles. ‘It’s starting to swell up – looks like 

you might have broken something. Is this what you did when you hit Paul?’ 

‘Yes. But it was worth it.’ He remembered how helpless he’d felt, watching 

Paul drag her away… He shivered. Now it was all over, he felt physically sick. 

She looked up at him sharply. ‘That’s a bit barbaric; don’t you think?’ 

‘I’m sorry?’ He tried to clear his throat, wondered if there was any water inside 

the cathedral – realized with a kind of shock that it was the first time he’d thought about 

food or drink since he’d found himself in the cellar. 

‘I mean, scruffy knight-in-trainers rescues mad-haired maiden from evil 

villain?’ Yolanda’s laugh rang hollow in her ears. She knew she should be thanking 

him; remembered that primitive, animal relief at the look in Josh’s eye as he’d faced 

Paul; that he was fighting for her. Was it embarrassment, that made her taunt him? 
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Josh didn’t rise to her bait – he understood her better now. ‘I suppose you’re 

right. Anyway, I didn’t rescue you.’ 

They looked at each other, thinking about Melissa. 

She hesitated for a long time; then asked him. ‘Would you have felt the same 

way if it had been Sam, instead of me?’ 

‘Sam?’ 

Yolanda fought to keep her tone neutral. ‘I saw you together, in the cafeteria. 

Just before Weland Smith’s talk. You looked – well, you looked pretty cosy together.’ 

‘I was looking for you. Sam was helping me.’ But Yolanda’s question hit home. 

He liked Sam a lot – he’d have risked his life just the same. But that blood-draining 

fury, that had made even Paul falter? Had that been for Yolanda alone? 

She was still waiting for an answer. 

‘I don’t think I would.’ 

They fell into awkward silence. 

Josh spotted a font at the far end of the black and white tiled floor. The alabaster 

marble was delicately carved, a ring of angels holding aloft a simple bowl. He crossed 

over, almost looked round guiltily before scooping out a handful of water. 

Yolanda handed him the carved marble cup she found on the ledge underneath. 

‘What do you think we should we do now?’ 

He walked back to the great door, tried to pull it open. Before, it had swung 

back easily; now it wouldn’t budge, even with all his weight against it. ‘That way’s 

barred to us, I suppose to protect us from what’s outside. But we can’t stay here 

forever. I wonder–’ He crossed over to the recess behind the pillars. ‘It’s here. Look.’ 

She joined him, gasped. Set into the carefully morticed stonework was a disk of 

blued steel, studded with gold. ‘It’s the portal I saw in my dreams – the same portal that 
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rescued me and Mel from Weland Smith’s talk.’ The wheel’s steel felt cold, smooth, 

unforgiving. ‘Josh, I think I understand why Eric wants me to go this way.’ 

‘To escape?’ 

She began to turn the wheel. ‘No. I don’t think it’s to escape. Josh; I’m scared – 

when Eric spoke to me in that horrible underworld, I could sense something else in his 

mind. I think that what I’ve got to face is going to be the greatest challenge of my life.’ 

* * * 

Weland Smith raised his hands to the sphere’s occluded horizon, met no resistance. 

The poisoned city vanished. 

Instead he was beneath the stars, on the summit of another hill, standing on the 

ledge he knew so well; the rocky jaw that held the tombstone teeth of the Henge. 

The black sphere hung over the time-corroded stonework. 

At last it could come to life in their imaginations… 

The ultimate irony…only they could create it – their belief make it real. 

Weland Smith stepped down from the ledge to stand beneath the lightless globe, 

in the centre of the ancient stone circle where once his worshippers had danced. 

Felt the beat of the world’s heart. Sensed how soon, their minds would be his. 

* * * 

When Michael and Mary got back Sam was sitting in the kitchen watching the 

television, her feet resting on a cushion. As soon as she saw them she reached for the 

remote and turned down the sound, her round face red with impatience.  

‘I’ve been busting for you to get back; there’s something really weird going on. 

Did you find them?’ 

Michael flexed his palm. The pain of the burn was easing now. On the way back 

in the land rover he and Mary had talked it over, agreed that there was no point in going 
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into detail with Sam about what had just happened in the park – no point in worrying 

her with things beyond their understanding, that would simply sound deranged. 

He sat down wearily at the table. ‘No, we didn’t find them. But Sam – there’s 

more to all of this than any of us could have imagined.’ 

Sam nodded excitedly. ‘I know, I know. That’s what I’ve been waiting for you 

to get back to tell you. It was in the news – sent shivers down my spine. Everyone who 

was at that talk Weland Smith gave this afternoon – apparently they’ve all vanished.’ 

Mary froze in the middle taking off her coat, turned round. ‘What do you mean, 

Sam? The talk that Yolanda and Melissa were went to?’ 

Sam twisted in her chair to face her, jabbed the standby button on the remote. 

‘Yeah; I thought there was something weird about the way they all looked when they 

came out – kind of dazed, somehow. But this is totally insane.’ 

‘They’ve just vanished? All of them?’ Through the window, Michael caught the 

first flash of a summer storm brewing over the hills. ‘I thought it was odd the way the 

police at the park suddenly upped-sticks and left…’ 

‘As far as I know it’s all of them – there’s a photo-wall of them posted up.’ Sam 

pulled her feet off the cushion, looking round for those ridiculous slipper-sock things of 

Yoley’s that Mary had found for her. She didn’t care how sore her feet were; she 

desperately needed to walk about. ‘I’m just glad you’re back; I’ve been worrying 

myself stupid that something might have happened to you too.’ 

Mary and Michael’s eyes met in the briefest moment of silence. 

Sam was pacing now, trying to ignore the pain. ‘First Yoley and Mel disappear, 

then Josh – and now this. It’s got to be something to do with the Morpheus Cave.’ 

‘Sam, there’s something else.’ Mary’s voice was unnaturally calm. ‘When we 

were in the park…Eric spoke to me.’ 
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Sam stared at her in amazement. ‘Eric? What – you mean he’s–’ 

Mary took both Sam’s hand in hers, her eyes shining. ‘Sam I don’t know how to 

explain it, but I knew it was his voice I was hearing. Yolanda was right all this time, not 

to give up hope.’ 

Sam sat down. Her mouth opening, closing again. She felt close to tears. ‘I’m 

sorry Mrs E; it’s too much – I feel like I’m going mad…though I should be getting used 

to that…’ She breathed, forced herself to calm down. Looked up at Mary and smiled. 

‘I’m really happy to hear about Eric – but I can’t begin to imagine what’s going on.’ 

‘Right now, I’m beginning to wonder exactly how Eric is involved in all of 

this.’ Michael stroked his chin. ‘Sam…we met Weland Smith tonight – whatever he is, 

he’s a lot more than just a hologram-projection devised by Fen Church.’ 

‘Michael, what are we going to do? Mary felt her hope start to fade again. 

He stood up, picked up his jacket, feeling inside for the Tarot card. ‘Monica 

Witt gave me this card for a reason; something to do with Melissa’s mother. I don’t 

know; the original Morpheus Cave technology was based on Monica Witt’s work. 

Perhaps she saw this coming; is trying to help us.’ 

He handed Mary her coat. ‘Mary, we need to get going. Sam, are you okay to 

stay? There’s still a chance that Yolanda and Josh might turn up here.’ 

‘Of course. But I’m going to need caffeine.’ Sam shuffled over to the stove. 

‘I’ve already phoned my folks, told them I’d be staying over with Yoley; but that was 

before all this other stuff started. I’ll phone them again.’ 

When Michael looked at her now she saw Josh, so clearly in his eyes. ‘Sam, if 

you need to go home, then that’s exactly what you must do.’ 

Sam set her face. ‘Not until I know what’s happened to Yoley and Josh.’  
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‘There’s coffee in the cupboard over the sink, Sam.’ Mary called to her from the 

door. ‘You know where everything is. Help yourself to anything you want.’ Mary 

paused, the memories flooding back…was it really such a short time ago, that Sam and 

Yolanda would have been planning sleepovers, and Mary would have been praying that 

between them they didn’t polish off all the ice-cream and make themselves sick? It was 

too cruel; they’d their whole lives in front of them – was this Morpheus Cave about to 

rob them of their future? Well; it would be over her dead body. 

She stepped out into the night. 

* * * 

‘You’re telling me we’ve still got to climb that far?’ 

They’d been climbing for hours, and her legs were aching. Above Yolanda the 

endless steps fluttered in the flames of the gas pipes like a parade of banners. They 

were narrow, treacherous with puddles of black water; worn as if by the passage of 

countless feet – as if the whole world once had walked this way… 

‘A lot further.’ Josh choked down his impatience. ‘This is only the first flight. 

There’s a landing, and then the stairwell starts to twist and turn and get steeper.’ He 

wondered why he was being so impatient with her; tried to turn it into a joke. ‘What’s 

the matter? Been sitting around on your backside for too long?’ 

She was about to say something, thought better of it. Where they were now was 

another form of reality; it couldn’t be physical exhaustion she was feeling – reaction 

maybe, to the shock of what had happened to Mel? 

‘But Josh, what is this staircase? I mean, I get that it’s still part of this other 

reality – but how did you find it? Did you get mind-melded like Paul, and me and Mel?’ 

‘No…’ Josh was still wondering why he’d snapped at her like that – he hadn’t 

been able to shake off this mood ever since he’d first found himself here; like a 
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pressure, waiting to explode… ‘I thought I saw something up on the Henge; a kind of 

light. But then I fell through one of those steel and gold portals.’ 

‘Yes…that’s what happened to us – when we found ourselves in that sanctuary-

town.’ Yolanda slowed her pace. ‘A polished version of the rusty hatchway I kept 

seeing in my dreams. The portals must be linked to Eric; some sort of mental block to 

lock Weland Smith out of our minds, seal off part of this virtual world. He only broke it 

because Paul was so angry with us he wanted us all to be found.’ 

‘Maybe. The cellar I was in where I first heard Eric’s voice felt like part of the 

Victorian hospital, the one that was demolished for the Biotech Park.’ 

There was so much more she wanted to ask Josh, about how he’d heard Eric. 

But he was edgy, putting distance between them. Stressed, probably – they both were. 

‘I don’t know…these stairs feel like a blurring of barriers; a path into another reality.’ 

Josh slowed his pace to let her catch up. ‘That’s the kind of stuff my dad’s 

always on about, how we’re all really part of some older, more instinctive reality; one 

we’ve forgotten about and has become hidden from us.’ 

‘He’s into all that new-age stuff, is he? I wonder…’ 

Josh looked at her. ‘You wonder what?’ 

‘That he might be right…I think my brain’s on overtime; but I’m wondering if 

this holographic virtual-reality underworld has really always been here; always been a 

part of us…some ability to step beyond ourselves that we’ve lost touch with; so now it 

feels like a spirit-reality that’s hidden from us.’ 

Josh put his hand on the wall. It was cold and damp. ‘You mean we’re doing 

this to ourselves?’ 

‘More like we’re rediscovering another way of seeing the world.’ 
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He grinned. ‘Now you’re definitely sounding like my dad. He says if you’re in 

touch with your natural self, you start to see right through the ordinary world; see it as 

an illusion – Maya, they call it in India.’ 

She explored him with her serious eyes, but for the first time she too grinned. 

‘You like your dad a lot, don’t you?’ 

It caught him out. ‘Sometimes I guess, when he’s not driving me crazy.’ He met 

her grin, surprised at how even now they could talk to each other about stuff like this – 

how her sharp mind pushed his out of its lazy hiding-places. 

Her eyes seemed not to want to meet his. ‘Josh, I just want to say…thanks.’ 

‘Why?’ 

‘For listening to me I suppose, helping me sort my head out.’ 

When they came to the next corner, the steps above were dark. Josh recognized 

the landing at once; the last gas-flame sputtering on the wall – it had been the first when 

he’d slipped down here, knocked out his breath against the wall it was set into. 

Then, there’d been a rusty steel portal set into the brickwork; waiting to 

transport him into the bowels of the Earth. 

‘It feels like we’ve reached some sort of transition-point; moving further away 

from that underworld.’ Yolanda was contemplating the steps above, now lit only by 

vague reflections from the lights below. 

‘Yoley…’ Josh was staring at the eroded brickwork of the wall ‘This is where I 

passed through the second portal. Where I saw the inside of the Morpheus Cave.’ 

‘What exactly did you see, Josh?’ Yolanda wondered why she was afraid to ask. 

He tore his eyes away from the wall to face her. Even now, he found it difficult 

to take in what he’d seen. ‘It was incredible; a steel sphere stretching for miles, filled 

with what looked like glittering gold-dust. I told you how Eric spoke to me there; he 
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said that the virtual fields of gold were the ultimate mind-artefact; that we were 

imprinted on them somehow.’ 

Yolanda froze as the vision took hold of her… 

…billions of golden suns, burning at the Earth’s heart… 

‘Yoley – you okay?’ 

‘I think so…’ she found herself unable to share her vision, even with Josh; 

unwilling to accept it… ‘In the cathedral you told me that Eric said they were the most 

real thing you’d ever experience – I wonder why?’ 

‘He said it was because it contained a deeper truth – one that our only hope lay 

in rediscovering…’ Josh was examining the worn brickwork. ‘Yoley – we should try 

and find that portal again.’ 

‘Yes, I suppose so.’ She wondered why she was suddenly so reluctant. This was 

where Eric had spoken to Josh – it should have been her leading the way… 

And after what felt like an age of fruitless searching; she wondered if it was her 

own forebodings keeping the wall so blank. She gritted her teeth – had to share the 

premonition that was eating away at her. ‘Josh…I think I know why we can’t find the 

portal…it’s because I’m afraid of what I might find. You see I’ve got this feeling – this 

fear – that I might never be able to find my way back to my old life again.’ 

He tried to make light of it. Was it his own fear, that made him avoid her eye? 

‘Yoley that can’t be right, seeing as how we’re already halfway back. Anyhow, that 

would be you and me both I guess – since we’re both trapped in here.’ 

She saw his face, felt far from reassured. ‘No. I think it’s different for me; 

something to do with what happened to Eric. At Weland Smith’s talk – when I looked 

into his eyes…it felt like he’d been waiting for me.’ She fell silent, turned to face the 

steps fluttering on up above the landing in the gaslight. 
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This time Josh let her lead. But as he followed her up the steps, he was thinking 

that there was something he hadn’t told Yolanda about – how by the portal that had led 

him to this staircase, a dead body was still decaying slowly in the dark. 

* * * 

Rain drifted, sprinkling gold under the streetlight. Mary walked quickly beside 

Michael, wondering if the emptiness of this night was because of the drizzle, or 

something more sinister. 

They passed a burnt-out rubbish bin beneath a graffiti-scrawled wall. Was it just 

her imagination; this fear she felt, walking at night through the dark streets? Her relief 

at being able to walk in the shadow of this big man? Not just in her mind…all that was 

left of the bin was a frozen lava of chemical ash – all the rubbish bins were plastic now; 

anything more substantial too attractive a target for vandalism and theft. 

But it was the graffiti on the ancient stone walls that hurt her most; masonry that 

had seen the world pass by for hundreds of years, defaced with cheap spray-paint. 

Could it be that the ancient town itself was crying out in pain? Calling on the likes of 

Weland Smith for help? And now, was that plea at last being answered – a dark, 

irresistible retribution growing, ready to engulf the inhabitants of the town? 

Mary tried to shake off the fanciful notion; moved closer to Michael. 

They turned onto the narrow street where Emmy lived, built up on the steep hill, 

looking over the roofs of the street below. Emmy Queille, Melissa’s mother, had moved 

only once in the time that Mary had known her; whether by necessity or choice Mary 

had no idea; but the move seemed to change little in her life, and was quickly forgotten 

– it was even the same type of small terraced house, with a tiny front garden. A quiet, 

unremarkable location for the psychic furnace being stoked there – Mary had no doubt 
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that Emmy had a talent for what she did; people came from all over the country – even 

from abroad – for her channellings. 

When they got near to the house Mary could see that the front door was wide 

open; the house in darkness. ‘She must be out looking for Melissa.’ Her mind torn 

apart with fear for her daughter; her imagination exploring the darkest corners of her 

nightmares… Was it such a short time ago, that Mary had felt that same nausea in her 

gut; that awful sickening of her whole being? 

‘I’m not so sure.’ Michael pointed to the end of the hallway, where light 

escaped from under a closed door. He knocked on the open front door and called out, 

but there was no response. Mary followed him in. The hallway was lit only by the 

streetlight beyond; bare-boarded and unremarkable, the stairs at the end narrow. Mary 

had gone upstairs once, when Yolanda had been visiting Melissa; seen in the corner of 

Melissa’s bedroom the small dresser laid out with white cloth, silver cross and bible – 

trying to salt a different flavour into the clairvoyant cauldron simmering below. 

At the end of the hall was the closed door under which Michael had spotted the 

light. It wavered uncertainly, as if from a candle. Mary knocked on the door, called out 

again; at last, hesitating, turned the handle. The door opened onto a bead curtain, 

catching fragments of candlelight – these were no ordinary beads; each strand of the 

curtain had been carefully threaded with small crystals of amethyst. 

The curtain clattered back behind her as she stepped through. The room was in 

shadow; it might have been the dining room once. Now it felt empty – the spirits Emmy 

Queille sought to commune with waiting in the shadows beyond the darkly polished 

table. On the table a single candle burned in a plain glass goblet-bowl – perhaps an old-

fashioned goldfish bowl, Mary wondered; apt metaphor for a night when they had 

become pawns in some greater game, trapped by forces beyond their control. 
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Fluttering in the candlelight were two Tarot cards, laid face down on the table. 

There was no mistaking the way that they’d been set out; spaced apart, waiting for the 

third card to be laid between to complete the spread. 

Last of all, and with a kind of shock – although in a way she’d known that she 

would be in here – Mary saw Emmy Queille. Perhaps it was the black shawl Emmy had 

pulled around her head that made her so invisible; or perhaps the way she was sitting 

away from the table, as if afraid of what was on it – joining the shadows that were to 

witness what must happen here. 

‘Emmy?’ Mary couldn’t really make out her face, but sensed the fear that held 

her so still and silent.  

‘You brought it?’ Emmy Queille’s voice was high like her daughter’s; but it 

lacked Melissa’s strident certainty. Her tone was querulous, fearful. Her face was like 

her daughter’s as well; fine-boned, ascetic; but while Melissa’s was so quick to flush, 

Emmy’s face had somehow shrunken in on itself, as if sapped of some vital life-force. 

Mary realized that Emmy was not addressing her – she was talking to Michael. 

All he could do in answer was to take the Fool’s card from his pocket, lay it face-up 

between the other two – there seemed little point in laying it face down. Everything felt 

so unreal; he himself moving as if in a trance. 

When she saw the Fool’s card Emmy Queille shivered, pulled her shawl tighter. 

For the first time, Mary noticed how cold the room was – or had it just grown suddenly 

colder? 

‘Emmy,’ Mary spoke gently. ‘You know that Melissa is missing?’ 

‘Yes.’ Emmy Queille held up her hands, as if trying to defend herself from 

some invisible enemy. ‘It nearly destroyed me, waiting for this night.’ 
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Michael sat down. In Emmy’s presence, he felt somehow weakened. ‘Melissa 

has got herself mixed up with this Morpheus cave. You’ve heard about it?’ 

But Emmy Queille said nothing, just edged away from him as if afraid.  

Mary asked in a whisper ‘you’ve been waiting for us? You knew we’d come?’ 

Emmy gestured to the two empty chairs set around the table. ‘For eight years 

I’ve waited,’ she tugged at the shawl again, ‘ever since the night we tried to contact 

Eric together. When I got home I cut the Fool back into my Tarot deck, but the next day 

when I fanned the deck it had disappeared. I was told that there would come a night 

when the card would be returned; that it would be the night my daughter was lost to me 

– the night of the final breaking of the storm.’ 

Mary sat down beside Michael. ‘Told? Told by who?’ She tried to recall the 

details of that night. But it was so soon after Eric’s disappearance; everything had been 

a blur – a chaotic kaleidoscope spinning too fast. 

Emmy put out her finger, as if to touch the Fool’s card; changed her mind. ‘By 

someone who since that night has been my most valuable spirit-guide. It was in a way 

inevitable, that there would be a price to pay for that good fortune; the spirit-world will 

always seek balance. Someone you knew quite well; her name was Monica Witt.’ 

‘Monica Witt?’ Mary shook her head. ‘But – we met her, just this afternoon.’ 

‘Mary, I’m not exactly sure what we saw, this afternoon.’ Michael paled. ‘And 

the way she disappeared in that cellar; like she was a–’ 

‘An apparition – a ghost?’ Mary looked sharply at him. ‘But – she phoned me, 

remember, to arrange the meeting.’ 

‘Or you thought she did.’ Emmy Queille put her hand on Mary’s. It felt fragile, 

lukewarm; hardly reassuring; but somehow it gave Mary strength. ‘Spirits manifest in 

many ways; chosen for reasons only they understand. Monica Witt told me herself how 
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she died – eight years ago, just after Eric disappeared. She was riddled with guilt about 

what had happened to him, and was trying to enter the place you call the Morpheus 

cave. It destroyed her mind; left her trapped in hellish chaos. But she was rescued.’ 

‘Rescued by who?’ 

‘By your son, Eric.’ Emmy Queille held up her hand to stay Mary’s flood of 

questions. ‘I understand it no better than that. But now she must be careful how she 

manifests in our world. Always, he is searching for her.’ 

‘Who?’ Mary asked, though she dreaded the answer. 

‘Him.’ Emmy tapped her fingernail on the table under the Fool’s card, still 

refusing to touch it. ‘That’s why she chose me to read her Tarot; she sensed in me that 

same ability your son had; to build a bridge between minds.’ 

Mary listened to Emmy with growing amazement. Eight years ago – perhaps 

even yesterday; she might have dismissed what she was hearing as deranged nonsense. 

Now she was hanging on every word. She looked at the two cards Emmy had laid out; 

face down, on their backs Ying and Yang symbols, entwined in a snake curled into a 

figure-of-eight. ‘Monica Witt wants you to perform a Tarot reading?’ 

Emmy shook her head. ‘No, not me. I was instructed only to cut the pack, and 

lay out the first and third cards for a simple three-card spread; past, present and future. 

These two cards I’ve already laid out are past and future. The present, the second card, 

was always predetermined of course – the return of the Fool.’ 

‘But – if you’re not going to perform the reading, then who is?’ 

As if in answer, Emmy Queille stiffened, her eyes glazing. At first Mary 

thought she was having some kind of fit; but then the candle in the bowl flickered, the 

room suddenly colder. 

‘I am.’ 
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Michael watched Emmy’s lips moving, but heard the voice in stunned silence. 

He was hearing it in his head; like he had when Weland Smith had spoken to him. Only 

it wasn’t Weland Smith who was speaking, it was a woman’s voice; familiar – crisp, 

with a slight accent. Was it really only this afternoon he’d heard that same voice, when 

he’d faced Monica Witt in that damp cellar? 

‘Monica?’ Mary asked in an awed whisper. ‘Is it really you? I don’t understand; 

are you speaking to us from inside the Morpheus Cave?’ 

‘No. It is no longer safe to use that medium. But the boundary between us is not 

as impenetrable as some believe, and a scientist must make best use of the channels 

available. The Tarot is such a medium; a psychic tool to link our worlds. An encrypted 

code, if you like.’ 

Her hand moving with a liquidity that seemed its own, Emmy Queille turned 

over the first card. Mary saw that it depicted a tall building, like a castle tower, with an 

eye in the sky above it. The building was collapsing, and people were falling from it 

into what appeared to be a monstrous mouth, from which poured stylised fire. 

‘What does it mean?’ Mary asked. To her, the card looked decidedly ominous. 

‘The Tower, never a welcome card; but perhaps the one most expected. The 

Tower represents our past; the destruction, greed and brutality that have led us here. It 

is the suffering of Earth itself; of a mother raped.’ 

Michael gave a start. To save the world; it’s the Earth itself, that’s crying out… 

He’d heard those words two hours ago from Weland Smith – but even as a child he’d 

felt a growing helplessness against the destruction of the natural world he saw going on 

all around him. All his life it had drained him, made others call him weak. But had it at 

last called some monstrous retribution from out of the Earth itself? 
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Monica Witt was continuing. ‘It is not just ecological disaster that the Tower 

represents – it is human tragedy; the wars, abuse and suffering inflicted by a new Dark 

Age.’ Emmy Queille placed her forefinger on the Fool’s card. ‘Which brings us to the 

present. The coming of Weland Smith.’ 

‘Who is he?’ Michael was desperate to know. ‘I – I dreamed of him.’ 

‘And he heard your call. Our own technology was our undoing – as soon as our 

imaginations could escape the boundaries of their neuronal circuitry to explore the new 

playground of digital cyberspace, so Weland Smith could escape. It was my own work 

which facilitated his manifestation; for that I bear the greatest responsibility.’ For a 

moment Monica Witt’s voice seemed to falter. Emmy Queille shivered. ‘But the Tarot 

cannot be interpreted in isolation, each card informs the other. The past brings the 

present. The Tower plays its part, in interpreting the coming of the Fool.’ 

‘You mean…we called him here to halt the ruin of the Earth?’ Michael asked. 

‘Weland Smith’s mystery has different interpretations in different cultures. 

Here, it is kept alive in the myth of Excalibur; the magic sword forged deep in the Earth 

by the greatest faerie-smith of all. The essential theme of the mystery is how such a 

weapon must always be bought at a terrible price – to prevent it spawning an even 

greater tyranny than the one it conquers. For Arthur, the price was the sacrifice of his 

son Mordred; the ending of his own bloodline. That is why the Smith must have 

elements of trickster, as well as shaman; for just as a plant attracts to itself the 

elements it needs to create its flower, so we called him into being from the elemental 

forces of our reality; a psychotic manifestation of our own collective madness. We 

allowed Weland Smith to be reborn to forge for us our new Excalibur.’ 

‘And the Morpheus Cave is the new Excalibur?’ Michael rubbed his chin, felt 

the stirrings of tomorrow’s stubble. He wondered at his own composure; listening in the 
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dark to a fairy-story told by a dead scientist via a medium. Perhaps he was simply in 

shock… ‘I don’t understand – when we entered the Morpheus Cave tonight we found 

ourselves in some kind of awful, overheated underworld. It nearly killed us.’ He could 

still feel the welt on his palm, from touching the smoking bricks of that parapet… 

‘Except it is a place where you can never die. Tonight you learned the truth; 

that the virtual world of the Morpheus Cave is but a gateway leading into the hellish 

underworld which is Weland Smith’s true realm.’ 

‘But what about Weland Smith helping the human race?’ Mary felt like she was 

clutching at straws. ‘Surely that’s what the Morpheus Cave and SITO was supposed to 

be about – a curative education programme for those most in need; those responsible 

for the breakdown of society?’ 

‘Within the realm of the truth, Weland Smith is the ultimate shape-shifter. It was 

never just the obvious few like the boy Paul whose behaviour led us to this present 

crisis, it was all of us. The SITO behavioural protocol was never designed just for those 

most obvious victims of social disintegration. The Smith offers the Morpheus Cave as 

salvation for our broken world, but for it we will pay the ultimate price.’ 

They sat appalled. Mary heard her heartbeat; the pulse that gave her life. 

‘You mean he’s going to take over our minds?’ Michael knew he was shouting 

– hadn’t this always been his greatest nightmare? ‘Can’t we do anything to stop him?’ 

There was a long pause. Emmy Queille sat frozen in her trance, as if her pale 

skin actually was made of wax. At last her lips moved again. ‘The answer to your 

question lies in my own work. It is why I called you here tonight. My research 

concerned how the brain processes the electronic signals it receives from the sense 

organs into egocentric consciousness – how we perceive ourselves as isolated from the 

world around us. To many it seemed obscure, esoteric; in a challenging climate funding 
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was difficult. I began by using sensory deprivation techniques on volunteers, but found 

that very limited. My work with the blind and deaf was more rewarding, and attracted 

the interest of the medical community. But then–’ Once more Monica Witt’s voice 

faltered ‘My real breakthrough came with Eric–’ 

Mary closed her eyes, gripped Michael’s hand. She knew Monica needed her 

forgiveness; that what happened next was up to her. And yet, still she paused... 

‘Eric was special?’ That was the smallest compensation – the least she could 

ask. Eric had always been so special to her… 

‘Very special.’ The answer came immediately. ‘That was why he attracted 

Weland Smith’s attention. Eric was unique because he had a twin sister, Yolanda. 

Because he was able to communicate with her by directly linking their minds.’  

‘Telepathy?’ Michael heard himself ask. 

‘Eric’s telepathy meant that my work allowed him to unwittingly touch the 

Smith’s world; awoke him from his long sleep in that forgotten corner of our minds.’ 

‘Eric’s trapped in his underworld?’ Michael felt Mary’s hand on his. It was icy. 

‘No. Eric’s unique ability allowed him to create a mind-block; the 

transformation of my original interfacing cone into a steel portal – steel forged by 

another in the Smith’s realm symbolizes an impenetrable barrier to him.’ 

‘He’s safe?’ Mary felt herself breathe again. 

‘Not merely safe, but working to reawaken Weland Smith to the truth.’ 

‘But what about Yolanda and Josh? Are they both lost in that underworld?’ 

Mary closed her eyes against the nightmare vision threatening to overwhelm her. 

 ‘Eric has managed to keep them hidden in the part of the Morpheus Cave 

sealed by the mind-block. They have their own journey to make.’ 

‘There’s still hope?’ Michael felt Mary’s strong hand go limp in his. 
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‘Hope is the most precious commodity of all. Which brings us to the final card. 

The future.’ 

Emmy Queille turned over the third card. Mary gasped. The final card was 

unmistakeable. A blackened skeleton, its skull encased in a dark helmet; dancing 

insanely with a scythe.  

Death. 

‘What does it mean?’ Mary asked, ‘The end?’ 

‘I of all people know that death is not the end.’ Emmy Queille smiled, and for 

an instant it transformed her face; and instead Mary saw Monica Witt sitting there. ‘The 

Death card signifies change, a complete severance with the past. But such dramatic 

transformation is not without its dangers.’ 

Mary leant forward, picked up the Death card: the snake writhing at the feet of 

the dancing skeleton; what appeared to be a fish, swimming in the background. She 

found the imagery repulsive, upsetting. But perhaps that was the point. ‘If the Fool 

represents Weland Smith, then perhaps this should be Eric’s card.’ 

‘And Yolanda’s and Josh’s, and Paul and Melissa’s. It was their role that 

Weland Smith could never predict. The Fool represents change; but it can be trumped 

by the Death card, which signals further change – and if the Fool is trumped, it means 

the chance for new beginnings.’ 

Michael stared at the card. ‘We can still turn this around?’ 

‘Yes. But you must meet Weland Smith again.’ 

‘That’s impossible!’ The burn on Michael’s palm burst into new and unbearable 

throbbing. ‘The last time nearly killed us – or worse.’ 

‘Nevertheless, it is the only way. For just as the Fool has his story, so does the 

Death card. Yolanda, Josh and the others are young; they represent the future, the 
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turning of the Earth out of this night into a new day. But now you who have shaped 

their past must also play your part.’ 

Mary saw Emmy Queille’s eye’s shine suddenly, as if filled with the unseen 

light of that new sun. ‘It is in the story of the Death Card that the greatest mystery lies, 

and your greatest challenge. The greatest sacrifice is yet to come.’ 

Then the unreal shine in Emmy Queille’s eyes died, and the candle burned 

bright again. Monica Witt was gone; Emmy back with them in the room, rubbing her 

eyes and asking in a croaking voice for a glass of water. 

Mary held the Death card, Monica Witt’s final words still ringing in her ears: 

The greatest sacrifice is yet to come… 

* * * 

An encrypted code indeed… 

Weland Smith stood at the heart of the Henge, his thoughts entwined with the 

Tarot reading being performed at Emmy Queille’s house.  

Entwined but not integrated; the scientist Monica Witt had stepped beyond his 

reach, her Tarot code unbreakable. But there was one mind there open to him. Michael 

had always been the most vulnerable; repulsed by, yet helplessly attracted to, the 

barbarian strength incarnated in the legend of Weland Smith. 

From within Michael’s imagination Weland Smith extracted the picture of 

another room, in another house: an upstairs study, overlooking the street. Beneath the 

desk, a loose floorboard. Tucked between the joist and the outside wall, the roll of 

oilcloth containing the second mind artefact. And in Michael’s mind, the germ of fear 

needed to activate it. 

* * * 

Paul was falling. 
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Fingers of smoke rushed up to snatch at his face – were whipped away. He was 

trapped in an embrace, Melissa still clinging to him – or was it he who clung to her? 

Together they saw the black water loom suddenly far too large. 

Paul woke to find himself flat on his back on a painfully hard and uneven 

surface. When he opened his eyes it didn’t help – the sky above as dark as the world 

behind his closed eyelids. He tried to sit up – cried out. He’d grown unused to pain, 

since Weland Smith had powered him up with that golden lightning-storm. 

He was alive. 

But where was he? And how had he got here? He was wet, cold, aching all over. 

Maybe that was giving him half the answer; wherever he’d landed, he was no longer 

powered-up with super-strength like he had been – had he escaped from Weland 

Smith’s underworld? Something to do with that tidal river Weland Smith had been on 

about – he’d somehow managed to survive that fall; been washed up onto the bank? 

But where was Melissa? She’d pushed him over the parapet, dug in her nails 

and clung on like an insane alley-cat. Until they hit the water. He wasn’t going to lose 

her now. They’d got stuff– 

Paul pushed himself up onto his elbows. The river was hidden; just the sense of 

an immense sliding in the night – Paul imagined its depths, its fierce tidal currents 

pulling him down. He was on a wharf, near a bridge, could just make out the outlines of 

barges moored alongside. It was the smell of the sea that had brought him round; an 

overpowering stench of rotting river-mud. But despite the changes, Paul knew where he 

was: the pedestrian area of the town – hideously transformed. 

Paul stared at the black water sliding past. Weland Smith had talked about the 

tidal river as being a gateway; a psychic link between his underworld and the real 

world, something to do with Yoley’s brother Eric drowning in this river – how her 
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mum’s grief had created a psychic undercurrent that might pull them back. It had 

brought him here – not back to the town he knew, but to this grotesque no-man’s-land. 

Paul wasn’t stupid – hadn’t earned his nickname of “Snake” just by sliding 

behind people without them noticing – it was his mind as well, he could wind round 

things. Weland Smith was using him – he’d been brought into the Cave for a reason. 

Was it to end up here, in this place? If so, why? 

And then there was Melissa… 

Paul sat up, spat out the taste of rotting river-mud. Mel might be an evangelical 

basket-case, but she was also a misfit – an outcast just like him. Had Mel also been 

brought into the Morpheus Cave for a reason? 

He tried to wring the water out of his clothes, pulling at the wet jeans clinging to 

his legs. He needed to wring the water out of his head, as well…he thought he’d 

recognized where he was – now saw it was completely changed. Like this old wharf; 

like the pedestrian area down by the river, but the barges silted up with mud, stinking of 

something rotten, washed up from the sea – the air gone bad; suffocating the town. This 

wasn’t Weland Smith’s world; it felt more like a kind of no-man’s-land – still 

connected to it in some way; some reflective edge, where that overheated underworld 

could fuse with its mirror-image, the daylit world above. 

Paul rubbed his face, as if it still tingled from Melissa’s slap. 

This was all her fault. 

Something moved – the briefest changing of the shadows behind him on the 

wharf, where steps led up from the wooden jetty onto the bridge. 

Wherever he was, he wasn’t alone… 

* * * 

‘This was your escape-plan?’ 
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They’d reached the top of the staircase at last, were staring at the damp-black 

brick wall. Yolanda sat down on the top step, uncaring of the water soaking through her 

jeans. Her legs were trembling, aching so much they would barely move – which was 

ridiculous; because these pathetic things must be some kind of virtual-legs… 

Josh was studying the wall. ‘This is the place; I remember this landing fanning 

out in a semicircle. It’s definitely where I started; the portal should be right about 

there.’ He pointed hopelessly at the unbroken barrier of brickwork facing him. 

‘Josh, you’re not thinking it through.’ Yolanda was quietly narked about the 

effortless way he’d bounded ahead up the steps, left her struggling along behind. But 

she was beginning to see the link between her uncooperative virtual-legs and the 

disappearance of Josh’s portal. ‘This is the Morpheus Cave, remember. We can’t expect 

anything just to be. There’s got to be a reason why the portal you came through isn’t 

here now – just as there was a reason the portal appeared for you on the other landing, 

letting you see the inside of the Morpheus Cave.’ 

‘Why? What reason?’ 

‘I think this portal’s not there because I don’t want it to be there.’ 

‘That’s crazy.’ He sat down beside her. ‘We just climbed all this way to escape.’ 

‘I know. But I’m scared witless of what I’ll find on the other side. Josh, you 

remember how Eric told you that the Morpheus Cave was the most real thing you’d 

ever experience?’ 

‘What about it?’ 

Yolanda touched the stone step. It felt so hard…solid. ‘When I was first 

integrated into the Cave it was terrifying. I felt like I’d suddenly gotten too…too fine 

somehow, for the world to hold me anymore; that the particles the universe was made 

out of were grown too big, and I was falling though them, like through a sieve. I 
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remember we were talking in neurobiology about the latest theory, that our universe is a 

hologram projected from the event horizon at its boundary; how our brains integrate 

sensory input in the same way a hologram is constructed, processing nerve signals to 

construct external reality. I think it’s got something to do that Self-Induced-Time-Out 

experience Weland Smith was explaining in his talk.’ 

‘I thought that SITO behavioural stuff was supposed to mean that virtual time 

spent in the Morpheus Cave was instantaneous in real-time?’ 

‘That’s the whole point.’ Yolanda shook her head wearily. ‘You said yourself 

that you only found your way into the Cave the night after the talk; a good ten hours 

after me and Mel disappeared. And what about Paul? How long has he been missing?’ 

It was Josh’s turn to helplessly shake his head. 

Josh…have you ever heard of Renee Descartes?’ 

‘The “I think therefore I am” guy?’ He wondered at her – only she could be 

thinking about philosophy at a time like this.  

‘He had this idea that if a demon had trapped your brain inside a box and was in 

charge of all the inputs and outputs – controlling what you thought was real; you might 

never know.’ 

‘Well there’s no demons down here.’ he pretended humour; put his hand over 

hers ‘Unless you include Weland Smith.’ 

‘You’re missing the point. Down here we are brains-in-a-box – the Morpheus 

Cave. What if Weland Smith is the demon manipulating our input; playing with us?’ 

She fought not to let the fear take control… ‘I don’t know what he is; but one thing I 

think he was right about – I think we’re down here to learn something about ourselves.’ 

She laid her hand on Josh’s arm, needing to find it solid, strong beneath his jacket. 

Physical contact had never been easy for her, but now she’d find herself wanting to 
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hold his arm – even wanting him to hold her…she wondered if it was because he’d 

come all that way to find her, or because he’d fought Paul to protect her. 

Wondered if soon, they might not be able to touch at all. ‘Josh, what exactly 

have I become? What has the Morpheus Cave turned me into?’ 

He’d never heard her sound so helpless, put his arm around her. She didn’t 

resist, rested her head on his shoulder. It was the closest they’d ever come. They sat for 

a long time, neither knowing what to say, neither wanting to move. 

At last she breathed deep, pulled away. ‘What are we going to do?’  

‘Yoley, I really don’t know. I guess you’re right; down here we’ve only got our 

own stuff to guide us. I remember – I was staring at the wall, and couldn’t see the 

portal. Eric told me I had to want to find it.’ 

Yolanda stood up, approached the wall. Felt its brickwork, running her 

fingertips through the slime. ‘That was how it was in that town where Eric hid us from 

Weland Smith; like I was feeling it somewhere deep down, appreciating it. The colours 

brighter, everything more real – it made me kind of fizz inside. I guess that’s why Mel 

thought she was in heaven. Maybe you’re right; I just need to keep remembering why I 

want to go back; to see my mum again, tell her about Eric, that he’s still alive.’ She 

thought about the way her mum’s face would come alive, when she learned the truth. 

Her fingers snagged; instead of damp-slicked brickwork, caught on the abrasive 

surface of rusted metal. She jerked her hand away. 

They stood unable to move. At last, Josh spoke. ‘Are you ready for this?’ 

‘No – of course not.’ It was her turn to pretend humour. But her terror bared her 

face; stripped away the layers of her adulthood to expose that part of her which had 

never grown. ‘Josh, hold my hand.’ 
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Together, they faced the wall; held onto each other as tight as they could – as if 

sheer physical strength was all they had left, against the forces trying to separate them. 

Watched the gold-studded steel disk blossom in the wall’s damp brickwork. 

* * * 

Sam was in the kitchen drinking coffee, listening to the rain beating down outside. She 

was waiting for Mary and Michael to come back – they’d been gone ages. She was 

watching the news channel; but now it was just the same items endlessly recycled – she 

couldn’t believe how all these so-called experts could still be so pro Fen Church and the 

Morpheus Cave; despite the highly suspicious way everyone who’d been at Weland 

Smith’s talk had mysteriously disappeared – all still talking themselves up into a 

feeding-frenzy of fear about kids out of control, roaming the streets in feral packs; 

repeating the Fen Church sales-slogan like it was a mantra to cast out demons: 

 

“Remember, the Morpheus Cave can create the world we deserve.” 

 

Just buy the dream…Sam turned down the sound, looked around for something to take 

her mind off it; saw Yolanda’s rucksack in the corner, her biology essay stuffed in a 

side-pocket. She shuffled the pages out onto the table, started to read. Yoley wouldn’t 

mind; they were always sharing their college-stuff, bouncing ideas off each other. 

Jesus Bells! But the little minx was bright! 

“In philosophical terms, the theory of evolution can never disprove the 

creationist agenda. Creationism is something science is simply not equipped to 

investigate. If the Faceless Creator of a lifeless planet decides one morning to “press the 

reset button”, and make instead a world teeming with life, complete with its own 
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evolutionary history and fossil record; the scientists, (who of course would also have 

been newly created that morning), would simply never know. 

But from the point of view of the science, this doesn’t really matter. It is in its 

practical application that evolution theory comes alive; and this is what biologists are 

interested in. Science is about what’s actually there; and while scientists can speculate 

about what might be beyond their reach, in the end they can only investigate what they 

actually find. The rules of chemistry and physics are still the same, however they came 

about.” 

Sam put the paper down, glanced up at the television. It was a news-item she’d 

seen at least twice before; Talking Heads telling each other how the Morpheus Cave 

could provide the ultimate consumer society; how its virtual world would offer a new 

freedom – the freedom do anything you wanted, to have whatever you wanted. 

Unlimited consumption, offered guilt-free in virtual form. 

Sam wanted to bang the table. Wasn’t this just what she’d been instinctively 

rebelling against ever since she was old enough to see the world beyond her garden 

wall? And not just her; wasn’t that what all the riots had really been about? Even if the 

kids themselves didn’t understand what they doing; when they’d trashed those shops, 

hadn’t they’d also been trashing all the values that made people waste their lives 

slaving at pointless little jobs just to waste their money on slickly marketed rubbish? 

And yet these so-clever TV Heads just didn’t get it – in their enthusiasm for 

their Brave New World, they seemed to have already forgotten the original promises 

made to justify the Morpheus Cave: of Self-Induced-Time-Out, of people learning to 

build a better world. It was like they’d all become brainwashed by their own fear…she 

began to wonder; had all that stuff about SITO, about being given the time to reflect on 

your life, only ever been an empty promise? 
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Sam shivered. Sometime soon, they were going to “press the reset button”; 

recreate the World in some unimaginable virtual form. 

She shivered again. Maybe it was tiredness – the strain of waiting; but it felt to 

her like the room had suddenly got colder. Like her grandpa used to say; like somebody 

had just climbed out of a grave. 

* * * 

Yolanda knew she was no longer in the Morpheus Cave. 

She was standing in a familiar brick alcove, one she’d haunted for so long in her 

dreams; the shadowed recess set into the wall of the railway tunnel. Josh had 

disappeared. The emptiness ate at her; she opened her mouth to call for him, stopped – 

what else, might her voice summon out of this night? 

Or was it finding out the truth, that she was afraid of? 

She set her jaw, followed the tracks to where the streetlight exposed the cavity 

of the tunnel’s mouth; came out into the night and breathed again. It looked the same; 

the mesh of the security fence slicing up the streetlight, stretching its shadow-grid down 

the embankment. Had the whole thing just been a massive hallucination – the talk at 

college, finding herself in the Morpheus Cave with Mel, meeting Josh? Maybe the 

encephalogram in the neurobiology assessment had messed with her head somehow, 

fried her brain, and really it was still last night, and none of it had really happened. 

But then the fear hit her again – something was wrong; something about the 

quality of the light…not just too dim; more like somebody had turned down the 

contrast, made her eyes too weak. So feeble, compared to that vibrant green light in 

Eric’s town in the Morpheus Cave – it had penetrated her whole being; made her feel 

alive. Here there was none of that fizz of appreciation; only fear. 
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It was fanciful – nerves; but she couldn’t shake it off. Maybe she’d been in the 

Morpheus Cave too long and it had affected her eyes. But wasn’t that just it? Being in 

Eric’s town had given her a taste of something she knew had been missing from her 

life; something she’d been given glimpses of with those flashes of heightened senses, 

like when she’d walked in the meadow by the river in the week after Eric’s death. An 

insight into some deeper truth…like Sam said about those kids in the riots; how really 

they’d been looking for something, buried so deep they didn’t even know they were 

looking for it; the plastic imaginations of youth desperately reaching out into the 

unknown, like those distorted shadows on the embankment. Even someone like Paul… 

Only now for her, that search had become more than just a desire; it was a need, 

as vital as oxygen for her lungs. That was the source of her fear – how a part of her 

would simply die, if she stayed out here too long. Was it something to do with all that 

stuff she’d been talking to Josh about – something to do not just with virtual reality, but 

with the nature of the universe itself? 

Josh…the tightness in her chest when she thought of him was a new need; alien, 

uncomfortable. But it reminded her of those others she loved; her mum, Sam. Were 

they were all back in the house right now, waiting for her? She had to go on. She 

struggled up the slope, found the place where they’d cut through the fence. Was it 

really only last night she’d come here with Josh, a pair of pliers in her rucksack? 

When she came out into the street she couldn’t dismiss the hollowing in her gut; 

everything was too faded, dull…the yellow of the lights, the red of the warning sign 

beside the fence; even the grey of the tarmac. Was it really her that was fading? 

Become too tenuous for this world? 

She so nearly home… 
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Rain was falling in the deserted street, scattering gold under the streetlamps. 

She walked quickly, trying not to think about how the light-filled raindrops somehow 

failed to touch her; at last mounted the steps to the garden gate. Her hand trembled on 

the latch, her mind filled with all the things so dear to her; her bedroom cluttered with 

all her stuff, cooking smells from the kitchen. Her mum, at the end of a long day in her 

studio, sitting at the big table with a cup of herb tea. 

Yolanda took a deep breath. She was home. 

She stood outside the kitchen for a long time; at last grasped the handle, opened 

the door. It was only then, that she understood why she’d been so afraid. The kitchen 

was deserted. It seemed to her to be in darkness; and yet, her eyes could see the lights 

burning. But their light seemed to go nowhere; have no substance. All the colour and 

contrast drained away; everything dull, lifeless. Someone had taken her biology essay 

out of her rucksack, left it on the table next to a cup of coffee. The coffee was still hot; 

she could see the steam rising from it, even feel its heat. But she knew that if she tried 

to drink the coffee it wouldn’t warm her; it would give her no sustenance. 

She couldn’t bear to stay in the room; crossed to the stairs. Even the fear had 

left her now; her emotions drained away like the colour and the light. Just a longing for 

what should have been, but somehow no longer was. She climbed slowly, finally 

reached the top landing – so familiar; yet now so alien. Two doors led off, into the two 

attic bedrooms. One had been Eric’s room; the other, larger room was hers. It was her 

bedroom door, which proved the hardest of all for her to open. Inside, it was as if loss 

itself had focussed her eye; she found she saw it all more clearly than ever she had – as 

if she’d become as Eric had been; without senses, driven only by her memories of what 

should have been. Everything demanding of her attention because the moment it went 
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out of her mind it would be lost. She understood now how Eric must have lived his life; 

each moment joined to the next only by memory. 

Was it only her memories, that were keeping her here? Feelings for the intimate 

trivia of her life – her photographs on the walls; her battered laptop covered with 

stickers on her desk, and on the shelf her collection of rocks and fossils that she’d been 

amassing since she was a tot; fascinated for as long as she could remember by the 

mystery of the deep Earth, cast long ago in the cooling of the magma. And by the 

fossils that had collected above; the layered imprints of worlds now lost forever. 

She studied her face in the mirror above the sink; relieved to find it unchanged – 

the same face that had stared back at her for as long as she could remember. Not a 

beautiful face at all, with its hamster-cheeks and arched nose, her mouth too small and 

her forehead too high, lost under her wild hair – like a Gorgon with staring eyes; her 

hair a writhing mass of snakes. Except her eyes were her best feature; even she had to 

admit that. Limpid-brown, wide, gazing thoughtfully back. Her serious brown eyes, 

which she shared with Eric; now seeing a world that existed only as memories; imprints 

on her softening imagination. 

When she saw the Pentax hanging on the back of her chair everything changed 

again; the camera alone stood out as real, bright and stark. This camera, which had 

given life to her strange journey to find Eric; it alone simply was; as if it too now 

belonged to another world. 

It was only then that it really hit home – how she couldn’t stay here. Sadness 

welled up; there was so much to leave behind. But she couldn’t stay; like trying to stay 

underwater too long, this painful swimmer’s breath must soon be drawn from her. 

But where would she go? 
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She closed her bedroom door carefully behind her – a kind of parting ritual. 

Eric’s bedroom was on the opposite side of the landing. Her mum came up each day to 

clean and dust, and sit on his empty bed and cry. But for Yolanda this had always been 

Eric’s room. She’d known he wasn’t gone forever like her mum thought; simply 

someplace else, just beyond reach. 

Eric’s wasn’t the typical bedroom of a ten-year-old boy; no posters on the walls, 

no footballs and computer-games. It was still filled with his stuff – memories of their 

life together. Lots of things to touch and feel; his Lego, which had been one of their 

favourites, which when they’d played together she’d watch his face come alive with 

laughter. They’d spend hours together up here, building towers and towns, and 

sometimes simply competing to construct strange and bizarre shapes. 

Eric’s bed was under the window. She’d half-wondered if she’d find him sitting 

on it now, waiting for her – hoped for that, against all hope. 

Something made her glance out of the window. Eric’s bedroom was at the front 

of the house, looked out onto the rows of houses rising up to the castle above: so many 

times she’d tried to describe the castle to him in their finger-tapping language. 

But now instead of the castle, a bright-coloured beacon shone on the hill; that 

same cathedral which in the Morpheus Cave had been their sanctuary. In all his time 

here Eric could never see the castle – had he always instead imagined this pinnacle of 

coloured light, shining on the hill above him? 

And seeing it, Yolanda knew she could at last let go of that hurting swimmer’s 

breath; knew that when she walked for the last time from this house, another form of 

sanctuary awaited her. 

* * * 

‘Has she come back?’ 
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Josh was at the kitchen door, wild-eyed and soaking wet. The rain was harder 

now; lacing threads down the window, jumping from a blocked gutter. 

‘Josh, thank God – are you okay?’ Sam was packing Yolanda’s essay back into 

her rucksack. She pushed herself up – if anything her feet felt sorer now than they had 

when she’d first got back. But she’d not been able to settle since she’d felt that 

unnatural cold; been pottering about the kitchen clearing up, making more coffee. 

‘Has she come back?’ He repeated, ‘Have you seen her?’ 

‘Yoley?’ Sam switched from sympathy-mode to full attention. Something big 

must have happened; it wasn’t just that he was wild-eyed and dripping wet – there was 

something else; a change in him. ‘No, she hasn’t. Josh, what’s happened to you? Did 

you find her?’ 

The way Josh looked at her said more than any words. She could see that 

whatever he’d been through, it had changed him. Left him exhausted and confused, 

shivering while the water ran off him onto the tiled floor; but also somehow grown, 

another dimension to him – as if instead of a few hours, he’d been gone a lifetime. Sam 

looked up at him with opening eyes, drawn by a part of herself that she’d never have 

exposed to the old Josh. 

He searched her face, as if not quite able to believe that she was real. ‘Yes, I 

found her. We came back together; but now I’ve lost her.’ 

‘Came back from where? Josh, there’s been so much going on – I scoured the 

park for you, and everyone’s been out looking for you.’ 

Josh sank down into a chair, rubbing his mouth – the mannerism reminded Sam 

of Michael when he’d been sitting at this same table, only a couple of hours ago. He 

was staring at her coffee, so she pushed it across. He gulped it down as if in a trance. 

‘Sam, I’ve been inside the Morpheus Cave.’ 
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‘You’ve actually been inside the Cave? But…you’ve been gone for hours – I 

thought all that stuff about SITO meant that being in the Cave was supposed to be 

instantaneous – you know; virtual time?’ 

‘So did I. But Sam, the Morpheus Cave isn’t what people think–’ 

‘I know,’ Sam interrupted excitedly, ‘Josh, it’s not just you and Yoley – 

everybody who went to Weland Smith’s talk has just disappeared into thin air. And 

there’s weird stuff been happening to me – and to Yoley’s mum, and your dad.’ 

Josh looked at her sharply. ‘My dad? He’s been here?’ 

‘Looking for you; he should be back soon. But Josh, where did you go when we 

got to the park? Inside the Fen Church building? Is that where the Morpheus Cave is?’ 

‘No.’ He hesitated. ‘It’s God-knows how far underground, and it’s huge. I came 

out–’ he hesitated again. ‘I found myself in the rail tunnel.’ 

‘The rail tunnel?’ Sam was confused. ‘You went down there looking for her?’ 

‘No. I came out there – it’s too difficult to explain.’ Josh put his hand on hers. 

‘Sam, what’s going on in the Morpheus Cave is mind-blowing. But if she could, I know 

Yoley would try to come back here.’ 

‘Josh, I’ve been sitting right here all night.’ Sam showed him her feet, swathed 

in the slipper-socks. ‘They got pretty messed up, running back across the hills.’ 

‘Well, is there anything you can think of – you know, anything unusual?’ 

Sam saw the desperation in his eye. ‘There was one thing…just before you got 

here. A feeling of the room going really cold, for no reason; like a ghost had passed 

through. How you might imagine the opposite of somebody actually being there – 

sucking all the warmth and life out of the room. I got the sense of whatever-it-was 

crossing the room to the stairs. I put it down to being so hyped up.’ 
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Josh looked at her like he was drowning, pushed his chair back and fled 

upstairs. Sam struggled after him, skidding painfully across the tiles in the slipper-

socks. When she finally made it to the top floor Josh was in Yolanda’s bedroom, staring 

out of the window. 

‘She’s gone, Sam. I can feel it.’ He sounded like his life had just ended. 

‘What do you mean? Gone where?’ Sam sat down on the bed. 

‘I don’t know. Maybe she never really left the Morpheus Cave. I feel like I’m 

going mad – right now, that might be a relief.’ 

He was folding his hands together, like he was trying to pray but had forgotten 

how. But then he froze; staring at the Pentax camera hanging on the chair by the desk. 

‘That camera started all this. There’s something about it...’ He pulled the camera off the 

back of the chair. ‘Maybe it can help me find her. Sam – I’ve got to go.’ 

‘But – aren’t you going to wait for Mary and your dad to get back?’ 

But Josh was already leaping down the stairs. Sam heard the kitchen door slam. 

She knew there was no hope of her following; sat on the bed trying to make sense of it 

all. Perhaps he was right; he was starting to lose his mind. Maybe they all were… 

 

Josh ran down the patio steps, out through the back gate into the street. It was empty. 

He stood in the pouring rain, trying to think. The Morpheus Cave had claimed Yolanda, 

in some way he didn’t understand…he’d gone through the portal with her, emerged into 

the railway tunnel clutching for her hand, only to find it gone. 

The rail tunnel. That was where it had all started. With the Pentax flash – 

illuminating the heat-blued steel portal of her dreams… 

He clutched the camera. It was his only hope. 
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He crossed the footbridge over the embankment; the night growing darker away 

from the streetlights. As he entered the footpath he thought he heard something in the 

bushes – a cold breath passed over him, drawing the heat from his body. Sam said she’d 

felt something similar; an absence of warmth – like a ghost. His throat tightened. Was 

that what Yoley had become? A ghost trapped just beyond his reach, drawing warmth 

from the living – feeding off their memories?  

As if in answer the shadows seemed to thicken again; the floodlit castle walls 

that until then had reared above him retreating into darkness. The lights of the town 

grew dim; streetlights reduced to pinpricks no longer able to hold back the night; the 

only illumination a soundless detonation of distant summer lighting. 

He’d reached the blank concrete face of the road-bridge, where they’d cut 

through the security fence – last night they’d lain here together, taking it in turns to use 

the pliers. But now something was wrong; when he explored the fence the mesh was 

intact – he wondered if he’d got the wrong place, searched in vain along the fence, right 

up to the graffiti-covered concrete buttress of the road above.  

The triangular hole they’d worked so hard to cut was gone. 

And there was something else wrong – he could hear running water. It seemed 

to be coming from below; in the shadows at the bottom of the embankment. Josh 

peered through the fence, but could see nothing. Then a distant speck of streetlight 

kindled a reflection below him – the railway line? Josh watched the reflection splinter 

and spread out, carried on ripples of moving water… 

In what had been the railway cutting a river was now running under the hill. 

It took him a moment to take it in…his way to the portal was blocked. 

The rain had dwindled to a warm drizzle. At last Josh tore his gaze away from 

the black water. He looked up at the sky. There were no stars. If anything, the night was 
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darker than it had been before. He wondered what to do – where to go. He couldn’t 

stand here all night; but there were no clues here, to lead him to Yolanda.  

Defeated, he slowly retraced his steps across the footbridge. The trees over the 

embankment seemed leafless in the dark; their branches brittle. But it was only when he 

came out into the lane beyond that it hit him – the town had changed. And yet…was 

still somehow recognizable as the lane leading up to Yoley’s house. Maybe not so 

much changed…more like he was able to see it differently – notice things that maybe 

he’d missed before. Like how the brickwork of the houses was warped; how the lane 

felt narrower; an alley hemmed in by rough-hewn stone walls – how the night had 

poisoned the trees, drained them of life and colour. 

Where he was now wasn’t part of the Morpheus Cave – he felt like he was in a 

trance; lost in a borderland between the world he’d known beneath the sun and the sky, 

and that rock-roofed, overheated underworld. This was part of some older town…like 

the old cellar below the Fen Church building, a layer of history that until tonight had 

lain buried beyond recall. His body tingled – with fear, but also new hope…was Yoley 

here too; lost in this unreal world? Was this what she’d been so afraid of? 

He remembered Yolanda talking to him on the long climb up the staircase about 

the true nature of the Morpheus Cave; still held in his mind the picture of her climbing 

faster up the wet stairs as she talked, drawing energy from the excitement of her own 

thoughts – telling him how whatever else the Morpheus Cave might be; for them it 

really was a place of learning. 

Was it really only two days ago he’d first met her by the mulberry tree; been so 

wary of the power of her mind? Only two days since the flash of this Pentax camera 

slung now from his shoulder had shone a light which had changed their world forever? 
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The Pentax…it struck him then – if she was lost here, might she try to find her 

way back to the darkroom at the college where her negatives were hung, to seek some 

clue from them? It was the faintest hope – but any hope was better than none… 

He walked on with fresh purpose. The alleyway seemed to swallow him – fear 

numbed his mind, became a reflex of darting eyes and starting limbs. But a still greater 

fear drove him on…he’d learned from Yoley in the Morpheus Cave what it was like to 

truly share the imagination of another; knew that if he refused this challenge, he’d 

regret it for the rest of his life. As he walked he saw in the shadows a rougher, cruder 

handiwork – its smell bitter; the hot stink of that underworld fashioned deep in the 

Earth. And here what few trees remained looked dead; their leaves dry and brittle. 

His footfalls echoed in the narrow alley. Far above he could still make out the 

contours of the town he knew; wedge-shapes of shadow rising up the hill, cutting the 

night sky. They grew over him as he walked – for this alleyway was doing what should 

have been impossible; walking from the footbridge up towards the castle, he felt like he 

was descending; into a dark, distorted reflection of the town, buried in the rocky 

foundations of the hill. The ramshackle houses seem to meet over his head, joining the 

two sides of the alleyway and turning it into a tunnel, so that he no longer knew if he 

was above or below ground – as if the prehistory of the town, instead of compacting 

down to serve as foundations for the new, was instead hollowing out again; the rock 

growing porous with the fossilized warrens of the past. 

Perhaps this distorted shadow of the world he’d lived in had always been here; 

buried not just in his mind, but in the minds of everyone who lived so carelessly under 

the sun; a psychic residue of all the pain they caused each other; these alleyways he was 

walking down grotesque parodies of the familiar passages of the town above. Josh 

shook his head; his mind was overheating – he was starting to think like Yoley… 
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It was a relief to come out at last onto the playing field at the rear of the college. 

But the square lines of the college blocks were gone, twisted into what looked like a 

gothic prison. Only the photography studio was unchanged – an oasis in an alien 

moonscape of insanity. Instinctively Josh headed for it, hope speeding his footsteps. 

He crossed the courtyard, edged open the darkroom door. Inside, the heavy 

curtain had been thrown back. He wondered if this was how Yolanda had left it – 

rushing out to find him, tell him about her latest discovery. 

The photograph of the rail tunnel was still lying on the lightbox. At least…the 

arched brickwork was unmistakeably that of the tunnel; but the bright rails where gone; 

the whole lower half of the tunnel had been filled in by what looked like water – and 

just above the waterline, was the unmistakeable steel hatch of the portal. But there was 

something else – a shadow thrown against the brickwork. 

A shadow that looked suspiciously like Paul’s. 

* * * 

Mary was dreaming. Fallen asleep at the end of the strangest, most frightening day of 

her life. The day she’d found her son again, and lost her daughter. 

They’d walked back in silence from Emmy Queille’s, heard only the whisper of 

the rain as it washed the town. When they’d got home Sam had greeted them excitedly, 

telling them how Josh had come back, taken Yolanda’s Pentax and rushed out again 

into the night. Michael and Mary had looked at each other with dawning horror, run 

upstairs to Yolanda’s room. 

The camera was gone. 

Michael had left at once for the rail tunnel. 

Sam was worn out; Mary had seen no point in trying to explain; worrying her 

with things she would find bizarre and incomprehensible. Instead she’d helped her 
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upstairs, tucked her up in Yolanda’s bed with camomile tea. It was only when Mary had 

gone into her own room and sat down on the bed, that the despair had truly hit her. 

But she was too exhausted to think anymore – at last let the world slip away… 

Two children she didn’t recognize were playing in a walled garden. They were 

naked – but it didn’t matter; the garden walls were high, and they were safe. The grass 

was soft under their bare feet, and they giggled as they ran through the flowers, 

dodging between the bushes, darting from sight under blossom-laden trees. They 

stopped at last, laughing and panting, to fill their tummies – for as well as brightly 

coloured blossoms, the trees and bushes were heavy with sweet fruits and berries. Mary 

felt a warmth in her own belly, that there should be such a safe place in the world for 

children to play. 

Then she saw the snake. It was hiding in the grass, but was growing larger and 

stronger all the time; soon, it would grow too large to hide. Mary wondered what was 

making it grow – but then she realized with a kind of horror that it was the children 

themselves; that they were growing up fast, becoming awkward with each other, shy of 

their own nakedness. This perfect garden was no longer big enough; they too needed to 

grow. 

At last they saw the snake, and both screamed. They ran round the wall, the 

snake chasing them, herding them. Then they saw it; the escape they’d been seeking. 

In the wall was a round steel door, highly polished, inset with golden orbs. 

Mary woke up, understood at last what she must do. 

* * * 

Josh had wondered about the coincidence of Yolanda finding the Pentax in his dad’s 

shop; the mysterious camera that had lit their path into the Morpheus Cave. 
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Now as he stood in the darkroom, staring at the Paul’s shadowy outline in the 

photograph, he was wondering if any of it had ever been coincidence. He’d seen for 

himself how the Pentax could strip aside the virtual camouflage of the Morpheus Cave; 

was it now showing him that Paul was here, waiting for him in the rail tunnel? 

Except that in this shadowy no-man’s-land the rail tunnel was transformed; 

filled with black water, become the conduit for an underground river. 

* * * 

Michael stood on the edge of the embankment, staring down into the shadows. The cuts 

Josh and Yolanda had made in the security fence gleamed in the night – as he examined 

the triangular gap he couldn’t deny a grudging respect; wondered if he’d have had the 

nerve to do the same at Josh’s age. He smiled – maybe he would, for a girl… 

His son might be down there. 

He studied the shadows around the tunnel’s entrance; bent down, steeled 

himself to push through the hole they’d cut. Stopped. 

This was crazy. 

Michael shook his head – what if a train came while he was inside the tunnel? 

Anyway, maybe Josh had good reason for taking the camera; maybe something had 

happened since the séance – it was all crazy: wandering about in the middle of the night 

looking for a camera just because a delusional medium had told him it was important… 

All that really mattered was finding his son. 

‘Josh?’ Michael’s call was absorbed into the strange silence of this night. 

The silence thickened; like the quiet that falls before a lightning-strike. 

Was his own fear bringing the prickle of static over his skin? Or something 

else…something he could see flickering in the tunnel’s mouth – the discordant arcing 

of electricity inside. It became more frenzied, building for a discharge. Michael 
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wondered if it was caused by a fault in the electric rail – knew in his heart that there 

could be no such simple, sane, explanation. 

The lightning-bolt lit the embankment – bushes and trees caught out, Michael 

himself for an instant frozen; turned into a statue of pure light. 

The whole world petrified in a light as silent as the night itself. 

Then it was over. And as the shadows returned everything was changed again. 

The triangular hole in the fence was gone – disappeared as if it had never existed. 

Michael wondered if it ever had…he shook the unyielding mesh, rattling the razor wire 

along the top. There was no way now for him to get into the tunnel, even he’d had the 

courage. Almost, it felt like a relief – except that he’d failed; betrayed his own son. 

Abandoned Josh to a night that seemed bent on engulfing them all. 

* * * 

Josh knew that somehow, he was going to have to explore the rail tunnel again, despite 

the river now flowing through it. As he emerged from the photography studio it hit him 

again how everything was now so grotesquely transformed; the science-block beyond 

the courtyard turned into a gothic gaol, its once open-plan windows shrunk to slits 

recessed in the thick walls. This college, meant to be a place where minds could grow, 

had become instead a symbol of their oppression. 

‘Josh!’ 

His name was hissed in the night. He looked up to see a face at a window above 

his head; could just make out the mop of red hair. 

‘Carrot-Top?’ It was the student he’d quizzed in the hall after Weland Smith’s 

talk. ‘Are you stuck?’ Josh was whispering as well – they were trapped together in a 

nightmare come alive; their fear feeding off each other. 
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‘Locked in this stone coffin. But it ain’t just that, Jay-boy; it’s like my head’s 

turning to stone too, like I’d rather be kept safely locked away.’ Carrot-Top’s old spark 

crept back. ‘I never thought I’d admit it, but I’m glad to see you – Jay, I’m scared.’ 

And you’re right to be scared. Sam had told him how the entire audience at the 

talk – Weland Smith’s so-called “Genesis Group” – had vanished. 

‘Is anybody else in there with you?’ 

‘Yeah…I think it’s all of us who were at that talk about the Morpheus Cave. But 

it’s like we’re afraid of each other now – or afraid if we talk someone might hear us.’ 

Josh fell silent too, shocked to see this cocky loud-mouth afraid of his own 

shadow. He found his voice at last. ‘Hang on. I’ll see if I can see a way in.’ 

But there was to be no door into Carrot-Top’s world. The walls were thick, 

made of some black, glasslike rock; the surface unbroken but for the window-slits. Josh 

peered through one of the ground-floor slits into a large hall. It was lit by gas brackets – 

versions of those same naked gas-grills he’d seen before, in the Morpheus Cave. The 

walls were lined from floor to high ceiling with dusty bookcases; an enormous library, 

but to Josh it felt more like a mausoleum. Beneath the window a young man hooded in 

a dull-coloured coat was sitting at a desk, staring at the book open in front of him. Josh 

recognized him; one of the computer-geeks who’d been at Weland Smith’s talk. He was 

struggling to read by the light of the flaming torches, but Josh could see that the pages 

of his book were blank. 

But what sent Josh cold was that as the gas flames flickered he saw through him 

– and then, that he was not alone; that the whole hall was filled with wraiths like him; 

trapped here, frantically struggling to comprehend books which no longer held any 

meaning. Was that to be their fate? Wraiths, forced to endure this bizarre distortion of 

the student-lives they’d led before? 
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Josh stood back, looking up again for Carrot-Top’s window. But it was gone 

now, along with all the others including the one onto the library – the walls turned to 

blank stone; as if the building was petrifying into a solid block of black glass; absorbed 

into the dark earth, weighed down under countless layers of rock. Josh was numb – 

these were the friends he’d shared his life with; all those trivial things that at the time 

had seemed to matter so much… 

But he must stay focussed. 

Before, there’d been playing fields behind the college; beyond them the nature 

reserve that led to the towpath along the river – it had been their short-cut into town; the 

riverside walk that led through the town. It was the quickest way to the meadows at the 

bottom of the lane by the railway cutting that led to Yoley’s house. But the playing 

fields were gone now; transformed into what looked like wild forest… 

Josh surveyed it hopelessly; the only alternative was back the way he’d come; 

and it felt like this whole borderland was sinking into some sort of psychic abyss. He 

couldn’t let himself become entombed like the others – he had to reach the rail tunnel, 

use the Pentax flash to find the portal into the Morpheus Cave. 

He’d made his choice…he felt calmer now, walked steadily towards the wild 

forest. Close-up, he could see how the trees were stiff, brittle – as if they too had been 

turned to stone. But the familiar footpath was gone; he was soon lost under the trees.  

Then gaslight flared in the shadows ahead; its restless beacon casting a tunnel of 

molten copper through the trees. It made him wonder – had this world just reformed 

around the decision he’d made? Given him this flickering orange path? 

He stepped into the light; praying that this path would lead him to Yolanda. 

* * * 

‘I don’t know if they were my children. I didn’t recognize them.’ 
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Mary was in the kitchen drinking coffee, retelling her dream to Michael. ‘But 

it’s strange, how dreams can make things seem so clear.’ She stared at the brown pool 

in her mug. The steam reminded her of the smoke rising from Weland Smith’s 

underground city. ‘I can’t help feeling that Monica Witt had a hand in it somehow – 

like she needed me to understand.’ 

Michael was grateful for the coffee – even more for her company. He’d just 

finished telling Mary about his experience at the railway embankment – the silent 

lightning-strike; the uncanny disappearance of the hole Josh and Yolanda had cut in the 

security fence. He was beginning to wonder if the whole thing had been another 

hallucination… After his failure to get down into the tunnel he’d gone home, but found 

no sign of Josh there. His house had felt empty…cold. 

It was a relief to talk about something else. ‘Monica Witt was trying to tell you 

something?’  

Mary nodded, hearing again Monica Witt’s final words… 

‘The greatest sacrifice is yet to come.’ 

At last, Michael probed her silence. ‘Your dream sounds like a version of the 

Adam and Eve story from Genesis.’ 

Mary’s hair was still unbound, falling in a brown riot. She smoothed it away 

from her eyes. ‘It was about why they left the Garden of Eden. The version in the bible 

has never really made sense to me, and now I can see why – how the whole thing about 

original sin got twisted up in the politics of religion. The fig leaf is the key – the reason 

those children had to leave their garden was because they were outgrowing it. They 

were becoming adults; but afraid to leave the security of the home they’d known all 

their lives. In the end it was the damage they were doing to their own development – 
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represented by their fear of the snake – that forced them to leave. They weren’t driven 

out; they had to gather the courage to drive themselves out.’ 

‘But what has all this got to do with Weland Smith and the Morpheus Cave?’ 

‘That’s what Monica Witt needed me to understand. Because my dream wasn’t 

just about two children; it was about all of us. You see the Excalibur myth is also about 

creating a new Garden of Eden – Camelot. This Earth was our Garden of Eden. We 

should be outgrowing it, emerging from our chrysalis to discover the world beyond our 

purely material needs. Instead we remain stubbornly childish, bent on reducing our 

Garden of Eden to an overheated wasteland. Monica called Weland Smith’s 

manifestation an act of collective madness, and she was right. You see Weland Smith is 

the snake who’s finally going to drive us out.’ 

‘But according to Monica Witt; that’s his great deception – it’s not going to be 

some new Camelot he’s offering; instead he’ll imprison us all in his own virtual version 

of hell.’ Michael struggled to rid his mind of the awful sulphurous stench of that place; 

its unbearable heat. 

Mary was silent for a long time. ‘Michael, remember you told me the legend of 

Weland Smith, how he killed the children of the king who’d imprisoned him?’ 

‘Yes; he fashioned their skulls into cups and returned them as a gift. Why?’ 

‘Because that’s what Monica Witt was trying to tell me in my dream; how the 

only way for us to escape the Morpheus Cave is through our own sacrifice.’ Mary put 

down her coffee. ‘Which is why I’ve got to meet him again.’ 

Michael heard his own mug hit the table. He was terrified by what he saw in 

Mary’s face – a resolve that gave it an almost manic glow. ‘Meet Weland Smith? But 

Mary, why?’ 
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Seeing his fear was to hold up a mirror to her own. ‘Because I’ve got to help 

him to find Eric.’ 

* * * 

The gas-flames burnished their tunnel under the tangle of dead branches. Beyond was a 

void dark enough to hold any terror Josh’s imagination cared to invent. He moved 

quickly, not daring to turn; afraid of what might he might find staring back at him from 

out of the shadows. 

He emerged from the forest at last, found himself once again by the river. 

Reaching Yolanda’s house might prove easier than he’d feared – the towpath too was 

illuminated with those same bare gas-pipes that had lit his way through the forest. Their 

uncertain flames aroused the barges to a watery, trembling half-life. 

Was this to be his route? Josh knew he’d found no other… 

He walked on. Beyond the gaslight the town was lost to the night. Only the 

towpath seemed unchanged, apart from the gaslights. It still led under the bridge, on the 

far side following the river’s bend around the watermeadows – now an unexplored 

wilderness of shadows. 

He came at last to the paved inlet at the bottom of Yolanda’s lane, where in 

another world the river had fed the outdoor swimming pool. Now the pool was gone; 

instead a rusted cistern fed water into a lock where flat-bottomed punts were moored, 

their shadows jumping in the sputtering flame of a high gas-mast. Josh wondered at that 

gas-mast; it seemed like a beacon – but he could see from the movement of the river 

beyond the lock how fierce its tidal currents were; so what was point of having an 

anchorage here? 
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From the towpath Josh could see now how the canal in the embankment joined 

the river just below the lock, on the far side of the lane. To search the tunnel, he was 

going to have to use one of the punts. 

The punts were more like small flat-bottomed barges, built of rough planks 

caulked together with oozing black tar – in keeping with this place, but watertight 

enough. Unhooking the mooring-loop from its bollard took but a moment, but as he 

stepped in he felt the boat move on the water more violently than it should – as if in this 

reality he’d grown heavier. 

Maybe it was just nerves, inexperience. He’d never used a heavy boat like this; 

only canoes and inflatable dinghies, upriver above the watermeadows, drifting on the 

gentle summer currents. This was the middle of the night, and the tide was fierce. 

He found a paddle under the seat, pushed away from the shore. Narrow gates, 

barely the width of the punt, connected the lock with the river – the lock was filled and 

the gates opened; as if some unseen hand had already prepared for his exit. 

Beyond the shelter of the lock the heavy punt immediately began to swing in the 

current. Josh moved to the front, tried to paddle towards the canal cutting, but the punt 

tipped sideways and shipped water. With a kind of abstract horror he realized that the 

punt was spinning out of control, being swept away into the night. 

It seemed pure chance that the punt should suddenly lurch sideways, close 

enough to the bank for Josh to catch hold of one of the iron rings projecting from the 

wooden piles that underpinned the towpath; used them as handholds to negotiate the 

difficult manoeuvre into the mouth of the tributary which flowed into the tunnel. 

He hauled with all his strength against the current – at last swung the punt into 

the calmer waters of the tributary. Something caught his foot – the punt’s rocking had 

dislodged a second paddle from under the seat. He propped it in the bow. Once in the 
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canal he found it easier to paddle, though even here a gentle swell kept swinging the 

flat-bottomed boat broadside. When he reached the mouth of the tunnel he found iron 

rings again set into the brickwork, this time threaded with a thick rope. 

The rope was needed; it was impossible to paddle under the curving brickwork 

of the tunnel; the only way to navigate was by pulling the punt along hand-over-hand. 

Even so Josh feared it would swing broadside, jam itself across the tunnel – but 

somehow the boat seemed easier to control here, hugging the wall. 

He tried to work out how many steps he’d taken when he walked in here with 

Yolanda, translate that into hand-pulls along the rope; but it was all just guesswork. 

He took out the Pentax, pressed the shutter-release. 

The flash threw the damp-blackened brickwork into relief. Rearing out of the 

wall in front of him, just above the waterline, was the round iron portal, its gold studs 

gleaming against the burnished blue steel. 

And by the light of the Pentax he saw why the punt had not been swept away 

down the river, or swung sideways across the tunnel. Sitting in the back was Paul. 

* * * 

“The castle. An hour.” 

Mary read the text message one last time, switched off her phone. She let out 

her breath – realized she’d been holding it for a very long time. It was only when she 

tried to put the phone down on the kitchen table she saw how her hand was shaking. 

She’d wondered how to contact Weland Smith – in their world he was 

immaterial; a hologram conjured from virtual reality. She’d wondered about using the 

laptop, searching the Internet for some cyberspace link to the Morpheus Cave. In the 

end she’d rung the Fen Church building, left a message on the answer-phone. 
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Then she’d sat and waited. Almost immediately the phone had buzzed. Four 

words – the most terrifying text message she’d ever received. 

She couldn’t read Michael’s expression. He hadn’t tried to talk her out of it; 

hadn’t even asked her what exactly she was planning to do when she did meet Weland 

Smith. In one way she was grateful – might have lost her nerve altogether. 

But she was worried; he was on autopilot – a thousand miles away; staring at 

nothing, clinging to his coffee mug. She wondered if he was thinking about his own 

dream; of that night he’d dreamt of Weland Smith. 

She tried to engage him. ‘I wonder why he chose the castle instead of the Fen 

Church building? It seems an odd choice, and I think there’s a storm’s coming. I don’t 

know – I feel like I’m going mad; beyond understanding the reason for anything.’ 

Michael felt like he was going mad as well. His chest had tightened when he’d 

heard the text arrive – and yet at the same time he’d felt a strange sense of release. He 

was trapped – wanted to run, hide; knew he couldn’t. Maybe Mary’s intuition was the 

only weapon they had left. He looked out of the window. The rain was easing, but she 

was right – a storm was coming; electricity stiffening the air. 

It reminded him of another place where the air was thick with sulphur… 

Mary knew exactly where he was: she too could still feel the choking heat of 

that awful underground city… ‘Michael–’ His face seemed suddenly so much older. 

‘Michael…I was thinking about that dream you had, about Weland Smith and the 

Morpheus Cave. I’m worrying that he’s got some special link with you – I don’t know, 

like those people in his Genesis Group that have disappeared; some way he can tune 

into your mind. It might be safer if you didn’t come.’ 

His eyes thanked her. ‘Let you go alone? You know I’d never do that.’ 
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As he clutched his coffee Michael wondered again where Josh might be. Lost in 

that awful place – and yet, still so close that they might almost touch. In some strange 

way the warmth of the mug seemed to bring Josh’s own warmth into the room; soothed 

the scalding memory of that parapet, the smell of coffee driving away the noxious 

sulphur. Michael had always hoped that Josh would grow into the man he’d never quite 

been able to be. Perhaps in the end that was the only meaning of life – that those you 

nurtured, fed from your own soul, should become more than you could have imagined. 

The butterfly, emerging at last from its chrysalis. 

Maybe Mary’s instinct was right; his fate and Weland Smith’s had always 

somehow been bound together. But it was the thought of his son at the mercy of 

Weland Smith that made him steel himself for something he’d never thought himself 

capable of. 

He stood up. ‘We should get going.’ 

Mary looked up surprised – most of all by this sudden change in him. ‘We don’t 

need to go yet. We’ve got an hour; the castle’s only a ten minute walk.’ 

Michael put his hands on her – wondered if it was to reassure himself that she 

was still solid, real. He desperately wanted to pull her to him – catch her by surprise as 

his lips hungrily sought hers. It wasn’t the right time; there was too much else to think 

about – but was that really why he hesitated? Or because of a far deeper cowardice that 

had eaten away at him ever since he’d first met Mary…that the doubts that had plagued 

him since he’d been on the Henge that solstice night, the dream he’d endured; were 

because of her…that on that solstice night, Weland Smith himself had somehow 

foreseen their coming together; how one day it might lead him to Eric and Yolanda… 
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Michael let her go, wondering if he was indeed going mad – tried to sound 

businesslike again. ‘I want to stop off at my place first, check again for Josh. And I 

need to pick something up.’ 

She looked up at him, strangely off-balanced. He was going through his own 

personal hell, just as she was…but were they in danger of generating their own kind of 

electric storm? 

‘Michael–’ she stopped; this was not the time. ‘I’d better go and wake Sam up. 

It’s a shame to disturb her, but she’d better be down here just in case Yolanda does 

come back.’ Mary started up the stairs. She didn’t know if it was the change in Michael 

or her brief sleep, or simply fear of what she was planning to do; but her exhaustion had 

evaporated. 

* * * 

“The more astute amongst you may have been wondering how, even within the virtual 

world of the Morpheus Cave, it is possible to produce the phenomenon known as Self-

Induced Time-Out, or SITO: in fact the virtual freezing of time.” 

 

The skilfully-tuned resonance of Weland Smith’s voice boomed from synthesisers in 

the holographic projection facility on the top floor of the chequered Fen Church 

building. The final broadcast was being looped out; Weland Smith’s solid, reassuring 

performance scrolling through the monitors spaced around the light-absorbent walls. 

On the hilltop far above, the expanding horizon of darkness raced over the land, 

its shadow sucking the warmth from all it touched; grass withering, trees stiffening, 

their leaves ready to crumble at the first breath of wind. But under that shadow there 

was no wind – as if the air itself had died. 
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Weland Smith contemplated the perfect storm gathering over the town; a 

pregnant silence swollen with the future, troubling every mind affected by the 

Morpheus Cave. But of course it was their own minds which were creating it: in their 

fear of the future they’d drawn him from a place in their minds so neglected that it was 

filled now only with the fearsome shadows of their own ignorance – even ready to 

accept the surreal enormity of what he was about to do to them. 

Fear had always been the key. 

And the rule of fear would begin here, tonight; petrifying this town, freezing it 

in stone. The integration of the Genesis Group would initiate the final phase; and as the 

nucleus of enraptured imaginations grew steadily larger, the horizon of shadow would 

spread like a plague, racing exponentially across the Earth. 

 

His warm brogue resonated from the speakers… 

“Of course what we are really talking about is the creation of ‘two-speed’ time, 

rather like a motorway’s fast and slow lane; what we might call ‘normal time’ being 

slowed down in comparison to SITO-time. The material manifestation of consciousness 

is of course the brain itself. Now, for time to be frozen within the biological brain the 

electrochemical signals generated by the neurones will have to be temporarily switched 

off; while for the consciousness, already downloaded into the virtual world of the Cave, 

“virtual-time” will apparently continue to pass normally. But how can we switch off the 

brain, without causing permanent brain-death? By drastically reducing its temperature, 

sucking all of the heat out of the neural network – only for a fleeting instant of course; 

any longer would prove fatal. But how to achieve this effect?” 

 

Scrolling sequentially through the screens, his virtual avatar paused for dramatic effect. 
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“Strangely enough, it will be by the energy-draining effect of the Morpheus Cave itself: 

the power of the mind.” Again the image paused – this time to hide a smile… “The 

phenomenon the wireless connection of the Morpheus Cave makes use of is one well-

recorded by spiritualist-investigators; the experience of so-called ‘cold-spots’ when an 

earth-bound spirit is present. These are caused by the draining of EMF energy from the 

so-called ‘ghost frequencies’, which lie between the microwave and radio bands – 

leading to a bleeding of energy from the infrared, as electro-magnetic energy rushes in 

to compensate, to try to fill the energy-vacuum.” 

 

The avatar squared his shoulders, adopted a school-masterly tone. 

 

“Now; what is a ghost? It is by definition an earth-bound spirit – exactly as the 

disembodied minds entering the virtual world of the Morpheus Cave will remain earth-

bound.” 

 

And so, he’d finally spelt it out for them; their fate, what they would become. Virtual 

ghosts, haunting their own brains; their souls buried forever beneath the ground… 

 

“As the complex neuronal patterns which hold a person’s consciousness are interfaced 

with the Morpheus Cave, so for a timeless instant the cold of the void will permeate the 

brain, achieving an absence of warmth never before experienced: slowing its activity to 

zero and holding its neural network frozen in virtual-time.” 
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...And so would be catalysed the ending of their neural existence…deletion of their 

consciousness for a timeless instant from the face of the Earth – to live instead in 

virtual perpetuity within the Morpheus Cave. It would be the perfect symbolic ending; 

the world they were destroying entombing them forever in a virtual hell… 

 

“Remember: with the Morpheus Cave we can create the world we deserve.” 

 

As his deep voice rolled out the Morpheus Cave’s familiar catchphrase, his image faded 

on the screens, replaced by the Fen Church golden-heart logo. He turned away. It was 

their own technology that had first let him escape from the prison of their minds – 

given him the opportunity to condition their neural networks by manipulating the 

abundance of digital waves with which they’d polluted the ether; entranced them into 

accepting the creation of the Morpheus Cave. 

And once trapped within its virtual world, they would have all the time in the 

world to learn of his true nature… 

But first, there was the small matter of the gun. 

* * * 

When Michael and Mary left the house the rain had stopped and the wind had died. But 

a storm was gathering; the weight of cloud seemed to crush the air, making it difficult 

to breathe. Mary looked up. It seemed impossible for the sky to hold so much, and yet 

for the air around them to be so – so lifeless… 

Michael walked quickly ahead of her – something was different about him now; 

some change she didn’t understand. It was as if he could already feel the shadow of the 

Morpheus Cave over him, knew there was no escape. She wondered again about that 
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electricity which had passed between them just now in the kitchen; but this was no time 

to probe such a minefield. 

Michael took out his phone, his thumb on the key to turn it on – changed his 

mind, dropped it back into his pocket. More than anything he wanted to call Josh, but 

found he didn’t dare; terrified that if Josh was hiding somewhere in that half-real world 

he’d glimpsed, then sending such a signal might somehow draw Weland Smith to him. 

For as long as Michael could remember he’d been paranoid about the radiation 

that was increasingly saturating the air from television, mobile phones, the internet and 

all the rest; permeating the brains of every living being – been ridiculed by his more 

technophile friends. But it brought no satisfaction to see his fears made real. For years 

the digital emissions had been conditioning their brains…he knew that now… 

They turned into his street. Michael quickened his pace – only just stopped 

himself running. Would he find Josh in the kitchen, building one of his huge 

sandwiches? Or chilling out in front of the TV?  Anything ordinary – everyday. Safe. 

But even as Michael opened the front door he knew it was a foolish hope. The 

shadows were eloquent in their silence as he stared into them. When he flicked the 

switch the electric light was somehow diluted, as if his eyes were no longer properly 

adjusted to its wavelengths. It was uncanny, frightening – luckily it was gone in an 

instant; but Michael wondered if Mary was right – if he was already beginning to slip 

into that other world. 

It shocked him, just how much he missed his son.  

‘Michael?’ 

Mary made him jump. He’d been so far away… ‘There’s something I need to do 

– something I need to check upstairs.’ His study overlooked the street. Michael pushed 
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his desk aside and pulled up the piece of loose floorboard underneath. Tucked between 

the joist and the outside wall was a roll of dark oilcloth. 

It had haunted Michael ever since he’d first found it outside the charity shop, 

the day after he’d found the Pentax; left outside the door in an old holdall just like the 

camera. He’d scooped the holdall up as he’d unlocked for the day, hadn’t bothered to 

look inside – people were always leaving stuff in the doorway. A week later he’d come 

across it again in the storeroom – he’d forgotten all about it. 

And that was the problem; how could he explain not reporting this, straight 

away? Michael unfolded the oilcloth, lifted out the old-fashioned service revolver. 

When he’d finally figured out how to snap it open, he’d discovered it was still loaded 

with five brass cartridges, brightly polished – as if made of gold. 

It didn’t help, that when he’d been younger he’d had his own run-ins with the 

law; minor drug-stuff, and a caution that summer he’d spent in the Peace Convoy. 

Michael had worried for a long time about what to do about the gun; in the end he’d 

hidden it under the floorboards and done his best to forget about it. Until now. 

Now it felt comforting in his hand, as he began to wonder if it wasn’t all starting 

to make an awful, insane kind of sense – that there might have only ever been one way, 

to stop Weland Smith. 

He sat staring at the revolver, thinking about what he might have to do. At last 

he dropped it into his coat pocket, replaced the floorboard and pulled the desk back. He 

wondered what he’d say, if Mary asked him what he’d been doing – if he’d have the 

courage to tell her the truth, or if he’d keep his secret until…until what? What exactly 

was he thinking? 

That there had only ever been one way, to save them all from that hell. 
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When Michael came downstairs Mary didn’t ask. Perhaps she was too 

preoccupied with her fear for Yolanda; that if he chose to keep secrets it was his own 

affair – they were each finding their own way, to confront their demons. 

She opened the door, surveyed the clouds, stiff with the coming storm. ‘We 

must hurry. We’re going to be late.’ 

* * * 

‘You’ve got to give me the camera.’ 

Paul’s face shone deathly white. He sat in the back of the boat, keeping very 

still. It was several seconds now since Josh had triggered the Pentax’s flashgun, but its 

light still resonated in the tunnel; a brilliance that refused to die. 

‘You must let me have it.’ 

Josh clasped the Pentax protectively – this was Snake; the most disturbed, 

disturbing person he knew. Josh was as afraid of him now as he had been when they’d 

first met on the footpath…and his fist was still sore from their fight in Weland Smith’s 

underground city. 

But it wasn’t just fear of Paul that was unnerving him…it was fear of what he 

might have to do to win this last battle; fear of that murderous, barbarian fury conjured 

by his own helplessness – fear that to defeat Paul, he might first have to turn into him. 

Paul was holding the sides of the boat, as if afraid of the black water sliding 

beneath them. Behind him in the recessed wall, the gold studs shone yellow against the 

blue steel of the portal. They were frozen in a tableau; Paul seated in the stern, Josh 

standing in the bow of the boat, clinging onto the rope strung along the wall. The 

current was stronger inside the tunnel and the rope wet, awkward to grip. 

‘Why do you want it so badly?’ Josh tensed, ready for the struggle. 

‘There’s someone I need to find.’ Paul surprised him. 
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‘Who?’ 

‘Mel. We’ve unfinished business.’ For a moment the old Paul slipped from 

behind the mask. 

‘You think the camera will help you find Melissa?’ Josh was playing for time – 

but it didn’t make the question any less important. 

‘I reckon.’ Paul nodded ‘Same as it helped me find you. I couldn’t see you in 

this shadow-town. I could still feel you though…somewhere near enough to follow.’ If 

Paul sensed Josh’s fear, he didn’t let on. ‘That camera shifted us together.’ 

By reprogramming the Morpheus Cave? Josh knew he had to get away – with 

the camera; he needed it to find Yolanda. He felt behind him for the paddle he’d 

propped in the bow, gripped its handle behind his back. 

Knew he’d only have one chance. 

Josh felt it boiling up inside him – that helpless fury he’d felt as Paul had begun 

to drag Yolanda away into the bushes. Beyond the blood-roar of his rage he could hear 

Paul still talking; and despite himself, he was still listening… 

‘The way she slapped me woke me up – my dad used to slap me around when I 

was a kid, but that was just kinda numbing, put my head in a different space – made me 

want to laugh. This was different, like I could really feel it. Like it made her real, not 

just some Facebook-clone hiding in her pretend-life screen-crap. I’ve always seen 

through all that stuff – spent my life polishing the act. Trouble is, you end up 

wondering who the hell you really are.’ 

Paul was leaning forward, his whole body-language asking to be listened to. 

Despite everything Josh felt himself relaxing, his grip on the paddle loosening. He 

realized far too late how stupid he’d been. 

Paul hit him. All this time, he’d been holding the other paddle behind his back. 
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From the bottom of the boat with his mouth hurting and his ears ringing, Josh 

could just hear Paul’s voice. ‘Sorry about that. But the world’s going to hell anyway.’ 

Josh was dazed, but not out. As Paul reach forward for the camera Josh grabbed 

his jacket, pulled as hard as he could – hoping to unbalance Paul; trip him over the side. 

It didn’t work. Instead the whole punt reared up, water pouring over the side. For a 

moment they hung, each clinging to the camera – then their combined weight pushed 

the punt away.  

The black water closed over them. 

Below the surface the current was fierce; pulling them down – their plunge 

seemed to go on forever, the water impossibly deep. Or were they already swept 

beyond the tunnel; whisked away into some wilder cataract? 

The water surprised him – impenetrably dark, but neither hot nor cold; matching 

his blood-temperature exactly. They were blind; caught in a weightless limbo, carried 

into the unknown with only each other to cling on to. 

It was only then that Josh realized – the Pentax was gone; swallowed by the 

churning water. The loss of the camera had barely registered when the turbulence threw 

them to the surface. Josh knew at once where they were, though it seemed insane that 

they could have got here so quickly: the sulphurous stink of Weland Smith’s 

underworld was unmistakeable. 

Ahead of them was the smoking pyre of his town. The black water swept them 

into the culvert that cut into its very heart, past the parapet where Paul and Mel had 

fallen – as if they were reliving that moment, frozen in time. 

The world lurched again. 

He lost Paul – they were torn apart, swept in different directions. Josh was being 

sucked down; caught in the current of an enormous drain set in the foundations of the 
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hill; spun around but a hand’s-breadth from the circular wall – it was only when he was 

spat from the other end in a spray of water, that Josh saw how the drain had been 

carved through what looked like black glass… 

He hit something, the breath pushed out of him. He was lying on a hard, smooth 

surface; when he looked up saw he was on a ledge at the extremity of the circular outlet 

of the drain – a perfectly round tunnel cut through the black glass. It was dry now; as if 

the black water which had so brutally borne him here was no more than a mirage. 

The ledge was perched like a balcony on a great cliff of this black glass; the 

cliff-top lost in shadow; far below ending on the bank of a river so wide it was 

impossible to see its far side – the water spewing gouts of steam before plunging down 

in a waterfall so vast his mind struggled to accept its dimensions; churned into a fog 

which rose in a black mushroom-cloud over the valley. 

But it wasn’t the rising banks of black fog, which made him his crane eyes 

upwards… 

* * * 

‘Sam.’ 

Sam was in the kitchen watching the latest news-update from Fen Church. 

Wondering if she was going mad. Filling the screen was a wide-angle shot of Weland 

Smith, explaining how Fen Church would use a wireless connection to create some sort 

of ghostly cold-spot inside people’s heads; slowing brain-activity to zero and trapping 

their imaginations in perpetual virtual-time. 

Unbelievable. Was she the only one who could see it – how totally wrong all 

this was? Certainly the pundits on the TV didn’t – they were all queuing up to give it 

the same positive spin they’d given Fen Church from the start; slapping on the honey-

gloss like they’d been brainwashed. 
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‘Sam.’ 

She heard it this time, the voice in her head – realised that really she’d heard it 

before, just hadn’t wanted to believe it. It had been too weird to take in – just too mad. 

‘Like what you’re seeing on the TV right now?’ 

Like someone was reading her mind – somehow inside it… 

‘Am I going mad – talking to myself?’ Well, she certainly was now…Sam 

discovered to her surprise that she wasn’t afraid of that – of hearing voices and going 

mad. Maybe she was just joining the rest of the world; maybe she was already mad – it 

would certainly explain a lot. But all the same it pleased her, to discover she wasn’t 

afraid. 

‘You’re not going mad, Sam – not yet, anyway. That you’ve not been hypnotized 

by all this media-hype like everybody else is because I can offer you some protection 

against the wireless mind-conditioning Weland Smith is using.’ 

‘Mind-conditioning? You mean like everyone else but us is being brainwashed? 

I knew it! But if I’m not mad and you’re not me – then who are you?’ 

‘We’ve met before, a long time ago.’ 

It was a young man’s voice – but there was something about it; low, but with a 

nasal twang that was so familiar…Yoley. It came to Sam then, who she might be 

talking to – and that really did scare her. Someone she’d known eight years ago. Or at 

least, tried to know him, when she was a tot in primary school; coming round to 

Yoley’s house and trying to do that finger-tapping language that Yoley was so good at. 

Because then he hadn’t been able to speak, or to hear, or see… 

‘Eric? You’re alive? But – you drowned; eight years ago.’ 

‘In a sense, I did.’ 

‘But – where are you?’ 
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‘Inside the Morpheus Cave.’ 

‘You’re inside the Morpheus Cave? You’ve been there for eight years?’ 

‘I’ve been waiting.’ 

‘But – waiting for what?’ 

For tonight. For our worlds to come close enough to touch. I’m seeing you 

through Yolanda’s imagination, Sam – she thinks a lot of you.’ 

Sam closed her eyes – this was all just too mad. ‘That’s nice to hear; Yoley’s 

never been ace at letting her feelings show. But where is she – is she okay?’ 

‘You matter to her more than she realizes, Sam. That’s why you can help her.’ 

‘I can help?’ Sam sat up at the idea – after all, she’d been the first one to see 

through the Morpheus Cave; been wary of it from the start. And her blood always 

warmed at the prospect of a good fight. ‘Mind, I don’t know how much use I’ll be – my 

feet are a total mess; I could barely make it downstairs.’ 

‘We can fix your feet, for as long as is needed. Pain is all in the mind.’ 

Sam sensed a smile behind the young man’s voice – that now they were making 

another kind of connection. Eric was better at showing his feelings than Yoley… ‘What 

do you want me to do?’ 

‘Find Yolanda’s camera, her Pentax.’ 

‘But Josh took it.’ 

‘Josh has no further need of it now.’ 

‘But where is it?’ 

‘In the rail tunnel – where in a sense it’s always been. The Pentax is a mind-

artefact linking our worlds.’ 

‘Mind artefact?’ 
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‘A creation of pure imagination – so perfectly imprinted on your mind it 

appears to take solid form, exist in both our worlds. Take the path by the footbridge.’ 

Sam looked at her battered sandals lying on top of the pile of footwear by the 

kitchen door, shuddered. All the same, it did suddenly feel like her feet weren’t hurting 

quite so much; the burst blisters not so deep – first degree, instead of third… 

Outside it was dark, ominously still. Even the streetlights seemed muted. 

Unreal…like the town itself was sliding into some kind of virtual no-man’s land. 

‘Our worlds have never been closer than they are tonight, Sam.’ 

The footpath along the embankment was dark, felt even more unreal. Then 

ahead something glinted, where the path ended under the graffiti-daubed concrete cliff 

of the road bridge – a triangular section of the security fence, freshly cut. 

‘Is this the hole that Josh and Yoley made?’ 

‘Where they began their journey.’ 

Sam squirmed through the hole in the wire, slid down the slope, grabbing at 

clumps of grass to slow her fall – at last her feet crunched onto the gravel of the track. 

The tunnel’s entrance was a black void. 

She edged her way inside along the wall, her only guide the rough brickwork 

under her hand. Then at last her blindness ended – a milky ripple of light running over 

the brickwork above her head, as if reflecting from water. It was coming from 

something laying at her feet – but even as she bent to pick it up, the sensation of water 

grew stronger – her hand being tugged away by some dark current. Not just her hand, 

her whole body; her feet lifting from the gravel. She was being swept away… 

‘Pick it up; before our realities merge.’ 

As Sam pulled the Pentax from the gravel, the sensation faded. 

‘Now what?’ 
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‘You must wait here. Don’t worry; you’re frozen in the same virtual time-loop 

as the others – no train will pass through this tunnel while you’re here.’ 

‘But wait for what?’ 

‘Sam, your role is vital; the camera you hold is the light which will herald the 

end of this night. But you must wait for my signal; for all the pieces to find their place.’  

And then Eric was gone. She was alone in the dark. 

* * * 

‘Caught up with you at last.’ 

Weland Smith’s voice resonated around the ruins of the castle. He was – quite 

suddenly – standing behind them on the old town wall-path that zig-zagged up over the 

houses to the old gate. He stood out in the night; somehow luminous. 

Mary jumped – jolted as if by an electric shock. 

Weland Smith smiled. ‘I apologize for the manner of my arrival. Holographic 

manifestation does have a certain…dramatic potential.’ 

Just a hologram? Or – what? Mary had wondered how Weland Smith would 

appear here; but it wasn’t just the suddenness of his manifestation that had shocked her 

– it was his voice; the way it seemed to sound inside her head. 

Michael’s hand tightened around the gun in his pocket – knew that whatever 

happened now, tonight he’d reached a terrible crossroads in his life. 

‘You wanted to see me?’ Weland Smith turned to Mary. 

At this time of night the ruins of the castle keep were a cold and lonely place, its 

broken walls open to the sky. As Weland Smith climbed the steps towards them the 

shimmering aura around him became less obvious, as if he was growing more solid. He 

was dressed in the same leather waistcoat and coarse trousers, still looked like a 

blacksmith on his night off – brought with him that same stench of the furnace… 
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Mary set her teeth to stop their trembling. ‘I just want this to end.’ 

‘End?’ Weland Smith looked up at the gathering storm. ‘It’s hardly begun.’ 

‘You’re playing games with us.’ Michael was choking on a tide of fury. 

‘Games?’ At last, Weland Smith turned his attention to Michael – his voice 

catching fire, its anger mirroring Michael’s own. ‘Is it a game, the arrogance and greed 

that’s turned the Morpheus Cave into the cesspit of your civilization?’ 

Mary forced herself to look into Weland Smith’s eyes; was staggered again by 

their likeness to Michael’s – and yet so different… She tried to keep her voice steady. 

‘What do you want from us?’ 

‘You came here hoping to offer some ransom that might save you?’ Weland 

Smith smiled, studying her with a disinterest that was alien – inhuman. 

Mary’s heart sank – whatever he was, this creature who danced so cruelly on the 

edge of her imagination was beyond her understanding. Yet he insisted it was they 

who’d created him…was he some part of her long-forgotten? A primeval fear banished 

long ago to some dark cave, when humanity had emerged to live under the sun? 

He in turn finished his scrutiny of her. ‘The Morpheus Cave was forged to 

cauterise your insatiable appetites, cut out the malignancy consuming the Earth. Only 

then I will be released from the bondage of your forgetfulness; walk the earth as I did 

in ancient times, before the mechanization of your minds locked me away in the 

shadows.’ 

She faltered. ‘But you still need me to help you find Eric.’ 

‘Mary–’ Michael’s hand was on the gun; not sure if what he felt for her was 

awe, or fear. 

Weland Smith’s expression was unreadable. 
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‘You need Eric, to help you make the Morpheus Cave functional.’ Mary 

continued, ‘And you’ve realized that I’m the only one who could lead you to him, 

which is why you’re here now. But if I do help you it’s only because I want to stop this 

madness: I want you to work with Eric to make the Morpheus Cave what it was 

supposed to be; a place where people really can come to learn.’ 

‘Transform my new Excalibur into a Grail cup from which you may drink to 

purge your wickedness?’ Something in Weland Smith’s manner changed, and Mary 

held her breath. But then he shook his head. ‘Sadly, it’s too late for that.’ 

‘Too late?’ 

Weland Smith was looking up, to where a shadow raced across the sky. 

 

Michael's mouth was open, but he was afraid to speak. The only illumination now 

seemed to be coming from Weland Smith himself; imperceptible vibrations of his aura 

chasing golden ghosts through the age-softened stonework of the castle – over Mary’s 

stupefied face. 

‘What have you done?’ 

‘The polar nature of the universe will always demand balance: positive by 

negative, light by dark: hope, by despair.’ 

‘You mean to suck us into your underground hell?’ Already Michael imagined 

he smelt the air hot with sulphur…tried to relax his fingers around the revolver – he 

was gripping it far too tight. 

Mary could bear no more. ‘What are you? It’s like I can feel you; deep inside 

me – something dark and primitive, some part of myself I hardly know.’ 

‘I am no more than what you all have made me.’ Weland Smith met her passion 

with mockery. 
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Mary stared hard at him, seeking some chink in his barbarian confidence.  

Weland Smith in turn seemed to be considering Mary. ‘Your willingness to 

sacrifice your only son is surprisingly noble…unfortunately the polarity I spoke of 

requires that male be balanced by female. It is your daughter’s sacrifice also, I seek.’ 

Mary staggered, put out her hand for the wall beside her, its age-smoothed stone 

reassuringly solid beneath her fingers. This was too much…but as she met Weland 

Smith’s eye, she wondered if she did see some difference in it; some tiny mirror into 

just how much one who had observed all the ages of the world might see… 

‘Mary, don’t listen to him! This has to be all an illusion – a lie!’ Michael’s 

anger was dissolving his fear. He faced the hologram. ‘You’re just playing with our 

minds; you’ve got no physical form – you’re nothing but an empty virtual projection, 

dredged from the depths of our imaginations.’ 

‘Am I, Michael?’ Weland Smith’s voice echoed inside Michael’s head. His eyes 

flamed as he met Michael's gaze, the antagonism sparking from his voice. ‘It’s true my 

neural avatar exists only in your imaginations, never able to walk freely in the flesh; 

but Michael, it was never chance you dreamed of me.’ 

‘What does he mean?’ But Mary had a ghastly feeling she already knew… 

‘Michael – you should never have come here.’ 

‘His coming was never in doubt; a moth drawn to the flame.’ Weland Smith’s 

mockery rang inside Michael's head. ‘Michael heard my call that solstice night…’ 

‘You’re trying to trick me.’ Michael knew his voice was loud with fear. 

‘Trickster? Yes…I’ve been called that before. But Michael, you too came here 

tonight to offer a sacrifice.’ 

And as they faced each other, Michael felt again the barbaric passion he’d 

glimpsed that summer’s night on the Henge – the same surge of feeling that had 
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threatened to overwhelm him in his dream…standing on a ledge cut into a cliff of 

obsidian mirrors, while far below the black river boiled… 

Staring into Weland Smith’s eyes, all his worst suspicions confirmed… 

In his heart he’d known all the time: the primitive electricity he’d experienced 

that summer’s night, and then the dream they’d shared…the suspicion had been eating 

away at him ever since – that it was he, Michael, who’d been the channel through 

which Weland Smith had escaped from the depths to manifest in their world. 

Fear had always been the key. Monica Witt was right; as the world fell into 

chaos and confusion it was too easy to turn away from the difficult face of truth – that it 

wasn’t just those like the boy Paul who were to blame; whose crimes stood most 

obviously exposed by the flames. It was all of them: their collective failure to face up to 

their selfish despoiling of the world which was their birthright. They’d become 

prisoners of their own greed, afraid to see the true nature of their own reality; forget 

that this material world was indeed Maya – crafted by their imaginations from a far 

deeper truth. 

Weland Smith had spoken no more than the truth, when he’d said that Michael 

too had come here tonight to make a sacrifice. His hand was on the revolver. His finger 

curled around the trigger, horrified by what he must do – but a kind of calm descending 

over him; as if deep down he’d always known he’d reach this point, known what he’d 

have to face. All his life he’d been repulsed by violence; now he must finally face his 

fear – embrace violence, to rid the world of a demon… 

When he pulled out the revolver he feared he would be clumsy, awkward. But 

the gun came away smoothly, as if someone else was holding it. 

‘Michael, what are you doing? He’s a hologram; shooting him won’t–’ Mary’s 

voice faded into this darkest of all nights, as she realized what Michael intended… 
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The gun felt weightless as he brought it to his temple. When Weland Smith saw 

what he intended, he smiled – his face seemed to swell, fill Michael’s vision. 

‘Michael – no!’ The last thing he would hear was Mary’s scream. 

He pulled the trigger. 

* * * 

Melissa was ten years old again, in her bedroom praying. Downstairs the amethyst 

curtain was tightly drawn. Another séance…so many came knocking at their door; no 

wonder her mother was so drained and ill. Melissa prayed for them all to go away, 

leave them in peace – that there might be some other way, to heal all the suffering of 

the world. 

It was different tonight; there was crying, raised voices. An urgency in the air, a 

tang like fine metal dust charged with static. Somehow the prayers wouldn’t come, as if 

the electricity in the air was holding them back. 

And then, the room was flooded with golden light. She reached for her crucifix – 

gripped it tight as for a fleeting instant the golden vibrations overwhelmed her vision. 

Her prayer had been answered. 

 

‘You’re…alive.’ Yolanda held out her hand for Melissa’s. When their fingers touched 

they caught onto each other – gripped each other tight. 

‘I know, I can’t quite believe it either; not after falling into that horrible river.’ 

Melissa’s face was bathed in the colours of the cathedral. ‘It’s a miracle…’ 

Yolanda bit back her reflex snort – she was just too glad to see Melissa again.  

‘I woke up and found myself sitting on the riverbank.’ Melissa shivered. ‘At 

first I thought I’d woken up back in the town – that the whole Morpheus Cave thing 

was some kind of hallucination. But it was just too dark, and I could sense that the town 
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had changed. Then I looked up and saw the cathedral where the castle should have 

been, lit up like a beacon, just like in that awful park in the Morpheus Cave.’ 

‘That’s exactly how I found it – a coloured beacon, floating above the 

shadows…’ Yolanda heard her voice choke. ‘I was waiting inside. I thought I was the 

only one left; I was so…alone.’ 

‘So was I.’ Melissa shivered again ‘I came up the wall-path where it zigzags up 

over the houses – only it felt like it had turned into one of those Escher staircases that 

take you up and down but don’t lead anywhere. It reminded me of how space got 

messed up inside the Morpheus Cave.’ 

‘That might have been some kind of mind-block to keep the cathedral hidden. 

Anyway…you don’t think you’re in Heaven anymore?’ Yolanda caught Melissa’s eye. 

‘I really don’t know where we are.’ Melissa forced a smile. ‘At least we’re not 

in that underworld. But I was thinking I must be still trapped inside the Morpheus 

Cave; it’s the only way of explaining how I survived that fall – that the tidal river had 

somehow carried me into another layer of virtual reality.’ 

‘I wonder…’ Even in here, Yolanda felt the chill of the night outside. 

‘Wherever we are now doesn’t feel like we’re properly inside the Cave – but we 

certainly haven’t escaped. I think we’re caught in some kind of half-real no-man’s-

land.’ 

‘Something to do with the way our minds deal with reality maybe; like that 

holographic universe idea we were talking about in neurobiology?’ Melissa’s eyes 

rekindled a glimmer of their old evangelical zeal – the cathedral was exactly as she 

remembered; the shock of rainbow-hues from its stained-glass spilling across the black-

and-white tiled floor, and in the centre the white marble font, its meticulously carved 
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angels still offering up their bowl. ‘Perhaps that’s what we’ve all been brought here to 

learn: just how little we really understand.’ 

‘At least we can agree about that.’ Yolanda didn’t rise to Melissa’s bait. She let 

go of her hand, remembering how tightly she’d clung to Josh as they’d stepped through 

the portal at the end of that long, exhausting climb up the stairway – how he’d still 

managed to disappear… 

‘I was thinking about Paul.’ Something in Melissa’s voice brought Yolanda out 

of her trance. ‘We fell into the river together – he must still be out there somewhere.’ 

‘He can wander about out there for all eternity for all I care.’  

‘Yoley – I need to find him again.’ 

‘Mel, that’s total garbage – why the hell would you want to find that lowlife?’ 

Melissa winced. ‘I don’t know; but it’s like, when we were falling into the river 

– I felt like, well maybe we were supposed to find each other.’ 

Yolanda choked down her venom. She’d never told Mel about the night she’d 

met Paul on the footpath; never found the courage... ‘Well, it’s your choice if you want 

to go off on some evangelical crusade to convert that snake to a better life.’ 

Melissa grinned. ‘Something like that.’ 

‘Except right now I don’t think either of us is going anywhere.’ Yolanda was 

still thinking about that night on the footpath; how afterwards she’d felt so weak, 

depended on Josh to lead her home. How now she must face the unfaceable: that she 

could never go home ever again… 

* * * 

‘Michael – no!’ 

Mary’s scream was still ringing from the ruined walls… 
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Michael stared at the revolver, the metal-on-metal click as the hammer struck 

the firing pin the most bewildering sound he’d ever heard. 

He’d just shot himself – except he hadn’t. The gun had misfired. 

‘This is not possible…’ Weland Smith sounded as surprised as Michael himself 

‘the gun cannot simply malfunction, it’s a–’ 

 ‘A mind-artefact. One that was never yours to use.’ 

Mary started. A voice was inside her head; just like Weland Smith’s. But this 

wasn’t Weland Smith’s rough brogue; it was a young man’s voice; deep, rounded – and 

far more familiar, though she’d only ever heard it once before…in a dank, cold cellar… 

Then, a mother’s instinct that wouldn’t be denied had screamed the truth at her…. 

 ‘You inactivated it?’ Weland Smith’s anger resounded in their heads. 

‘Not me; another – one who once you knew well.’ The voice grew stern. 

‘Nevertheless; the sacrifices have been offered.’ 

‘They are not enough – they can never be enough.’ Weland Smith’s aura began 

to vibrate faster, as if in anger, reached a peak of brilliance that was unbearable; burst 

in a spray of light – a swarm of golden fireflies taking fright, spinning into the night. 

Leaving a darkness more profound than ever. 

‘Eric?’ She was whispering; feared to speak his name too loud. 

‘I’m here, mother – mum.’ 

Mary could imagine the shy smile forming around the endearment – wanted so 

much to rush forward to embrace her son. ‘Eric, why can’t I see you? Where are you?’ 

‘Inside the Morpheus Cave.’ 

‘You’re trapped there?’ 

‘Trapped? Yes, in a sense. But I’m safe.’  

She knew he was trying to reassure her; but all the same she believed him. 
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‘Wha – what just happened?’ Michael was staring at the revolver in his hand. 

‘The gun you hold is a mind-artefact, created within the Morpheus Cave from 

pure thought – imagination so coherent that it appears to take solid form; to manifest in 

the material world. Weland Smith gave you the gun, just as he planted in your mind the 

dream which has troubled you so much. He has manipulated you from the start.’ 

‘You mean…I’m – I’m not the one channelling him into our world?’ 

‘Only on that Solstice night. Weland Smith had already found a far more 

universal medium to manifest in your minds; the virtual world of cyberspace.’ 

‘But why did he try to trick me into shooting myself?’ The relief was too much 

for Michael…he’d been driven nearly mad. He stared at the revolver, hypnotised by it. 

‘It is as well you never used the gun. It gives access only to his underworld.’ 

‘You mean that stinking hell we were in before?’ Even now, Michael could still 

taste that unbreathable air, feel the impossible heat. ‘But Josh must still be in there–’ 

‘Josh’s mind is young and plastic; better able to adapt to the challenges of that 

world. And Josh also has his role to play; which is why Weland Smith sought to have 

his father in his power.’ 

‘Eric…’ Mary found she could barely speak his name. But she had to tell him; 

though he might hate her for it. ‘Eric, the reason I came here tonight–’  

‘I know. You came here to offer Weland Smith a sacrifice – your only son.’ 

Mary shivered. ‘I thought that if I could end this, that I might bear the pain…’ 

‘I know how much it cost you…’ There was no bitterness in Eric’s voice, no 

blame. She marvelled at how much he’d grown; what he must have learned, in that 

strange world of the imagination. ‘But your sacrifices tonight have not been in vain.’ 
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Then Mary’s heart stopped. For the briefest instant, a young man stood by the 

castle gate, bathed in a quivering golden aura…so like Yolanda with his serious brown 

eyes and wild brown hair – his mouth closed with that same quiet determination… 

‘Eric–’ His name broke on her tongue. And as she watched her son disappear 

into vibrations of pure light, Mary heard Eric’s voice for the last time. 

‘I love you mum; I’ve always been closer than you could imagine.’ 

Mary would never forget that awful tightening in her throat as the golden light 

was chased from the castle walls, and child she thought she’d lost forever passed once 

more into the unknown. When the last glimmer of light was gone Mary was left with its 

after-images dancing in her eyes, mocking her from the darkening shadows. But Eric 

was right: he’d always been closer to her than she could have imagined. 

* * * 

‘Yoley.’ 

Eric was calling her… 

Yolanda gripped the wide marble font to steady herself. She’d no idea how long 

they’d been in the cathedral – time had been suspended…it was like they were being 

fed by the beauty of the cathedral’s interior; absolved of bodily needs. Kept afloat in 

this halfway-world, this fusion of virtual and material, of common sense and magic. 

She’d been waiting for Eric to send her a sign… 

Melissa was tugging at her arm. ‘Yoley, are you okay?’ 

‘I don’t know – but Eric was calling me.’ 

‘Eric? Like you were telling me before – calling inside your head?’ 

‘Yes. Something must have happened.’ 

‘Like, what?’ Melissa was staring at her. 
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‘I keep telling you – I don’t know.’ Yolanda pulled her arm away, started 

towards the big doors. ‘I’m going outside to find out.’ 

‘Then I’m coming with you.’ Melissa’s lips set in their familiar unbendable line. 

‘Don’t be an idiot.’ Yolanda stopped. ‘We're safe in here; but outside reality is 

being pulled apart. God knows what’s out there now.’ 

‘I have a feeling I do know…’ Melissa was surprised at how calm she felt. ‘In 

fact I think we can both guess what we were being pulled down into. That’s why I’ve 

got to come with you – in fact all the time we’ve been in here, I’ve been trying to pluck 

up the nerve to do just that. Paul must still be somewhere out there. Lost, like I was.’  

‘Well…if you’re determined to behave like a total idiot...’ Yolanda paused at 

the threshold, breathed deep. But under the thudding of her heart was something else; 

not just that Eric was calling her…but that at last, she might learn the truth behind the 

nightmare that had haunted her since she was ten years old. 

As they put their hands on the iron door-latch, their fingers locked together. 

Together, they pushed it down. 

* * * 

Paul was ten years old again, standing on the towpath by the river. The tide was 

running high tonight… 

His mind was in turmoil; fear and doubt hardening into anger, his soul 

coarsening against life’s poisons. But there were still things he cared about; like that 

little girl at school, the quiet bad-tempered one with the crazy brown hair. He’d 

watched her from a distance, seen the way she looked after her disabled twin brother – 

like he’d tried so hard to care for his own mother… 

He’d come down to the riverbank tonight to get away from the house. His dad 

wouldn’t care, he’d already gone out. It felt good to be down here, especially at night. 
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To be alone by the water, with the stars over his head and the owls hooting on the 

watermeadows. 

He heard something – a movement along the towpath; someone stumbling, 

feeling their way. He’d been here for hours, and his eyes were well-adjusted to the 

night. He could see it was a kid about his own age, small, with a mass of curls. At first 

he thought it was the girl he’d just been thinking about. His heart lifted – that would be 

just too crazy… 

Then he saw that it wasn’t the girl, it was her brother. 

This was wrong…her brother was blind and deaf; shouldn’t be down here on 

his own. Cold washed over him – he opened his mouth to call out; remembered the 

other boy couldn’t hear. He would have to approach him slowly, carefully, guide him 

away – if the boy was startled he might take it into his head to run; end up in the river. 

But the water was already moving – was he too late? Then he saw it wasn’t the 

water moving; it was a reflection rippling over it – a pulsating golden light, its rhythm 

hypnotic… 

And when it snapped out, Yolanda’s brother had disappeared. 

Fear drained the blood from his face…had the other boy already been swept 

away by the tidal current? He must tell somebody – quickly, before… 

He stopped. Who was going to believe him – that he’d been here but done 

nothing, because of some weird golden reflection on the water? He felt empty, helpless. 

More likely that they’d blame him – think he’d pushed the deaf, dumb and blind kid into 

the river on purpose. He could already hear them all talking: 

“After all, a boy like that, what do you expect? He ought to be put away.” 

Her stupid brother would probably have drowned by now anyway – this was 

Yolanda’s fault; they should have been looking after him better… Bitterness flooded in, 
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warming the hollow in his gut – a venom which as the years passed, he would learn to 

use. 

It was with good reason, they’d come to call him Snake. 

* * * 

When Yolanda and Melissa pushed open the cathedral door, the smoke at once caught 

in their throats, left them coughing, brushing out tears. Blinded by that all-too familiar 

vision of hell: the scorched park, the sprawling hill-city spitting fire and smoke, 

spewing its foul ash into the overheated air. 

It felt to Yolanda like she’d never left this charred world; been here all the time, 

trapped in one frozen moment. And when she looked, she saw that familiar aura 

rippling its gold over the carcasses of the trees – a pulse too rapid for her eye to follow. 

Weland Smith; standing exactly where he’d stood before. Was this what Eric had 

meant, when he’d called her escape from here the hardest journey of all? 

‘There never was any escape.’ 

She wondered if Weland Smith had just read her thoughts. 

‘What do you want with us?’ Melissa’s bark was sharp with rebuke – and 

Yolanda realized just how much she appreciated Mel right now. 

‘Even now, you seek to cast me out?’ Weland Smith turned the trembling glow 

of his aura upon Melissa. ‘I seek only to help you.’ 

Yolanda swallowed hard; tried to remember that they weren’t alone – that it was 

Eric who’d called her here. She just prayed that he knew what he was doing… 

‘Why should we trust you?’ Melissa found her voice again. 

‘You blind yourself with your prayers.  I am truthsayer, but you make me dumb.’ 

‘You’re talking in riddles.’ Melissa barked back. 

Yolanda winced – Mel was really going for it; even here, even now… 
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‘See for yourself.’ Weland Smith’s laugh was cruel. He waved his hand toward 

the parapet wall, letting the light of his aura play over its soot-blackened bricks. 

Paul was standing there – exactly where he’d been the last time they’d met. 

‘The black tidal river links our worlds. Brings you closer to the truth.’ 

Melissa hardly heard him…Paul caught her eye, looked away. 

‘Yolanda, you alone have yet to taste the black waters below.’ 

‘And why would I want to do something as stupid as that?’ 

Weland Smith’s smile was as cruel as his laugh. ‘To find your soulmate, the boy 

Josh?’ 

‘He’s not my–’ Yolanda bit back her angry retort – this wasn’t the time… 

‘Anyway, why should we trust anything you say?’ 

‘If you doubt my word, let him speak.’ Weland Smith turned to Paul. 

 

Ever since he’d stood on that towpath as a ten-year-old boy, Paul had known he would 

never find what he was looking for in the life he’d been given. Funny that it was a girl’s 

slap, still ringing in his ears, which had finally awoken him from his trance – he, who’d 

slapped so many. Had he really only ever been trying to wake himself up? Before, he’d 

have sneered at fanciful notions like that. 

But now he was back here by the parapet wall, where river’s culvert cut into the 

heat-blasted park under the gaze of the petrified trees, while below him the fires 

festered on the hillside, rolling their smoke over the hovels of Weland Smith’s town… 

 

Paul met Melissa’s eye at last. ‘I was with Josh in the river…we got separated…’ 

‘Then it’s true?’ Yolanda interrupted ‘Josh was in the river?’ 
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Paul’s stare was as hard and unforgiving as ever; but somehow, she no longer 

feared him – wondered if it was her who’d changed, or him. 

At last, he replied. ‘I guess he must have got carried further down than me.’ 

Yolanda crossed over to the parapet, forced herself to stare down into the steam-

filled abyss – was overwhelmed again by that vision… 

…uncounted golden galaxies, burning at the Earth’s heart… 

What was it Eric had said to Josh when he’d been shown the heart of the 

Morpheus Cave? That those virtual fields of gold contained a deeper truth; one that 

their only hope lay in rediscovering? And now Josh was lost somewhere out there, 

because he’d come back… 

It hit Yolanda then, just how much that mattered to her. How could she forget 

all they’d been through together? That even knowing what this place really was; he’d 

still come back? Melissa was beside her – she gripped her hand tightly. 

Weland Smith was still looking at her. ‘Do you at last begin to understand?’ 

Perhaps she did…Yolanda bit her lip, unwilling to meet his eye. The tidal river 

had brought Paul here – but had it taken Josh to the very heart of this nightmare? 

She faced Weland Smith. ‘Like Mel says; why should we trust what you say?’ 

Weland Smith opened his hand, indicating the city smouldering beneath them. 

His tone was bitter; his answer really no answer at all. ‘This underworld lies in ruins 

around you – bearing witness to what you have become. I alone give voice to that.’ 

Yolanda knew that the mystery of who – or what – Weland Smith was lay at the 

very heart of the mystery of the Morpheus Cave. Everything about his underworld 

belonged to another age, forgotten long before the discovery of computers and the 

cyberspace that had released him into their imaginations – that he was governed by 

laws far older than those of the technology which had freed him. 
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As she took her first tentative step onto the parapet she felt a tugging at her 

sleeve. ‘Yoley, I’m coming with you.’ 

‘Mel, don’t be an idiot.’ Yolanda pushed her away. ‘You’ve found what you 

came here looking for; God help you. You heard how this river works; it’s like a sort of 

psychic superhighway – we’d just get separated, like Paul and Josh did.’ She grinned. 

‘Anyway, the fact that you’re here at all proves one thing – wherever that river leads, 

it’s not the end.’ 

Her legs were weak with fear, but in her heart was something else: not just that 

she might find Josh, or even Eric – it was the chance that at last, she might learn the 

truth behind the nightmare that had haunted her since she was ten years old. 

Weland Smith was right. Before all else, she sought the truth. 

* * * 

‘Josh?’ 

He was ten years old again… 

On holiday in Scotland: an adventure-camp, prospecting for gold. The 

mountain air fizzing like ice-cold lemonade in his throat…they were all together for 

once, a proper family. Perhaps it was always going to be like this from now on… 

The stream was ice-cold too. His fingers were numb, but he didn’t care; he was 

too excited. Perhaps he’d be lucky, find an extra large nugget and make them all rich, 

and happy… The current kept pulling at the heavy sieve, making it slip through his 

nerveless fingers. He wondered what it would be like to really have no hands; like those 

amputees he’d seen on the television, coming home from a war. That had frightened 

him – an experience so far beyond his ten-year-old understanding. 
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The sun was restless on the water, jumping from its broken mirrors, as if specks 

of gold-dust were actually floating to the surface. Too bright suddenly; a rhythmic 

quality about it, hypnotising… 

 

And now he was back… 

He was still standing on the ledge at the end of the drain cut through the black 

glass. But he knew what it was now; that same circular tunnel he’d been in 

before…then, its entrance had been annealed to the steel sphere which held those 

glittering fields of gold. Now the tunnel opened abruptly onto the face of the cliff of 

black mirrors; its outer rim cut razor-sharp into the dark glass. And when he raised his 

head, he saw once again the immense steel sphere of the Morpheus Cave hanging like a 

moon over the valley, its incredible curvature of burnished steel reflecting the disturbed 

light of distant fires. 

‘Josh?’ 

Her voice rang again through the tunnel – he’d been so far away… 

‘Yoley?’ He spun round. She was there, lit by the fire-fracturing glass of the 

tunnel: exactly as she’d always been, in her jeans and that boyish shirt, her curls 

making their usual desperate bid for escape, her brown eyes challenging him as they 

always did, with their serious determination. 

‘You’re really here…’ 

‘As “here” as either of us is ever likely to get in this Escher labyrinth.’ 

And as always, keeping him at a safe distance…he didn’t mind; understood her 

so much better now. He wanted to hug her; contented himself with taking both her 

hands in his, holding them close to his face – still not quite believing it. 
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‘Josh…’ She found herself overwhelmed by his welcome – were feelings 

somehow transmitted more transparently through this virtual medium? Her fingers were 

tingling…she was about to say something…probably make a total fool of herself – but 

just then saw for the first time the great blued-steel moon hanging over the valley. ‘It’s 

incredible…this is the steel sphere you were telling me about – the one containing the 

gold-dust?’ 

‘Yes.’ he lowered her hands, but didn’t let go. ‘The heart of the Morpheus Cave. 

But it’s changed; when I was here before that steel sphere was attached to this passage, 

you could see the gold particles inside forming incredible patterns. I fell into the tidal 

river, ended up here. I was looking for you.’ 

‘But I was in that underworld…so why did the river bring you here?’ 

‘Maybe it’s got something to do with Eric – this is where he spoke to me.’ 

‘Maybe…’ She wondered if Eric would speak to them again – she so ached to 

hear his voice again… She couldn’t tear her eyes away from the huge moon, the sullen 

reflections burning on its surface made the steel appear in part still molten. ‘Eric told 

you that inside that moon the essence of our consciousness is imprinted onto some kind 

of virtual gold? Yours and mine, and Paul and Mel’s–’ 

‘And the audience at his talk.’ Josh broke in ‘I saw them; when I was looking 

for you in that twilight zone. They were trapped in the college; the whole building 

being turned to stone and sucked into the ground.’ 

‘The ones Weland Smith called his Genesis Group…destined to be the first 

cohort integrated into the Morpheus Cave… But it sounds like they’ve been caught 

instead in some kind of limbo. I wonder…it’s strange; I never really knew any of them 

that well, but we were always somehow close over the years…I’m beginning to wonder 
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if that was Eric’s work; linking them into my imagination so that he could give them at 

least some protection when the time came.’ 

‘I wonder if that’s what he did to me as well…’ Josh felt a stiffening, deep 

inside. ‘Yoley – when I fell into the tidal river I had a kind of revelation; I was 

remembering when I was ten years old, on holiday in Scotland…the stream was 

sparkling like gold-dust – it was spell-binding. But it was only when I fell into the river 

that I realized how I’d carried it inside me ever since; a kind of emptiness, waiting too 

be filled. I wonder if it was Eric who was calling me down to the park that first 

morning, just in time to pull you away from the mulberry tree when it got struck by 

lightning – and everything that’s happened since is just–’ 

He saw how Yolanda was looking at him; couldn’t bear to meet her eye – knew 

he could never finish what he’d been about to say: that everything he thought he’d felt 

for her might be a lie – just because of some kind of mind-conditioning? 

Her voice was soft. ‘Josh, would you have wanted it any other way?’ 

Slowly, he raised his head. She was right. They’d shared too much… 

Their eyes met, and this time neither of them looked away. ‘Yoley…’ 

‘Josh–’ how could she tell him that her own feelings were even more confused 

than his? She looked away, let her mind be distracted back to the immense steel moon. 

‘The way it’s been cut off and sealed…it’s like we’re being shown our incarceration in 

this world: the virtual imprints of our consciousness locked away inside Weland 

Smith’s steel dungeon.’ 

‘Like it felt when I was watching the Genesis Group being entombed… ’Josh 

tried once again to take in the full enormity of what was happening to them. ‘Do you 

really think Weland Smith is responsible for all of this?’ 
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‘I don’t know; I’m sure what’s happening to us must have something to do with 

Eric…something with the way I’ve never been able to let go of his memory. As if it 

wasn’t just Weland Smith calling us here; as if it was Eric as well…’ 

‘You’re telling me that Eric’s responsible for us being trapped here?’ 

‘I’m telling you I don’t know – but like everything else here, that steel sphere 

has got to be a virtual creation; the holographic product of what Weland Smith called 

the telepathic cluster.’ 

‘But don’t you remember? Eric told me that the gold-dust inside that sphere was 

the most real thing I’d ever experience.’ 

‘Of course I remember–’ she couldn’t help snapping: why would Eric choose to 

show it to Josh instead of her? ‘He must have been trying to tell you something. Maybe 

because the Morpheus Cave is a collective telepathic experience…which makes it 

bigger than any single one of our imaginations…’ 

‘I wonder why he called it the ultimate mind-artefact?’ Josh ignored her bite. 

‘Trying to tell us something about the true nature of holographic virtual-reality 

– about this Descartes’ box we’re trapped in?’ her shoulders slumped ‘Right now it 

doesn’t matter much; not while we’re stuck in this tunnel.’ 

‘Maybe we’re not…when I came here before there was a pneumatic lift at the 

far end of this tunnel – it was connected by a portal to that old staircase we used.’ 

‘Josh, you know I can’t go back; remember what happened the last time I tried–’ 

But he’d already seized her by the arm, was leading her over the difficult curve 

of the tunnel’s glass floor…only to discover she was right; where before the polished 

steel of the lift-shaft had been cut into it, now the tunnel ended at an unscalable 

chimney of smooth obsidian glass. ‘I might have guessed it would be different…I only 

got carried here because this tunnel had become a drain for the tidal river.’ 
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Yolanda searched out her reflection in an obsidian mirror – it was like seeing 

herself floating face-up in a pool of black water… ‘Josh, the black tidal river still flows 

beneath the Morpheus cave…I think there’s only ever been one way out of this tunnel.’ 

Now it was her who led the way over the difficult glass; to peer over the sharp-

cut cliff-ledge at the torrent of black water boiling through the valley so far below their 

feet. She clutched Josh’s hand. Last time had been bad enough… 

‘You mean we’ve got to jump down there?’ Josh instinctively pulled her back. 

‘Oh, Josh; how do you think I found you? Remember this is a virtual world; the 

black tidal river is some sort of psychic link, joining us at a subconscious level. Weland 

Smith said that can only bring us closer to the truth; and that has to be linked to the 

secret of what is really locked away inside that steel sphere. And–’ her heart missed a 

beat, ‘And I reckon that has to be linked to Eric; to whatever’s happened to him…’ 

‘So where do you think the river will take us?’ Josh was mesmerized by the 

steaming torrent below. 

‘Josh, if Weland Smith did create that steel sphere, then the answers we’re 

looking for lie with him; in why he wanted me to come here – who he really is. And I 

fear that means returning to his underworld.’ 

‘If we jump, we’ll end up back in that hellhole?’ Josh managed a grin ‘Why 

might I have guessed that?’ 

Yolanda stood at the edge, gripped his hand. ‘Just make sure you hang on tight.’ 

He needed no telling. His mouth was dry – they were really going to do this… 

But as they stepped together into empty space, he was remembering the last 

time he’d held onto her like this – when they’d passed through the portal at the top of 

the stairs. How it hadn’t stopped them being torn apart. 

* * * 
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It was evening. Yolanda was playing in the garden with Eric, under the pear tree, 

hiding pears and then helping him to find them. It was a game they’d invented; she’d be 

his eyes and ears, leading them both into mischief. Only this time was different. 

Someone was opening the garden gate – breaking the Great Taboo: opening the Gate-

That-Must-Never-Be-Opened… 

But what was that butterfly doing in her stomach? This was no stranger’s hand 

on the latch, it was her own – a ripe pear in the other. The flutter of excitement in her 

belly because she was about to take their game to a whole new level; for the first time 

lead Eric out into the lane on her own – the thrill was intoxicating, overpowering. 

And then he was gone, swallowed by the night. 

And so at last she exposed that darkest memory of all; the guilt that had haunted 

her for so long – left her screaming, clinging to the security fence by the rail tunnel, 

convinced he must still be down there. 

It was because of her, that Eric was gone. 

But what could have distracted her for those vital moments? It was only now 

that she saw it… 

…the strange light by the pear tree – a pulsating golden rhythm…it had seemed 

to paralyse her. She had no idea how long she’d been watching the light; it was as if 

time itself had been frozen… 

The light snapped out. Left her alone in the dark. 

* * * 

‘Does this mean he’s won?’ 

Weland Smith was still standing by the parapet overlooking the river’s culvert. 

He had his arms crossed, ignoring them. The golden vibrations of his aura seemed to 
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jump more wildly than before, playing over the town below – was he, Josh wondered, 

already imagining the suffering of those soon to flock here? 

Josh was with Yolanda beneath the lignified trees, the ash falling in a gentle rain 

around them. Yolanda had been only too right about where their leap would take 

them…but her hand was still in his. They were still together. 

Yolanda followed his gaze. ‘I don’t know. I think so.’ Her tone was grim: she 

might appear self-doubting on the surface; but Josh was beginning to wonder if 

underneath there wasn’t a will as deep and unbending as Weland Smith’s own. 

He tried not to flinch as another wave of heat blasted him. Could you, he 

wondered, actually get used to choking on the stink of this underworld? Maybe you 

could – if your body was virtual… 

‘Anyhow, Weland Smith doesn’t seem to be in any hurry.’ 

‘Oh Josh; have you understood nothing?’ She turned on him hopelessly. ‘We’re 

trapped here forever; he has all the time in the world.’ 

Another wave of heat blasted his face, tore at his lungs. ‘Yoley, I don’t care 

where we are.’ He gripped her by the shoulders ‘We might be in hell; but at least we’re 

together.’ All the doubt had left him now – she was right: he wouldn’t have wanted it 

any other way…  

But there was something in her voice – a sadness, not about any of this. It 

wasn’t like her to just give up. He wondered if it was because Eric hadn’t come to their 

aid, like he had the last time they were trapped here – she’d spent nearly half her life 

searching for him; so why now did he hang back now, in her moment of greatest need? 

At last, Yolanda met his eye. ‘Josh…the tidal river unlocked a memory I must 

have suppressed a long time ago…you see that night Eric disappeared, it was me who 
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left the gate open, let him wander off – but only because of that rhythmic golden 

light…I think it must have hypnotized me.’ 

‘Light? You mean like that strobe-light effect we saw when Paul disappeared by 

the footpath? You’re saying that Weland Smith was responsible?’ 

‘I thought so at first,’ Yolanda’s serious eyes never left him ‘that it must have 

been Weland Smith who’d hypnotized me; but then I realized – it was Eric.’ 

‘Yoley, that’s crazy.’ 

‘It’s true.’  At last, she bowed her head. ‘All this time I’ve been searching for 

him…I think he engineered his own disappearance.’ 

‘If he did, he must have had a good reason.’ Josh appealed helplessly to her. 

‘But all that pain we had to suffer – especially mum. Why?’ The anger went out 

of her voice then; left only that question, aching to be answered. 

‘He did that same strobe-light thing to me.’ 

Josh whipped round – someone had been listening from the shadows of the 

trees; stepped out into the red glow of the fires. Josh stiffened when he saw who it was. 

Paul. 

Paul’s eyes were hard, his fists clenched. ‘Eric did that strobe-light thing to me 

too, down by the river – made me think I’d left him to drown. I’ve been thinking about 

it…I reckon it’s because of Eric, we’re all here now.’ 

‘Yoley?’ Josh appealed to her – but she looked away. But Eric had been his 

guide through this underworld – he simply couldn’t bear this. ‘Yoley, you asked me in 

the tunnel if I’d have wanted it any other way – and you know I wouldn’t. If Eric did 

have a part in this then there must be a reason – you know he would never betray you.’ 

She looked at him, her face clearing. ‘You’re right…I do believe that…’ 
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Paul’s fists were still clenched. ‘He messed up my whole life that night.’ He 

took a step forward – stopped. Someone else was coming out of the shadows of the 

trees. Yolanda let out a gasp when she saw who it was. 

‘Mel?’ 

She was standing behind Paul; as if keeping a wary distance from him. 

Yolanda grimaced. ‘Mel, you always were a prize idiot.’ 

‘Yoley–’ Melissa’s greeting stopped short. ‘I was listening to you all…Paul, 

when I first found myself here, in that green sanctuary-town, I thought I must be in 

heaven. But now I know who it was who answered my prayers: it was Eric calling to 

me all those years ago – speaking to me through that golden light.’ 

‘What – like he did that strobe-thing to you too? Messed up your life so you’d 

end up down here?’ Paul’s face went dark with rage. Weland Smith had once accused 

him of throwing it all away for this scrawny, fire-blooded girl, but he’d not understood; 

when she’d slapped him, she’d thrown down a challenge he couldn’t refuse. 

‘Paul; I know you’ll think this is mad.’ Melissa stepped quickly in front of him, 

raising her hands. ‘But all this has taught me something: that I’ll only find heaven by 

starting at the bottom and working my way up. So…I think this is where I need to be.’ 

‘That’s why you’ve been sniffing around the likes of me?’ Paul unclenched his 

fists. ‘Hoping to convert me to your brand of happy-clappy? Girl, you really are mad; 

I’d never have looked twice at you if it weren’t for this crazy Morpheus Cave set-up.’ 

‘Would any of you be anywhere else?’ 

They all jumped as Weland Smith’s voice whiplashed inside their heads – 

they’d almost forgotten he was there. As he turned to them the golden vibrations around 

him were sparking unevenly, as if from some kind of static interference. 
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‘You’ve got what you wanted.’ Yolanda tried to sound unafraid. ‘We’ve 

reached the end of our road; yours to do with as you will.’ 

Weland Smith’s aura sparked. ‘It was never the destination that mattered, but 

the manner of your journeying. What you might learn along the way.’ 

‘Yoley – what’s going on?’ Melissa stared in amazement at the display of light 

sparking around Weland Smith – without realizing it put out her hand for Paul’s. 

‘Thanks to Eric, my Genesis Group is caught out of time; frozen between our 

worlds.  Thus you four alone have been reborn into my reality…only you know me as 

more than computer-generated hologram: truly believe in my existence…’ 

‘But this is your underworld; we’re in your power...’ 

Yolanda’s protest only seemed to further infuriate Weland Smith; the bursts of 

light from his aura became increasingly unpredictable. He gestured to the smouldering 

town that piled up the hillside, his hand sparking golden lightning over the ramshackle 

buildings. ‘I am elemental; like this whole deformed underworld, I must manifest 

through your imagination…’ 

Yolanda’s mind was racing. ‘You mean…just as we’re trapped here, so you are 

also trapped in our imaginations? And now it’s only the four of us who will determine 

how you will manifest…because only we four truly believe you to be real?’ 

‘In this moment, you four hold my whole future-nature in your grasp…’ 

Through the jumping sparks of golden light, they watched the anger which filled 

Weland Smith’s face slowly change… ‘I, who to those in the world above have been 

reduced to virtual mirage; pantomime caricature bent from holographic light, am now 

to be rebirthed not by the minds of the Genesis Group, driven here in dread to crawl 

like maggots in the dark – who would have worshipped me in fear as reborn lord of this 

underworld…instead by four who journeyed here of their own free will; young minds in 
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metamorphosis, each seeking their own renaissance, coming to look on me as their 

saviour. Yolanda, you are not alone in being deceived; I too have been tricked…’ 

Weland Smith’s forehead furrowed, with lines none of them had seen before – 

quite suddenly, he appeared much older. ‘Once, I was called Smith – in the age of 

Excalibur, Truthsayer. Now, I must learn a new name.’ 

The flashing light continued to break up around him. It became unbearable; 

blinding – became itself a kind of darkness. 

And he was gone. 

 

‘What the hell just happened?’ Paul was the first to recover. 

‘I’m not sure…’ Yolanda stepped over to the parapet where Weland Smith had 

just been standing, stared down into the steaming chasm. ‘But I think we were brought 

into this underworld to be part of Weland Smith’s rebirth into our world – where belief 

in his old magic has been reduced to a kind of glorified computer-game…but the way 

we four were holding him in our minds caused him to transform in a way he wasn’t 

expecting; you saw how his face changed before he disappeared. That was why Eric 

kept the members of the Genesis Group close to me these last eight years – so he could 

get to know them through my imagination, be able to keep them in limbo at the critical 

moment. Eric engineered all our lives to bring us to this moment...’ Despite the heat, 

she felt a chill creep through her. ‘I should have known…trusted him…’ 

Melissa was still half-blind from the brilliance of Weland Smith’s vanishing, let 

Paul lead her out from under the trees – he lifted his head to the rock-strata that still 

stretched so impossibly far above their heads, rubbed his neck.  ‘I don’t get it – we can 

escape from here? It’s all over?’ 
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‘Or has it only just begun?’ 

The voice which rang through their heads resonated with explosive humour…a 

voice they’d never heard; yet somehow strangely familiar. And when they saw his aura 

brighten the soot-black trees it took them a moment to recognize him, although he was 

wearing that same leather jerkin and coarse canvas trousers… 

‘Weland Smith?’ Josh stared, still doubting what he was seeing. The light 

around him shone with so much gold it seemed solid. 

‘That was one name; among many.’ There was no edge now, to his mockery. 

‘There have been so many beliefs; so many legends. Now once again I have been re-

forged in the dragon’s breath of human imagination.’ 

Paul hung back warily – wondered if he should be looking for a weapon. The 

lignified branches lying on the ground were too brittle…anyway, this was Weland 

Smith… ‘I don’t get it – all this stuff about you being inside our heads. Are you real; or 

are we just making you up – imagining you?’ 

‘How could you expect to find faerie, if you did not believe in magic?’ Weland 

Smith’s laugh was as rich as his aura. ‘Just as your bodies give life to your children, so 

your minds give form to the spirits who dwell around you. I have no existence beyond 

your imagination – yet I am certainly no mere figment of it.’ 

Paul didn’t lower his stick. ‘Suddenly, you’ve turned into the good guy?’ 

Weland Smith picked up a stick of his own, examined it. ‘Good and evil are 

concepts which humanity will wrestle with until the end of time. My task was only ever 

to recover my true nature – a nature kept alive until now only in the forgotten corners 

of human imagination. I believed I sought vengeance; but it was I myself who 

inactivated Michael’s revolver – I who let you use the tidal river to discover the truth 

behind your journey, that you might arrive here by your own free will…four young 
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minds in need desperate of nurturing; fertile soil for the future…Eric did not work 

alone in engineering this moment: the trickster had first to deceive himself.’ He bent 

down, rubbed his stick over the ground, brushing aside the ash layer to reveal the hard-

baked earth.  ‘Your sacrifices, with Michael’s and Mary’s, have at last released me to 

face the future – to find my true place within this new age of technology. The seed for 

this soil lies in the world above.’ 

‘You can free us from the Morpheus Cave?’ Josh’s head was swimming. 

‘The black tidal river still connects our worlds. That way has always been open 

to you.’ Weland Smith stood up. ‘And I too must leave this underworld; I know my 

place now; at the heart of the technology which will transform this world: from this day 

forward I will interface not just with the neural networks of your brains, but also with 

the digital heart of cyberspace – exist in virtual form; become the ghost within the 

machine which will one day come to rule this world.’ He gestured to the blackened 

earth. ‘Yolanda, your brother was right – the Morpheus Cave has always held the 

ultimate truth: the single point which reflects the infinite. Witness for yourself.’ 

The ground beneath their feet became not quite as impenetrably black as it had 

been; a light was creeping through it, a restless gold that seemed oddly familiar…as 

they watched the ground became transparent, exposing the obsidian bedrock beneath. 

And they saw how the light was being reflected up through the black glass from far 

deeper; from the Morpheus Cave itself – the metre-thick nickel-steel sphere reddening, 

turning molten, peeling away to fall into the river below in great gouts of steam; 

revealing its unbearably bright golden core.  

Weland Smith looked up. ‘Prepare yourselves: the time has come to reveal the 

true source of the golden sun that burns at the Earth’s heart. ’ 
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They followed his gaze to the rock-strata stretched so unreachably far above 

their heads – gasped. It too was filled with light; becoming clear, like glass… 

They could see the stars. 

‘I see it…even if I can’t believe it…’ Paul was the first to speak. 

Then a wave of solid gold engulfed them; light so bright and pure they imagined 

they could feel its particles brushing their bodies. The tide of light travelled upwards, 

passing through the rocky roof far above as if the world of matter had simply ceased to 

exist – rising beyond it, to illuminate the night sky… 

Once before in his life, Josh had thought he’d seen the brightest canopy the stars 

could offer – on that holiday in Scotland; lying on his back with his dad in a mountain 

glen so night-filled not a glimmer dulled his eyes’ perception – a sky so rich in stars 

that the milky way became a river of light and the astrological signs he knew so well, 

the Plough, Orion’s belt and the rest, so overwhelmed by the sheer numbers of stars he 

could hardly make them out… 

It was nothing, compared with what he was witnessing now: the stars 

multiplying in the night until there was simply no room left for darkness – turning the 

sky into a single sheet of pure gold…and on that blank canvas new patterns emerging; 

the golden stardust crystallizing into uncounted networks – like the patterns of 

snowflakes, but infinitely more complex, more beautiful… 

‘Yoley, what’s going on? What am I seeing?’ 

‘It can’t be…’ there was awe in her voice ‘Josh, it’s as if we’re seeing the Event 

Horizon of the Universe itself…’ 

‘Event Horizon?’ 

‘The boundary beyond which everything we believe is real ceases to exist. Josh, 

I think we’re finally being shown the true nature of our Descartes’ box…’ He could tell 
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from her voice how she was struggling to be patient – how she desperately needed to 

share this moment with him… ‘Josh, do you remember when we were climbing those 

awful stairs; I was telling you about the holographic nature of the universe – how our 

physical universe is a three-dimensional holographic projection from the Event 

Horizon? Well, I think we’re witnessing that, right now…’ 

He remembered the thrill he’d felt, at how even on those endless, treacherous 

steps, she could still think about stuff like that…  ‘You mean, we’ve always been living 

inside some kind of virtual reality – like being inside some kind of giant computer?’ 

‘That’s what I was trying to explain to you; how the material world we believe 

to be so solid, immutable, is really an illusion…’ 

‘And thus, has always been within the power of your imaginations to influence.’ 

Weland Smith touched the velvet soot-layer that suffocated the bark of a tree, looked 

out over a smoke-shrouded plain now alive with golden light. ‘Once, this world was 

green. You could walk forever through its endless forests – or if you wished, quite 

suddenly surprise the foothills of snow-capped mountains. Now it can begin to come 

alive again.’ He turned them. ‘We have reached the parting of the ways. In a moment I 

will become one with my reforged Excalibur – the golden sun burning at the Earth’s 

heart. But Yolanda, one still remains, seeking your forgiveness. ’ The light gathered 

around Weland Smith – approached that intensity they’d just glimpsed within the 

Morpheus Cave.  ‘Now, turn your faces away.’ 

Even as they turned an unbearable brightness stretched their shadows into solid 

bars – went out. When they looked again, the underworld was empty. 

 

‘Yoley?’  

A new voice in her head – a young man’s voice, husky; not unlike her own… 
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‘Eric?’ Her laugh rang bells over the blackened park. 

‘I’ve waited a long time, Yoley.’ 

Her voice cracked. ‘Eric…I should have trusted you…’ 

‘Yoley, we each had to make our own sacrifice. Mine was to do what I did, 

knowing the pain it would cause.’ 

Yolanda heard the tiredness in his voice, wondered at the burden he’d had to 

carry – cursed her own awkwardness; her inability to express the profound humiliation 

she felt. 

‘From the moment I was first interfaced with the Morpheus Cave I was able to 

experience the true nature of our reality…knew that our world would soon be reaching 

a tipping-point; that the Smith’s manifestation as vengeance-seeking Fool was the 

clearest symptom of our collective sickness. The Genesis Group were never going to be 

strong enough to take up the burden of his transformation – you four alone had the life-

experience to learn the lessons which needed to be learned.’ 

‘Eric…I’m – so sorry…’ 

She faltered; and Eric seemed to have no words to fill the emptiness she’d left 

between them. At last, he spoke again – they’d been silent for too long. ’Yoley, you 

have nothing to be sorry for. Without you, none of this would have been possible. But 

Weland Smith was right; this is the parting of the ways.’ 

‘What do you mean?’ Yolanda asked. Josh had been listening spellbound; he 

followed her eyes up to the golden canopy of the Event Horizon. 

‘Yoley, I too have one last journey to make.’ 

‘But – we’ve only just found each other again…’ 
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Eric’s voice was soft. ‘Yoley, I gave up my physical body ten years ago. All that 

I am was imprinted in the Morpheus Cave; now that too can be deleted. Without your 

belief in me I could never have survived – but now you have to let me go.’ 

‘It can’t be true…’ She desperately wanted to deny it – that ten years ago Eric 

had given up this life for all their sakes: how he too, had made his sacrifice… 

‘Yoley, this is the greatest journey of all; beyond all we know. And I won’t be 

alone; there’s someone waiting to guide me.’ 

And on the parapet a figure was silhouetted against the horizon of pure gold; 

taking shape within its snowflake-patterns. A woman with a square, handsome face and 

her hair tied back in a bun. A woman Yolanda had met once before, in a dream. 

‘Monica, I’m ready now.’ 

Yolanda let out a cry. A second figure was forming next to Monica Witt – a 

short, sturdy young man; one so alike – yet so different to – his sister… For a brief 

moment they stood together, outlined against the infinite complexity of the Event 

Horizon. 

Were lost to its golden light. 

* * * 

 ‘You mean we’ve got to jump, like we did before?’ Paul stood by the parapet, staring 

dubiously into the steaming chasm. 

‘You know better than any that it’s not the end.’ Melissa’s mouth was set in its 

familiar firm line. Paul wondered if one day creases might mould that expression, as 

her skin tightened with age – maybe anywhere but here… 

‘Paul; I don’t want to go back.’ 

‘This place really has fried your brain.’ The golden extravagance of the Event 

Horizon was gone now, but not all the light had left the underworld: a trace of gold still 
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permeated up through the ground beneath their feet, bathing the strata far above their 

heads with the first hint of sunlight. 

She wondered if Paul might be right. They were waiting for Josh and Yolanda, 

giving Yoley some space… Melissa too had so much she needed to think about; and 

after believing she was trapped here forever, suddenly there seemed no time at all. 

‘Paul, when I was first interfaced with the Morpheus Cave I thought I was in heaven. I 

was wrong – I suppose I was only thinking like that because it was showing me just 

how miserable my life had been. Now I know the truth; that this hellish spirit-world 

should have been the bedrock of the world above; but it’s become forgotten, surviving 

in the perception of a few sensitives like my mum. And now it needs to be rebuilt…I’d 

come back here like a shot – but it’s my mum I’m worrying about; I could never give 

her that much grief, it would destroy her.’ 

‘You’ve seen how the Morpheus Cave works – why worry about that?’ 

She looked up sharply. ‘What do you mean?’ 

‘Brainwaves – this place runs on them; all that stuff about wireless interfacing 

with the neural networks of our brains, like they were just some fancy kind of 

computer. Eric used to talk to Yoley like that in her dreams – and your mum’s a 

medium; I reckon you could visit her any time you like; let her know you’re still okay.’ 

‘Of course…’ Melissa stared at him. ‘Paul – this is probably going to make you 

despise me even more; but when I’m with you I feel alive, in a way I never have before. 

Don’t get me wrong; it’s no weak-minded thrill-seeking–’ she met his eye. ‘“Sniffing 

around you”, as you so charmingly put it… But you see I think we’re the same, in a 

kind of way. Both empty inside – I filled my emptiness with religion, but I think you 

filled yours with hate…’ She tailed off, not daring to say any more. Braced herself, 

wondering if he might hit her – or worse; laugh at her. 
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Below Paul, the fires danced on the misshapen terraces. He was thinking how he 

didn’t have anybody he particularly wanted to visit – In their dreams or awake; nobody 

who’d care that much where he was. ‘You know what? Maybe you’re right – if I 

weren’t too busy mugging somebody, I might even come with you.’ 

Her blood-red lips parted in surprise. ‘Paul, I can’t tell you–’ 

‘Then don’t.’ He shrugged. ‘This is where I was supposed to end up anyway – 

the Morpheus Cave was made for the likes of me; the ones who’ve gone feral.’ 

‘Paul, you’re wrong. It’s the whole world that needs saving; not just those like 

us most obviously messed up. It’s like a cancer; leave it too late and you have to burn 

out each individual cancer-cell – but if you can work on the whole body, then perhaps it 

need never start to grow.’ 

‘That’s what you think I am? A cancer cell?’ 

Now he did laugh at her, but she didn’t mind. ‘Paul, I think I’ve got a long way 

to go before I work out what you are.’ 

‘Anyhow, if this is your idea of the new Eden, it stinks.’ 

She closed her mouth. ‘You’re not exactly my picture of the new Adam, either. 

But I do know one thing: one day, we’ll come back here – see it as it should have been.’ 

There was no time for more – Yolanda and Josh were walking purposefully 

towards them. But beyond the lake of smog which drowned the plain, they could just 

make out rocky foothills – and snow-capped mountains, tinged with gold. 

* * * 

‘Sam. It’s time.’ 

She’d been waiting in the shadows of the rail tunnel for what felt like an eternity 

– and yet, at the same time, it felt like no time at all. She wondered if that was because 

of something Eric had done, like with her feet; something to make the waiting easier. 
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She’d been gripping the Pentax tight; not from fear she might drop it, more from fear it 

might suddenly just disappear – one more mystery lost to this night. 

‘Sam, when you use the flashlight of the Pentax, you’ll press the reset button for 

every mind that has been touched by the Morpheus Cave.’ Eric’s voice sounded like it 

was coming from a long, long way away – as if she was hearing it for the last time. As 

she lifted the Pentax Sam thought about how she’d have liked to get to know Eric better 

– how now she’d never get the chance… 

As she pressed the shutter release, she tried to imagine that her own will could 

somehow power it; that she was about to cleanse the world of all that angst of injustice 

she’d ground her teeth on as she’d grown up. That the whole world might somehow be 

purged by its brilliance; wiped clean. 

As instantly as the light came it was gone. The darkness that rushed in was 

profound – not just her eyes that were blind; her whole mind shut down. As if it had 

just been reset, was waiting to be reprogrammed. 

Waiting to begin again. 

* * * 

It was as if a switch had just been thrown. 

The clouds were coming alive: an Impressionist dawn, formed from pure 

colour…red roofs awakening under the castle, around Yolanda the green trees of the 

park stepping out of the shadows. Only a moment left, before the sun broke through. 

Her legs were numb – it felt like she’d been waiting here all night…kneeling on 

the wet grass of the ancient park, the Pentax focussed on the mulberry tree. 

Waiting for the day to return… 

In the eyepiece the rain-pearled mulberry tree glittered with magical light. 

She snapped the shutter-release. 
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The world exploded. 

‘Yoley!’ 

There was a smell of wood-smoke in the air…and flames, warm on her 

skin…the mulberry tree burning furiously, filling the sky with its smoke… 

Then the sun came out again. 

The mulberry tree was still there: opening its green leaves to drink the morning 

light. Untouched – as if nothing had happened. Except it had happened – so much had 

happened to them…and it was only now she was remembering... 

How this was the morning of the day before. 

‘Yoley, are you okay?’ 

‘Josh?’ 

She stood up, wobble-legged – starting to tremble all over, uncontrollably… 

‘Josh, we’ve been caught out of time for the last two days – as if they never 

happened…that vision of the lightning-strike must have been Eric’s way of 

reconnecting us – helping us to remember…’ She trailed off – what was she saying? 

Sharing some insane dream-vision with a boy she hardly knew; because on another day 

that now had never existed they’d become so intimate they could share anything? 

But…what was he doing here? And why did he keep looking at her like that? 

Without being asked, he took her hands in his. ‘Yoley…I know. I was there.’ 

* * * 

Michael lay on the bed, watching the dawnlight lift the shadows from the trees. Mary 

lay beside him – one more piece of madness to fit into this reforming of their lives. 

She’d wept in her sleep, calling Eric’s name, her tears soaking the pillow. But then at 

last she’d seemed to find peace – Michael wondered if Eric had heard her call, come to 

comfort her in her dreams. And he knew that as well as grief, there was in her a sense 
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of pride – of awe – at what Eric had achieved; this deaf, dumb and blind boy who’d 

accepted such a lonely burden, because in his own way he’d been able to see further 

than any of them ever could. 

Melissa and Paul had left together when it got dark. Yolanda and Sam were in 

her room, and Josh was asleep in Eric’s. This morning they’d all gathered together here 

at Mary’s, more by a kind of awkward gravity than from any clear purpose. It had been 

difficult at first; especially with Paul – but it was a difficulty they’d all wanted to 

overcome. They’d talked the whole day away – they’d all shared so much… 

And yet, what exactly had they shared? 

Melissa had been most certain – and in a sense she was right; insisting that what 

they’d had was a kind of revelation; an enlightenment that would change them forever. 

In less than a microsecond they’d lived hot-house lives that felt like a whole lifetime 

squeezed into two days; which had allowed them to shed burdens they’d carried for so 

long they’d forgotten how heavy they were – an experience so real it was the lives 

they’d lived before which now felt virtual; because their only way of retaining their 

sanity was to accept that this daylit world was indeed Maya… 

Yolanda had tried to explain the meaning behind their vision of the Event 

Horizon – how it was an open question whether it was the most fantastical part of their 

whole journey; or the closest they’d ever get to experiencing the true nature of reality.  

According to the latest newscast the Morpheus Cave had been taken offline; 

something to do with a malfunction in the Self-Induced-Time-Out process at its heart. 

But it wasn’t Weland Smith who’d made the announcement; it was some faceless Fen 

Church clone who hadn’t even bothered to give his name. The holographic blacksmith 

had apparently made his last appearance. Much time had been taken up debating the 
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nature of the Morpheus Cave, and if what had happened to them had indeed been a 

SITO phenomenon – but again the question remained unanswerable. 

More fruitful was their discussion of the elemental nature of Weland Smith: 

Michael was much relieved to hear that between them they had transformed the Smith 

from harbinger of fear into a force for hope; who would from this day on exist in 

cyberspace, at the heart of the technological revolution that was driving the world too 

fast down an unknown road. Would he be able to steer its human cargo away from the 

dark cliff-edges, towards that bright new day its advocates so carelessly promised? 

Because as he lay on the bed, Michael knew it was far from over. He thought 

about the state this world was in; the riots and greed, the anger and fear that pervaded 

so many lives – the pain, which had first called Weland Smith from the depths. 

So far from over, it had hardly begun… 

Michael knew now, that ever since that night on the Henge he’d been waiting 

for this call; to be given the courage to fight the battles he’d rehearsed for all his life. 

He just wished there might be some sanctuary where they might go; some quiet place 

where they might meditate, gather their strength for what was to come. 

Through the window he saw it – out of the cloudless sky a rainbow catching on 

the hill where the castle ruins huddled. For the briefest instant a chimera flashed there: 

A shining cathedral. 

 


